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ON0ER&
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg. OH 44087-1924

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330) 487-0769

www.epa.state oh us

Bob Taft, Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

FINAL APPROVAL LETTER

Mr. Irv Venger WBG SAP ADDENDUM NO. 2

Environmental Program Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant CERTIFIED MAIL

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) has received and reviewed the document

entitled: "Final, Sampling and Analysis Plan Addendum No. 2 for the Winklepeck Burning Grounds

Feasibility Study, Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio." This document, dated February

2006 and received at Ohio EPA on February 13, 2006, was prepared for the U.S. Army Corps of

Engineers (USACE) - Louisville District, by SAIC, Inc., under contract number DACA62-00-D-0001,

delivery order number CY08. Ohio EPA has determined that this document has been revised

accordingly and is hereby approved.

On October 5, 2005, Ohio EPA commented on an earlier version of this document. According to the

Director's Findings and Orders (F&Os), the Army has 30 days to revise the document and submit it

to Ohio EPA. This did not occur. Revised documents submitted after the 30 day period require a

written request for an extension and subsequent approval. In the future, please comply with all

provisions of the F&Os.

Sincerejy,

'J
Totld R. Fisher
Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

Todd.Fisherfo)epa.state.oh.us

TRF/kss

cc: Eileen Mohr, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Kevin Jago, SAIC, Oakridge

Glen Beckham, USACE, Louisville

Laura Obloy, SAIC, Twinsburg

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

JoAnn Watson, AEC

John Jent, USACE, Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE, Louisville

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

LTC Tom Tadsen, RTLS

Martha Clough, SAIC, Twinsburg

.y.lej
Eqtmi Opportunity Employer



OhfaEFft

2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330)487-0769

www.epa state oh us

Bob Taft. Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

* RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

WBG SUPPLEMENTAL HHRA

Mr. Irv Venger

Acting Facility Manager CERTIFIED MAIL

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA), Northeast District Office (NEDO), Division

of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR) has received and reviewed the document entitled:

"Final, Supplemental Human Health Risk Assessment for Revised Range Maintenance Worker at the

Former Winklepeck Burning Grounds." This document, dated May 2006 and received at Ohio EPA

on May 10, 2005, was prepared for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) - Louisville District

by Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC), under contract number W912QR-04-D-

0019, delivery order number 008.

The document was compared to the draft version and the most recent comment response matrix. All

requested changes have been made and the document is approved.

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at (330) 963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Manager

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Katie Elgin, OHARNG RTLS

JoAnn Watson, AEC

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

Dave Brancato, USACE Louisville

Kevin Jago, SAIC

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

C'ti nn Rpr,yr.r-i >■*;■<;-
0/Ko EPA is an Lquai Opportunity Employe



OhioERA
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 EastAurora Road TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: 1330)487-0769 Bob Taft Governor
Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924 www.epa stale oh us Bruce Johnson. Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncehk. Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

STOP WORK ISSUE

CERTIFIED MAIL

Mr. Irv Venger

Acting Facility Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

It is my understanding that the issue of the "stop-work" authority of the Ohio Environmental

Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) was discussed at the conclusion of the six (6) high priority area of

concern (AOC) feasibility study (FS) conference call, on

arose from June 12, 2006 comments that I made on the

Remedial Design (RD) Performance Work Statement (PWS). Although I was not present during

the June 16, 2006 discussion, the purpose of this correspondence is to memorialize the position

of Ohio EPA regarding the stop work issue.

In Section XV(34) of the Director's Final Findings and Orders (hereinafter called "Orders"), which

were signed by the Director of Ohio EPA and the Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army

(Environmental, Safety and Occupational Health), and journalized June 10, 2004, the Army and

Ohio EPA agreed (to the maximum extent practicable) to communicate and resolve issues on the

project manager level. The next paragraph [section XV(35)( c)] describes Ohio EPA's stop work

authority under the Orders. This section indicates that Ohio EPA has the right to direct that work

be stopped in the event the Agency determines the activities being conducted may create or

exacerbate a threat to public health or safety or threaten to cause or contribute to air or water

pollution or soil contamination. By transmission of this letter, Ohio EPA confirms that it will contact

the Army project manager or his/her representative regarding any health and safety issues and/or

release issues and request that the Army representative direct their contractor to stop work, per

Section XV(35)( c) of the Orders. We will not directly request that your contractor stop work.

The Orders also clearly state the following: "Respondent's Project Manager or alternate shall be

present on the Site or on call during all hours of work at the Site" [section XV(34)]. Since

contractors will be conducting field work and excavations at WBG, there is a potential that

situations could arise where the activities being performed may create or exacerbate a threat to

public health or safety or threaten to cause or contribute to air or water pollution or soil

contamination. Therefore, it is Ohio EPA's position that the Army's project manager (or designated

representative that can direct the contractor to stop work) must be on site during all hours of work,

or available by pager or cell phone if off-site. In addition, if the Army's project manager or

designated representative is off-site and Ohio EPA determines that contractor work should be

stopped under section XV(35)( c) of the Orders, we must be able to reach him or her immediately

(/'!i"'; £p^ iS a" ^ciual Opportunity Employer



MR. IRV VENGER, ACTING FACILITY MANAGER

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

JUNE 21, 2006

PAGE 2

by phone or pager, so that the Army can immediately address the situation and stop work before

someone gets injured or a release occurs. Due to the seriousness of this issue, if there isn't an

immediate response on the part of the Army's project manager, Ohio EPA will consider this a

violation of the Order, and a Notice of Violation (NOV) will be issued.

In addition, if, because the Army cannot immediately stop work and the contractor causes a release

to the environment, the Army will be liable to address that release, including taking any actions

necessary to prevent further damage to the environment or Waters of the State. This includes any

notification or response requirements under federal, state, and local rules, laws, and regulations.

Ohio EPA will also take whatever actions it feels necessary, as well, including notifying additional

agencies concerning health or safety issues, invoking the emergency response provisions under

the Defense State Memorandum of Agreement (DSMOA), or additional work clauses under the

Orders.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me

at (330) 963-1221.

Sincerely,

:ileen T. Mohr

Project Manager

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

MAJ Ed Meade, OHARNG RTLS

Katie Elgin, OHARNG RTLS

Glen Beckharrt, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Ken Motz, BRAC, Rock Island

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR



OhfeEWk
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330)487-0769

www.epa.state oh us

Bob Taft, Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT,

PORTAGE/TRl

SUSPECTED Ml

AOC - ADDITIONAL GROUNDWATER

MONITORING WELL INSTALLATION AND

SAMPLING REPORT

Mr. Irving Venger

Environmental Program Manager CERTIFIED MAIL

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA), Northeast District Office (NEDO), Division

of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR), has received and reviewed the document entitled

"Preliminary Report on the Additional Groundwater Monitoring Well Installation and Groundwater

Sampling at the Suspected Mustard Agent Burial Area of Concern, Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant,

Ravenna, Ohio." This document, dated March 2006 and received at Ohio EPA on March 6, 2006, was

prepared for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Louisville District, by Spec Pro, Inc.

On April 12, 2006, Ohio EPA sent comments on the first draft of this document. All the comments

have been adequately addressed in the final version of the report, and Ohio EPA has found no further

deficiencies. As a result, the "Final Report on the Additional Groundwater Monitoring Well Installation

and Groundwater Sampling at the Suspected Mustard Agent Burial Area of Concern at the Ravenna

Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio," received on May 18, 2006, has been accepted and filed.

If you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to contact me at (330) 963-1249.

Sincerely,

Andrew C. Kocher

Site Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ACK/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Eileen Mohr, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Katie Elgin, OHARNG

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

Al Brillinger, SpecPro

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

MAJ Ed Meade, OHARNG RTLS

JoAnn Watson, USACE

Chantelle Carroll, SpecPro

Eh i! Oftpoiii



OhfoEFft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road TELE: (330) 963-1200 FAX: (330) 487-0769 Bob Taft> Governor
Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924 www.epastate.ohus Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

ORDER EXTENSION

Mr. Irv Venger CERTIFIED MAIL

Industrial Specialist

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Northeast District Office, Division of Emergency and

Remedial Response receiyed^^^pfiJ 3«£Qfl6, the following document: "Draft Report, Evaluation of

Chemical Residuum at thJWlliyfRaisge, Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio."

Under the Director's Findings and Orders, a 45 day turn around time (TAT) would result in comments

from Ohio EPA being submitted to other stakeholders on May 18, 2006. At the recent partnering

meeting, the project team agreed upon the programmatic and project specific priorities. The

completion of the report for the 40 mm range area was not a listed priority. Due to the number of

documents to be reviewed that are already in-house, the 40 mm report will not be subjected to the 45

day TAT. The document will be reviewed on a time available basis.

I apologize for any inconvenience that this may cause. If you have any questions concerning this

correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at (330) 963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Dave Brancato, USACE Louisville

JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Katie Elgin, OHARNG RTLS

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

OhlC EPA :- '■" EQual Opportunity Employer



OhfoERk
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road TELE: i330) 963-1200 FAX: (330)487-0769 Bob Taft- Governor
Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924 www.epa siaie oTjs Bruce Johnson. Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

ORDER EXTENSION

Mr. Irv Venger CERTIFIED MAIL

Industrial Specialist

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Northeast District Office, Division of Emergency and

Remedial Response, has received a schedule extension request for the response to comments

submission on thftiaaHli^^i^#^n^f^ilclial Investigation (Rl) reports, prepared for the Ravenna
Army Ammunition Plant (RVAAP). The extension request, prepared by the Army and MKM Engineers,

was received via e-mail on March 06, 2006. The request was made due to the large volume of

comments and time constraints of team members.

Ohio EPA agrees that the request for extension is reasonable.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at

(330)963-1221.

Sincerely,

J

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Stan Levenger, MKM Engineers

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

itfd on Ke^yJeJ
Ohm t '■■''■■ ■■ m Equal Opportunity Fmplcyer



OhfaEFft

2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330)487-0769

www epa slate oh us

Bob Taft, Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGBTRUMBULL COUNTIES

Mr. Irv Venger CERTIFIED MAIL

Industrial Specialist

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

In a conversation on February 22, 2006, you and I discussed the contracting issues that were

delaying the decontamination and demolition activities proposed for Load Lines 5 and 7.

There is no problem with extending the time frames as you requested, until the contracting

situation can be resolved. It is my understanding that the intent is to still have this contract

let under the current Base re-Alignment and Closure Office (BRAC), prior to the office being

closed. Please advise when the contract is finalized and work will commence.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact

me at (330) 963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

JoAnn Watson, AEC

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

un Re'.ydec [1
EPA -~ ,';■'> tquai Oppciurvty Employe/



OhfaBft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 EastAurora Road TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330:487-0769 Bob Taft. Governor
Twmsburg, OH 44087-1924 www.epa state oh us Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

ORDER EXTENSION

Mr. Irv Venger, Industrial Specialist

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Northeast District Office, Division of Emergency and

Remedial Response, has received a thirty (30) day schedule extension request for the response

to comments (RTC) submission, the RTC meeting and the revision of the workplan and site sn&cifir

health and safety plan for the decontamination and demolition off sBS^^hW"T5^Fe
extension request was generated by the contractor on February 3, 2006, the Ravenna Army

Ammunition Plant (RVAAP) on February 6, 2006 and received via fax (to be followed by mail hard

copy) at Ohio EPA on February 07, 2006.

Ohio EPA agrees that the requests for extension are reasonable and acceptable. Please have the

contractor submit the revised schedule for completion to Bob Guthrie's attention in order that the

RVAAP master schedule can be updated.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me

at 330-963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM:bo

pc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Ken Motz, BRAC

Bill Ingold, BRAC

Dianne Peck, Lakeshore Engineering

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

0!"° FPA 's m SftMtf Opy.o'V^vi; Employer



OhfeERA
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 EastAurora Road TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: {330)487-0769 Bob Taft, Governor
Tw;psburg, OH 44087-1924 www.epastate.ohus Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

SCOPE OF WORf

Mr. Irv Venger DECEMBER 15, 2005.

Environmental Program Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant CERTIFIED MAIL

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) has received and reviewed the "Scope of

Work, 2006 Facility Wide Ground Water Monitoring Program, Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant,

Ravenna, Ohio," dated December 15, 2005. This document was received at Ohio EPA, Northeast

District Office (NEDO), Division of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR), on December 20,

2005. The Document was prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)-Louisville District.

This document was reviewed by Ohio EPA personnel in NEDO's DERR and NEDO's Division of

Drinking and Ground Waters (DDAGW). Enclosed are Ohio EPA's comments on the report.

If you have any questions, please call me at (330) 963-1207.

Sincerely,

Vicki Deppisch, Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

VD/kss

Enclosures

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Eileen Mohr, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG, RTLS

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Conni McCambridge, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

JoAnn Watson, AEC

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

Chantelle Carroll, SpecPro

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

;MUI!H«yjwF,f.er ('"<- E'L'A « so Equal O#porfyrtrf) Bmplayor



2006 FACILITY WIDE GROUND WATER MONITORING PROGRAM SCOPE OF WORK

OHIO EPA, DIVISION OF EMERGENCY AND REMEDIAL RESPONSE COMMENTS

REVIEWER: VICKI DEPPISCH

CMT.

NO.

1

2

3

4.

PAGE#

LINE#

General

General

General

Section 3.5,

Task 5,

Maintenance

COMMENT

Ohio EPA and USACE must be

contacted prior to any technical

changes or inability to perform

work. Any changes will require

sign-off by both parties.

Each well will be inspected and an

inspection form will be completed

to identify all maintenance issues.

All abandoned and plugged wells

must be in accordance with

FWSAP and Ohio EPA Technical

Guidance for Hydrological

Investigations. Ohio Department

of Natural Resources (ODNR)

must be provided with an

abandonment log upon

completion.

Central Burn Pit (CBP) and Atlas

monitoring wells had problems

after installation and must be

inspected during the next round of

water level measurements.

RECOMMENDATION

Please add to the Scope of Work.

Please add to the Scope of Work.

Please add to the Scope of Work.

Please add to this section.

RESPONSE



2006 FACILITY WIDE GROUND WATER MONITORING PROGRAM SCOPE OF WORK

OHIO EPA - DIVISION OF DRINKING AND GROUND WATERS COMMENTS - REVIEWER: C. MCCAMBRIDGE

Cmt.

No.

1

Page#

Line#

Section 2.0,

P9- 1

Comment

a. The text indicated that 36 out of a

total of 235 monitoring wells will be

quarterly sampled during 2006. Of

these 36 wells, 14 are "background

wells." This information is

inconsistent with the statement in

Section 3.1.2.2 of the FWGWPP

(pg.3-20), which indicates that 10 of

the 14 background wells are not

proposed for further monitoring after

the "initial period." It is unclear

whether the 3 sampling events

already conducted in 2005 on the

background wells constitute the

"initial [monitoring] period"

(FWGWPP, Section 4.2, pg. 4-5).

b. Task 1: New wells (155) were

installed in various AOCs at the

facility in 2005. The submittal

indicated that these new wells are

scheduled for sampling in 2006, but

did not discuss their sampling

schedules.

Recommendation

a. Please check this

inconsistency and provide

appropriate clarification and

discussion.

b. Please provide a brief

discussion on the 2006

sampling schedule for these

new wells. This information

can include the start and

finish dates of sampling

performed as part of the

Remedial Investigation (Rl)

ateachAOC. This sampling

schedule information can be

presented in a table format.

Response



Section 2.0,

P9-2

Task 1 - This task indicates that

ground water flow conditions

throughout the entire facility will be

analyzed once in a year. The

interpretation of these conditions will

be based on ground water elevation

data from all RVAAP wells collected

during one quarterly monitoring

event. The submittal is unclear on

which quarter will be chosen for this

task and the underlying reasons for

this selection. Furthermore, it is

also not apparent how a ground

water flow map, generated from the

data collected during one quarterly

monitoring event, will be able to

address the seasonal variations of

flow conditions and the effects these

variations may have on the

contaminant fate and transport.

Task 5 - The text indicates that

activities will be

wells that were

"maintenance'

performed on

identified to be in need of attention

during the October 2005 ground

water level measurement event.

However, it is not stated whether all

RVAAP wells will continue to be

inspected for problems with integrity

during the collection of water

elevation data in 2006 (FWGWPP,

Section 4.1, pg. 4-1).

Please provide a discussion

as to the criteria to be used

to determine which quarterly

monitoring event will be

selected for the collection of

ground water elevations.

Also, address how the

possibility of seasonal

variations will be addressed

based the data collected

from one quarterly

monitoring event.

Please clarify whether all

RVAAP wells will be

inspected for integrity

problems and tested for

alignment during 2006.

2



Section 3.1,

pg-2

The text indicates that several wells are

scheduled for "plugging' and abandonment

in 2006. Simply plugging the wells would

not be in accordance with the well

abandonment procedures discussed in

FWSAP (2001, Section 4.3.2.5, pg. 4.32).

Please make appropriate correction

to this statement and follow the

procedures discussed in FWSAP

(2001, Section 4.3.2.5, pg. 4.32) for

well abandonment.



Section 3.4,

P9-4

The text indicates that time trend

plots will be prepared for each

constituent(s) that "...are/have been

detected in at least four ol the 2005

and 2006 sampling events.' It is

unclear how this threshold criteria

was determined. Is there any

statistical reasoning to support this

plan?

The text indicates that statistical

analysis will be performed on

contaminant concentration data

gathered from

upgradient/background wells and

from downgradient wells. The

statistical techniques are not noted

in the submittal.

It should also be noted that

published dates for the two

referenced documents have been

cited incorrectly.

b.

Please provide an

explanation as to how it

was determined that time

trend plots would be

prepared for only those

constituents detected in at

least four sampling events.

The statistical method(s) to

be used should be in

accordance with the

approved FWGWMP plan.

Please correct the cited

documents to read:

I) Statistical Analysis

of Ground Water

Monitoring Data at

RCRA Facilities,

Interim Final

Guidance (April

1989).

ii) Statistical Analysis

of Ground Water

Monitoring Data at

RCRA Facilities,

Addendum to

Interim Final

Guidance (July

1992).



5 Section 3.5,

Table 1,

P9- 5

Table 1 listed facility wells with identified

significant maintenance issues. This table

did not include well CBP-006, which

reportedly had a buckled inner casing and

was replaced in the FWGWPP monitoring

system with well CBP-005.

Please provide clarification on what

will be done with this well in the

future.



2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

ONoEFft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330M87-0769

www.epa.slate oh us

Bob Taft. Governor

Bruce Johnson. Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncehk. Director

Mr. Irv Venger

Environmental Program Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT,

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES,

RESPONSE TO OHIO EPA COMMENTS

DATED

WATER MONITORING PROGRAM,

DECEMBER 15, 2005

CERTIFIED MAIL

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) has received and reviewed the

responses to Ohio EPA comments letter, dated February 2, 2006, for the "Scope of Work,

2006 Facility Wide Ground Water Monitoring Program, Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant,

Ravenna, Ohio," dated December 15, 2005. The responses to comments document was

received at Ohio EPA, Northeast District Office (NEDO), Division of Emergency and Remedial

Response (DERR), on February 14, 2005, and is dated February 10, 2006. The document

was prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Louisville District.

This document was reviewed by Ohio EPA personnel in NEDO's DERRand NEDO's Division

of Drinking and Ground Waters (DDAGW). All responses have adequately addressed Ohio

EPA comments except for the following:

Item # 1. Ohio EPA stated that Ohio EPA and USACE must be contacted prior to

any technical changes or inability to perform work and that any changes

will require sign-off by both parties. The response refers back to

previous documents (SOW, FWGWMPP, FWSAP, and DFFO), but does

not plainly state if this procedure will be followed and if it is stated in one

of the referenced documents. Please indicate this in the response

column.

Item # 4. Ohio EPA requested that Central Burn Pit (CBP) and Atlas monitoring

wells be inspected during the next round of water level measurements,

because they had problems after installation. Although the response

refers back to previous documents (SOW, FWGWMPP), it does not

plainly state if these wells will be inspected as requested. Please

indicate this in the response column.
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If you have any questions, please call me at (330) 963-1207.

Sincerely,

Vicki Deppisch

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

VD/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, OFFO, SEDO

Eileen Mohr, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, OFFO, SEDO

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG, RTLS

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Conni McCambridge, Ohio EPA, DDAGW, NEDO

JoAnn Watson, AEC

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

Chantelle Carroll, SpecPro

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO
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RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT,

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES,

RESPONSE TO OHIO EPA COMMENTS

WORK, 2006

PROGRAM, DECEMBER 15, 2005

Mr. Irv Venger

Environmental Program Manager CERTIFIED MAIL

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) has received and reviewed the responses to

Ohio EPA comments letter, dated March 29, 2006, for the "Scope of Work, 2006 Facility Wide Ground

Water Monitoring Program, Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio," dated December 15,

2005. The responses to comments document was received at Ohio EPA, Northeast District Office

(NEDO), Division of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR), on June 9, 2006, and is dated May

24, 2006. The document was prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) - Louisville

District.

The responses have adequately addressed Ohio EPA's comments.

If you have any questions, please call me at (330) 963-1207.

Sincerely,

Vicki Deppisch

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

VD/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Eileen Mohr, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG, RTLS

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Conni McCambridge, Ohio EPA, DDAGW, NEDO

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, DERR, NEDO

JoAnn Watson, AEC

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Chantelle Carroll, SpecPro

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

-vd on Recycled
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RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

USAEHAGEOHYDROLOGIC STUDY -

Mr. Irv Venger

Industrial Specialist CERTIFIED MAIL

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

During the installation Action Plan (IAP) meeting held at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

(RVAAP) on February 21 -23, 2006, the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) - Louisville District

requested that the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA), Northeast District Office

(NEDO), Division of Emergency and Remedial (DERR) review a groundwater document prepared

by the United States Army Environmental Hygiene Agency (USAEHA). This document entitled:

"Geohydrologic Study No. 38-26-0344-89, Potential Ground-Water Contamination in the Chromium

Ore Piles Area, Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio, 5-9 December 1988" was

received at Ohio EPA NEDO DERR on March 3, 2006. The purpose of reviewing this report

was to determine whether or not the report and associated data were acceptable for deciding if

the chromium and manganese ore piles had impacted upon the groundwater in this area.

Subsequent to the review of the document, Ohio EPA has determined that the supplied report and

data are not usable for making the determination as to whether or not the groundwater in the ore

pile area has been impacted. Most importantly, the construction of the monitoring wells and

development is not acceptable to Ohio EPA. There are numerous deficiencies in the report,

including, but not limited to:

1. Only some of the wells had a concrete grout above the bentonite seal;

2. gravel pads were installed instead of concrete pads;

3. there is no indication as to the composition of the grout mixture;

4. there is no indication as to the sand size of the filter pack that surrounds the screen;

5. there is no indication of whether or not the grout was hydrated;

6. there is no indication as to whether or not a tremie pipe was used to install the grout;

7. no blow counts appear on the drilling logs;

8. it is unclear as to how the Shelby Tubes were pushed to the indicated depths;

9. the report contains elevation data to one decimal point, yet the text indicates that there was

no survey conducted of the monitoring wells;

10. a potentiometric surface was drawn based upon wells that were not surveyed in and which

the text does not indicate were at least tied into an existing benchmark;

11. the text references utilizing the RCRA and UTES wells, but there is no indication as to how

these wells were constructed and whether they even monitored the same strata;

12. the well development criteria is not sufficient - "some degree of clarity" has no concrete

meaning;

an Rcoyr
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13. there is no indication of what parameters and stabilization criteria were used to determine

that formation water was being monitored; and

14. the text indicates that the UTES well was sampled through a hose connected directly to the

pressure tank. This is not acceptable practice currently, and was not acceptable practice

in the late 1980s.

In short, Ohio EPA does not concur that this hydrogeologic report can be used to make any

determinations regarding the groundwater quality in the east ore yards. Additionally, if these wells

are still existing, Ohio EPA does not concur that they could be used in any current monitoring

program. In the event that these wells still exist, there needs to be additional discussion between

stakeholders regarding the proper plugging and abandonment of these wells.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me

at (330) 963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Katie Elgin, OHARNG RTLS

JoAnn Watson, AEC

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR
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RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE AND TRUMBULL COUNTIES

DLA INSPECTION/ISSUES

Mr. Irv Venger CERTIFIED MAIL

Acting Facility Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

On April 20, 2006, Todd Fisher and I, accompanied by LTC Tom Tadsen, walked several

areas where storage activities on the part of the Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) had

previously occurred, or are currently occurring. Below is a brief summary of what was

observed during the site visit. Please note that not all previous and current storage areas

were inspected.

On the eastern end of the installation, we looked at several areas, including: where

the metallurgical manganese piles from Cuba, the metallurgical chrome from Russia,

and the battery-grade manganese from Africa were (and are) stored; portions of the

railroad tracks in that area; and the area where the ferro-diWPIPipiiiNif0*currently

being removed. The chromium ore residuals that were left in place range in size from

silt/sand to large cobbles. Currently, there are existing piles of battery-grade

manganese that consist of sand-sized particles that are kept mowed; and significant

amounts of sand-sized manganese residuals that cover the rest of the area, i.e., where

the piles were "removed." The metallurgical manganese ore residuals that are left in

place vary from pebble to large cobble in size. There was evidence of chromium ore

spillage along the railroad track from either loading, unloading, or transportation

activities. In the areas where the ferro-chrome is currently being removed, there is

evidence of spillage from the concrete pad onto the surrounding ground surface. It is

unclear as to whether or not the personnel involved in the removal of the ferro-chrome

intend to clean up the area when the removal of the material from the concrete pad is

completed. At all places, there were materials left in place that have the potential to

cause problems both from the human health and environmental perspective. Of

considerable concern, are the areas where the residuals from the chromium and

manganese ore remain that DLA considers to have been "cleaned-up."

Additionally, we briefly inspected a portion of the Load Line 3 area where DLA had

previously stored materials in tanks. We found residual antimony sulfide in every tank

;ed on Kecyde J
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area that we inspected, and also found silicon carbide along the railroad tracks.

Additional investigation and cleanup in these areas may also be warranted.

Based upon the observations from the above-referenced site visit, I have the following

comments:

1. The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) recommends that the Army

contact the DLA immediately, to re-initiate discussions regarding the cleanup of these

areas. This would include discussing the possibility of obtaining additional funds from

DLA.

2. Additional assessment needs to be conducted in the eastern ore yard. This would

include a scoping meeting; generating a workplan for review and approval; sampling

of soil, surface water, sediment and groundwater; preparing a risk assessment and

requisite reports. Since the intent of the OHARNG was to utilize this area for helicopter

training, a new receptor may need to be generated.

3. Some of the data generated by previous SpecPro site characterization work might be

usable. However, in order for that to occur, Ohio EPA would require that all the data

be thoroughly evaluated, and the impact of there not being any associated quality

assurance/quality control information needs to be assessed. Additionally, Ohio EPA

would require that copies of field logs, sampling information, etc. (all the usual

requirements), be submitted for evaluation. Please refer to previous Ohio EPA

correspondence regarding this report.

4. The observations made during the recent site visit strengthen Ohio EPA's position that

the old monitoring well data cannot be used to evaluate whether or not the

groundwater has been impacted by DLA activities. Monitoring wells of known

construction and integrity need to be installed (and sampled) in areas where DLA

activities have occurred, or continue to occur. Please refer to previous Ohio EPA

correspondence regarding this issue.

5. Ohio EPA would recommend additional oversight of current DLA removal activities

and/or the conduct of a detailed inspection after the removal of various ores, with the

ability on the part of the Army to require additional work of DLA.

6. Ohio EPA recommends that current DLA funds not be expended on

decontamination/demolition (D/D) activities. The recommendation on our part would

be for the BRAC to fund the planned D/D activities and DLA funds be used to fund

additional oversight, investigation, and cleanup of the current problem areas.
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7. At some point in time, Ohio EPA will go back to the Load Line 3 area and walk the

entire former tank farm area. Based upon the abbreviated site inspection detailed

above, if the rest of the areas where the tanks have been removed is comparable to

the inspected area, cleanup might be relatively quick and inexpensive.

8. Until additional investigation and remediation is completed, no training on the part of

the OHARNG should be conducted in this area. Additionally, the Army may want to

consider determining if there exists an inhalation hazard to personnel who currently

mow the battery-grade manganese piles.

If you have any questions or concerns regarding this correspondence, please do not hesitate

to contact me at (330) 963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Manager

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

MAJ Ed Meade, OHARNG RTLS

Katie Elgin, OHARNG RTLS

JoAnn Watson, AEC

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Dave Brancato, USACE Louisville

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR
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CELRL-ED-E-E

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD

Subject: rtions for the Ravenna Armv

Ammunition Plant (RVAAP), Ravenna; Ohio

1. This memorandum serves as forma! documentation of the assumptions used to develop the

FY2007 CTC estimates for RVAAP. These estimates were prepared using either RACER 2006

cost estimation software, independent government estimates or current prices taken from

awarded contracts where appropriate. The assumptions used to develop the estimates are based

on assessment and remediation strategies developed during previous Installation Action Plan

(IAP) Workshops by the major stakeholders (RVAAP, BRACO, AEC USACE, OHARNG and

the Ohio EPA). Additional information obtained at the February 2005 IAP workshop respective

of newly issued Military Munitions Response Program (MMRP) requirements have also been

incorporated where applicable.

2. In accordance with Performance Based Contracting (PBC) initiatives established by the

Installation Management Agency (IMA) in 2003 several key points related to the path forward

(FY07 and beyond) for the RVAAP Installation Restoration Program (IRP)need to be

understood. In chronological order, the following key events have taken place or are part of a

long term strategy for the IRP.

a. A fixed price PBC (with insurance) was awarded in FY 2003 covering all future work

up to and including the first 5 years of Long Term Management (LTM) for RVAAP-

08. RVAAP-09, RVAAP-10 and RVAAP-11. As of the date of this memorandum the

project is in its third year with completion of the RA phase anticipated by the end of

the 2006. Management decisions regarding building slabs, sewers and how residual

contamination, if present, need to be made.

b. In preparation for an additional PBC award, a fixed price contract was awarded in

2004 for the performance of site characterizations of 14 AEDB-R listed RVAAP

areas of concern (AOC). This intermediate step was taken to provide a sufficient

amount of AOC specific data for contractor use in the preparation of PBC cost

proposals for completion of these projects. Performance of this step was also

necessary' to insure a fair and reasonable cost to the government. The characterization

report is currently in draft form with an expected completion date of late 2006. CTCs

reported for these sites represent the balance of work remaining to achieve a Response

Complete (RC) status. These sites were: RVAAP-06, RVAAP-12, RVAAP-13,

RVAAP-19. RVAAP-38, RVAAP-39, RVAAP-40, RVAAP-4L RVAAP-43,

RVAAP-45. RVAAP-46. RVAAP-48 and RVAAP-50.
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c. A fixed price PBC was awarded in FY 2005 covering the remaining high priority

RRSE designated sites up to the LTM project phase. These sites were: RVAAP-01,

RVAAP-02, RVAAP-04, RVAAP-12, RVAAP-16 and RVAAP-49.

d. At this time it is intended to award an additional PBC in FY07 covering all remaining

RVAAP AOCs. These remaining sites arc: RVAAP-05, RVAAP-06, RVAAP-13,

RVAAP-19, RVAAP-28, RVAAP-29, RVAAP-33, RVAAP-38, RVAAP-39,

RVAAP-40, RVAAP-41, RVAAP-42, RVAAP-43, RVAAP-44, RVAAP-45,

RVAAP-46, RVAAP-48 and RVAAP-50.

e. An additional PBC covering the balance of LTM and Remedial Action Operations

RA(O) work is anticipated for FY08 for the following sites: RVAAP-01. RVAAP-

02, RVAAP-04, RVAAP-12. RVAAP-16 and RVAAP-49.

3. Appended to this MFR are Scopes of Work for the following RVAAP Army Environmental

Database - Restoration (AEDB-R) listed Areas of Concern:

RVAAP-01

RVAAP-06

RVAAP-11

RVAAP-19

RVAAP-34

RVAAP-41

RVAAP-45

RVAAP-50

RVAAP-02

RVAAP-08

RVAAP-12

RVAAP-28

RVAAP-38

RVAAP-42

RVAAP-46

PBC at Ravenna

RVAAP-04

RVAAP-09

RVAAP-13

RVAAP-29

RVAAP-39

RVAAP-43

RVAAP-48

RVAAP-05

RVAAP-10

RVAAP-16

RVAAP-33

RVAAP-40

RVAAP-44

RVAAP-49

MFR and SOW's Prepared by: Paul L. Zorko, P.G.

CELRL-ED-E-E, USACE Project Scientist

SOW Approval: John P. Jent, P.E.

CELRL-ED-E-E, USACE Project Engineer

SOW Approval: W. Glen Beckham

CELRL-PM-M, USACE Project Manager

SOW Approval : Irving Venger

RVAAP Facility Manager

Signature

Signature

Signature

Date

Date

Date

Signature Date



PBC at Ravenna (Load Lines 1-4, RVAAP 08, 09, 10 and 11, High sites PBC, RVAAP 01, 02, 04, 12,

16, and 49)

The following information covers 10 sites at the RVAAP that are currently being worked under two

performance based contracts. The first contract (No. DACA45-03-D-0026, Task Order 0001) covers sites

08, 09, 10 and 11. This contract was let on 24 September 2003 to Shaw Environmental in the amount of

$9,836,280 and includes all activities through the first 5 years of long term management (LTM). Outyear

costs associated with the execution of the contract for these 4 sites are detailed in the following section and

cover contract administration and technical support costs for the Corps of Engineers as a percentage of the

contract award amount. A copy of the contract document is attached. Detailed descriptions of the

individual sites are also included in this document.

The second contract (W912QR-05-F-0033) which covers sites 01, 02, 04, 12, 16, and 49 was awarded to

SAIC on 22 March 2005 in the amount of 52,497,896 and covers all work associated with the six

referenced sites up to the LTM phase of the contract. Outyear costs covered under this PBC at Ravenna

designation are for contract administration and technical support services for the Corps of Engineers and

are based on a percentage of the award amount. These costs cover FY 2007 and are detailed below. A copy

of the contract document is also attached. The scopes of work and costs associated with the LTM phase of

these 6 sites are RACER based and, because it is not yet under contract, are still carried under the original

site designations. Detailed descriptions of the individual sites are also included in this document.

Out year Costs: FY 2007 through FY 2012 for RVAAP 08, 09, 10 and 11

Currently these four sites are being executed under a performance based contract (contract No. DACA45-

03-D-0026, Task Order 0001). The total contract amount for this Task Order $9,836,280. Technical

support costs required for outyear support of this project amount to 7% of the contract total ($675,000).

The balance of the out year technical support costs are planned for expenditure as follows:

FY2007-S 15,000

FY2008-S 15,000

FY2009-S 15,000

FY2010-S 15,000

FY2011-S 10.000

FY2012-S 5.000

Total $ 75,000

Out year Costs: FY 2006 through FY 2012 for RVAAP 01, 02, 04, 12, 16, 49

Currently these six sites are being executed under a performance based contract (contract No. W912QR-05-

F-0033) The total contract amount for this Task Order $2,497,896. Technical support costs required for

out year support of this project amount to approximately 8% of the contract total ($203,000). The balance

of the out year technical support costs are planned for expenditure as follows:

FY2007-S 125,000

Total $ 125:000

Costs to Complete for these two PBC contracts combined , as presented in the IAP, represent the sum of the

above two administrative and technical cost breakdowns.

Reviewed and updated 20 January 2006

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-E-E

Page I of 10



RVAAP 08, 09, 10 and 11 Contract Documentation
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RVAAP 01, 02, 04, 12, 16, 49 Contract Documentation
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Individual Site descriptions for the 10 AOCs that are covered under the PBC at Ravenna project

designation.

Reviewed and updated 20 January 2006
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Formerly RVAAP-008 Load Line 1

Description:From approximately 1941 to 1971 wash-down water and wastewater from the load line
operations were collected in concrete sumps, pumped through sawdust filtration units and then discharged

to a settling pond. Building wash-down water from the melt-pour buildings was also swept out through

doorways onto the ground surrounding the buildings. The settling pond was an unlined earthen

impoundment -1 acre in size. Water from the impoundment was discharged to a surface stream that exited

the installation. Select buildings within the Load Line were also used as a demil area. Contaminants of

concern at this unit are explosive compounds and heavy metals (including lead, chromium, and mercury).

There is a high potential for releases from this unit to the soils, surface water/sediment and groundwater.

Most aboveground structures, down to floor slabs, were demolished during 2000. Environmental controls

were used during the demolition activities to prevent migration of contaminants to the environment. The

Phase I Rl sampling found high levels of explosives around the melt-pour and preparation buildings. Eight

additional wells we're installed in 1999 bring the total wells to 13. Sampling of other environmental media

was done under the Phase 11 RI in the fall of 2000. The Phase II Rl report was finalized in 2003. A Draft

Focused Feasibility Study (FFS) is currently under review (March 2005).

Project: Finalize the FFS Prepare Proposed Plan, Record of Decision and Remedial Design. Perform

Remedial Action of soil removal. Perform Long Term Management to include groundwater monitoring,

LUC property management and site closeout.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

A FPRI contract awarded in fyO3 to carry the site forward to an ''Interim Remedy In Place" status by 3 3

DEC 06. Contracted work includes the fmalization of the RI reports that include HH and Eco risk

characterizations, completion of FFS, Proposed Plan, ROD, RD, RA and LTM for the first five years post

RA phase. Path forward beyond the IRJP point is uncertain due to building floor slabs remaining in place.

Future costs associated with thin AOC if for Technical Support only through the end of the first five years

of LTM. At this time it is assumed that the project will be able to be closed out (with the exception of

property management of the Land Use Controls (LUCs)) after the first 5 year period of long term

groundwater monitoring.

Formerly RVAAF-009 Load Line 2

Description:From approximately 1941 to 1971, building wash-down water and wastewater from the load

line operations were collected in concrete sumps, pumped through sawdust filtration units and then

discharged to a settling pond. Building wash-down water from the melt-pour buildings was also swept out

through doorways onto the ground surrounding the buildings. The settling pond was an unlined triangular-

shaped pond approximately 2 acres in size and 6 to 8 feet deep. Water from the impoundment was

discharged to a surface stream that exited the installation. Contaminants of concern at this unit are

explosive compounds and heavy metals (ex. lead, chromium, cadmium, and mercury). There is a high

potential for releases from this unit to the soils, surface water/sediments and groundwater. The Phase II RJ

for Load Line 2 was finalized in 2004. The Draft FFS is currently under review (March 2005).

Project: Finalize the FFS Prepare Proposed Plan, Record of Decision and Remedial Design. Perform

Remedial Action of soil removal. Perform Long Term Management to include groundwater monitoring,

LUC property' management and site closeout.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

A FPRI contract awarded in fy03 to carry the site forward to an "Interim Remedy In Place1' status by 31

DEC 06. Contracted work includes the fmalization of the RI reports that include HH and Eco risk

characterizations, completion of FFS. Proposed Plan, ROD, RD, RA and LTM for the first five years post

RA phase. Path forward beyond the TRIP point is uncertain due to building floor slabs remaining in place.

Future costs associated with thin AOC if for Technical Support only through the end of the first five years

of LTM. At this time it is assumed that the project will be able to be closed out (with the exception of

property management of the LUCs) after the first 5 year period of long term groundwater monitoring.
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Formerly RVAAP-010 Load Line 3

DescriptionrFrom approximately 1941 to 1971, building wash-down water and wastewater from the load

line operations were collected in concrete sumps, pumped through sawdust filtration units and then

discharged to a drainage ditch leading to a settling pond. Building wash-down water from the melt-pour

buildings was also swept out through doorways onto the ground surrounding the buildings. Contaminants

of concern at this unit are explosive compounds and heavy metals (ex. lead, chromium, and mercury).

There is a high potential for releases from this unit to the soils, surface water/sediment and groundwater.

The Phase II RI for Load Lines 2, 3 and 4 have been combined. Phase II RI field work was completed in

summer 2001. The Preliminary Draft report was submitted in May 2003.

Project: Finalize the FFS Prepare Proposed Plan, Record of Decision and Remedial Design. Perform

Remedial Action of soil removal, Perform Long Term Management to include groundwater monitoring,

LUC property management and site closeout.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

A FPRI contract awarded in fyO3 to cam the site forward to an "Interim Remedy In Place'1 status by 31

DEC 06. Contracted work includes the fmalization of the RI reports thai include HH and Eco risk

characterizations, completion of FFS, Proposed Plan, ROD, RD: RA and LTM for the first five years post

RA phase. Path forward beyond the IRIP point is uncertain due to building floor slabs remaining in place.

Future costs associated with thin AOC if for Technical Support only through the end of the first five years

of LTM. At this time it is assumed that the project will be able to be closed out (with the exception of

property management of the LUCs) after the first 5 year period of long term groundwater monitoring.

Formerly RVAAP-011 Load Line 4

Description:From approximately 1943 to 1971, building wash-down water and waste water from the load

line operations were collected in concrete sumps, pumped through sawdust filtration units and then

discharged to a settling pond. Building wash-down water from the melt-pour buildings was also swept out

through doorways onto the Contaminants of concern at this unit are explosive compounds and heavy metals

(ex. lead, chromium, cadmium). There is a high potential for releases from this unit to the soils, surface

water/sediment and groundwater. The Phase II RI for Load Lines 2, 3 and 4 have been combined. Phase II

RJ field work was completed in summer 2001. The Preliminary Draft report was submitted in May 2003

Project: Finalize the FFS Prepare Proposed Plan, Record of Decision and Remedial Design. Perform

Remedial Action of soil removal. Perform Long Term Management to include groundwater monitoring,

LUC property management and site closeout.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

A FPRI contract awarded in fy03 to earn' the site forward to an "Interim Remedy In Place" status by 31

DEC 06. Contracted work includes the fmalization of the RJ reports that include FIH and Eco risk

characterizations, completion of FFS, Proposed Plan, ROD, RD, RA and LTM for the first five years post

RA phase. Path forward beyond the IRIP point is uncertain due to building floor slabs remaining in place.

Future costs associated with thin AOC if for Technical Support only through the end of the first five years

of LTM. At this time it is assumed that the project will be able to be closed out (with the exception of

property management of the LUCs) after the first 5 year period of long term groundwater monitoring.

PBC 05 High Sites

A contract was awarded in April 2005 that will take the remaining six high priority sites through the RA(C)

phase. Remaining outyear costs cover USACE Technical Support costs only and, as documented below

represent a percentage of the contract award. These outyear costs have been included under the "'PBC at

Ravenna" site designation. LTM costs for these six sites are still supported by a RACER estimate and are

carried at the individual site level. The following scopes of work apply to the following sites:

RVAAP-01 Ramsdell Quarry Landfill RVAAP-02 Erie Burning Grounds

RVAAP 04 Open Demo Area 2 RVAAP-12 Load Line 12

RVAAP-16 Fuze and Booster QPL RVAAP-49 Central Burn Pits
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RVAAP-OOJ Ramsdell Quarry Landfill

Property Description: Ramsdell Quarry landfill is an unlined 10-acre landfill in the bottom of an

abandoned rock quarry. During the period 1946 to 1950, the site was used as a surface burning site to

thermally treat waste explosives and napalm bombs. No historical information has been located for the

period of 1950 to 1976. Since 1976 the site has been used strictly as a non-hazardous solid waste landfill.

A portion of the site was pennitted as a sanitar;' landfill by the state of Ohio from 1978 until its closure in

1990. The landfill is currently regulated under RCRA while the remainder of the quarry is regulated under

CERCLA. On completion of the Directors Final Findings and Orders the RCRA portion of the AOC will

be transferred to the CERCLA program.

Because the unit is unlined, there is potential for releases from the landfill to surrounding soils and

groundwater. Five (5) groundwater monitoring wells were installed at the site during the landfill closure

(-1988) for long term monitoring purposes. A series of six (6) wells was installed in 1998 to further

investigate the nature and extent of groundwater contamination. Indications of a complex groundwater flow

regime necessitated the installation of an additional six (6) monitoring wells in the fall of 2003 to further

delineate lateral extent. The five (5) original wells, having been deemed as substandard from a monitoring

standpoint, will be abandoned during 2005 in accordance with state requirements. As of December 2003

the AOC well network consists of twelve (12), two inch diameter PVC monitoring wells.

Project Description: A Phase 1 RI was initiated at the end of FY 03 and included the installation of 6

monitoring wells and a single groundwater sampling event. Limited soil, sediment and surface water

samples were also collected to provide additional information for data gaps identified at the end of the

Phase I effort. The Phase 1 RI is currently under review and is scheduled for completion during FY 05.

The current planned future use by the OHARNG is for access to the area to be restricted to authorized

personnel only. At this time on the basis of the to be completed human health and ecological risk

characterizations no remedial activity other than LTM (consisting of groundwater sampling and analysis

and routine landfill cap maintenance).

General Future Work Scope Assumptions

The PBC award for this site is uitended to include al! additional activities up to the LTM phase. Contractor

costs were totally funded in 2005. This work includes completion of the outstanding Ri report (base), FFS,

PP and ROD (option 1), RD (option 2), and RA (option 3). Costs carried forward in the IAP for fy 07

represent the balance of USACE technical support and were based on 8 percent of the contract amount. A

contract modification to include a MEC component to the ROD will be required based on MMRP program

requirements initiated in 2005.

RA(C): iyO7 Contract amount = $130,231, Tech Support amount - $10,400

Note: LTM costs are still supported by RACER. These costs are still carried under RVAAP-001

RVAAP-002 Erie Burning Grounds

Property Description: This 35-acre AOC was used to thermally treat munitions by open burning on the

ground surface including bulk, obsolete off-spec propellants, conventional explosives, rags, and large

explosive-contaminated items. The ash residue from the bums was left at the AOC. UXO is present at the

site. Waste constituents of concern at this location include RDX, TNT, and heavy metals. There is a

potential for release of contaminants from this unit to the surrounding soils, surface water sediment and

groundwater. A PA/SI was completed in 1989. The Phase 3 RI was conducted at this site in July 1999.

Situated in low-lying portion of the facility the site has since been flooded by extensive beaver activity.

Project Description: A Phase II RI was initiated at the end of FY 03 and included the installation of 8

monitoring wells and a single groundwater sampling event. Limited soil, sediment and surface water

samples were also collected to provide additional information for data gaps identified at the end of the

Phase I effort. The Phase II RI report is currently under review and scheduled for completion during FY

05. This site is currently a flooded wetland due to beaver activity. The current planned future use by the

OHARNG isfor access to the area to be restricted to authorizedpersonnel only thai will include
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hunier/trappers and fire and dust suppression NG personnel. At this time, on the basis of the to be

completed human health and ecological risk characterizations. RD/RA activity will likely be limited to

institutional land use controls. LTM, and site closeout are planned.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

The PBC award for this site is intended to include all additional activities up to the LTM phase. Contractor

costs were totally funded in 2005. This work includes completion of the outstanding RI report (base), FFS,

PP and ROD (option 1), RD (option 2), and RA (option 3). Costs carried forward in the IAP for iy 07

represent the balance ofUSAGE technical support and were based on 8 percent ofthe contract amount. A

contract modification to include a MEC component to the ROD will be required based on MMRP program

requirements initiated in 2005.

RA(C): fyO7 Contract amount - $89,895, Tech Support amount - $7,200

LTM: beginning in fy 08

a. 8 monitoring wells,

b. Quarterly sampling for 2 yrs, semi-annual for 1 year, annual for 2 years. 10%splits, 10%duplicates,

5%MS/MSD analyte list includes: explosives TAL Metals - Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants,

pesticides/PCB. 100%data verification, 10% validation of data,

c. 1DW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a Final report at site closeout.

e. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

No additional RD/RA activities are anticipated at this time.

RVAAP-004 Open Demolition Area 2

Dcscription:This AOC was used since 1948 to detonate large caliber munitions and off-spec bulk

explosives that could not be deactivated or demilitarized by any other means due to their condition.

Detonation was performed in a backhoe-dug pit with a minimum depth of 4 ft. After detonation, metal parts

were picked up and removed from the site. The CERCLA (IRP) portion of the site is -25 acres in size.

Contaminants of concern at this site are white phosphorus, explosives, and heavy metals. Sand Creek

bisects the site. A Phase I RJ was completed for the site in February 1998 with additional data collected in

June 1998. The RI found explosives, particularly TNT, and several inorganics including cadmium, lead

and mercury' in both the surface and subsurface soils. Concentrations of inorganic compounds in sediment

appear to be within site-wide background values. There is a smaller 1.5-acre area regulated under RCRA

on the north side of Sand Creek, which was regularly used until 1992 for demolition activities. This area is

not eligible for ERA funding. An AEHA geotechnical study was conducted at this site in 1992, with minor

amounts of contamination being detected in the soils. Four ground-water monitoring wells were installed at

the AOC as part of the AEHA study. The wells are currently sampled on a quarterly basis. Low levels of

explosives have been periodically detected in RCRA wells. Non-IRP funding was used in 1999 and 2000 to

remove UXO/QE to a depth of four feet in the area of the 1.5 acre RCRA unit. IRP funds arc being used to

characterize and properly handle any contaminated soils within the eligible areas.

Project: In the spring 2002, the Phase El RJ was initiated to better delineate the north and south side of the

AOC as well as assess the site groundwater through the installation and sampling of 12 monitoring wells.

The preparation of the Phase II RI report has been delayed due to issues regarding HH and Eco risk

considerations. The report is currently scheduled for submittal in September 2004. An RD/RA, such as

bank stabilization and soil removal, will be required. LTM will continue under RCRA.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions: Because of widespread UXO this AOC will not be used for

any training or other OHARNG purpose. Access to the site will be restricted. Additionally, because of the

OEW/UXO adjacent to Sand Creek a stream bank stabilization task that will have an OEW/UXO removal

component will be separately funded. Scope revisions made during the fy05 IAP in March 04 included the

deletion of the FS/RD and RA components under the assumption that a removal action would not be

needed from an environmental standpoint but rather from a safety standpoint, which would require funding
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from another source such as the MMRP (military munitions response program). Future work will be limited

to long term groundwater monitoring (5 years).

The PBC award for this site is intended to include all additional activities up to the LTM phase. Contractor

costs were totally funded in 2005. This work includes completion of the outstanding Ri report (base), FFS,

PP and ROD (option 1), RD (option 2), and RA (option 3). Costs carried forward in the IAP for fy 07

represent the balance ofUSACE technical support and were based on 8 percent of the contract amount A

contract modification to include a MEC component to the ROD will be required based on MMRP program

requirements initiated in 2005.

RA(C): fyO7 Contract amount - $223,625, Tech Support amount * SI 7,900

LTM: beginning in fyO8

a. 12 wells, Quarterly sampling for 2 yrs, semi-annual for 1 year, annual for 2 years.

b. first 2 yrs includes 3 SW samples/event

c. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicales, 5%MS/MSD

d. IDW characterization and disposal,

e. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closcout.

f. "NFA site closure

g. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Rcq.

RVAAP-012 Load Line 12**

Description:From 1941-43 and 1946- ammonium nitrate was produced. From 1949 to 1993 munitions

were periodically demilitarized with building wash-down water and wastewater from the bomb melt out

facility operations being collected in a house gutter system, and flowing through a piping system to two

stainless steel tanks. The first tank was used for settling and the second tank was used for filtration. Prior to

the 1980's, the water leaked under the building and ponded there. Building wash-down water from Building

904 was also swept out through doorways onto the ground surrounding the building. After 1981, the water

was treated in the Load Line 12 wastewater treatment system (RVAAP-18). Contaminants of concern at

this unit arc explosive compounds and heavy metals. There is a high potential for releases from this unit to

the soils, surface water/sediment and groundwater. The original pink water treatment plant servicing

Building 904 was officially closed as of May 2000. A composting pilot study (IRA) using soils

contaminated with explosives from the area of building F-904 was started in 2000. The report was received

in November 2001. Samples of environmental media were collected in the fall of 2000 for the Phase II Rl.

The Preliminary Draft report was submitted in summer 2001. The Phase II Rl report was finalized in March

2003.

Project: Facility was used for Ammonium Nitrate production and demilitarization. Finalize Rl report,

additional wells may be needed. A RD/RA of additional soil removal may be required. Corrective action

path forward with respect to contaminated groundwater is uncertain at this time. 06 IAP added that the

groundwater solution would likely entail monitored natural attenuation scenario. Natural attenuation is

possible as a corrective measure. Work to be included under the FY 04 PBC award includes the installation

of an additional 6 monitoring wells and one round of sampling for the entire 20 well network. Future work

includes the following;

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

The PBC award for this site is intended to include all additional activities up to the LTM phase. Contractor

costs were totally funded in 2005. This work includes completion of the outstanding Rl report (base), FFS,

PP and ROD (option 1), RD (option 2), and RA (option 3). Costs carried forward in the IAP for fy 07

represent the balance ofUSACE technical support and were based on 8 percent of the contract amount. A

contract modification to include a MEC component to the ROD will be required based oh MMRP program

requirements initiated in 2005.
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RA(C): fyO7 Contract amount = $268,999, Tech Support amount ~ $21,500 plus 3 0,000 QC lab costs

RA(O): beginning if fyO7

Monitored Natural Attenuation (MNA) of groundwater

a. 10 wells quarterly for2 years, 5 years semi-annual, 23 years annual (53 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, explosives, nitrates and General Microbia!

analyses. 100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates5 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

5 year reviews to determine effectiveness.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

RVAAP-016 Fuze and Booster Quarry Landfill/Pond

Description:This AOC operated during the period 1945 through 1993. The site consists of three elongated

ponds situated end to end in an abandoned rock quarry. The ponds are 20 to 30 feet deep and are separated

by earthen berms. Prior to 1976, the quarry was reportedly used for open burning and as a landfill. The

debris from the burning/landfill was reported to have been removed during pond construction. From 1976-

93, spenl brine regenerate and sand filtration backwash water from one of the RVAAP drinking water

treatment plant had been discharged to the ponds. This discharge was regulated under a NPDES permit.

The lands adjacent to the quarry were utilized as an impact area to test 40mm projectiles and to

incinerate'deactivate fuze and booster components. In 1998, this AOC was expanded to include three other

shallow settling ponds and two debris piles bringing the site to -45 acres. Constituents of concern include

explosive compounds and heavy metals. There is a potential for release of contaminants to the

groundwater, soils and surface water/sediment from this AOC.

Project: Rl field work was performed in late 2003 with the report portion of the work scheduled for a

contract award in the spring of 2004. Rl report will not include HH and Eco risk characterizations. These

portions will be performed in conjunction with the proposed FS work scheduled in an out year. An RD/RA

consisting of sediment and/or debris removal may be needed.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

The PBC award for this site is intended to include all additional activities up to the LTM phase. Contractor

costs were totally funded in 2005. This work includes completion of the outstanding Rl report (base), FFS,

PP and ROD (option 1), RD (option 2), and RA (option 3). Costs carried forward in the IAP for fy 07

represent the balance ofUSACE technical support and were based on 8 percent of the contract amount A

contract modification to include a MEC component to the ROD will be required based on MMRP program

requirements initiated in 2005.

RA(C): fyO7 Contract amount - $149,843, Tech Support amount = $12,000 plus $10,000 QC Lab.

LTM: beginning in fyO8

a. 12 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC. propellants, pcsticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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RVAAP-049 Central Burn Pits

Description:This approximately 20-acre AOC was used for the burning of non-explosive scrap materials.

The dates of operation for the AOC are unknown. The surface soil and groundwater pathways are

considered complete. Five surface soil samples were collected and analyzed for SVOCs, PCBs, herbicides,

explosives and metals. One subsurface soil sample was collected, and analyzed for the same compounds

plus VOCs. The subsurface soil used to estimate the groundwater pathway was collected from the eastern

limit (downhill side)of the main disturbed area. The USACHPPM sampling detected significant levelsof

antimony (maximum 9,000ppm), arsenic (maximum 30ppm) and lead (maximum 2,200ppm) in the soil.

Fieldwo'rk for the Phase I Rl was done in 2001 to characterize the nature and extent of the contamination.

The Phase I Rl fieldwork was completed in the summer of 2001 and a report on the findings is currently

being prepared. This work included the installation of 8 monitoring wells, extensive surface and subsurface

soil sampling as well as surface water and sediment sampling.

Project: The Rl report for this AOC is scheduled for mid 2004 release. This report will include HH and

Eco risk assessments. The FS has yet to be contracted. A RD'RA of soil removal will be required,

followed by LTM.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

The PBC award for this site is intended to include ali additional activities up to the LTM phase. Contractor

costs were totally funded in 2005. This work includes completion of the outstanding RI report (base), FFS,

PP and ROD (option 1), RD (option 2), and RA (option 3). Costs carried forward in the IAP for fy 07

represent the balance ofUSACE technical support and were based on 8 percent ofthe contract amount. A

contract modification to include a MEC component to the ROD will be required based on MMRP program

requirements initiated in 2005.

RA(C): fyO7 Contract amount = $327,227, Tech Support amount = $26,200 plus 10,000 QC lab costs

LTM:

a. 8 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals -i Hg: VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MSMSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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RVAAP-001 Ramsikll Quarry Landfill

Property Description: Ramsdell Quarry landfill is an unlined 10-acre landfill in the bottom of an

abandoned rock quarry. During the period 1946 to 1950, the site was used as a surface burning site to

thermally treat waste explosives and napalm bombs. No historical information has been located for the

period of 1950 to 1976. Since 1976 the site has been used strictly as a non-hazardous solid waste landfill.

A portion of the site was permitted as a sanitary landfill by the state of Ohio from 1978 until its closure in

1990. The landfill is currently regulated under RCRA while the remainder of the quarry is regulated under

CERCLA. On completion of the Directors Final Findings and Orders the RCRA portion of the AOC will

be transferred to the CERCLA program.

Because the unit is unlined, there is potential for releases from the landfill to surrounding soils and

groundwater. Five (5) groundwater monitoring wells were installed at the site during the landfill closure

(-1988) for long term monitoring purposes. A scries of six (6) wells was installed in 1998 to further

investigate the nature and extent of groundwater contamination. Indications of a complex groundwater flow

regime necessitated the installation of an additional six (6) monitoring wells in the fall of 2003 to further

delineate lateral extent, The five (5) original wells, having been deemed as substandard from a monitoring

standpoint, will be abandoned during 2006 in accordance with state requirements. As of December 2003

the AOC well network consists of twelve (12), two inch diameter PVC monitoring wells.

Project Description: A Phase I RJ was initiated at the end of FY 03 and included the installation of 6

monitoring wells and a single groundwater sampling event. Limited soil, sediment and surface water

samples were also collected to provide additional information for data gaps identified at the end of the

Phase 1 effort. The Phase 1 RI was completed in late 2005. The current planned future me by the

OHARNG isfor access to the area to be restricted to authorizedpersonnel only- At this time no remedial

activity other than LTM (consisting of groundwater sampling and analysis and routine landfill cap

maintenance) is anticipated.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

All work up to and the including RA for soils and dry sediments is covered under the "PBC at Ravenna"

AEDB-R site title. From a regulatory standpoint, surface-water, sub-aqueous sediments and groundwater

will be addressed on a facility wide basis. LTM aspects of the AOC groundwater is still supported by a

RACER cost estimate and carried at the individual AOC level.

LTM: fyO8The 30 year post closure care period began in 1990 and continues through 2020 on the 10 acre

landfill site. Cap maintenance costs are funded under the facility O&M funds and not 1RP.

Groundwater monitoring beginning in fy 08 and continuing through 2020

a. Semi annual monitoring of 6 wells for 7 years, annual monitoring 5 years. 10%splits, 10%duplicates,

5%MS/MSD analyte list includes: explosives, TAL Metals -r Hg, VOC and cyanide. 100%data

verification, 10% validation of data.

b. 1DW characterization and disposal,

c. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period

d. Five year reviews.

e. Monitoring well abandonment of 12 wells according to State Req.

No additional RD/RA activities are anticipated at this time.
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RVAAP-01

RAMSDELL QUARRY LANDFILL

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Ramsdell Quarry Landfill is an unllned, 10-acre landfill in the

bottom of an abandoned quarry. Water is ponded in the northern end

of the quarry. Daring the period 1946 to 1950, the site was used as a

surface-burning site to thermally treat waste explosives and napalm

bombs, No historical information has been located for the period of

1950-1975. Since 1976, the site has been used strictly as a non-

hazardous solid waste landfill A portion of the site was permitted as

a sanitary fandfil' by the state of Ohio from 1978 until its closure in

1990. The landfill is regulated under RCRA while the remaining

portion of the quarry Is regulated under CERCLA,

3ecause this unit Is unllned, there Is potential for releases from the

landfill to surrounding soils and groundwater. Five groundwater

monitoring wells were installed around the landfill perimeter in 1988.

The wells are monitored on a regular basis as part of the landfill

closure requirements. Newwelis were installed in 1938 to further

investigate the nature and extent of groundwater contamination at the

landfill. A report of findings was published in October 1998. Low

levels of explosives and metals have been detected in groundwater.

Additional wells were installed and soil, sediment and surface water

samples were taken in fall 2003 to further determine the nature and

extent of the contamination of the CERCLA portion of the quarry. A

preliminary draft report on the findings is expected by spring 2004.

PROPOSEDPLAN

Complete Rl {funded in FY04). LTM will follow, Future use by the

OHARNG will be restricted access. Land Use Controls will be needed.

STATUS

RRSE RATING;

High

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives, Metals

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil, Groundwater

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI/FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI/FS, LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

53

2006

20

2007 2008+

■

j

976 t

1,049,000

From FY 200S IAP
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RVAAP-002 Erie Burning Grounds

Property Description: This 35-acre AOC was used to thermally treat munitions by open burning on the

ground surface including bulk, obsolete off-spec propellants, conventional explosives, rags, and large

explosive-contaminated items. The ash residue from the burns was left at the AOC. UXO is present at the

site. Waste constituents of concern at this location include RDX, TNT, and heavy metals. There is a

potential for release of contaminants from this unit to the surrounding soils, surface water sediment and

groundwater. A PA/SI was completed in 1989. The Phase I RI was conducted at this site in July 1999.

Situated in low-lying portion of the facility the site has since been flooded by extensive beaver activity.

Project Description: A Phase II RI was initiated at the end of FY 03 and included the installation of 8

monitoring wells and a single groundwater sampling event. Limited soil, sediment and surface water

samples were also collected to provide additional information for data gaps identified at the end of the

Phase I effort. The Phase II RI report is currently under review and scheduled for completion during FY

05. This site is currently a flooded wetland due to beaver activity. The current planned future use by the

OHARNG is for access to the area to be restricted to authorized personnel only that will include

hunter/trappers and fire and dust suppression NG personnel. At this time, on the basis of the to be

completed human health and ecological risk characterizations. RD/RA activity' will likely be limited to

institutional land use controls. LTM, and site closeout are planned.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

All work up to and the including RA for soils and dry sediments is covered under the "PBC at Ravenna"

AEDB-R site title. From a regulator)' standpoint, surface-water, sub-aqueous sediments and groundwater

will be addressed on a facility wide basis. LTM aspects of the AOC groundwater is still supported by a

RACER cost estimate and carried at the individual AOC level.

LTM: beginning in fy 08

a. 8 monitoring wells,

b. Quarterly sampling for 2 yrs, semi-annual for 1 year, annual for 2 years. 10%splits, 10%duplicates,

5%MS'MSD analyte list includes: explosives TAL Metals - Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants,

pesticides/PCB. 100%data verification, 10% validation of data,

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

No additional RD/RA activities are anticipated at this time.
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RVAAP-02

ERIE BURNING GROUNDS

SITE DESCRIPTION

This 35 acre AOC was used to thermally treat munitions by open

burning on the ground surface. Bulk, obsolete, off-spec propellants,

conventional explosives, rags, and large explosive-contaminated

Hems were treated at this location. The ash residue from the burns

was left at the AOC. UXO is present at the site. Waste constituents

of concern at this location include RDX. TNT. and heavy metals.

There is a potential for release of contaminants from thts unit to the

surrounding soils, surface water/sediment and groundwater. This site

is in a wetland area.

The PA/SI was completed In 1989. Phase I Rl field work was con

ducted at this site in July 1999. The final report was completed In

2001. It was determined that additional groundwater sampling was

needed.

Phase il R! fieidwork including groundwater, soil and sediment samples

was completed in fall 2003. This report is expected in summer 2004.

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

High

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives Melals, SVOCs

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil Groundwaier, Surface Water.

Sedimenl

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI/FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI/FS, LTM

PROPOSED PLAN

Complete Phase II Rl report. Long Term Monitoring will follow.

Future use by the OHARNG will be restricted access. Land Use Controls

will be needed.

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

53

2006

20

400

2007 2008+

eio-

1,283,000

a A.A.P - Inot&DOfion Acl<or<

Site Descriptions - Page 3

From 20051AP
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RVAAP-004 Open Demolition Area 2

Description:This AOC was used since 1948 to detonate large caliber munitions and off-spec bulk

explosives that could not be deactivated or demilitarized by any other means due to their condition.

Detonation was performed in a backhoe-dug pit with a minimum depth of 4 ft. After detonation, metal parts

were picked up and removed from the site. The CERCLA (IRP) portion of the site is -25 acres in size.

Contaminants of concern at this site are white phosphorus, explosives, and heavy metals. Sand Creek

bisects the site. A Phase 1 RJ was completed for the site in February 1998 with additional data collected in

June 1998, The RI found explosives, particularly TNT, and several inorganics including cadmium, lead

and mercury in both the surface and subsurface soils. Concentrations of inorganic compounds in sediment

appear to be within site-wide background values. There is a smaller 1.5-acre area regulated under RCRA
on the north side of Sand Creek, which was regularly used until 1992 for demolition activities. This area is

not eligible for ERA funding. An AEHA geotechnical study was conducted at this site in 1992, with minor

amounts of contamination being detected in the soils. Four ground-water monitoring wells were installed at

the AOC as part of the AEHA study. The wells are currently sampled on a quarterly basis. Low levels of

explosives have been periodically detected in RCRA wells. Non-IRP funding was used in 1999 and 2000 to

remove UXO/QE to a depth of four feet in the area of the 1.5 acre RCRA unit. IRP funds are being used to

characterize and properly handle any contaminated soils within the eligible areas.

Project: In the spring 2002, the Phase II RI was initiated to better delineate the north and south side of the

AOC as well as assess the site groundwater through the installation and sampling of 12 monitoring wells.

The preparation of the Phase II RI report has been delayed due to issues regarding HH and Eco risk
considerations. The report is currently scheduled for submittal in September 2004. An RD/RA, such as

bank stabilization and soil removal, will be required. LTM will continue under RCRA.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions: Because of widespread UXO this AOC will not be used for

any training or other OHARNG purpose. Access to the site will be restricted. Additionally, because of the

OEW/UXO adjacent to Sand Creek a stream bank stabilization task that will have an OEW/UXO removal

component will be separately funded. Scope revisions made during the fyO5 IAP in March 04 included the

deletion of the FS/RD and RA components under the assumption that a removal action would not be

needed from an environmental standpoint but rather from a safety standpoint, which would require funding

from another source such as the MMRP (military munitions response program). Future work will be limited

to long term groundwater monitoring {5 years).

All work up to and the including RA for soils and dry sediments is covered under the "PBC at Ravenna"

AEDB-R site title. From a regulator} standpoint, surface-water, sub-aqueous sediments and groundwater

will be addressed on a facility wide basis. LTM aspects of the AOC groundwater is still supported by a

RACER cost estimate and carried at the individual AOC level.

LTM: beginning in fyO8

a. 12 wells, Quarterly sampling for 2 yrs. semi-annual for 1 year, annual for 2 years.

b. first 2 yrs includes 3 SW samples/event

c. GW Analytc list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

d. IDW characterization and disposal,

e. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

f. NFA site closure

g. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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RVAAP-04

OPEN DEMOLITION AREA #2

SITE DESCRIPTION

This AOC was used since 1948 to detonate large caliber munitions

and off-spec bulk explosives that could not be deactivated or demilita

rized by any other means due to their condition Detonation was

performed in a backhoe-dug pit with a minimum depth of 4 ft. After

detonation, metai parts were picked up and removed from the site,

The CERCLA (IRP) portion of the site is -25 acres In size. Contami

nants of concern at this site are white phosphorus, explosives, and

heavy metals. Sand Creek bisects the site.

A Phase I Rl was completed for the site In February 1998. The Rl

found explosives, particularly TNT, and several inorganics including

cadmium, lead and mercury in both the surface and subsurface soils.

Concentrations of inorganic compounds in sediment appear to be

within site-wide background values. Groundwater Is being investi

gated under the Phase ti Rl.

There is a smaller 1,5 acre area regulated under RCRA on the north

side of Sand Creek, which was regularly used until 1992 for demoli

tion activities. This area is not eligible for ER.A funding. A USAEHA

geotechnical study was conducted at this site in 1992, with minor

amounts of contamination being detected in the soils. Four ground-

water monitoring wells were installed at the AOC as part of the

USAEHA study. The wells are currently sampled on a quarterly basis,

low levels of explosives have been periodically detected in RCRA

wells. Non-IRP funding was used In 1999 and 2000 to remove UXO/

OE to a depth of 4 ft in the area of the 1.5 acre RCRA unit.

IRp funds are being used to characterize and properly handle any

contaminated soils within the eligible areas.

In summer 2002, the Phase II R! field work was completed to better

delineate the north side and delineate the south side of the AOC.

Work at this site is likely to be eligible fo- the Military Munitions Re

sponse Program (MMRP).

Facility-wide surface water and sediment sampling is being funded

under this site, to evaluate the overall biological Integrity of surface

water by watershed Draft report due April 2004.

PROPOSEDPLAN

Prepare a Rl report (draft expected in spring 2004). LTM will follow.

Land Use Controls will be required. Future OHARNG use will be

restricted access. Any bank stabilization, fencing, and UXO removal

work is expected to be funded from the BRAC program.

STATUS

RRSE RATING;

High

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives, Metals

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil. Groundwater, Surface Water

Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA'SI, Phase I Rl (1998)

CURRENT IRP PHASE;

RVFS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI/FS . lTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

53

2006

20

2007 2008+

1041,

1,114,000

1952 Aerial Photo of the Demolition Area

#2.

From FY 2005 IAP
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RVAAP-005 Winklepeck Burning Grounds

Dcscription:The total burning ground area consists of 200 acres and has been in operation since 1941.

Prior to 1980, open burning was carried out in pits, pads, and sometimes on the roads within the 200-acre

area. Burning was conducted on the bare ground and the ash was abandoned at the site. Prior to 1980,

wastes treated in the area included RDX, antimony sulfide, Composition B, lead azide, TNT, propellants,

black powder, waste oils, sludge from the load lines, domestic wastes, and small amounts of laboratory'

chemicals. UXO is present at the AOC. From 1980 to 1998, bums of scrap explosives, propellants and

explosive-contaminated materials have been conducted in raised refractory-lined trays within a 1.5-acre

area. An AEHA geotechnical study was conducted at the active portion of this site in 3 992. The Part B

permit application covering the active portion of the site was withdrawn in 1994. The burn trays along with

the 90-day storage unit. Building 1601, were closed in accordance with Ohio EPA guidance in 1998. Minor

amounts of contamination were detected in the soils. Fieidwork for a Phase II RI was conducted in 1998.

Additional sampling and analysis of all site media was performed in 2000 in support of the AOC FS. The

report includes facility-wide background levels as well as human health and ecological risk assessments.

Additional field studies were conducted in FYOO at Winklepeck and RVAAP reference locations to more

accurately define the risk to ecological receptors at the site. This report is still in draft form awaiting

concurrence from OEPA. FS fieidwork was completed in the fall of 2000. The data will be used along with

data from previous studies lo evaluate remedial alternatives.

Recent changes in the proposed future use of this site by the OHARNG have occurred. Present OHARNG

plans include the construction of a MK 19 firing range as well as overlapping rifle and pistol ranges.

Project: Based on the findings of the draft Focused Feasibility Study (FFS) and the establishment of

Remedial Goal Objectives for constituents of concern RGO, removal activities for impacted soils will be

considerably less that what was originally anticipated. Finalize report. Prepare an RD/RA, for soil removal

(excavate select bum pads to a depth of 4 feet, area ~ 80x 80 on each of approximately eight pads.

Preparation of a Proposed Plan and Record of Decision that incorporates the MEC elements. LTM will

continue for 5 years.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

A combined MEC/HTW removal effort is currently underway in support of the construction of the Mkl9

range. Because the HTW contamination was considered incidental to the MEC clearance. Environmental

costs associated for this portion of the work are being funded under a non TRP account. The only

remaining component from an HTW standpoint is the preparation of a Proposed Plan (PP) and Record of

Decision (ROD).

LTM: beginning in fy 09

a. 17 wells, Quarterly sampling for 2 yrs, semi-annual for 1 year, annual for 2 years.

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals -f Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure.

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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RVAAP-05

WINKLEPECK BURNING GROUNDS

SITE DESCRIPTION

The total burning ground area consists of 200 acres and has been in

operation since 1948. Prior to 1980. open burning was carried out in

pits, pads, and sometimes on the roads within the 200 acre area.

Burning was conducted on the bare ground and the ash was aban

doned at the site. Prior to 1980, wastes treated in the area included

RDX. antimony sulfide. Composition B, lead azide. TNT, propeilants.

black powder, waste oils, sludge from the load lines, domestic wastes

and small amounts of laboratory chemicals. Munitions and explosive

constituents (MEC) (primarily scrap metal} are present at the AOC.

UXO may be present From 1980 to 1998, burns of scrap explosives,

propeilants and explosive-contaminated materials were conducted in

raised refractory-lined trays within a 1.5 acre area.

The Part B permit application covering the active portion of the site

was withdrawn in 1994. The bum trays along with the 90-day storage

unit, Building 1601. were closed in accordance with Ohio EPA guid

ance in 1998.

The Phase II Rl Report includes facility-wide background levels, as

well as human health and ecological risk assessments. Additional field

studies were conducted in FY00 at Winklepeck and RVAAP reference

locations !d more accurately define the risk to ecological receptors at

the site. The Draft Ecoiogicai Field Truthing report was submitted In

April 2001. This Eco report has undergone revisions and is currently

undergoing finalization. Phase HI Rl fieldwork was completed in fall

2000, the preliminary draft report was submitted in January 2004. The

data v/ill be used along with data from previous studies to evaluate

remedial alternatives. The proposed future land us© is a Mark 19

(grenade machine gun) Range. Soils remediation is expected for

explosives and neavy metals due to unacceptable human health risks.

Explosive contamination has been found in some monitoring wells.

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

High

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives. Metals

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil. Grounthvater

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI/FS. RD (lunded)

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RA, LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

R!/FS

IRA

RD

RAC

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

34

230

2006

1544

2007 2008+

1329

3,137,000

PROPOSED PLAN

Finalize RI/FS reports. There will be some MEC. including UXO, removal in 2004 with non-lRPfunds. A RD/RA

of soil removal following this removal is planned. LTM will follow.

The future use of this site v/ill be as an impact area for a training range for the Mk 15 (grenade machine gun).

This site has an increased priority for action in order to expedite property transfer to the National Guard Bureau.

Ravewo AAP - tnstskatxa' Astefi Pfan

Due Desertions ■ Pace 5

From FY2005 IAP
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RVAAP-006 C-Block Quarry**

Description:This AOC is an abandoned rock quarry approximately 0.3 acres in size. The AOC was used as

a disposal area for annealing process wastes for a short time during the 1950's. Liquid wastes were

apparently dumped on the ground in the pit bottom. The AOC is now heavily forested with trees of 1 foot

diameter or larger. Waste constituents of concern include chromium, lead, and mercury. Presently the only

published information regarding the site is contained in an Installation Assessment performed by

USATHMA in 1978 and a Preliminary Assessment performed by SA1C in 1996. Relevant information

from the SA1C document is attached.

Project: A Phase I RI was originally scheduled to be performed and was to include soil, sediment surface

water and groundwater sampling. This site is one of the 14 sites scheduled for an fyO4 award of a

simplified SI type investigation and data submittal that will include only a portion of the originally

proposed Rl scope. The balance of the RI investigation and reporting as well as the follow on FS/RD/RA

and LTM components arc intended for a future site-wide FPRI contract award.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions: Future work at this AOC will include the obtaining any

information relative to data gaps from the fyO4 site characterization, the performance of the HH and Eco

risk assessments, and the FS. Follow on work will include the RD/RA and 5 years of LTM followed by

site close out.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner that FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

RI/FS: fyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, finalization of the RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components.

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. c Soil (30J, Analyses = 100% TAL Metals and Explosives, 10% SVOC, VOC, Propeliants and

Pest/PCB. Sediment (2) and surface water (2) sampling and analysis, Analyses = 100% TAL Metals and

Explosives, 110% SVOC, VOC, Propeliants and Pest/PCB. 100%data verification, 10% validation of data,

10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

b. IDW characterization and disposal,

c. completion of the RI report including HH and Eco risk assessments.

d. Feasibility Study

e. Prepare Proposed Plan and Record of Decision

RD/RA: RD fy 09, RA fy 10/11

a. Assumes metals and explosive contaminated soil removal from the quarry base. The attached drawing

indicates approximate dimensions of assumed excavation areas. Total material to be removed and

transported offsite for disposal is approximately 5,500 cubic yards. Additional aspects of the current

estimate include construction of approximately 1500 linear feet of gravel road to facilitate contaminated

soil removal from the pit.

LTM: beginning in fy 12

a. 4 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propeliants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with
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a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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RVAAP-013 Building 1200 Dilution/Settling Pond**

Description:From approximately 1941 to 1971, ammunition was demilled at this building by steaming

munitions rounds. The steam decontamination generated pink water, which drained to a man-made ditch.

The ditch discharged into a 0.5-acre sedimentation pond, and the overflow from this pond discharged to

Sand Creek. Contaminants of concern at this unit are explosive compounds and heavy metals (including

lead, chromium, and mercury). There is a potential for releases from this unit to the soils, surface

water''sediment and groundwater. Limited explosives and metals contamination was detected in the ditch

and settling ponds.

Project: Operations at this facility included munitions testing and demilitarization operations. This site is

one of 14 that will have a streamlined site characterization assessment PBC contract awarded in FY04 that

will include limited soil, surface water and sediment sampling as well as the installation and sampling of 4

monitoring wells. Completion of the final RI reports along with risk assessments will be done under a

future FPR1 contract. RKFS followed by soil removal and confirmatory' sampling is planned. LTM will

continue

General Future Work Scope Assumptions: Remaining Rl work represents the difference between what is

being awarded in FY 04 under the 14 site PBC contract and what was originally scoped. Additionally the

Eco and HH risk assessments and the FS components will also require completion. An RD/RA consisting

of soil removal with offsite disposal is anticipated.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 07. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

RI/FS: fyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004,

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, finalization ofthe RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components.

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. soil f 15) sediment (5) and surface water (5) sampling and analysis.

b. IDW characterization and disposal,

c. Rl report including HH and Eco risk assessments.

d. Feasibility Study

e. Proposed Plan/Record of Decision

RD/RA: RD in fy 09, RA in fy 10

a. Assumes melals and explosive contaminated soil removal (200cy) with offsite disposal.

LTM: beginning in fy 11

a. 4 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS.'MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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RVAAP-13

BUILDING 1200 DILUTION/SETTLING POND

SITE DESCRIPTION

From approximately 1941 to 1971. ammunition was demilied at this

building by steaming munitions rounds. The steam decontamination

generated pink water, which drained to a man-made ditch The ditch

discharged into a 0.5-acre sedimentation pond, and the overflow from

this pond discharged into Sand Creek Contaminants of concern at

this unit are explosive compounds and heavy metais (including lead,

chromium, and mercury). There is a potential for releases from this

unit to the soils, surface water/sediment and groundwater.

Limited explosives and metals contamination was detected in the

ditch and settling ponds during the Phase I Rl.

PROPOSEDPLAN

A Rl will be completed. Thermal treatment of buildings will be con

ducted (non-E.RA funds). A RD/RA such as soil removal may be

needed. Land Use Controls and LTM are expected,

All foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgs) will be removed. This will be

accomplished with non-ER,A funds,

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Low

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives. Metais

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

&o<i, Groundw3ter. Surface Water

Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA/SI Rl

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI/FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI/FS. RO RA, LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA{0)

LTM

Total

2005

30

2006 2007 2008+

97 -

5 ;

208

359

699,000

/ia Afi ° - Installation Ac'.'on Plan

Sile DescnoUons - P^ae 12

From F)2005 JAP
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RVAAP-016 Fuze and Booster Quarry Landfill/Pond

Description:This AOC operated during the period 1945 through 1993. The site consists of three elongated

ponds situated end to end in an abandoned rock quarry. The ponds are 20 to 30 feet deep and are separated

by earthen berms. Prior to 1976, the quarry was reportedly used for open burning and as a landfill. The

debris from the burning landfill was reported to have been removed during pond construction. From 1976-

93, spent brine regenerate and sand filtration backwash water from one of the RVAAP drinking water

treatment plant had been discharged to the ponds. This discharge was regulated under a NPDES permit.

The lands adjacent to the quarry were utilized as an impact area to test 40mm projectiles and to

incinerate/deactivate fuze and booster components. In 1998, this AOC was expanded to include three other

shallow settling ponds and two debris piles bringing the site to -45 acres. Constituents of concern include

explosive compounds and heavy metals. There is a potential for release of contaminants to the

groundwater, soils and surface water/sediment from this AOC.

Project: RI field work was performed in late 2003 with the report portion of the work scheduled for a

contract award in the spring of 2004. RI report will not include HH and Eco risk characterizations. These

portions will be performed in conjunction with the proposed FS work scheduled in an out year. An RD/RA

consisting of sediment and/or debris removal may be needed.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

All work up to and the including RA for soils and dry sediments is covered under the "PBC at Ravenna"

AF:DB-R site title. From a regulatory standpoint, surface-water, sub-aqueous sediments and groundwater

will be addressed on a facility wide basis. LTM aspects of the AOC groundwater is still supported by a

RACER cost estimate and carried at the individual AOC level.

LTM: beginning in fyO8

a. 12 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list'includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellents, pesticides/PCB.
100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, IO%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CBLRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-16

FUZE AND BOOSTER QUARRY LANDFILL/PONDS

SITE DESCRIPTION

This AOC operated during the period 1545 through 1993. The site

consists of three ponds in an abandoned rock quarry. The ponds are

20 to 30 ft deep and are separated by earthen benns. Prior to 1976,

the quarry was reportedly used for open burning and as a landfill. The

debris from the burning/landfill was reported to have been removed

during pond construction, From 1976-93, spent brine regenerate and

sand filtration back'.vash water from one of the RVAAP drinking water

trsatment plants was discharged into the ponds, This discharge was

regulated under a NPDES permit. In 1998, this AOC was expanded

to Include three other shallow settling ponds and two debris piles,

bringing the site to -45 acres. The lands adjacent to the quarry were

utilized as an Impact area to test 40mm projectiles and to incinerate/

deactivate fuze and booster components.

Constituents of concern Include explosive compounds and heavy

metals. There is a potential for release of contaminants to the

groundwater, soils and surface water/sediment from this AOC.

The Phase II Rl field work was completed in November 2003. Perchlo-

rates were discovered in two surface water samples (preliminary

results).

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

High

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives Metals

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Suit Groundwaier Surface Water

Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA'S)

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

Rl/FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE;

Rl/FS. RD. RA..LTM

PROPOSEDPLAN

Complete Rl/FS. including additional perchiorate sampling. A RD/RA of

sediment and/or debris removal may be needed Land Use Controls will

be needed. Future OHARNG land use will be for mounted training, with

no digging.

Constrained Cost to Complete

R!/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

8

2006!2007

184- 20

15

563

2008+

931 -

1,721,000

4*. i t
mrlfi) AAP"- !nsto':a!.ori Adipr PTan

S'le DesoncAtor-s - Pane ?3

From 2005IAP

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-019 Landfill North of WBG**

Description:This is a 5-acre unlined landfill used for general plant refuse (sanitary wastes, possibly also

explosive wastes and ash residue). It was used from 1969 until 1976 and has minimum soil cover. This

landfill is upgradient of a wetland area. The RI sampling and trenching was completed in 1998. Low levels

of contaminants were detected.

Project: A streamlined site characterization will be awarded in FY04 that includes limited soil sediment

surface water sampling. Additionally 4 monitoring wells will be installed and sampled. The remaining RJ

work listed below is the difference between will be awarded in FY 04 and what was originally scoped for

the AOC. Additionally the FS along with the HH and ecu risk assessments components will be performed

by a future FPRI contractor. Limited soil cover may be needed, followed by LTM.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

A PBC award scheduled for FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will include the

scheduled LTM phase of the project.

RI/FS: fyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, fmalization of the RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components.

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. Soil (25), Sediment (3) and surface water (3) sampling and analysis for explosives, metals, VOC, SVOCs,

pest''PC Bs.

b. HH and Eco risk assessments.

c. Feasibility Study

d. Proposed Plan/Record of Decision

RD/RA: RD in fy 08,RA in fy09/10

a. Assumes limited soil cover of approximately 2 feet thick over the 2.5 acre landfill.

Note: Discrepancies have been noted in the conversion of the RACER estimate to AEDBR. Attached to this

MFR are two sheets detailing Phase technolog}- cost detail reports thai have been annotated to show the

discrepancy.

LTM:fy 11

a. Cap maintenance for 5 years

a. 4 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pestidd.es/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout

e. NFA site closure' Decision Document preparation,

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

Reviewed and updated 25 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-EH
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RVAAP-19 LANDFILL

NORTH OF WINKLEPECK BURNING GROUNDS

SITE DESCRIPTION

This is a 5 to 10 acre unlined landfill used for general plant refuse

{sanitary wastes, possibly also explosive wastes and ash residue). It

was used from 1969 until 1976 and has minimum soil cover. This

landfill is upgradient of a wetland area.

The Phase I Rl sampling and trenching were completed in 1S96. Low

levels of metals (above background), pestiddes, PCBs and SVOCs,

were detected In soil. Low levels of metals were detected in sedi

ment.

PROPOSEDPLAN

A RI/FSwIII be completed. Approximately 2.5 acresof the site will

receive a cover, after consolidation of other material, Land Use Con

trols and LTM are expected.

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Low

CONTAMINANTS:

Metals SVOCs. Pesuades, PCBf

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soi; Groundwater, Surface Water,

Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA.-SI, Rl

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI'FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

Ri'FS.RD RA RA(O). LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

iRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

227

2006

10

2007

10

39

919

2008+

41

237 .

467 ■•

1,950.000

• rnstatiBtioti Azt'sti Ptw

ite E>escnolion$ - Pace 14

From 2005IAP

Reviewed and updated 25 Jan 06
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(with Markups)

Technology: Off s :c Tfansporlat en sn'J Waste

Element: N'A

Assembly Descriptton
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storage, storage systems icadino
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Unit of Material Labor Equipment
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1 33
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$3,390 20
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D

D

Total Element Cost

Total 1st Year Technology Cost

$79,517.79
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Extended Cost
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a
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RVAAP-028 Mustard Agent Burial Site

DescriptionrThisunit is a possible mustard agent burial site approximately 15 x 18ft and is triangularly

shaped. In 1969, records indicate thai an EOD Unit had excavated a suspected mustard agent burial site

near the west end of the NACA runway. One 190 liter (50 gallon) drum and seven rusty canisters were

recovered. All recovered items were empty and no contamination was discovered. There is a potential for

release of contaminants to the soils and groundwater from this unit. Following this excavation, an

unidentified and undocumented source reported that the site had not been correctly identified and was

actually in an adjacent area along a former utility line right of way. This additional area is located

southwest of the original and was enclosed by a wooden cyclone fence. The area in now marked by S1BBR

(reflective) stakes. Two non-intrusive, geophysical surveys (BM-31, and BM-61) of the site were

completed in 1998. Several areas were identified with metallic responses. Some, if not all, may be related

to cultural features at or near the surface. Soil samples taken in 1998 found no thiodiglycol (mustard

breakdown product). There was no signature of disturbed soils or numerous buried metallic objects that

would clearly delineate a formal burial site.

Project: Four monitoring wells are scheduled to be installed in fyO4 around the perimeter of the second

suspect area. The wells will ali be analyzed for the mustard daughter compound thiodyglycol.

Additionally the downgradient well will also be analyzed for a full groundwater analytical suite. No

remedial action is anticipated other than to permanently mark the site.

A PBC award scheduled for FY 2006. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will include the

scheduled LTM phase of the project.

RI/FS: fy 07

a. Erect permanent location monuments.

b. Prepare a Decision Document,

LTM: fyO7

a. 4 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes 1,4-Dithiane, 1,4-Oxathiane and Thiodiglycol (mustard breakdown

compounds) 100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Project Close Out

g. Well abandonment according to OEPA requirements.

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-28

MUSTARD AGENT BURIAL SITE

SITE DESCRIPTION

This unit is a possible mustard agent buria! site -15 x 18 ft and is

triangularly shaped. In 1969, records indicate that an EOD Unit had

excavated a suspected mustard agent buria! site near the west end of

the NACA runway. One 190 liter (50 gallon) drum and seven rusty

canisters were recovered. All recovered Items were empty and no

contamination v/as discovered. Following this excavation, an unidenti

fied and undocumented source reported that the site had not been

correctly Identified and was actually in an adjacent area.

This additional area (-15 x 18 ft) is located southwest of the original

area. The area in now marked by Seibert (reflective) stakes. Two

non-intrusive, geophysical surveys (EM-31. and EM-61) of the site

were completed in 1998. Several areas were identified with metallic

responses. Some, if not all, may be related to cultural features at or

near the surface. Soil samples taken in 1998 found no thlodiglycol

(mustard breakdown product). There was no sign of disturbed soils

or numerous buried metallic objects that would clearly delineate a

formal burial site.

PROPOSEDPLAN

Groundwater samples will be collected to test for mustard breakdown

products (FY04). No remedial action is anticipated other than to

permanently mark the site.

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

low

CONTAMINANTS:

Mustard Agent

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil, Grounawaier, Surface Water

COMPLETED !RP PHASE:

PA-SI,

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

Rl

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

Rl

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RAC

RA(Q1

LTM

Total

2005

35

2006

10

2007

37

200B+

82,000

enna AA? - fcstatiattcn flciron Plan
Site Qtiscnpitons ■ Page 15

From 20051AP

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06
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RVAAP-029 Upper and Lower Cobbs Pond

Description:The Upper and Lower Cobbs Pond complex consists of two ponds that received surface water

discharges from Load Lines 3, 4 and 12 from 1941 through 1971. Upper Cobbs Pond is-5 acres in size and

Lower Cobbs Pond is ~4 acres in size. Contaminants of concern include explosives, metals and aluminum

chloride. The Phase I Rl found low levels of explosives in sediment; no contaminants were found in the

surface water. The Phase II Rl field work was completed in the summer 2001. All environmental media

were sampled including the installation of 6 monitoring wells. The Rl report that includes HH and Eco risk

characterizations is scheduled for submittal in early 2005.

Project: A human and ecological risk assessment will be completed, followed by LTM. At this time no

RD/RA is anticipated for this AOC.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fy 07 Finalize the Rl report in 2005. No FS preparation is anticipated,

a. Prepare a Proposed Plan and Decision Document

A PBC award scheduled for FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will include the

scheduled LTM phase of the project.

LTM: beginning in fyO9

a. 6 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides'PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits. 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified fonriat during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure/ Decision Document preparation,

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-29

UPPER & LOWER COBB PONDS

SITE DESCRIPTION

The Upper and Lower Cobb Pond complex consists of two unlined

ponds that received discharges from Load Lines 3 and 12 explosive

waste water treatment systems from 1941 through 1971. Upper

Cobb Pond is -5 acres in size and Lower Cobb Pond Is ~4 acres in

size.

The Phase I Ri found low levels of explosives in sediment: no con

taminants were found in the surface water. "Hie Phase II RI field work

was completed in the summer 2001. Soil, sediment, surface water

and groundwaterwere sampled. The Preliminary Draft Report is

expected to be submitted in spring 2004.

This site is partiaily addressed under tne Facility-Wide Surface Water

sampling program

PROPOSEDPLAN

Prepare and submit the Ri report. No remedial action Is expected.

LTM may follow. Land Use Controls will be needed. OHARNG future

use will be dismounted training, without digging.

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives Metals, Aluminum Ct

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil Groundwater, Surface Waler

Sedimeni

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

Ri.'FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005 2006 2007 2008 +

555

555,000

ML

From FY1005IAP

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-032 40/60 mm Firing Range

Description:This site was used as a test firing range for 40 mm and 60 mm projectiles during the late

1960s and early 1970s, This AOC was reported by former workers at RV AAP to have been a test firing

range for munitions. The dates ofthis operation were from 1969- 71. No original file documentation exists

for the operation. The extent of UXO/MEC at this site has not yet been determined. The site is now

covered with pole timber. Soil samples collected by CHPPM in 1996, detected arsenic, and cadmium above

the RRSE standard concentrations.

Project: Field work associated with this AOC was performed in late 2003 in conjunction with the RJ work

being performed at the Fuze and Booster Quarry Landfill/Ponds AOC. No wells were installed during the

investigation for this AOC.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions: At this time it is anticipated that the data collected during

2003 will be turned over to CELRL for contaminant screening. No further work beyond the preparation of

a Decision Document and site closure is anticipated. This work is planned for fyO4. Any MEC clearance

work that may be performed in the future for safety considerations will be funded from a non-IRP source

such as the MMRP.

SCO: fy 06

A Proposed Plan and Record of Decision is scheduled to be completed in FY 06. No additional funding

requirements are anticipated at this time.

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-32

40 MM FIRING RANGE

SITE DESCRIPTION

This site was used as a test firing range for 40 mm projectiles during

the late 1960s and early 1970s. This AOC was reported by former

workers at RVAAP to have been a test firing range for munitions. The

dates of this operation were from 1969-71. No original file documen

tation exists for the operation. UXO Is suspected at this -2-acre site.

The site Is now covered with pole timber. Soil samples collected by

CHPPM In 1996, detected arsenic and cadmium above {he RRSE

screening concentrations.

Additional samples were taken in fall 2003.

spring of 2004.

Results are expected in

PROPOSED PLAN

RI sampling. Including UXO precautions, will be completed, followed

by closeout. Land Use Controls will be needed. OHARNG future use

is mounted training with no digging.

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Medium

CONTAMINANTS:

Metals.

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

»A/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

Ri.'FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RC

Constrained Cost to Complete

Rl/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA{0)

LTM

Total

2005 2006 2007 2008+

0

Ra.-enna PAP - ingtafaian Action Plan

Site Dssc.iof.o.ij - Pace 17

From 2005 IAP

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06
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RVAAP-033 Load Line 6

Description:This unit, also known as the Firestone Test Facility, was reported by former workers at

RVAAP to have been a security classified experimental test facility for munitions. Shaped charges were

constructed and tested for the Department of Defense. The site consists of a pond (underwater test

chamber) and several buildings (-45 acres). The dates of operation are not known. No original file

documentation exists for this site. The contaminants of concern are lead azide. TNT, RDX, other explosives

and metals. Soil samples collected by CHPPM in 1996, detected antimony, copper and lead above the

RRSH standard concentrations.

Project: An RJ for this AOC was completed in late 2003 and included soil sediment, surface water and

groundwater sampling (7 wells were installed ) A Preliminary Draft RI report with HH and Eco risk

characterizations is scheduled for a mid 2005 submiltal. An RD/RA such as soil /sump removal ma}1 be

needed.

A PBC award scheduled for FY 2006. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will include the

scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fy 07

a. Feasibility Study.

b. Proposed Plan and ROD

RD/RA: RD in fyO8, RA in fy 09

a. Removal and offsitc disposal of~2000cy of explosives and metals contaminated soils is currently

anticipated.

LTM: beginning in fylO

a. 7wells quarterly for2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives, TAL Metals -- Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides'PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure-' Decision Document preparation,

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06

P. Zorko. CELRL-ED-EE
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SITE DESCRIPTION

This unit, also known as the Firestone Test Facility, was reported by

former workers at RVAAP to have been a security classified experi

mental test facility for munitions. Shaped charges were constructed

and tested for the Department of Defense. The site consists of a

pond (underwater test chamber) and several buildings (-45 acres)

The dates of operation are not known. No original file documentation

exists for this site. The contaminants of potential concern are lead

aside, TNT, RDX. other explosives and metals.

Soil samples collected by CHPPM in 1996, detected antimony, copper

and lead above the RRSE screening concentrations All bu; four of

the buildings were thermally treated and structures were removed in

2003, The Phase I Rl field -Mirk was completed in November 2003.

Preliminary draft report due spring 2004.

PROPOSED PLAN

Complete Rl. A RD/RA, such as soil removal may be needed LTMwill

follow. Land Use Controls will be needed. OHARNG future use will be

mounted training, with no digging.

All foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgs) will be removed. Fiusning and

grouting or removal of the underground utilities will be done as

needed. This will be accomplished with non-ER,A funds,

RVAAP-33

LOAD LINE 6

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Medium

CONTAMINANTS:

Lead A2ide Explosives, Metals

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Sol Groundtvater, Surface Water

Sedtment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI.'FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI'FS, RD RA. LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

Ri/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

10

2006

182

2007

10

2008+

10

16 :'

708

565 ,

1.501,000

Ravenna Mf - instahotion Action Plan

Sue Descfsuono • Pe,o& J6

From FY 2005IAP

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06
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RVAAP-034 Sand Creek Disposal Road Landfill

Description:This AOC was reported by former workers at RVAAP to have been an open dump for

concrete, wood, asbestos debris, lab bottles, 55-gallon drums and fluorescent light, tubes. Debris is at the

surface, but covered by vegetation. The AOC is -1.5 acres and located adjacent to a stream. The dates of

operation of this unit are not known, but are believed to be around the 1950s. No original file

documentation exists. Arsenic was detected in sediment at levels above the RRSE standard concentrations.

Soil samples were taken by the USACE in September 2001 to further refine the RRSE. Arsenic (87ppm),

Benzo(a)pyrene (0.322ppm), Benzo(a)athracene (0.347ppm), Benzo(b)fluoranthene (0.446ppm) and

lndeno(I,2,3-cd)pyrene were found at significant concentrations. The high RRSE rating was confirmed by

this sampling event.

An Interim removal action was performed on this site during 2003 to remove surface debris and

contaminated soils. Confirmation samples were obtained and a closure report was submitted for review in

January 2003. On the basis of the removal action it is anticipated that no further action will be required at

this site.

Project: The Record of Decision Document is currently being prepared (March 2005). This AOC has

been designated as the place mark for future facility wide projects including groundwater monitoring as

required under the Directors Final Findings and Orders. Additional work to be carried under this AOC

include: facility wide risk assessment revisions, operations and maintenance for the RVAAP

Environmental Information Management System (REIMS), RVAAP Property Management Plan

Surveillance, Facility Wide Project Scheduling Management, Facility wide Louisville District in-house

support for fundamental annual activities, and Facility Wide Risk assessment, regulatory and

administrative support services contract. Detailed scopes of work for the respective elements are presented

below.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

The following 7 work items represent work to be carried out under this AOC as well as the basis for the

estimate (RACER, IGE, prior year contract cost). Costs associated with Items 2 through 7 for fiscal years

2007 through 2014 are summarized below and include as follows:

2007 2008

Item 1 - $633,969* Item 1 - $311,181*

Item 2 - $ 32,480 Item 2 - $ 32,480

Item 3 - $210,501 Item 3 - $216,544

Item 4- $ 10,150 Item 4 - $ 10,150

Item 5-$112,106 Item 5 - SI 12,106

Item 6 - S777,043 Item 6 - S777,043

Item 7-$253,750 Item 7 - $253.750

Total S 2,029,999 Total $1,713,254

2009 2010 2011

Item 1 -$311,181* Item 1 -$ -0- Item 1 -$ -0-

Item 2 - $ 32.480 Item 2 - $ -0- Item 2 - $ -0-

Item 3-$110,394 Item 3 - SI 10,394 Item 3 -$110,394

ltem4-$ 10,150 Item 4 - S 10,150 Item 4 - $ 10,150

Item 5-SI 12,106 Item 5 - SI 12,106 Item 5 - $ -0-

Item 6 - $777,043 Item 6 - S777.403 Item 6 - $ -0-

Item 7 -$253.750 Item 7-$253,750 Item 7 - $ -0-

Total $1,607,104 Total $1,263,803 Total $ 120.544

Reviewed and updated 25 Jan 06
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2012 2013 2014

Item 1 - S -0- Item 1 - S -0- Item 1 - $ -0-

Item 2 - $ -0- Item 2 - $ -0- Item 2 - $ -0-

Item 3 -$110,394 Item 3 -$110,394 Item 3 -$110,394

Item 4-$ 10,150 Item4-$ 10,150 Item 4 - $ 10,150

Item 5 - $ -0- Item 5 - $ -0- Item 5 - $ -0-

Item 6 - $ -0- Item 6 - $ -0- Item 6 - $ -0-

Item 7 - $ -0- Item 7 - S -0- Item 7 - $ -0-

Total $120,544 Total $120,544 Total $120,544

*: This is a RACER based estimate. Details contained in the accompanying mdb file.

Detailed scopes and estimated costs for Items 2 through 7 are listed below.

Costs supported by IGEs or prior year contract amounts have been escalated by 1.5% per CTC guidance.

LTM:

1. Groundwater Monitoring (RACER cos! basis)

Facility Wide Groundwater Monitoring (fy 05 to 09, three years remaining)

a. 60 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives, TAL Metais + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format for each monitoring event (3)

e. An annual overall program evaluation report submitted yearly in combination with the fourth quarter

sampling data.

2. Facility Wide Risk Assessment Updates (Independent Government Estimate cost basis)

Future year requirements currently estimated to extend through FY 09 (four years).

Currently the RVAAP has 33 AOCs under investigation. Each of the 33 AOCs fall under the RVAAP

Facility Wide Human Health Risk Manual. The Risk Manual was based on Land-Reuse of RVAAP by the

current/end-user, Ohio National Guard. Since the approval of the Risk Manual new Land-Uses and

property security have been changed by the National Guard Bureau for the Ravenna Training and Logistics

Center (RTLS). During 2004 3 such land-use changes occurred. This work is intended to be carried out in

house (USAGE Louisville District) due to the low dollar value and relatively short duration response time

typically required.

Therefore additional risk scenarios for RTLS based on land use modifications entails:

1. Create a new land use Conceptual Site Model (CSM)

2. Review/modify Exposure Factors respective to CSM

3. Create new *.xls spread sheets to calculate risk

4. Create a White Paper for Ohio EPA approval prior to computing risk

5. Create an addendum (with Ohio EPA approval) to the RVAAP Facility Wide Human Health Risk

Manual

Labor for the aforementioned work elements entails (per AOC):
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1, 2 days per year @ SIK/day $2K

2, 10 days per year® SIK/day S1OK

3, !0 days per year (a, SIK/day SI OK

4, 5 days per year @ SIK/day $5K

5, 5 days per year @ SIK/day $5K

Total...'. S32,000
Escalated 23 Jan 2006 by a factor of 1.5% $32,480

3. Ravenna Environmental Information Management System (REIMS) Operations and Maintenance

and Administrative Record Management (future year costs based on actual prior year contract cost and

are currently estimated to be required through FY 14 for RE1A4S O&M and FY 08for Administrative

Records Management

Currently, the RVAP information management system operations and maintenance is being performed

under contract to Science Applications International Corp(SAIC). A contract for maintenance of the

information management system was awarded in February 2006 to SAIC for a base year (2006) and two

option years (2007 and 2008). Outyear costs for FYs 2009 through 2014 are based on the 2008 contract

amount. The current contract cost arc being used to predict future year cost requirements based on the

following work elements

Administrative record management is being performed under contract By SpecPro, Inc.

Ravenna Environmental Information Management System (REIMS)

Annual Maintenance

1 Actual Contract Cost W912QR-04-D-0019 option year 1(2007) S104,351

2 Actual Contract Cost W912QR-04-D-0019 option year 1 (2008 thru 2014) SI 10,394

3 Organize, catalog and provide protection of existing historic drawings at the RTLS.

4 Provide QA support to ensure all submitted documents are in the required format.

Actual Contract Cost for Items 7 and 8, W912QR-04-P-0040 $51,288

5 Provide support to maintain both CD and hard-copy administrative record.

Actual Contract Cost W912QR-04-F-0258 £53,294

Contractor #2 Total = S104,582

Escalated 2006 cost - $106,150

4. RVAAP Property Management Plan Management (Fiscalyears 2006 through 2014)(Independent

Government Estimate cos! basis)

Property Management Plan (PMP) identifies current land use controls (LUCs) already in place at Areas of

Concern (AOCs) at the former Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant (RVAAP), now known and operated as

the Ohio Army National Guard's (OHARNG) Ravenna Training and Logistics Site (RTLS). These AOCs

are proceeding through the environmental investigation and remediation process. The restrictions and

procedures described in this PMP are specifically meant to help safeguard human health and the

environment at RTLS, pending final decisions as to clean-up and future use.

These current LUCs will be revised to implement decisions reached through the Comprehensive

Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA) [42 U.S.C. §9601, et seq.] risk-based

decision process, as implemented through the National Contingency Plan (NCP), 40 C.F.R. Part 300. The

CERCLA NCP process will be employed consistent with the Final Findings and Orders issued by the

Director, Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, June 10, 2004. Also relevant to the manner in which

remediation will proceed is the Defense Environmental Restoration Program (DERP) [10 U.S.C. §2701, et

seq.), particularly with respect to safety issues unique to munitions and explosives of concern (MEC).
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As final decisions are reached, it is anticipated that at some AOCs, current LUCs will be lifted completely,

at other AOCs the current LUCs may simply be recharacterized as final LUCs, and for some AOCs the

current LUCs may yield to less or more stringent final LUCs.

Accordingly At a minimum, PMP will be reviewed annually as part of the preparation of an Annual Report.

This work is intended to be carried out in house (USACE Louisville District) due to the low dollar value

and relatively short duration response time envisioned.

Work elements include:

1. Monitor the current LUC AOCs for violations in the course of their daily activities. Report any

violations, including the status and resolution of each, to the Army Facility Manager for inclusion

in the database log.

2. A LUC Annual Report will be prepared by the Army Facility Manager, approved by the

Commander, RTLS, and shared with the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (in furtherance

on the Army and OHARNG;s partnering effort with the regulator).

Labor for the aforementioned work elements entails:

1. ? days/year @ SIK/day S5K

2. 5 days/year @ S1 K/day $5K

Total SlOK/year

Escalated 23 Jan 2006 by a factor of 1.5% $10,150/year

5. RVAAP Facility Wide Project Scheduling Management (prior year contract cost) (futureyear costs

based on actual prior year contract cost and are currently estimated to be recurring through FY 10)

This task covers contract scheduling support services by the Williams Engineering Service Company to

track multiple ongoing and future work elements relative to the CERCLA process currently being

performed by up to five separate contractors. This essential service is necessary to adequately spread

existing workload and accurately predict future work load in order to insure timely review of CERCLA

documentation by the Ohio EPA. This approach is being undertaken to ensure thai AOC response

complete (RC) goals are met. The services include weekly schedule updates such as Critical Impact

Reports, Update Status Reports, Resource Utilization Reports, etc. for the use of analysis, planning and

determining corrective actions.

1. Option 2- Fiscal Year 2006 Support 01 Oct 2005 - 30 Sep 2006

Actual Contract Cost DACAW27-03-P-0I00 $102,268

Added to this contract amount was the standard 8% administration cost and an escalation factor of 1.5%

yielding a total annual cost of $112,106. Out year costs for FYs 2007,2008, 2009 and 2010 have been

estimated based on the Option 2 contract amount plus 8%.

6. RVAAP Facility Wide Louisville District In House Support for Fundamental Annual Activities

(FY20(r through 2010)

The following general scopes define activities under this work item:

Overall Program Management:

This activity includes Overall Project and Program Management to continuously monitor the

schedule, budget, and execution of the IRP Program that encompasses over thirty individual 1RP

sites and the complex interaction of the IRP program with the expanding MMRP program, O&M

program, and Milcon Program at the Ravenna Installation. This activity also includes technical

support to prepare and update the project financial schedules and budgets in P2 and CEFMS and

constant coordination with AEC, OEPA, COE, OI1ARNG, IMA, and Army Headquarters staff and

numerous contractors. The project manager has overall responsibility for the project.

Overall Technical Management:
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This activity includes Overall Technical Management of all Engineering and Scientific Activities

for the project. This activity involves distribution and transmission of funding and program

guidance provided project management into the technical elements of the project deliver)' team.

The technical manager has overall responsibility for the quality and accuracy of all technical

components prepared by the product delivery team.

Contract Support:

This activity includes contract specialist support from Contracting Division to prepare solicitation

packages, issue RFP's, lead negotiations, award contracts, advise the PDT on overall contracting

procedures, and ensure that all federal contracting requirements arc met.

Subject Matter Expert Support:

This activity includes subject matter experts in Geology, Risk Assessment, and Chemistry to

prepare and review the most complex elements of project studies, reports, and field activities.

Coordination with similar experts in numerous other agencies associated with Ravenna is also

included in this task.

1AP and CTC Support:

This activity involves substantial involvement from the entire product delivery team to update the

annual Installation Action Plan (1AP), attend the multi-day annual 1AP Workshop, and update the

annual Cost to Complete (CTC) for constrained and unconstrained conditions.

Racer Updates:

This activity provides technical support to prepare detailed restoration scopes of work for each of

the thirty plus sites at Ravenna and subsequently prepare cost estimates in RACER as required by

Restoration Program Requirements.

RAB Support:

This activity provides technical support to the installation for attendance and presentations at

selected Restoration Advisors1 Board (RAB) meetings.

AEC Periodic Review:

This activity provides technical support for a number of data calls and detailed site reviews as

needed at the request of AEC or the Installation.

Audit Support:

The Environmental Restoration Program is well known as the most frequently audited Program in

the Department of Defense. This activity includes technical support to research information and

address questions related to project audits.

New Chemical Assessments:

This activity includes technical support to provide technical expertise and analytical support

related to new Chemical Constituents of Concern and recommend adjustments as needed in

project studies, work plans, and field activities.

OEPA Issue Resolution:

This activity includes resolution of issues surfaced by the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

(OEPA) related to comment response on project studies, work plans, and field activities.

Findings and Orders Compliance:

This activity provides for technical support to stringently monitor the project products and

deadlines specifically applicable to the Findings and Orders executed with the OEPA. Additional

technical and management activities associated with adjustments necessary to comply with the

orders are included in this activity.

Construction Support:
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This activity includes support from Construction Division specialists to assist with construction

coordination in remedial field activities.

1. Overall Program Management

Glen Bcckliam

Linda Tackett

Paul Zorko

John Jem

David Brancalo

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

LrD Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Supporl Team

Dave Senncti

Yong Foslon

Sub Total

Rate $/Hr

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

90

Hours

640

640

640

20

20

640

Total

57600

39040

0

0

0

44800

0

c

2160

2160

60800

0

0

148960

2. Overall Technical Management

Glen Beckham

Linda Tacketl

Paul Zorko

John Jenl

David Brancalo

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Trances Zigmund

ED Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Sennett

Yong Foston

Sub Tula!

Rale S/Hr

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

10S

108

95

95

90

Hours

640

640

20

20

Tola!

0

0

57600

0

0

44800

0

0

2160

2160

0

0

0

106720

3. Contract Support

Glen Beckham

Linda Tackelt

Paul Zorko

John Jenl

David Brancalo

Tim Lamb

Theresa Beckham

Frances Zigmund

ED Supervisors

PM Supervisors
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90

61

90

95

95

95

70

95

108

108

Hours Total

80

160

20

20

0

4880

0

0

0

0

11200

0

2160

2160



P2 Support Team

Dave Sennelt

Yong Foston

Sub Total

95

95

90 80

0

0

7200

27600

4. Subject Matter Expert Support

Glen Beckham

Linda Taekett

Paul Zorko

John Jent

David Brancato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

F.D Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Senncil

Yong (-"oston

Sub Total

Rate $/i Ir

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

I0R

95

95

90

Hours

480

320

80

20

20

Tula!

0

0

0

45600

30400

0

7600

2160

2160

0

0

0

87920

5. IAP and CTC Support

Glen Beckham

Linda 'i ackett

Paul Zorko

John Jent

David Brancato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

ED Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Sennett

Yong Foston

Sub Total

Rate S/FJr

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

90

Flours

120

120

120

40

160

20

20

Total

10800

0

10800

11400

3800

15200

0

2160

2160

0

0

0

45520

6. Racer Updates

Glen Beckham

Linda T ackett

Paul Zorko

John Jent

David Brancato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

liD .Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team
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Rate S/FIr

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

Hours Total

40

160

40

40

120

20

20

3600

0

14400

3800

3800

11400

0

2160

2160

0



Dave Sennet!

Yone Fosion

Sub Total

95

90 0

37720

7. RAB Support

Glen Beckham

Linda Tackett

Paul Zorko

John Jent

David Brancato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zijimund

F.D Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Suppon Team

Dave Sennett

Yong Foston

Sub Tola!

Rate VHr

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

90

Hours 1 otal

80

80

40

20

20

0

0

7200

7600

0

0

0

3800

2160

2160

0

0

0

22920

8. AEC Periodic Review

Glen Beckham

Linda Tackett

Paul Zorko

John Jenl

David Brancato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

HD Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Sennett

Yong Foston

Sub Total

Rale $/I Ir

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

90

Hours 1

40

40

40

40

40

40

20

20

otal

3600

0

3600

3800

3800

2800

3800

0

2160

2160

0

0

0

22120

*). Audit Support

Glen Beckham

Linda Tacketl

Paul Zorko

John Jent

David Brancato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

ED Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Sennett
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Rate $/Hr

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

: lours Total

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

20

20

3600

2440

3600

3800

3800

2800

3800

0

2160

2160

0



Vong Fosion

Sub Total

90 0

24560

10. New Chemical Assessments

Glen Beckham

Linda Tackett

Paul Zorko

John Jen!

David Brancato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

ED Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Scnnett

Yong Foston

Kath\ Kranli

Sub Total

Rate $/Hr

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

90

95

Hours I

160

80

20

20

160

otal

0

0

0

0

15200

0

7600

2160

2160

0

0

0

15200

42320

ll.OEPA Issue Resolution

Glen Beckham

Linda Tackct!

Paul Zorko

John Jent

David Brancato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

ED Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Sennett

Yong Foston

Sub Total

Rate $/Hr

90

6!

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

90

Hours Total

160

160

160

160

20

20

14400

0

14400

15200

15200

0

0

2160

2160

0

0

0

49120

12. Findings and Order Compliiince

Glen Beckham

Linda Tackett

Paul Zorko

John Jcnl

David Brancalo

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

HD Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Sennett
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Rate $/Hr

90

61

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

Hours Total

240

240

240

240

20

20

21600

0

21600

22800

22800

0

0

2160

2160

0

0



Yong Boston

Sub Total

90

71520

13. Construction Support

Glen Beckhiim

Linda Tackett

Paul Zorko

John Jenl

David Braiicato

Theresa Beckham

Tim Lamb

Frances Zigmund

ED Supervisors

PM Supervisors

P2 Support Team

Dave Sennett

Yong Fosion

Sub Tola]

Travel Expenses

Grand Total (created 2005)

Grand Tolal with 1.5% escalation factor for

2006

Rait $/Hr

90

6!

90

95

95

70

95

95

108

108

95

95

90

Hours Total

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

20 2160

20 2160

0

160 15200

0

19520

20000

765560

777043

7. RVAAP Facility Wide Risk Assessment, Regulatory and Administrative Support Services

(FY 2006 through 2010)

The objective of this work element is to provide the installation manager with the necessary risk

assessment, regulator}- and administrative support services, on facility wide and AOC specific levels to

enable timely responses to programmatic changes that continue to occur respective to 1.) future land use by

the Ohio Army National Guard 2.) Evolving Ohio EPA regulatory authority respective to the Findings and

Orders agreed to by the Army and the agency, recently enacted Ohio Environmental Covenant

requirements, the CERCLA program and the newly instituted but not yet defined MMRP requirements

interrelated to the IR Program. These additional work elements are necessary to insure that the Army's site

closeout goals arc met.

An estimate has been attached that covers the broad range of work presently (March 2005) being

negotiated with SA1C. The options included in this estimate are intended to be awarded in 2006. At this

time, given the uncertain nature of the previously defined programmatic changes, it is reasonable and

prudent to assume that the future cost to complete levels for fiscal years 2007 through 2010 will require a

level of support equivalent to those currently anticipated for 2006. Once all high and medium RRSE scored

sites have been addressed by the 2010 time frame, the level of effort is anticipated to drop off significantly.

Detailed scopes and costs are presented as follows:

Option I - IF REQUIRED, PROVIDE FOCUS FEASIBILITYSUPPORT FOR 40 MMRANGE,

SAND CREEK AND PARIS WINDHAMAOCs.

Preliminary data review may uncover single sample locations causative of risk exceeding 1E-06. If same

does not contain multiple chemicals, then proceed with No Further Action letter to Ohio EPA based on risk

being below the Clean Ohio Fund Criterion.

If multiple chemicals are in same sample location, and/or risk exceeding the Clean Ohio Fund criterion,

then reassess risk if sample location were to be remediated.
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o Present a focused feasibility study that evaluates the removal action under the CERCLA

9 feasibility criteria.

o Provide comment - resolution to Ohio EPA based on their review of subject report.

Option IA FFS support for 40 mm Range

Option IB FFS support for Sand Creek

Option IC FFS support for Paris-Windham

Option 2 HUMAN HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT

AE is to prepare a human health risk assessment for a specific AOC (to be determined at the time of the

option award) with existing data according to the Ravenna Facility-Wide Human Health Work Plan. Four

future land uses are to be evaluated, one of which will be unrestricted. Two iterations of the risk

assessment will be required; a Draft and a Final.

Option 2A will be performed with up to 200 sampling results, with one (1)

exposure unit.

Option 2B will be performed with between 201 and 500 sampling results, with

up to four (4) exposure units.

OPTION 3 ECOLOGICAL RISK ASSESSMENT

AE is to prepare an ecological risk assessment for a specific AOC (to be determined at the time of the

option award) with existing data according to the Ravenna Facility-Wide Ecological Risk Assessment

Work Plan. Two iterations of the risk assessment will be required; a Draft and a Final.

Option 3A will be performed with up to 200 sampling results, with one (1)

exposure unit.

Option 3B will be performed with between 201 and 500 sampling results, with

up to four (4) exposure units.

OPTION 4 DATA COMPILATION, REVIEW, AND ANALYSIS

AE is to compile, review, and analyze existing information, including both analytical and field, pertinent to

a specific AOC (to be determined at the time of the option award) or facility-wide, as appropriate. Analysis

will include most or all of the following; screening tables, brief summary of results, discussion of

sampling/analysis performed at an AOC, up to 10 maps, minimal statistical analysis.

Option 4A will be performed with up to 200 sampling results.

Option 4B will be performed with between 201 and 500 sampling results.

Option 4C will be performed with no data analysis, utilizing existing

analyses, but providing maps and discussion of sampling and analysis that was performed.

OPTION 5 PREPARE A PROPOSED PLAN

AE is to prepare a proposed plan with two (2) alternatives for an area of concern (to be determined at the

time of option award). Three iterations of the risk assessment will be required; a Preliminary Draft, a Draft,

and a Final.

OPTION 6 PREPARE A RECORD OF DECISION

AE is to prepare a record of decision with two (2) alternatives for an area of concern (to be determined at

the time of option award. Three iterations of the risk assessment will be required: a Preliminary Draft, a

Draft, and a Final.

OPTION 7 REGULATORY SUPPORT

AE is to provide regulator)' support for a specific AOC or facility-wide as appropriate.
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Option 7A will be performed for one position paper, including up to five (5)

conference calls.

Option 7B will be performed for two position papers, including up to ten

(10) conference calls.

OPTION 8 ADMINISTRATIVE SUPPORT

AE is to prepare draft and final minutes of conference calls or meetings. Conference calls will be assumed

to last for two(2) hours. Minutes for meetings will not necessitate physical attendance at the meeting, but

only by teleconferencing the minute preparer in to the meeting. Meetings will be assumed to last for 4

hours.

Option 9A 1-5 conference calls.

Option 9B 6-10 conference calls.

Option 9C 1-3 meetings.

Option 9D 4-8 meetings.

OPTION 9 PROPOSED PLAN AND RECORD OF DECISION FOR THE WINKLEPECK

BURNING GROUNDS

AE is to prepare a proposed plan and record of decision with two (2) alternatives, No Action & HTRW

Contamination Removal Concurrent with MEC Removal Action, for the Winklepeck Burning Grounds.

Three iterations of the proposed plans and records of decision will be required; a Preliminary Draft, a Draft,

and a Final.

A summary of cost ranges for these nine options is as follows:

Option 1 - S 30,600 to $33,700 options a - b

Option 2 - $ 46,500 to $56,500 options a - b

Option 3 - % 45,000 to $51,500 options a - b

Option 4 - $ 18,000 to $23,000 options a - c

Option 5 - $ 19,000

Option 6 - $ 25,000

Option 7 - $ 6,200 to $9,300 options a - b

Option 8 - $ 2,000 to $4,500 options a - d

Option 9 - $ 38,000

Costs for the services as defined above and detailed in the attached estimate range from $230,300 to

$260,500. A figure of $250,000 was used in the original 2005 estimate. This figure was escalated by a rate

of 1.5% yielding a revised figure of $253,750 for use in years 2007 through 2010.
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Engmaar Jun«

tng-ne* Tacftrwaar

SCWllijl SlPUOf

Chemm

Coil Ellimiim

Con Urucaon Uanagsi

DCBI^nBr StAiOr

Da sagn*' Jtanor

Durum*n Smuo'

Or»ttimin Junior

EcoFoBtaii Rit* Atiaivntnt SpMtobM

ErwaoruiveflUI L*w SpocKUI

Oaotogiil Santa

GaoteflJii Junor

Health Phyihcjii {radtologictlj

Humin mi* Riik Mteumeiu Sm unlit I

HyOrauiu: Eng<na«f

Rtgutalor, SpecialSti

Su/«yor

Tewvucel/Spuc^cmufu WDtr

iMiUIrl* 1 Aquaw BioC^tl Switor

Wiifllis i AauHic Bitfogm Jumm

PfomU Mhimkww

Hourtv Rilit

1

1

1

s

1

%

1

t

$

t

J

i

J

S

I

J

1

1

J

J

J

J

s

1

J

1

i

t

1

I

1

s

11341

135.02

113 s;

1BS.21

I1S.11

10S0S

104 5}

7S45

53 IS

410}

10512

74 02

MM

G2 01

»<«

72 H

Si S3

M IS

S3.77

W.I6

1B7.8S

101.23

61.10

107 S3

f 10 43

IW64

B&.S9

100.11

74.S2

60 00

88(1

S'61

60 SS

46 Bl

Travsr [Refftrencc T-1)

RtprodutiioA (8 & Wi

Piamr

F«d*r*l Eiproi 16 B. -

1 H Serve* CtttV

IT S*ivi» Canlir [CailtfrGrtpnict'BlS'Uiul Mril

ToHI OUi»r Ol™el Co»1

j UiKhii « Subcenmcipn (Inciudo HIS ind G&A)

MA *

4 SubiaUl Coil Elim*n» ft"**))

1 Prom (LiOof * OOCil

t Profit (SuOtanTrKlori;

7 TOTAL BY TASK: fK¥ FIXED PRIGS

ffTS

0 OM fwipy

0. S1 ;tD(i)'

7.44 t>q fl

IS 30 JM

S.M 'u

3 79 rtir

10-00%

6.00%

lUiK-Tl

Option

Hour)

n

l

M

SO

M

*;

I!

40

40

3

m

it*

1.S00

100

2t

7

Si

••

Tatk 1a

I

t

1

I

1

I

1

$

J

I

J

S

1

1

I

t

1

1

1

1

t

1

J

I

\

I

s

t

1

t

1

1

i

i

*

1

t

i

t

$

t

j

i

i

t

i

»

i

Co»l

I.6SB

135

-

B894

3.05S

s.m

1,609

4,417

1,400

111

S.J46

a»,7os

Coil

B4

ii

5S

41

64

70

1.I2B

Cod

io.ai!

"It

Option Tilt 1b

Houri

14

1

E0

30

M

41

16

40

36

1

40

Ml

Oiy.

1.S00

100

1*

3

?

2B

t

1

J

}

1

i

I

t

%

1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

1

1

5

i

1

*

I

1

1

1

J

S

1

i

t

J

(

1

*

*

s

(

1

1

I

>

*
i

i

CO»l

s.SMl

135

1U75

I,4*«

I.SSO

3.77J

1.909

4.417

1.160

111

1.177

IT.4*1

Coil

SI

SI

S5

41

M

70

3*1

Cad

7MM

1 ■ am
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SA!C FFP Can EHimfti Foi Louitvllt* Oftlric!, CDC

*«wnn* Army knmuinlttofl Put:

Rivtnn* FicHtiy-Wim ftUk AiminHM, R*guMt«ry «. Ad*ilr»i>lr»Mvi

Com'Hi No. W»12O«-04-O-W1»

Olr»cl Labo

TltUfKenlre

P>o)«< Tien

proj«cl Mum

AKttiM£1l>l>

Certified iix)

rl ftcuitnrv

teal Manage'

Ht«WT*n

LJIUIM MtMOfi MCIH. AB1H?

Bhi

Howny P»t«

1 113.41

9 T3SO2

S 105.21

1 11B 11

r T»tnnhn»n

l Stnttr

CHiMUt

Cntl Eilinuur

Cansl/uann Mawgtr

O*ili)ii«r Stmor

D*i^n»' Junoi

Dlliunin ScnKH

Duflimm Jun»r

Ecaiogitii Rut Auaorrittii

EwrMininiii L»w S»KI>U

G<ixo(uii Junior

HttlMi PrFylteal (rMIOKqKl!)

Humtn KuHh Ru* AlMliman! Sp*cl«W1

f Win

WWW* 4 AqsMK ftoegin SinkM

OlMr Dlnel Can [IncJuow GIA|

Trsvni (Hmreoce T-l)

44.01

MX 12

74.0!

BJ01

W99

TIM

M !»

5177

SB IS

107 es

101 21

61.10

S

5

S

!

i

I

1

11C 43

IOC.£4

100.21

«5iS

100.11

74.S2

MOO

FiSnril tiotu (* B

I h Sonic* Cgiutr

IT S»(VK« C«

Toul OUnr WfKt Coil

3 tJniirl.; t Bubcentncion [ineiuSM MAS and QIA)

MA

1 Subioul Cott tl*m«iM* (<*I»3|

I ProlH(SuBco«!t»cioT¥]

7 TOTAL BY TASK: FIRM FIXED WttGE

0.05«

OS)

1S.M

tn

Opti«

itoUH

TaiH It

M

jMbbini

MUpUWI

Option Ta

"I

»

rrrs

cow

»ati

*<

11

Hsuft

14

1

GO

30

54

4!

is

4S

u

40

Mi

Q«y

1.S00

100

»

3

7

n

i.sae

ns

4.275

2.2S4.

2,950

3.77!

1.909

I 4,417

I J 1B0

i 111

J !,»77

i 17.4M

Cell

I 84

1 SI

I as

J 41

1 ft*

1 TO

1 MS

Com

J

i t 17.SM

I 1,781

t

Hour. I

4

1

14!

15

2

SS

130

«

to

Qty

4.000

«

10

205

Ceil

5 4S4

* 135

S

I

I

1

*

1

i

i

» IS.2S7

1 1.110

I 1M

t

1

*

*

t

I S.8S0

1

4

J

I

1 14.335

1

5

I

J

J 1.810

*

J

» 2*2

J 1.877

t 41M*

Col

I

i 223

1 21

1

I

1 9Z

I 513

I M*

Coil

S

* <2,27J

3 4..M7
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SA1C "t> Con eii!mi*»ro

N*v«nni Aony AtnmurtUon

Dlnci Liber

THWConlrtcl Calancrv

Pr^icl Taclinioi Man*g*r

AfOMiieuirii Huionti

CtnllKil Mduivul fygiMiti (CIH, ABiH)

CwtiliM Sa1«ly ProMMionii

Enjlnwi Swilu

EnflWMf «■*

Enjintw Junior

Enginwr Ttcmcun

Sc-nlat junuw

Cnarali'

Cot! tilinuuir

Ciugnar Junior

0r»flim»n 3«mD(

CaaHifnan Junior

Ecological Rlu Autiimanl SjwcUhil

Enmmnnwnul Ltw SpKitM!

GeMogLii Sansor

GeMoglti Jgn'oi

hHAADnJl A

MKbfWXW

DoBon Tiin it

tft> Cain i Inn

DAI hlinvMttM** RuvHl

OpUon Ttik It

Hsmin Haalin Ruik AUBurnml Spacalrtl

Myor*ul« EttgmH'

f» 5p«ct»Ml

Survayor

V/ldMe I AquME SnlDDttl JjrUor

Pro;en AammaUWsw

CWrl

2 QQnr Olracl Caal {Includo S&A)

Ttiw«!(R«tof«oe< M)

R.produclia" fB * W)

RowWuwon (Coic*}

PiMWI

F«ar*l £i)X(i9 (6 Ib - 0™nHjril)

I H Strvta Canlw

)TSefVlc*C«m«frt»i>iWSr«ihii»flSI«MwI.Mnj

Toll) Oihar Olracl Coil

3 Milailii S. SiiNB*iir»c»r» {inc<u<)*> MAS and SKA;

MA

4 Subioul Coil Elammu (1*2*1)

J Profll [LlBOf i OOO]

« Pioni (SuBconiracMfi!

? IOTAL BY TASK. r«K FKEO PRICE

Hourly Hill

m.*i

13S.0I

113 BS

iQSJt

'.16 11

105.06

104.W

7!4i

53 SS

+*O3

WHU

74 02

M.B?

B9M

93 01

Bt g«

61 Hi

M !9

S3 77

MM

TOT Si

101.21

01 10

102.S3

110 43

iOS.fH

1O0.JI

OS 59

100.11

74 SI

BO0O

M.S1

S? 91

SO 53

46 B3

0 056 leapt

0.6! (cooy

?44 Itq fl

15.30 '*■

B 30 <B»

2 7S (hi

Hour*

4

1

JO

3

180

32

4

40

ill

Qty.

$ooo

40

10

3SS

1
1

1

1

1

i

t

1

s

1

J

s

*

1

t

t

I

t

I

I

1

I

1

1

1

t

%

J

1

1

t

1

1

5

I

f

I

$

t

I

*

I

i

t

t

Cul

464

13S

18.940

1.480

164

T.JS2

17,668

1.920

2*3

1.877

*o,J*a

279

21

«

636

LOW

Coal

61 .Ml

S.13S

Hvvn

*

2

1JS

Si

2

110

32

SO

Off

4.000

60

3

7

15

1
1

J

3

1

I

t

I

I

*

1

I

I

1

f

1

I

t

I

1

I

I

J

1

t

t

%

t

t

1

I

I

J

)

I

I

S

i

I

t

i

i

s

!

*

1

*

I

Coil

4£4

270

13. IU

7.032

IB-t

-

11, HT

,

1.910

2.77B

J4I

2,346

«O,63«

Coil

31

41

(4

3a

BIT

Coal

41,041

4.104

-

SWEi! IEN3I IIVl
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SMC FFPCeii Eiilni»t<fo'iouiivllHDiil«ti. COE

Raxnni Aimy AmnunMan fi«bi

Rmnni FiclHiyWoi Rli" MM»M»m, Beo"1"1"*

Comr«1 No. WS130»-0*-0-MU

toriad of PirFormanca: 94/MfM3S - 5/11/0*

Dlmct LJ&ar

TiilirComntt Cmm«pv

ViOjtd Tkjsbb* Man*jr

PiD<*ci Managtr

A/tfilUctui-al HnttoruA

C«1«fJ*ii intJutttM) Hyjunat (CIH. A6IH)

CaniluB Safety Prolttiioflci

Engriner Swuor

EngnMr M*J

Enginser Junior

Eng.n«r Tacnm6*r>

SoamuT SanKH

Scwulal M«J

Strtniial Jutucr

Chtnrnt

Con Eilimaior

Con»lrucuw M»n^H

Dotigner 6<nlnr

Dtusnv Junior

Dfaflimin Sannx

Draiumwi Jur>«r

Eealofict* Rnk Aunvml Sp*<a)i»

Kruifontumai Lxv 5f>«ciui;

Geoioani S*™«

Geolcgif^ Junior

Maarih phyniirti (ra<toloQ>ciJJ

Human Haalin "•«■ Anaivnanl Spa&iliti

Hyilriulu: F.ifncv

H-arooaoiDoJl

RegwttWty Spefiilai

Suiveyof

TachntcalfS|MUfcalen1 VWIaf

WMH* S Aquatic 8*t9flui Sanlor

MMdMif £ AQUMK BttKigili Jubkx

Hj

3

1

1

s

*

I

1

I

1

J

t

1

1

i

I

I

1

I

I

i

t

t

1

t

i

I

1

S

I

*

*

I

Bail

ParloS

mfly BHI

11341

136 02

I13SS

105 11

!1S 11

105 05

104 M

75 IS

S3&S

44 03

10S.2I

7-t.O!

we;

B101

72 84

BlSl

SB 19

53.77

sejs

10)86

101.12

61.10

102 «

110 43

1D4.M

100.21

S6S*

\00 11

74 SI

M.OC

Mil

S7.B!

8053

; Cmi (IncJudit

RcprMucViin {8 C W)

Rtpr«iiicii«> (Cow

F*aoi»! Ejpteii 16 ib -

IT StrvK* C»nl>r |

Toui Olht; Dlnci Cut

Ml

iu mi i rum

M U>« Ml ■•-*• 1MB

OpUB" lull 36

CWi ■ —^Hil

OfHUn

h ainaMi kvhm

TntU

1 Malarial * SuDton

4 S«t(lOlll Coil £»n-rill (1*2*3)

) proTIl fLubor » OOCl)

I TOr«L BV TASK' FIRM FIXED P

|lnci*l»» M&S and Ot*l

iFTH

0 OSS top'/

0.S! rtopy

7.-W '«q (I

ISM la*

«20 If

10 00%

6D0W

HOLJH

t

2

110

1M

2

1*0

j:

3:

4

SO

M*

s.ooo

60

3

7

10

1

t

s

1

I

1

I

I

5

S

1

t

)

*

1

1

s

s

5

s

I

t

1

1

s

1

t

t

1

1

1

1

1

%

i

I

s

s

s

1

s

I

I

*

t

i

Con

270

13.B7B

181

.

1S,«6O

-

I.T7B

242

3.148

Coil

31

11

54

50

su

Coit

Houia

2

30

100

2

60

2.000

200

25

ID

BO

44,100 |

4.S*0

»

t

s

)

s

1

I

1

I

1

s

I

1

t

J

$

t

i

s

}

1

t

I

1

i

1

t

t

t

>

t

1

)

1

*

1

I

J

5

1

1

I

I

1

I

T"

Coil

227

37C

3.157

T.*02

4 0SI

!«

15.S7J

Colt

112

IDS

5*

Si

!25

7M

Ceil

_________

* ■EHJIT'Vf (IFCflHlfOH
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%AK rrp Co»t EiUnati For LouJtvRM Dittrlct, COE

*i«nnj Army Ammunition PiiM

Rivtnm Ficlllty-Widi B!>* liiuinrni, Ktgultlaty S Aomlnlitr,

Cemrmt Mo kWiaon-04-MOl*

Pmilad of Pirtsrninc*. 04/M1J00S - MtlM

ITEM

1 DimtUttor

AwMtaClun I HKtoriln

Cinjfted indiiftn*i Hygwriiil <C<H, A6IH1

Ccnlflad SiWy Prolstiicnii

Eiijmsw Swim

EngneirhUd

Scnniin S»u»

Scienlui Junmi

Cnlimit

Coil Emmiior

Csriiiuclion MwiBfltr

Deiggur Junior

i>*H*nnin Junw

Ecology* Rttk aimhuwii 6pecl*l»i

Environntwii Law !

|H! JUASI

PhyjKUt (rM>

1 HMMl Rill A

tMldtfa S AquMk Biolcgiil S*r»o<

WldMo S AijjKic Blolaglit Winter

Timl(R«Hftn«T-1)

RtpMucllOfi [B * W)

1 H £<rvie» Csmh

IT Scvlct Cenier [CMWGupmcUGIS'Mofl. Hit)

I»UI OlMt Olr*ci Co»!

Uititlil I Sulxwirkclom (httludM M*S *na GiAJ

M'A

Prom fliBof & DOCil

Prollt (SuBtonir»cHiriJ

TOTAL BY TASK: FWH FIXED PRfCE

BlM

Ptrtos

Hcurlt «tl»

1 1(3 41

( 13S0:

I 113 »S

J 105 2t

t MS 51

! 105 0S

I 104 M

I 75 «

I S3SS

1 44 03

i 10SK

osee

12.01

B4.99

72 61

fll.53

El 19

53.7?

BS.16

107.BS

101.22

B1 10

110 43

508.64

100.21

100 11

7*53

so oo

KSB1

S7.9I

BO S3

4G93

COM

0.51

744

MX

9 20

179

iocoh

B00%

JTTH

copy

cop?

iq 11

Ml

OS

IK

AM

»!»»••

WlMMKI

OpUon

Hourt

2

SO

110

2

SO

4

ISO

ot».

2,500

200

16

10

130

I

vnmt

mtm

Tish 4b

1

t

t

J

t

1

t

1

>

1

1

9

9

J

S

t

t

I

i

i

i

1

I

i

I

t

*

i

i

i

i

t

i

%

>

i

J

i

j

j

t

i

i

I

i

i

Co»S

137

Z?0

S.2B1

8.1*2

1S4

S.4S6

24!

19.7B2

C«*l

139

105

SB

-

S3

325

■»

Colt

-

10.111

3,M2

nmriini—iiiiinHiin ilhn

Ova. *« t» >> t*a UatM a.

Opuon TMk «c

Hour* Co

3 1

>

- *

1

i

j

t

*

35 S

»0 }

i

s

2 J

I

t

1

SO (

1

s

I

J

*

t

i

i

i

I

I

i

I

i

4 )

*

m

Qty.

t

Cc

1

2.500 I

200 1

25 3

1

•c s

1<S 1

f

mAi

it

3.BB3

■

1M

- i

-

-

l!

119

101

S8

32

2DS

Coil

J

I

1

1
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SAIC ffP Co*t Eitimiu For lou

Ri»*nm Anmy Ammunition Plinl

Rivinm F«cll|iy-Wld» BUk AW

Contrtt! No. W»tlQR-C4.D-00«»

p»rtW ol P«rtBrni»n

iivlll* OHUlci. COS

onr * A<(

ArthilKluril Kuiortm

Sc«nli*t Strut/

Spiralm Mi'

Sen nllil Junioi

Crumm

Can Ettimaiot

Otngni Jufw

I AqutK EaMofM SmUC

a 1 *w«lic BIMflflal Jufllor

Hee'oounion IB t Wl

i H S»rv«;« Certrtr

IT S>n-s« C«f>w- (CWarGr.D

loUIOltnf OHtc! Coil

£ Prodi |Ubor*ODCil

7 TOTAL SY TASK: FIRM FIXED PRCI

P •110(3

Hourly Wilt

J (13*1

113 BS

105 21

118 11

105 OS

to* it

KM

53 S5

105 22

J4 02

64 82

t»sa

BJO!

M98

UW

61.53

68 IB

S3 77

tie is

1O7.S5

101.22

61 10

102.83

110.43

'0B 64

10011

S5S8

10011

T4 52

6O.00

66 Bi

SMI

eo.53

48.93

Oplton Tit* *

noo

Option IHkl

IFTfl

0 0S* loopy

o.Si /copy

7.A4 /»<! tt

15.30 ft

9.J0 Ji

2.7B (h

io cow

GOOK

Houe»

16

2

40

40

«

2

1C

24

30

lit

KC

40

10

10

>

i

i

i

s

t

>

>

i

t

i

i

s

i

I

I

i

j

i

»

i

t

i

s

I

s

s

$

s

t

J

I

I

»

1

f

I

1

!

i

t

I

1

t

t

i

1

I

t

t

Ceil

2.MB

2?0

-

4.113

3.01 B

2.185

1B4

~

1,767

1.440
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RVAAP-038 NACA Test Area**

Description:This is an approximately 12.4-acre AOC that was used as an aircraft test area. Surplus military

aircraft were crashed into a barrier using a fixed rail attached to the aircraft landing gear in an attempt to

develop explosion-proof fuel tanks and/or explosion-proof fuel. Some of the aircraft were buried at the site

after test. Phase I RI samples were taken in October 1999. Phase I RI was completed in 2001.

Project: The installation and sampling of 12 monitoring wells will be attached to the fyO4 PBC award.

The groundwater component of this AOC assessment will complete the planned RI work for this site. The

FS along with the HH and eco risk assessments components will be performed by a future FPRI contractor.

An RD'RA of soil bioremediation on approximately 2 acres is currently anticipated.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, finalization of the RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components.

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. HH and Eco Risk characterizations

b. FS report

RD/RA: RD in fyO8, RA in fyO9

a. Soil bio-remediation on approx 2 acres surrounding the crash area.

b, Capping of crash area? ilowevcr, Capping of the crash area doesn't look like a very good alternative due

to future guard use scenario

LTM: fylO

a. 12 wells quarterly for2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives, TAL Metals * Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides'PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site cioseout.

c. NFA site closure/ Decision Document preparation,

f Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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SITE DESCRIPTION

This is an approximately 12.4 acre AOC that was used as an aircraft

test area. Surplus military aircraft were crashed into a barrier, using a

fixed rail attached to the aircraft landing gear, in an attempt to develop

crashworthy fuel tanks and/or high flashpoint fuel, Some of the

aircraft were buried at the site after the tests. Demo Area #1, RVAAP-

03, Is located within the RVAAP-38 boundary.

Phase i Rl samples were taken In October 1999. The Phase i Rl was

completed In 2000 and finalized In fail 2001. Low levels of metals,

inorganics and VOCs were detected in soil. Nitrocellulose was

detected in the sediment, but is believed to be attributed to RVAAP-03.

which is located adjacent to the NACA Test Area. All follow on work

including LTM for RVAAP-03 v/ill be conducted under this AOC.

PROPOSEDPLAN

A RI/FS wflf be completed A RD/RA such as soil removal may be

needed. Land Use Controls and LTM are expected.

RVAAP-38

NACA TEST AREA

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Medium

CONTAMINANTS:

Metalv Inorganics, VOCs

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil Groundwater. Surface Water

Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI'FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RIFS, RG RA, U!A

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

30

2006

321

2007

10

22

184

2008+

20

979 :

1,566,000

From 2005 IAP
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RVAAP-039 Load Line 5**

Description:This AOC was a load line thai was operated from 1941 lo 1945 to produce fuzes for artillery

projectiles. Load line 5 was deactivated and its equipment removed in 1945. The relative risk site

evaluation was completed in 1998 by L'SACHPPM. The surface soil and groundwater path-ways are

considered complete. Six surface soil samples were collected from outside of the production buildings and

analyzed for explosives and metals. The sampling locations were selected based on the production use.

Emphasis was placed on those buildings that were used to load the black powder and mercury fulminate.

One sediment sample was originally going to be collected from one of the settling ponds at the AOC, but

no settling ponds or other sediment pathways were evident. Surface soil was found to have a maximum

lead concentration of 2,800ppm. Explosives were not detected in any samples taken by USACHPPM.

Screening groundwalcr data collected for RVAAP-26, Fuze and Booster Area Settling Tanks during the

first RRSE, was used to score the groundwater pathway at the AOC. Groundwater was collected from an

approximate depth of 12 ft adjacent to the settling tank next to Building 1F-3.

Project: Performance of an Rl/FS to include soil, surface water, sediment and groundwater sampling.

RD.'RA will likely be limited to the removal of lead lined sumps and surrounding soils.

A streamlined site characterization will be awarded in FY04 that includes limited soi! sediment surface

water sampling. Additionally 6 monitoring wells will be installed and sampled. The remaining RI work

listed below is the difference between will be awarded in FY 04 and what was originally scoped for the

AOC. For Load line 5 the soil, sediment and surface water sampling quantities met or exceeded what was

originally scoped for this AOC. As such, no additional soil sediment or surface water sampling is

anticipated at this time. Additionally the FS along with the HH and eco risk assessments components will

be performed by a future FPRI contractor.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fyO7/iy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, finalization of the RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components.

Listed items represent the balance of the Rl/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. finalize the RI report with HH and Eco Risk characterizations

b. FS report

c. Proposed Plan / Record of Decision

RD/RA: RD in fy 08, RA in fyO9

a. Sump removal along with surrounding soils (~20cy).

LTM: fy 10

a. 6 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants. pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates. 5%MS'MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a Final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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SITE DESCRIPTION

This AOC was a load line that operated from 1941 to 1945 to produce

fuzes for artillery projectiles. Load line 5 was deactivated and its

equipment removed in 1945.

The relative risk site evaluation was completed in 1998 by

USACHPPM. Surface soils were found to have a maximum lead

concentration of 2,800 ppm. Explosives were not detected in any

samples taken by USACHPPM,

Screening groundv/aterdata collected for RVAAP-26, Fuze and

Booster Area Settling Tanks during the first RRSE, was used to score

the groundwater pathway at the AOC. Groundwater was collected

from an approximate depth of 12 ft. adjacent to the settling tank, next to

Building 1F-3.

PROPOSED PLAN

A R! will be completed. Thermal treatment of buildings will be con

ducted (non-E.RA funds). A RD/RA such as soil removal may be

needed. Land Use Controls and LTM are expected.

Al[ foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgs) will be removed, Flushing and

grouting or removal of the underground utilities wll! be done as

needed. This will be accomplished with non-£R,A funds.

RVAAP-39

LOAD LINE 5

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Medium

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives Metals

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil Groundwaler. Surface Water

Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA'S I

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI/FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI/FS, RL. RA. LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA{0)

LTM

Total

2005

30

2006

174

2007

9

7

221

2008+

40

687

1,168,000

From 20051AP

f}a\-e>;ca AAP - lr<itct:alior As,w Plan

5i!& Desertions - Poqs 22
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RVAAP-040 Load Line 7**

Description:This AOC was used to assemble booster charges for artillery projectiles between 1941 and

1 945. Load Line 7 was deactivated and the equipment was removed in 1945. The LL- 7 was used again in

1969 and 1970 to produce 40mm projectiles, and between 1989 and 1993 the LL- 7 Pink Water Treatment

Plant was in operation. The relative risk site evaluation was completed in 1998 by USACHPPM. The

surface soil and groundwater path- ways are considered complete. Six surface soil samples were collected

from outside of the production buildings and analyzed for explosives and metals. The sampling locations

were selected based on the production use. Emphasis was placed on areas around production and explosive

storage buildings. One sediment sample was originally going to be collected from one of the settling ponds

at the AOC, but no settling ponds or other sediment pathway were evident. One screening groundwater

sample was collected north-northwest of Building 1B-2 (down gradient by surface topography) and

analyzed for explosives and metais. The groundwater was collected from between 8 and 9 feet bgs.

Significant concentrations of lead (maximum 2,000ppm) and low concentrations of explosives, HMX,

RDX and 2,4,6 TNT, were found in the surface soils.

Project: A Ri will be completed. An RD and RA such as soil'sump removal may be needed.

A streamlined site characterization will be awarded in FY04 that includes limited soil sediment surface

water sampling. Additionally 6 monitoring wells will be installed and sampled. The remaining RJ work

listed below is the difference between will be awarded in FY 04 and what was originally scoped for the

AOC. Additionally the FS along with the HH and Eco risk assessments components will be performed by a

future FPRI contractor.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RJ/FS: iyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, finalization of the RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components.

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. 37 soil samples analyzed for metals and explosives, 10%SVOC, 10%VOC, 10%PestPCB. 7 sediment samples,

full suite analysis (exp, prop, metals, svoc. voc, pest/PCB) 33 surface water samples analyzed for exp, prop, metals,

svoc, voc. pest/PCB.

b. Finalization of Remedial Investigation report with HH and Eco risk characterizations.

c. Feasibility Study

d. Proposed Plan /Record of Decision

RD/RA:Rdfy 10, RA fy 10

The general assumptions for this site include the removal of 5 lead lined sumps, 300 If of buried sanitary

lines and associated soils ~20cy .

a. RD completion

b. RA completion

LTM: beginning in fy 11

a. 6 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives. TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data. 10%splits, IO%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with
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a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure' Decision Document preparation,

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

SITE DESCRIPTION

This AOC was used to assemble booster charges for artillery projec

tiles between 1941 and 1945. Load Line 7 was deactivated and the

equipment was removed In 1945. The LL-7 was used again in 1969

and 1970 to produce 40mm projectiles, and between 19S9 and 1993

the LL-7 Pink Water Treatment Plant was in operation.

Tne relative risk site evaluation was completed in 1998 by

JSACHPPM. The surface soil and groundwater pathways are con-

siaered complete. Six surface soil samples were collected from

outside of the production buildings and analyzed for explosives and

metals, The sampling locations were selected based on the produc

tion use. Emphasis was placed on areas around production and

explosive storage buildings. One sediment sample was originally

going to be collected from one of the settling ponds at the AOC, but

no settling ponds or other sediment pathways were evident. One

screening groundwater sample was collected north-northwest of

Building 1B-2 (down gradient by surface topography) and analyzed for

explosives and metals. The groundwaterwas collected from be

tween 8 and 9 feet bgs. Significant concentrations of lead (maximum

2.000 ppm) and low concentrations of explosives, HMX, RDX and

2,4,6 TNT, were found in the surface soils.

PROPOSED PLAN

A Ri will be completed. Thermal treatment of buildings will be con

ducted (non-E,RA funds). A RD/RAsuch as soil removal may be

needed. Land Use Controls and LTM are expected.

AN foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgs) will be removed. Rushing and

grouting or removal o' the underground utilities will be done as

needed. This will be accomplished with non-ER.A funds.

RVAAP-40

LOAD LINE 7

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Low

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives, Meiais

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil. Groundwater. Surface Water.

Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA'SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

Rj'FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

Rl/FS. RD, RA, LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

Rl/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA{0)

LTM

Total

2005

r 48

2006 2007 2008 +

795 ".

7 ■

261

6B7

1,798,000

,'e'iio AAP - Installation Action P!ar\

Site Descstpvoac - P^s 23

From 2005IAP
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RVAAP-041 Load Line 8**

Dcscription:This AOC was used to assemble booster charges for artillery projectiles between 1941 and

I 945. Load Line 8 was deactivated and the equipment was removed in 1945. The relative risk site

evaluation was completed in 1998 by USACHPPM. The surface soil, groundwater and sediment pathways

are considered complete. Five surface soil samples and one groundwater sample were collected from

outside of the assembly buildings and analyzed for explosives and metals. The sampling locations were

selected based on assembly use. Sample point selection emphasized production and explosives storage

buildings. One sedimeni sample was collected from the small (approximately 10 feet in diameter) settling

pond at the AOC and analyzed for the same compounds. No surface water was collected from the settling

pond since this would be an intermittent source, and is not significant for the purpose of the RRSE. The

subsurface soil used to estimate the groundwater pathway was collected approximately 60 feet north-

northwest of Building 2B-1 (downgradient by surface topography). Lead was found in the surface soil at a

maximum concentration of l,000ppm. No explosives were detected.

Project: A Rl will be completed. A RD and RA such as soil'sump removal may be needed.

A streamlined site characterization will be awarded in FY04 that includes limited soil sediment surface

water sampling. Additionally 6 monitoring wells will be installed and sampled. The remaining RI work

listed below is the difference between will be awarded in FY 04 and what was originally scoped for the

AOC. Additionally the FS along with the HH and eco risk assessments components will be performed by a

future FPR1 contractor.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, finalization of the RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components.

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. 50 soil samples analyzed for metals and explosives, 10% SYOC. 10%VOC, 10%Pest PCB. 5 sediment samples,

full suite analysis (exp, prop, metals, svoc, voc. pest/PCB) 25 surface water samples analyzed for exp, prop, metals,

svoc, voc. pest/PCB.

b. Finalize Remedial Investigation report with HH and Eco risk characterizations.

c. Feasibility Study

d. Proposed Plan / Record of Decision

RD/RA: RD fy 09, RA fy 09

The general assumptions for this site include the removal of 5 lead lined sumps, 300 If of buried sanitary

lines and associated soils ~20cy .

a. RD completion

b. RA completion

LTM:fyl0

a. 6 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual. 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte iist includes explosives, TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticidesTCB.

1 00%data verification. 10% validation of data. 10%splits, 10%duplicales, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,
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d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

SITE DESCRIPTION

This AOC vyas used to assemble booster charges for artillery projec

tiles between 1941 and 1945. Load Line 8 was deactivated and the

equipment was removed in 1945.

The relative risk site evaluation was completed in 1998 by

L'SACHPPM. The surface soli, groundwaier and sediment pathways

are considered complete. Five surface soil samples and one ground-

water sample were collected from outside of the assembly buildings

and analyzed for explosives and metals. The sampling locations

were selected based on assembly use. Sample point selection

emphasized production and explosives storage buildings. One

sediment sample was collected from the small (approximately 10 feet

in diameter) settling pond at the AOC and analyzed for the same

compounds. No surface water vyas collected from the settling pond

since this would be an intermittent source, and Is not signiftcantfor

the purpose of the RRSE. The subsurface soil used to estimate the

groundwater pathway was collected approximately 60 feet north-

northwest of Building 2B-1 (downgradient by surface topography).

Lead was found in the surface soil at a maximum concentration of

1.000 ppm, No explosives were detected.

PROPOSED PLAN

A R! will be completed Thermal treatment of buildings will be con

ducted (non-E,RA funds). A RD/RAsuch as soil removal may be

needed, Land Use Controls and LTM are expected.

All foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgs) will be removed. Flushing and

grouting or removal o' the underground utilities v4li be done as

needed. This will be accomplished wrth non-ER.A funds.

RVAAP-41

LOAD LINE 8

STATUS

RRSE RATING;

Medium

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives. Meials

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil, Groundwaier, Surface Water

Sedimeni

COMPLETED tRP PHASE:

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

Rh'FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

Ri/FS RD, RA. LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

Ri/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O}

LTM

Total

2005

30

2006

803

2007

10

7

222

2008+

39

687

1,798,000

i

AAP - installation Actior: Plan

Site OesGnpttorte ■ Pace- 24

From FY 2005 IAP
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RVAAP-042 Load Line 9

Description:This AOC operated from 1941 to 1945 to produce detonators. Load Line 9 was deactivated

and its equipment removed in 1945. The relative risk site evaluation was completed in 1998 by

USACHPPM. The surface soi! and groundwater pathways are considered complete. Six surface soil

samples were collected from outside of the production buildings and analyzed for explosives and metals.

The sampling locations were selected based on the production use. Emphasis was placed on the building

that were used to process and store the lead azide and tetryl. One sediment sample was originally going to

be collected from one of the settling ponds at the AOC, but no settling ponds or other sediment pathways

were evident. Subsurface soil data collected for RVAAP-26. Fuze and Booster Area Settling Tanks during

the first RRSL, was used to score the groundwater pathway at the AOC. The subsurface soil used to

estimate the groundwater pathway was collected adjacent to the settling tank on the east side of Building

DT-5, Lead was the only contaminant that exceeded the RRSE standard concentration in the surface soil.

No explosives were detected during the RRSE sampling. Limited samples taken in 2000 detected low

levels (below 2% ) of lead azide in sediment and surface water in the sumps.

Project: The Rl field work for this site was completed in late 2003 and included soil sediment, surface

water and groundwater sampling (7 monitoring wells installed) with a preliminary draft report submission

scheduled for early 2005 and will include HH and Eco risk characterizations. An FS has yet to be

contracted. An RD and RA such as soil/sump removal may be needed.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fy 07

a. FS Completion

b. Proposed Plan / Record of Decision

RD/RA:RDfyO7,RAfyO9

The general assumptions for this site include the removal of lead lined sumps and associated soils

approximately 20cy of soil and debris removal have been planned.

a. RD completion

b. RA completion

LTM: beginning in fy 10

a. 7 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives, TAL Metals + Hg; VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, I0%dupIieafes, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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SITE DESCRIPTION

This AOC operated from 1941 to VMS to produce detonators. Load

Line 9 was deactivated and ils equipment removed in 1945

The relative nsk site evaluation was completed in 1998 by

USACHPPM. The surface soil 3nd groundwater pathways are con

sidered complete. Six surface soil samples were collected from

outside of the production buildings and analyzed for explosives and

metals, The sampling locations were selected based on the produc

tion use Emphasis was placed on the buildings that were used to

process and store the lead azide and tetryl One sediment sample

was originally going to be collected from one of the settling ponds a;

the AOC, but no settling ponds or other sediment pathways were

evident. Subsurface soil data collected for RVAAP-26, Fuze and

Booster Area Settling Tanks during the first RRSE. v/as used to score

the groundwater pathway at the AOC. The subsurface soil used to

estimate the groundwater pathway was collected adjacent to the

settling tank on the east side of Building DT-5. Lead was the only

contaminant that exceeded the RRSE standard concentration in the

surface soil. No explosives were detected during the RRSE sam

pling

Limited samples taken in 2000 detected lo-.v levels (beiow 2%) of lead

azide m sediment and surface water in the sumps. The buildings

v.-ere thermally treated and the remaining structures removed in 2003.

The Phase I Rl field work was completed in November 2003. The

Preliminary Report is due in spring 2004

PROPOSED PLAN

Complete RI.'FS A RD and RA, such as sal removal

and Land Use Controls may be needed.

All foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgsj will b€

removed. Flushing and grouting or removal of the

underground utilities wil! be done as needed This

v.'if! be accomplished with non-ER.A funds.

OHARNG future use will be mounted training with no

digging.

RVAAP-42

LOAD LINE 9

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Medum

CONTAMINAMTS:

Explosives Me:a!s

MEDIA OF CONCERN;

Sod GfOUftdwatej, Surface

Sediment

COMPLETED 1RP PHASE

PA/Si

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

ftt/FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

R\!FS RD Ri, L7K'.

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

!RA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

39

2008

10

2007

10

2008+

' 10 \

. 7 ;<

261

617.

954.000

From Ii2005 UP

AAP - tfisMmon Xs;;i£fi Plan

S'f* O*j;."p;ion; - rajs Zt
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RVAAP-043 Load Line 10**

Description:This AOC operated from 1941 to 1945 to produce percussion elements. Load Line 10 was

placed on standby in 1945. From 1951 to 1957 LL-10 produced primers and percussion elements. From

1969 to 1971 LL-10 was used again to produce primers. It has been inactive since. The relative risk site

evaluation was completed in 1998 by USACHPPM. The surface soil and groundwater pathways are

considered complete. Six surface soil samples were collected from outside of the production buildings and

analyzed for explosives, metals and cyanide. The sampling locations were selected based on the production

use. Emphasis was placed on those buildings that were used to produce or store the explosives. Load Line

10 is the only load line known to have lead thiocyanate, so cyanide was added to the list of analytes. One

sediment sample was originally going to be collected from one of the settling ponds at the AOC, but no

settling ponds or other sediment pathway were evident. Antimony (maximum 600ppm) and lead {maximum

3,100ppm) were detected in the surface soil at levels above the RRSE standard concentrations. Small

amounts of explosives(2,4,6 TNT, 4am 2,6 DNT and 2am 4;6 DNT) were detected in the surface soil.

Subsurface soil data collected for RV AAP-26, Fuze and Booster Area Settling Tanks during the first

RRSE, was used to score the groundwater pathway at the AOC. The subsurface soil used to estimate the

groundwater pathway was collected adjacent to the settling tank on the west site of Building PE-6.

Project: An RI will be completed. A RD and RA such as soil/sump removal may be needed.

A streamlined site characterization will be awarded in FY04 that includes limited soil sediment surface

water sampling. Additionally 6 monitoring wells will be installed and sampled. The remaining RI work

listed below is the difference between will be awarded in FY 04 and what was originally scoped for the

AOC. Additionally the FS along with the HH and eco risk assessments components will be performed by a

future FPRI contractor.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project,

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, finalization of the RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components.

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. 29 soil samples analyzed for metals and explosives, 10% SVOC, 10%VOC, 10%Pest PCB. 5 sediment samples,

full suite analysis (exp, prop, metals, svoc, voc, pest/PCB) 13 surface water samples analyzed for exp, prop, metals,

svoc, voc, pest/PCB.

b. Finalize Remedial Investigation report with HH and Eco risk characterizations.

c. Feasibility Study

d. Proposed Plan / Record of Decision

RD/RA: RD in fy 09, RA in fy 09

The genera! assumptions for this site include the removal of 5 lead lined sumps. 300 If of buried sanitary

lines and associated soils ~20cy .

a. RD completion

b. RA completion

LTM: beginning in fy 10
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a. 6 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives, TAL Metals + Hg. VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%dupHcates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure/ Decision Document preparation,

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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SITE DESCRIPTION

This AOC operated from 1941 to 1S45 to produce percussion ele

ments. Load Line 10 was placed on standby in 1945. From 1951 to

1957, LL-10 produced primers and percussion elements. From 1969

to 1971. LL-10 was used again to produce primers. It has been

inactive since,

The relative risk site evaluation was completed in 1998 by

USACHPPM. The surface soil and groundwater pathways are con

sidered complete. Six surface soil samples were collected from

outside of the production buildings and analyzed for explosives,

metals and cyanide. The sampling locations were selected based on

the production use. emphasis was placed on those buildings that

were used to produce or store the explosives. LL10 is the only load

line known to have lead thiocyanate. so cyanide was added to the list

of analytes. One sediment sample was originally going to be col

lected from one of the settling ponds a: the AOC, but no settling

ponds or other sediment pathway were evident. Antimony (maximum

6D0 ppm) and lead (maximum 3,100 ppm) were detected in the

surface soil at levels above the RRSE standard concentrations.

Small amounts of explosives (2,4.6 TNT. 4am 2,6 DNT and 2am 4,6

DNT) were detected in the surface soil. Subsurface soil data col

lected for RVAAP-26. Fuze and Booste' Area Settling Tanks during the

first RRSE. was used to score the groundwater pathway a! the AOC.

Tne subsurface soil used to estimate the groundwater pathway was

collected adjacent to the settling tank on the west site of Bldg PE-B,

PROPOSED PLAN

A Ri will be completed Thermal treatment of buildings will be con

ducted (non-E.RA funds). A RD/RA such as soli removal may be

needed. Land Use Controls and LTM are expected.

All foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgs) will be removed. Flushing and

grouting or removal of the underground utilities will

be done as needed. This will be accomplished with -^

non-ER.A funds. \. _■,

RVAAP-43

LOAD LINE 10

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Medium

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives. Melals

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil, Groundwater

COMPLETED 1RP PHASE:

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI/FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI/FS. RO, RA. LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

12005

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

30

2006

402

2007 2008+

411.

7

261

687

1,798,000

'wo AAP - i '!.'o,'; Acnon

e ?S

From 20051AP
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RVAAP-044 Load Line 11

Description:This AOC operated from 1941 to 1945 to produce primers for artillery projectiles. Load Line

11 was placed on standby in 1945. From 1951 to 1957 LL-11 was used to produce primers and fuzes. The

relative risk site evaluation was completed in 1998 by USACHPPM. The surface soil, groundwater and

sediment pathways are considered complete. Five surface soil samples were collected from outside of the

production buildings and analyzed for explosives and metals. The sampling locations were selected based

on the production use. Emphasis was placed on those buildings that were used to produce and store

explosives. One sediment sample was collected and analyzed for the same parameters. The sediment

sample was collected from a drainage ditch running north from the load line. Data collected for RVAAP-

26, Fuze and Booster Area Settling Tanks during the first RRSE, was used to score the groundwater

pathway at the AOC. The subsurface soil used to estimate the groundwater pathway was collected adjacent

to the settling tank immediately to the east of Building AP-3. Arsenic was detected in the sediment slightly

above the RRSE ecological standard concentration. Lead was the only contaminant found in the surface

soil with a maximum concentration of 11,000ppm. In 2001 an RJ was performed that included the

installation of 10 wells, soil sediment and surface water sampling. The lead-lined sumps and lead-

contaminated sediments were also removed during the assessment and some of the sewer lines leading to

the sumps were plugged (grouted in place).

Project: The IRA report and the RI report are being prepared for completion in 2005.

Rl:fyO7

Prepare Proposed Plan ' Record of Decision

At this time no additional R.D/RA work is planned.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

LTM: beginning in fy 09

a. 10 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification. 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS'MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal.

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.
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RVAAP-44

LOAD LINE 11

SITE DESCRIPTION

This AOC operated from 1941 to 1945 to produce primers fo' artillery

projectiles. Load Line 11 was placed on standby In 1945. From 1951

to 1957, LL-11 was used to produce primers and fuzes.

The relative risk site evaluation was completed in 1S98 by

USACHPPM. Tne surface soil, groundwater and sediment pathways

are considered complete. Five surface soil samples were collected

from outside of the production buildings and analyzed for explosives

and metals. The sampling locations were selected based on the

production use. Emphasis was placed on those buildings that were

used to produce and store explosives. One sediment sample was

collected and analyzed for the same parameters. The sediment

sample was collected from a drainage ditch running north from the

toad line. Data collected for RVAAP-26. Fuze and Booster Area

Settling Tanks during the first RRSE, was used to score the ground-

water pathway a: the AOC. The subsurface soil used to estimate the

groundwater pathway was collected adjacent to the settling tank

immediately to tne east of Building AP-3. Arsenic was detected in the

sediment slightly above the RRSE ecological screening concentra

tion. Lead was the only contaminant found In the surface sou wltn a

maximum concentration of H.OOOppm.

in 2001, the lead-lined sumps, lead contaminated sediments, and

solvent contaminated soils were removed during an IRA in 2001. The

report was received in Spring 2004, and undergoing review. Some of

the sewer lines were also permanently plugged with grout to prevent

migration of contamnants. The Rl field work was conducted in FY01.

The preliminary report is expected ir the spring of 2004.

Note: No perchlorate was detected in groundwater. The detection

limit was 4 ppb.

STATUS

RRSE RATING;

High

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives Metals. VOCs

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil. Groundwaier, Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE:

PA'S!

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI/FS (funaed), LTM

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

Rl/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

67

2006

10

2007 2008+

820

897,000

PROPOSED PLAN 1
Complete the Rl. Thermal treatment of buildings will be

conducted. No remediation Is expected. LTM wilt follow.

OHARNG land use will be mounted training, with no

digging. Land Use Controls will be needed.

All foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgsj will be removed,

-lushing and grouting or removal of the underground

utilities wiii be done as needed, This will be accom

plished with non-ER,A funds.

From FY 2005 IAP

AA"' - Installation Acvo,'. f'.Qn

Site Descnot'Ons - Fsoe 27
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RVAAP-046 Building F-15& F-16**

Description:These buildings were used during World War II; the Korean Conflict and Vietnam War to test

miscellaneous explosives. Quantities and exact dates of testing are unknown. The surface soil and sediment
pathways are considered completed at this AOC. Four surface soil samples were collected from the AOC

and analyzed for explosives and metals. Two samples were collected just outside of the foundations of each

of the buildings. One sediment sample was collected in a drainage ditch leading to Sand Creek near

Building F-16. Soil samples showed slightly elevated levels of lead (maximum 430ppm) and arsenic
(maximum 28ppm). Arsenic was also detected in the sediment at a maximum concentration of 9ppm>

approximately 1.5 times the ecological RRSE standard concentration.

Project: A Rl will be completed consisting of soil and sediment sampling. No monitoring wells are

anticipated at this time. Limited soil removal may be required (~200cy).

A streamlined site characterization will be awarded in FY04 that includes limited soil sediment surface

water sampling. The remaining Rl work listed below is the difference between will be awarded in FY 04
and what was originally scoped for the AOC. Additionally the FS along with the HH and eco risk

assessments components will be performed fey a future FPR1 contractor.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.
Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, fmalization of the Rl reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components,

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).
a 12 soil samples analyzed for metals and explosives, 10% SVOC, 10%VOC, 10%Pest PCB. 6 sediment samples,

full suite analysis (exp, prop, metals, svoc, voc, pest/PCB

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

b. Finalize Remedial Investigation report with F1H and Eco risk characterizations.

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. and Feasibility Study Reports if necessary

e. Proposed Plan / Record of Decision

RD/RA: RD in fy 09, RA in fy 09 ,
a. At this time it is anticipated that approximately 200 CY of soil will require removal from the vicinity ol

the sites.

b.NFA site closure

LTM:PCOinfyll
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RVAAP-46

BLDG F-15&F-16

SITE DESCRIPTION

These buildings were used during World War !l. the Korean Conflict

and Vietnam War to test miscellaneous explosives. Quantities and

exact dates of testing are unknown.

The surface soil and sediment pathways are considered completed at

this AOC. Four surface soil samples were collected from the AOC

and analyzed for explosives and metals. Two samples were col

lected just outside of the foundations of each of the buildings. One

sediment sample was collected In a drainage ditch leading to Sand

Creek near Building F-16. Soli samples showed slightly elevated

levels of lead (maximum 430 ppm) and arsenic (maximum 28 ppm).

Arsenic was also detected in the sediment at a maximum concentra

tion of 9 ppm, approximately 1.5 times the ecological RRSE screen-

Ing concentration

PROPOSED PLAN

A RI/FS will be completed. Thermal treatment of buildings will be

conducted (non-E,RAfunds). A RD/RA such as sol! removal may be

needed. Land Use Controls are expected.

All foundations and footings (to 1 ft bgs) will be removed. Rushing and

grouting or removal o* the underground utilities will be done as

needed, This will be accomplished with non-ER.A funds.

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

High

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives. Metals

MEDIA OF CONCERN:

Soil, Sediment

COMPLETED IRP PHASE;

PA/SI

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

Rl-FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI/FS RD, RA

Constrained Cost to Complete

Ri/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

Total

2005

416 '

2006

10'

2007

10

11

455

2008+

32

934,000

tis [>eo<:rioiioris - Pane 29

From 2005 IAP

Reviewed and updated 25 Jan 06

P. Zorko. CELRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-048 Anchor Test Area**

DescriptionrThe function of this area in unknown. It is believed that the site was used for some type of

testing. The dates of use for this AOC are unknown. It currently consists of several dirt mounds with a

nearby sand pit (-6 x 30ft). There is some metal debris in the area. The surface soil and groundwater

pathways are considered complete. Five soil samples and one Geoprobe groundwater sample were

collected from around the dirt mound and in the sand pit, these were analyzed for metals and explosives as

part of the USACHPPM study. The only significant contaminant found was arsenic in the groundwater at a

maximum concentration of 14.4ppb.

Project : Originally scheduled for some sort of interim removal action, the scope of this project will now

involve the performance of an RI/FS consisting of limited soil , surface water and sediment sampling and

the installation of 4 wells, Limited soil removal with confirmatory sampling may be required however at

this time it is anticipated that no remedial action other than LTM will be required.

A streamlined site characterization will be awarded in FY04 that includes limited soil sediment surface

water sampling. The remaining RI work listed below is the difference between will be awarded in FY 04

and what was original!}1 scoped for the AOC. Additionally the FS along with the HH and eco risk

assessments components will be performed by a future FPRI contractor.

A PBC award scheduled for no sooner than FY 2007. At this time it is uncertain whether this award will

include the scheduled LTM phase of the project.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

RI/FS: fyO7/fy9 A streamlined site characterization PBC with 13 other AOC's was initiated in 2004.

Future work will include any additional data gap information collection, finalization of the RI reports,

preparation of the risk assessments and FS components,

Listed items represent the balance of the RI/FS work to be performed by a future PBC type contractor

(fyO7 and out).

a. Install 4 monitoring wells to 30 feet, develop, slug test and sample for full suite analysis (exp, prop, metals, svoc,

voc, pest/PCB, 100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

b. Finalize Remedial Investigation with HH and Eco risk characterizations.

c. and Feasibility Study Reports if necessary

RD/RA

None planned at this time.

LTM: fyO9

a. 4 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual, 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Analyte list includes explosives. TAL Metais -t Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits. 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure/ Decision Document preparation,

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

Reviewed and updated 25 Jan 06

P. Zorko. CELRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-48

ANCHOR TEST AREA

SITE DESCRIPTION

Limited Information is known about this research and development

area. It is believed that the site was used for testing of explosively

driven soil anchoring devices. The dates of use for this AOC are

unknown. It currently consists of several dirt mounds with a nearby

sand pit (-6 x 30ft). There is some metal debris in the arsa.

The surface soil and groundwater pathv.'ays are considered com

plete. Five soli samples and one Geoprobe groundwater sample

were collected from around the dirt mound and in the sand pit. These

were analyzed for metals and explosives as part of the USACHPPM

study. Arsenic was detected in the groundwater at a maximum

concentration of 14.4 ppb; arsenic was also detected in the soil.

PROPOSEDPLAN

A Rl will be completed. Land Use Controls and LTM are expected.

OHARNG future use will be for Mounted Training - No Digging.

STATUS

RRSE RATING:

Medtum

CONTAMINANTS:

Explosives, Metais

MEDIA OF CONCERN'.

Soil. Groundwaler. Sediment

COMPLETED 1RF PHASE:

PA'S I

CURRENT IRP PHASE:

RI/FS

FUTURE IRP PHASE:

RI/FS. LTM

Constrained Cost to Complete

RI/FS

IRA

RD

RA

RA(O)

LTM

2005

30

2006

30

'.

2007

295

2008+

654;

Total | 1,009,000

-'■■<: i C»t

AAP - fr!3E

S'ts Des

> Action P!ar>

t; - Pose 30

From 20051AP

Reviewed and updated 25 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-EE
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RVAAP-049 Central Burn Pits

Description:This approximately 20-acre AOC was used for the burning of non-explosive scrap materials.

The dates of operation for the AOC are unknown. The surface soil and groundwater pathways are

considered complete. Five surface soil samples were collected and analyzed for SVOCs, PCBs, herbicides,

explosives and metals. One subsurface soil sample was collected, and analyzed for the same compounds

plus VOCs. The subsurface soil used to estimate the groundwater pathway was collected from the eastern

limit (downhill side)of the main disturbed area. The USACHPPM sampling detected significant levels of

antimony (maximum 9,000ppm), arsenic (maximum 30ppm) and lead (maximum 2,200ppm) in the soil.

Fieldwork for the Phase 1 R.1 was done in 2001 to characterize the nature and extent of the contamination.

The Phase 1 RI ficldwork was completed in the summer of 2001 and a report on the findings is currently

being prepared. This work included the installation of 8 monitoring wells, extensive surface and subsurface

soil sampling as well as surface water and sediment sampling.

Project: The RJ report for this AOC is scheduled for mid 2004 release. This report will include I-IH and

Eco risk assessments. The FS has yet to be contracted. A RD.'RA of soil removal will be required,

followed by LTM.

General Future Work Scope Assumptions:

All work up to and the including RA for soils and dry sediments is covered under the "PBC at Ravenna"

AEDB-R site title. From a regulatory standpoint, surface-water, sub-aqueous sediments and groundwater

will be addressed on a facility wide basis. LTM aspects of the AOC groundwater is still supported by a

RACER cost estimate and carried at the individual AOC level.

LTM: FY 08

a. 8 wells quarterly for 2 years, 1 yr semi-annual 2 years annual (12 events)

b. GW Anaiyte list includes explosives TAL Metals + Hg, VOC, SVOC, propellants, pesticides/PCB.

100%data verification, 10% validation of data, 10%splits, 10%duplicates, 5%MS/MSD

c. IDW characterization and disposal,

d. Monitoring reports will be prepared on the basis of a simplified format during the monitoring period with

a final report at site closeout.

e. NFA site closure

f. Monitoring well abandonment according to State Req.

Reviewed and updated 23 Jan 06

P. Zorko, CELRL-ED-EE

1 of 2



ONoEFfc
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

TELE: 1330)963-1200 FAX: (3301487-0769

www.epa.stale on us

Bob Taft. Governor

Bruce Johnson. Lieutenanl Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

IMPORTS
T^SION REQUEST

Mr. Irv Venger

Environmental Program Manager CERTIFIED MAIL

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

On November 21, 2005, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA), Northeast District

Office (NEDO), Division of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR), received Preliminary Draft

Feasibility Study Documents for the 6 High Sites AOCs, which are comprised of Load Line 12, Central

Burn Pits, Open Demolition Area # 2, Fuze and Booster Quarry Landfill/Ponds, Erie Burning Grounds,

and Ramsdell Quarry Landfill. These documents, dated November 2005, were prepared for the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), Louisville District, by Science Applications International

Corporation (SAIC) under Contract No. GS-10F-0076J, Delivery Order W912QR-05-F-0033.

Ohio EPA's comments were originally due on Januaiy 5, 2006. Unfortunately. Ohio EPA will not be

able to make this commitment. Ohio EPA requests a fourteen day extension (until January 19!n). so

that a complete and thorough review can be accomplished.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at

(330)963-1148.

Sincerely,

Todd R. Fisher

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

TRF/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Eileen Mohr, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

JoAnn Watson, AEC

David Brancato, USACE Louisville

Laura Obloy, SAIC, Twinsburg

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

MAJ Ed Meade, OHARNG RTLS

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

Kevin Jago, SAIC, Oakridge

Ohio EPA is an h\j>i.t! Opporiut ■■■'; Employe!



ONgEFA

110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330)487-0769

www epa state oh us

Bob Taft, Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

PRELIMINARY,
!S

LITY STUDY REPORTS

CERTIFIED MAIL

Mr. Irv Venger

Environmental Program Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Patterson:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) has received and reviewed the documents

entitled: 1) Preliminary Draft, Feasibility Study for Load Line 12 at the Ravenna Army Ammunition

Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; 2) Preliminary Draft, Feasibility Study for Erie Burning Grounds at the

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; 3) Preliminary Draft, Feasibility Study for Fuze

and Booster Quarry Landfill / Ponds at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; 4)

Preliminary Draft, Feasibility Study for Open Demolition Area # 2 at the Ravenna Army Ammunition

Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; 5) Preliminary Draft, Feasibility Study for Ramsdell Quarry Landfill at the

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; and 6) Preliminary Draft, Feasibility Study for

Central Burn Pits at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio. These documents,

dated November 2005 and received at Ohio EPA on November 21, 2005, were prepared for the

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) - Louisville District, by SAIC, Inc., under contract number

GS-10F-0076J, delivery order number W912QR-05-F-0033.

These documents were reviewed by personnel from Ohio EPA's Northeast District Office (NEDO),

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR), and the Office of Federal Facilities

Oversight (OFFO). The comments are presented in table form (see enclosure).

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please call me at (330) 963-1148.

Sincerely,

Tbdd R. Fisher, Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

Todd.Fisher(a)epa.state.oh.us

Enclosure

cc: Eileen Mohr, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Kevin Jago, SAIC, Oakridge

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Glen Beckham, USACE, Louisville

Laura Obloy, SAIC, Twinsburg

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

John Jent, USACE, Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE, Louisville

David Brancato, USACE, Louisville

JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, RTLS

t-rJ on Ket>'Je'i f
Ohio EPA is an Equal Opportu Cmployt



Attachment 1. Description of ARARs

Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

Surface and

Sub-Surface Soils

Surface Waters

and Wetlands

The GDCS may appty to any property except for

certain circumstances specified in OAC 3745-300-

08(B)(1). Soo below.

Property specific risk-based-standards must be

determined in plaGe-of or in addition to GDCS if (1)

foe-exposure pathways or exposure factors for 4be

intended-land use are not included in the

development-ofGDGS-for- residential, commercial, or

ifKkJStnal scenarios-considered for the GDCS-; (2) the

chemicals of concern at the property are not-included

in the

GOGS; (3) radioactive materials are identified on-foe

property; (Ay P-GBs subject to TSCA are identified or

the property-;-©r-{5}-important ecological resources-oo

the property are impacted-.

All waters of the state shall be free of suspended

solids, floating debris, oil, scum, or toxic substances

from human activity that create a nuisance, cause

degradation, or adversely affect aquatic life. There

may be no degradation of water quality that results in

violation of the applicable water quality criteria or the

impairment of existing uses. Wetlands-designated

uses shall be maintained and protected such that

degradation through direct, indirect, or cumulative

impacts do not result in wetland use or function.

T-he GDCS are not applicable to excavation of

soUs-at LLs 1-4 because-remediation is not

conducted under the VAP. The GDCS are not

relevant and-appropriate because the

circumstances listed ur>der-OAC-3745-30G-

QAC3715 30(

Property-specific risk-based-clean-up standards

are applicable to LLs 1-4 because theexposure

scenarios for the intended land use are not

considered in the development of the GDGS-.

Property-specific

risk-based clean up standards are developed-ro

accordance with CERCLA \

QAG-3745 300 0G(B)(2j

Applicable to activities at LLs 1-4 that may

impact waters of the state (connected

drainageways) or wetlands, including isolated

wetlands. Applicable to any CWA 401

certification, any non-point source of pollution

that adds a regulated pollutant or any state-

isolated wetland permit application. The

applicant-of- subject activities must submit

documentation, as required undef-QAC 3745-1-

Submittal and review requirements do

not apply to discharge to limited quality waters

and discharges with less than 65 mg/L of total

suspended solids.

OAC 3745-1-04

OAC3745-1-5(B)(1)and(2)

OAC3745-1-5(D)

OAC 3745-1-54



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

General Construction Standards-Site Preparation and Excavation

Activities Resulting in the

Emission of Particulate

Matter, Dusts, Fumes, Gas,

Mists, Smoke, etc. From a

Hazardous Waste Facility

No owner/operator of a hazardous waste

facility shall cause or allow the emission of

any particuiate matter, dusts, gas, fumes,

mists, smoke, vapor, or odorous substances

that interferes with the enjoyment of life or

property by persons living or working in the

vicinity of the facility. Any such action is

considered a public nuisance.

Applicable to soil excavation activities at LLs 1-4 ORC 3734.02(1)

OAC 3745-15-07(A)

Activities Causing Fugitive

Dust Emissions

Persons engaged in construction activities

shall take reasonable precautions to prevent

particuiate matter from becoming airborne;

reasonable precautions include, but are not

imited to, the following:

the use of water or chemicals for control

of dust during construction operations or

clearing of land; and

the application of asphalt, oil, water, or

suitable chemicals on dirt roads,

materials stockpiles, and other surfaces,

which can create airborne dusts.

No person shall cause, or allow, fugitive dust

to be emitted in such a manner that visible

emissions are produced beyond the property

ine.

Applicable to fugitive emissions from demolition of|OAC 3745-17-08(B)

existing buildings or structures, construction

operations, grading of roads, or the clearing of

land. Applicable to pre-construction clearing

activities and excavation activities.

Construction Activities

Causing Storm Water

Runoff (e.g., clearing,

grading, and excavation)

onstruction activities disturbing more than 1

acre must develop and implement a storm

water pollution prevention plan incorporating

best management practices (including

sediment and erosion controls, vegetative

controls, and structural controls) in

accordance with the requirements of the Ohio

EPA General Permit for Construction

Activities (Permit ORC 000002). An NOI shall

je submitted 21 days prior to initiation of the

Applicable to stormwater discharges from land

disturbances from a construction activity involving

more than 1 acre. NOI must be submitted

pursuant to DERR-QO RR 034, which indicates

40 CFR 122.26

OAC 3745-38-06

ttet-no permit exemption-equivalent to CERCLA

Gtion 121(e)4Savailable fornon-NPL sites.

construction activity.



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

REMOVAL OF CONTAMINATED SOILS

Removal or Remediation of

Hazardous-contaminated

Soils

The GDCS may apply to 3fly property except

for certain circumstances specified in OAG

based standards must be determined in place

of or in addition to the GOGS if: (I) the

exposure pathways or-e-xposure factors for

land use are not intruded in th<

development-of tne-GDCS for residential

commercial, or industrial scenarios; (2) the

chemicals of concern at the property--.

included in the GDCS-; (3) radioactive

The GDCS are not applicable to at LLs 1-4

3715 300 08(B)(1). Property opeeifle-r4sj<

because the action is not under the VAP, The

GBGS are not relevant and appropriate because

ire scenarios for the intended land use

are not considered in the developmefttr-of-tfre

GDCS and certain chemicals of- concern afe not

included in-OAC 3745 3QO-O8(B)(3). Property-

specific risk-based ciean-up standards will be

developed in accordance with CEKCLA

methodology.

^e-identified on the propefty-;-(4)

PCBs subject-to -T-SCA are identified on the

property ;-or--(5> important ecological resources

are identified-on the ^operty.

OAC 3745 300 08(B)(1)

OAC 3715 300 00(B)(2)

No-person shall engage in filling, grading,

excavating, drilling, or mining on land

Not applicable to HTRW excavation activities at

LLs-4-4, MEC activities are covered under the

where a hazardous was4e-or solid waste

mmistrattve Orders and are therefore exempt

from OAC 3745 27 13.- See OAC 3745 27-.43fC

facility was operated without prior

authorization from the director of the

Ohio EPA.

Waste Generation, Characterization, Segregation, and Storage-Excavated Soils and Buried Wastes, Sludge, Surface Features,
Debris, and Secondary Wastes

eneration and

haracterization of Solid

Waste (all primary and

secondary wastes)

The generator must determine if the material

is a solid waste, as defined in 40 CFR 261.2

and 40 CFR 261,4(a). if the material is a solid

waste, the generator must determine if the

solid waste is a hazardous waste by:

Applicable to generation of a solid waste as

defined in 40 CFR 261.2 and that is not excluded

under 40 CFR 261.4(a).

40CFR262.11(a)(b)(c)

OAC 3745-52-11(A)(B)(C)(D)



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

determining if the waste is listed under

40 CFR Part 261; or

determining if the waste exhibits

haracteristics by using prescribed

testing methods or applying generator

knowledge based on information

egarding material or processes used;

and

determining if the waste is excluded

under 40 CFR Parts 261, 262, 266, 268,

and 273

Applicable to the generation and characterization

of hazardous-contaminated soil and hazardous

debris resulting from excavation. Process history

indicates that soils were contaminated with K046

Dink/red water from TNT operations.

Applicable to the generation and characterization

of hazardous-contaminated soil and hazardous

debris resulting from excavation. Site data

ndicate that soils contain metals at

concentrations that exceed 20 times the TC limit

and may exhibit the characteristics D008.

Applicable to generation of decontamination

wastewater.

40 CFR 262.11(a)(b)(c)

OAC 3745-52-11(A)(B)(C)(D)

40 CFR 262.ll{a)(b)(c)

OAC 3745-52-11(A)(B)(C)(D)

The generator must determine if the waste is

estricted from land disposal under 40 CFR

268 ef seq. by testing in accordance with

prescribed methods or use of generator

knowledge of waste.

Applicable to the generation and characterization

of hazardous-contaminated soil and hazardous

debris resulting from excavation. Applicable to

generation of decontamination wastewater.

40 CFR 268.7

OAC 3745-270-07

The generator must determine each EPA

Hazardous Waste Number (Waste Code) to

determine the applicable treatment standards

under 40 CFR 268.40, Subpart D.

Applicable to the generation and characterization

of hazardous-contaminated soil and hazardous

debris resulting from excavation. Applicable to

generation of decontamination wastewater.

40 CFR 268.9(a)

OAC 3745-270-07

OAC 3745-270-09

The generator must determine the underlying

hazardous constituents [as defined in 40 CFRfof RCRA

268.2(i)] in the waste.

Applicable to the generation and characterization (40 CFR 268.9(a)

characteristic hazardous waste (except

D00I non-wastewaters treated by combustion,

ecovery of organics, or polymerization. See kDAC 3745-270-09
268.42, Table I) and to hazardous-contaminated

oils for their subsequent storage, treatment, or

disposal.



Action

Accumulation of Hazardous

Debris from Excavation and

Screening. It is Assumed that

any Debris Resulting from

Excavation and Screening will

be Accumulated for < 90 Days

Requirements

A generator may accumulate for up to 90

days or conduct treatment of hazardous

wastes in containers without an Ohio EPA

permit. Generators that accumulate for 90

days or conduct on-site treatment of

hazardous waste in containers must comply

with the personnel training, preparedness

and prevention requirements, and

contingency plan requirements of 40 CFR

265.16; 40 CFR 265, Subpart C; and 40 CFR

265, Subpart D, respectively.

Containers must be marked with the date

upon which period of accumulation began

and with the words "Hazardous Waste."

Containers holding hazardous wastes must

be kept closed except to add or remove

wastes and must not be managed in a

manner that would cause them to leak.

Containers of hazardous waste must be

maintained in good condition and comparable

with the waste stored therein. Containers

lolding ignitable or reactive wastes must be

separated from potential ignition sources and

ocated 50 ft from the property boundary.

Prerequisite

Applicable to 90-day accumulation of debris from

excavation and screening if such debris contains

listed wastes or exhibits a characteristic.

Applicable to 90-day accumulation of debris from

excavation and screening if such debris contains

listed wastes or exhibits a characteristic.

Applicable to 90-day accumulation of debris from

excavation and screening if such debris contains

isted wastes or exhibits a characteristic.

Citation(s)

40 CFR 262.34(a)(4)

OAC 3745-52-34(A)(4)

40 CFR 262.34 (a)(2)(3)

OAC 3745-52-34 (A)(2)(3)

40 CFR 264.171

40 CFR 264.172

40 CFR 264.173

40 CFR 264.176

40 CFR 264.17

OAC3745-52-34(A){1)



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

Storage of

Hazardous-contaminated

Soil in a Waste Pile

Submission of Parts A and B of the RCRA

Dwners/opefators of any-Hazardous Waste

Management Unit. Specific submission

requirements are provided at 40 CFR 270.13

and 270.11.

Applicable to storage of soils from excavation if

^uI \J\-ftJZy t/T?t"" It l(_! l1_rAIOIly

characteristic. Not ARAR if the soils do not

contain a hazardous waste. There is no state

equivalent to the permit exemption provided by

CERCLA Section 121 (o).- U-is the DERR's policy

to require-fesponsible parties to acquire and

comply with all permits-required by the action

-GFR 270.43

40 CFR 270.44

DAC3715 50 44

OAC3715 50 14(C)(4)

{unless permit exception is provided

orders):

Owners/operators of hazards

management facilities must comply with the

Applicable-to storage of soils fromexcavation if

General Facility Standards of 10 CFR 264,

the soils are hazardous per the toxioity

10 CFR 261.13 to 40 CFR-2%AA%

Subpart B concerning wa

security, inspection/maintenance, personnel

training.-speeial precautions for management

characteristic. Not ARAR if the soils do not

hazardous waste. There-is no state

the permit exemption-pr-ovided by

-421 (e). It is the DERR's policy

OAC3745 54 13 to-OAC 3715 54 18

sf 4gnitable or reactive wastes, and locations to require responsible parties to acquire and

comply with all permits required-by the actiony-vniit on yrzi iniia i oijuiigu uy

(unless permit exception is provided for by the

Owners/operators of hazardous waste

management facilities must comply with the

Preparedness Standard-s-of 40 CFR 264,

Sufepart C concerning al3rm-s-;-communication

Applicable to storage-of soils from ext

Ihe soils are hazardous per the toxiGity

sharacteristic. Not ARAR if the soils do not

10 CFR 2&1.31 to 40 CFR 264.38

H to OAC 3745-54-37

Gontain-a- hazardous waste. Thefe-is no state

systems, notification of local authorities

testing and maintenance-of-spill control and

emergency response equipment, and-aisle

equivalent to the permit-exemption provided

A Section 121 (o). It is tho DERR's policy

fe responsible parties to aGquife-afld

comply with all permits required by the action

(untess-permit-exception is provided for-by-toe

orders^



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

management facilities must

Preparedness-Standards of 40-CFR 264,

Subpart D concerning devek

ntingency plan thot dosigf

emergency coordinator, describes

submitted to local authorities that-wouie1

respond4f44heever4t^of-an emergency.

^/operators of hazardous wasie

smergency and evacuation procedures, and

Applicable to storage-of-seils from exoavation-4f

- through K047

of ■ >H the TC- Not ARAR if the soifsdonot

OO iTODtCi rHCrC to f t\J- £» lij IU

equivalent to the-permit exemption provided-by

ERCA Section 121 (o). It is tho DERR'o policy

4Q-CFK264.S0 to 40 CFR 264,56

OAG-3745-54-52-te-OAC-3745-54-5S

dentifies the emergency equipment to bo

CERCLA Section 121(o). It is tho DERR'o p

to require responsible parties to acquire and

maintained. -Copies of the plan must be

iomply with-all its-required by the action

ion is provided for by the

Owners/operators of hazardous waste

management facilities must comply-with the

Recordkeeping Standards of40 QFR 264,

Subpart E concerning maintenance of -the

operating recof4,-manifest -files, contingency

n, and closure plan.

Applicable to-storage of soils from excavation if

the soils are hazardous per tr

characteristic- Not ARAR if the soils do-rot

Gontain-a hazardous-waste. There-is no state

to the-permit exemption-provided-by

A Section 121<e>.-4t is the-DERR's policy

nbie parties to-aoqutre and

omply with all permits required by the action

CFR 264.70 to 10 GFff264.7i

-73 to QAC 3745-54-77

unless permit exception is provided for by the

Owners/Operators of waste piles must applicable to storage of soils from ox<

t-a groundwater monitoring program thesoils are hazardous per the toxicity
n accordance with -10 CFR 264, Subpart F ■haracteristic. The-provisions for groundwator

mloss tho unit is an ongineorod structure thatmonitoring aro not considered relevant and
does not-receivo liquid wastes or wastes

xwtaining free liquids and4s designed to

appropriate to the operation of the waste piles if

€F&264.90 to 10 CFR 264.100

QAG-3745 54 00-to OAC 3745 54 00

OAC3745 55 01

xclude precipitation and run-on/run off, Tho
he soils do not contain hazardous wastes due-te

-atso-have inner and-outer layers-of

eontainmer4. Waste piles that are inside or

under a-structure that prevents wind dispersal

and protects the pile from contact with

the limited nature of tho action. There is no state

equivalent to the permit exemption-provided by

GERGLA Section 121 (o). It ts the DERR's policy

o require responsible

jrecipitation or run-on are exempt from

groundwater monitohng-

somply with all permits required by the action

(unless permit exception is provided for by the



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

Upon closure of 3 hazardous waste

management unit the owner/operator must

Gompty-with -the general closure performance

mcl3rd

Closure must be conducted in a manner that

minimizes the need tof-farther maintenance and

GontfOls, m+nimtzes, -or eliminates, -to theextent

necessary to-protect-human health and the

environment post-closure escape of hazardous

40 Cffi-2

wastes, hazardous constituents, leachate,

contaminated run-off, or hazardous waste

■tion products to the ground, to surface

waters, or to the atmosphere. Applicable-to -waste

piles used to store soils that contain hazardous

wastes-.-Relevant and appropriate to waste piles

that manage-soUs not containing hazardous

Storage of Hazardous-

contaminated Soil in a Waste

Pile

Waste piles must have a liner-that is

designed-,-constructed, and installed to

prevent any migration of wastes out of 4he

Applicable to storage of hazardous-Gontaminated 40 C

aile into the adjacent su&suffacesofe-or

groundwater_

soils in waste piles, if the wastes contain free

liquid or generate leachate and are not protected

from wind disposal and surface-water run-on.

Potentially relevant 3nd-appropfii

soils are determined to not contain listed wastes

or exhibit the TG-soils-.

Waste piles must have a liner constructed-of

materials that have appropriate-chemical

properties and sufficient strength to prevent

Applicaotetostorage of hazardous-contaminated

oils in waste piles, if the wastes -contain free

failures due to pressure gradients

with the waste, climatic conditions

stress of daily operation.

contact

and the

-generate leachate and are not protected

from wind disposal-and-surface water run-on.

OAC3?

Potentially relevant and appropriate if excavated

;oils are determined to not contain listed wastes

or exhibit the TC soils.

Waste piles must be placed upon a base-or

foundation capable of supporting the liner

Applicable to storage of hazardous-contaminated

and preventing failure of the liner due to

-in-waste-piles, if the wastes contain free

iquid or generate leaGhate and are not protected

40-C«?-2§4,-2§4-

OAC 3745 56 51

settlement, compression, or uplift.- Liners

sUje installed to cover all surrounding

earth likely-to-contact the waste or leaohate.

from wind disposal and surface water run-on.

Potentially relevant and appropriate if excavated

ioils are determined to not contain listed wastes

or exhibit the TG soils.



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

Waste piles must be designed, constructed-,

and installed with a top-liner (such as a

geomembranej that prevents-r-nigraton-of

hazardous constituents into the liner and a

component constructed of at least 3 ft of

compacted soil with a hydraulic conductivity

Applicable to storage of-hazardous-contaminated 40 CFff 264.251

bottom composite liner with a tower

soils in waste piles, if the wastes contain- free

or-generate leachate and are not protected

from wind disposal and surface water run-on.

Potentially relevant and appropriate if excavated

OAC-3745-5&-51

soils-afe determined to not contain listed wastes

or exhibit the TC soils.

Waste piles must be designed-,-constructed,

and installed with a leachate collection and

Applicable to-storage of hazardous-conk 40 CFR 264.-254-

removal system between the liners that has a

;oils in waste piles, if-the wastes contain free

bottom slope of 1 % and is constructed of

liquid oc generate leachate 3nd are not protected

from wind disposal and surface water run^on.

OAC 3745 56 51

granular drainage material with a thiGkness-of

12 in, and a hydraulio-Gonductivity > 10-2

Potentially relevant and appropriate if excavated

cm/sec. The leachate-oollectton system shaH

be-chemically compatible with the wastes and

determined to not contain listed waste

the TC soils.

leachate- -The leachate-collection system

thall be designed to minimize clogging. The

eachate-collection system shall be

constructed with sumps and liquid removal

systems that ensure that the4eachate depth

sver the liner does not exceed 4-2 in.

Waste piles must be designed,-constructed,

and-operated with a run-on control system

with a capacity to control the water volume

Applicable to-storage of hazardous-conts

soils in waste piles,-if the wastes contain free

from a 24-hr, 25-year storm event.

generate leachate and are not protected

CFR 264.254

DAG Z74 5 56 51

from wind disposal and surface water run on-.

Potentially relevant and appropriate if excavated

soils are-determined to not contain listed wastes

or exhibit the TC soils.

Waste-piles that are inside or under a

structure that provides protection from

Applicable to waste piles that are engineered-to 10 CFR 264.250

precipitation, run-on, and winddispersal, and

protected from precipitation, run on, and wind

that holds wastes that do not contain free

dispersal where the wastes do not Gontain-any 10 CFR 264.00{feX5)

iquids or generate leachate.-are not required

ree liquids and that store soils from excavaton-or

to meet the liner and leachate collection

system requirements or the gr-f

construcbon-and development of

injeGtion/monitonng wells.

monitoring provisions of 40 CFR 264,

Subpart F.



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

Pufmg-construction, liners and cover system

components must be inspected fof uniformity,

damage, or-imperfections. Duf+ng operation,

vaste-pUe must be inspected weekly and

after storms to detect signs of deterioration-^

improper operation of the

control systems, wind dispersal control

7and-ieachate collection system.

The volume of liquids collected from the-leak

detection system-must be recorded weekly.

Applicable to waste piles used to-store soils *hat

contain hazardous wastes. Relevant and

40 CFR 264.254

appropriate to waste piles that manage soils not

containing hazardous wastes.

OAC 3745-56-54

Placement of Hazardous

contaminated Soil in a Waste

A prohibited waste may be land-disposed

only if it meets the treatment standards of 40

Applicable to land disposal of hazardous wastes 40 CFR 268.7

Rile CFR2Q8, SubpartD.

and hazardous debris by placement in a waste

pile constituting land disposal by 40 CF&- OAC 3745 270 40

Hazardous-contaminated soils must be

treated according to the alternative -tfeatment

standards of 40 CFR 268,49(c) or according

to thoUTSs specified in 40 CFR 268.48

Applicable to-placement-of soils that-eontatn listed

wastes or exhibit the TG-in-a-waste pile-.

40 CFR 2

OAC 3745 270-49

applicable to the listed and/or characteristic

waste contaminating the soil prior to land

Unless the wastes will be placed in a CAMU Applicable to hazardous-contaminated soils

for storage and/or treatment only, CAMU-

40 CFR 264.552{e)(4)

eligible wastes that have been determined to

replaced within the-excavation with the excavation

designated as a CAMU for purposes other than

contain principal hazardous constituents musfetorage or treatment. Note that Ohio-Ef

be treated to the following standards-: Dfoposed to adopt ihese conforming changes to

for non-metals, 90%-reduction intotal

principal hazardous-constituent; and

the CAMU rules but that the fule-changes are not

for metals, 90% reduction in principal

lazardous constituent concentration a;

measwed in the Ieachate by TCLP anaiys

(



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

continue to detect and Gh3raGterize -the

nature, -direction, and movement of existing

Feteases of hazardous constituents in

groundwater musU>e conducted during

operation, tn addition, the groundwatef

subsequently characterize rele;

hazardous constituents-to groundwater that

may-occur from areas of the CAMU inj

wastes will remain in-ptaoe after closure-of

Ehe-GAMU.

Groundwater monitoring that is sufficient to Not applicable to replacement of excavated soil

cause such soils will be returned to the

excavation only if clean-up criteria are met.

monitoring must be able to detect and

Tne owner/operator must conduct daily

nspections of the aboveground portions of

Potentially relevant and appropriate to wastewater40 CFR 264.195

the tank system, monitoring and -leak

detection system data,-and the secondary

containment.

tnat is-determined to contain listed wastes or

exhibits the TCand-that is returned totne-greundr

Wastewater from Rl activities nas not exhibited

OAC 3745.55.95

i TC. 14-is expected that wastewater wou-id be

determined to not Gontain listed wastes.

therefore, these requirements are likely not

applicable or relevant and appropriate-.

Temporary-tanks used to store hazardous

remediation wastes may-be designated as

temporary units. The temporary unit must be

Potentially applicable to storage of hazardous

wastewators priof-to application to the soilt

ocated within the contiguous property under

he control of the owner/operator where the

eturned to the excavation. AHows-temporary

storage without berms to meet all technical

waste was generated. For temporary units

standards for permitted units. Designation of the
OAC 3745.57-73

tneQhio-EPA Administrator may repiace-the

design, operating,-and-ck>sure standards of

ank as a temporary unit is achieved by permit or

vithin the provision of-the orders.

alternative requirements

that are protective of human health and the

environment. Temporary units 3re authorized

to operate for up to 4 year.

The requirements-for hazardous waste tank

systems-of-40-CF/? 264. Subpart J do not

apply to tanks that store or treat nazarrJous

wastewaters that are part of a wastewater

treatment facility subject to SeGtion402-or

Applicable to tank systems that store or treat

;ardous wastewatefs-prior to discharge to-a

POTW-or surface water-under Sections 307- or

402-of-tne-GWA.

40 CFfl264.1(g)(o)

3Q7(b) of tho-GWA,



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

Placement of hazardous

contaminated soil in a staging

pile

In 1998, EPA created a new unit for the

temporary management of remediation

wastes known as the staging pile. The

staging pile is an accumulation of solid, non-

flowing remediation wastes that may be used

for storage of those wastes for two years.

The requirements for staging piles include the

performance criteria of 40 CFR 264.554(d).

These standards require that:

• the staging pile must be designed

to prevent or minimize releases of

hazardous waste or hazardous

constituents into the environment,

• the staging pile must be designed

to minimize cross-media transfer

as necessary to protect human

health and the environment (by

using liners, run-off/run-on controls

as appropriate)

The staging pile requirements also

contain closure requirements (separate

provisions for staging piles located in

previously contaminated areas and

those located in previously

uncontaminated areas)

Applicable to storage of hazardous-contaminated

soils in staging piles. Potentially relevant and

appropriate if excavated soils are determined to

not contain listed wastes or exhibit the TC soils.

40 CFR 264.554

OAC 3745-57-74

OFF-SITE DISPOSAL OF WASTE-EXCAVATED SOILS, DEBRIS, AND SECONDARY WASTES

DisposoiofRCRA

^Hazardous Waste in- a L-and-

$e4 Unit (i.e., lead, other

debris, and soils exhibiting

if-it meets the requirements-in the table

'Treatment Standards for Hazardous Waste"

at 40 CFff 268,'IObofore land disposal.

the TC or that contain-feted

RCRA-festficted waste may be land disposed vpplicable to land disposal, 3s defined in 40 CFR

26S-.2-, of-pestrtcted RCRA waste,- Applicable to

disposal of exhumed hazardous wastes (i.e., soils

an4water from excavation and

injection/monitoring well installation that exhibit a

Hazardous waste characteristic).

40 CFR 268.10(3)

Note - these regulations will be moved

from the ARAR table to regulations met

by the remedy (since they involve off-site

implementation of the remedy)



Action Requirements Prerequisite Citation(s)

Hazardous debris may be land-disposed if it

meets the requirements in the table

"Alternative Treatment Standards for

Hazardous Debris" at 40 GFR 268.45 befor

land disposal or the debris is treated to-tbe

40 CFR 268.10 for tho waste contaminating

Applicable to-land disposal, as defined

268.2, of-restricted RCRA-hazardous--Debris.

vaste-specific treatment standard provided in

Note - these regulations will be moved

from the ARAR table to regulations met

by the remedy (since they involve off-site

mplementation of the remedy)

I4a2ardous-Gontaroin3ted soils must be

treated according to the alternative treatment

Applicable to l3nd disposal, as defined in 40 CFR

standards of 10 CFR 268.49 (c) or according

268.2, of restricted nazardous soil;

to tho UTSs specified in 10 CFR 268.18

applicable to the listed and/or characteristic

vaste contaminating the soil prior to land

disposal

FR 268.49{b)

Note - these regulations will be moved

from the ARAR table to regulations met

by the remedy (since they involve off-site

implementation of the remedy)

Off-site Shipment of

-lazardous Wastes-, Debris.

jeneratof who transports or offers

>azardous wastes for off site transport mus4

f-e a Uniform Hazarf

Applicable to the offsite shipment of soils of

wastewater thaf-contain listed wastes or that

10 CFR 262.20

exhibit the TC.

iS-contaminated

Sods

Note - these regulations will be moved

from the ARAR table to regulations met

by the remedy {since they involve off-site

mplementation of the remedy)

before transporting of offering a hazardous

waste for transport, the generator must

Applicable to the off site shipment ofc-s

package the waste, label the package, and

/astewater that contain listed wastes of 4hat

48-GFR 262.30 to 1QCFR 362.33

ixhibitthoTC- OAC 3715 52 30 to OAC 3745 52 33

'lacard the carrier in accordance with DOT

r-equirements-
Note - these regulations will be moved

from the ARAR table to regulations met

by the remedy {since they involve off-site

mplementation of the remedy)

Prior to sale, lease, or transfer of the property

rom DOB control, a notation to the deed

Applicable to transfer of a solid waste- 10CFR-26'1.11S

must be recorded that indicates that the OAC 3715 55 10

property has been used as a disposal facility

and that its use is restricted in accordance

with the approved closure/post-



Location characteristic(s) Requirement(s) Prerequisite Citation(s)

Wetlands

Waters of the State, as

Defined in

ORC 6111.01

There may be no degradation of water

quality that results in violation of the

applicable water quality criteria or the

impairment of existing uses.

Applicable to activities at LLs 1-4 that may impact waters of

the state (connected drainageways). Applicable to any non-

point source of pollution that adds a regulated pollutant or any

state-isolated wetland permit application. The applicant of

subject activities must submit documentation,

as required under OAC 3745-1-5(B)(3). Submittal and review

requirements do not apply to discharge to limited quality

waters and discharges with less that 65 mg/L of total

suspended solids.

OAC 3745-1-04

OAC3745-1-5(B){1)and

(3)

OAC 3745-l-5(D)

OAC 3745-1-54

Abbreviations:

CAMU Corrective Action Management Unit

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

CWA Clean Water Act

DERR Division of Emergency and Remedial Response (Ohio EPA)

GDCS Generic direct contact soils standard

HTRW Hazardous, toxic, and radioactive waste

MEC Munitions and explosives of concern

mg/L milligrams per Liter

NOI Notice of Intent

NPL National Priorities Listing

OAC Ohio Administrative Code

ORC Ohio Revised Code

POTW Publicly owned treatment works

TC toxicity characteristic

UTSs Universal Treatment Standards

VAP Voluntary Action Program



PRELIMINARY DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDIES FOR 6 HIGH PRIORITY AREAS OF CONCERN (AOCs)

GENERAL COMMENTS, THOUGHTS, AND CONCERNS PERTAINING TO ALL SIX REPORTS

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: BONNIE BUTHKER, OFFO, SWDO; and TODD FISHER, DERR, NEDO

DATE: JANUARY 19, 2006

CMT#

1

COMMENT

The main focus of the Feasibility Study is to determine the

appropriate remedial actions to take at a site to address

unacceptable chemical contamination (as determined by the

risk assessment). It does this by using the results from the

Rl report (to identify the areas that are contaminated) and the

risk assessment (to identifying what areas and which

chemicals pose an unacceptable risk ) to determine the areas

that need some type of action. The FS then looks at all

potential process options that could be used to address these

areas and determines which are the best options. These are

then assembled into alternatives, which are then screened

against nine criteria detailed in the National Contingency

Plan. Its purpose is not to criticize the risk assessment

process as being too conservative, nor is it designed to

determine the magnitude of chemical contamination to

determine if a remedial action is necessary. One of the major

concerns I have regarding these 6 documents is that,

because they try to accomplish these two objectives instead

of focusing on the purpose of the FS, they present so much

inconsistent information as to leave the reader wondering

what is the true problems at the site, and what actions need

to be taken to address these problems. Both these activities

should be completed during the remedial investigation phase,

so that the FS can focus on options necessary to address the

problems identified from the Rl. This way, risk managers can

clearly see the options before them to address the problems

at these six sites.

RESPONSE

Page 1 of 70



2

3

Though the focus of the High Priority Sites' work is on soils

and dry sediments, the sites as a whole may have other

issues that should be considered, so the remedy selected for

these sites is as comprehensive as possible, and is

consistent with the final remedy for each site. For example,

at LL12, contaminated ground water is present, yet there is

no discussion about the need for a soil/source removal to

prevent additional loading to ground water. At Ramsdell

Quarry Landfill, the FS mentions that there is a former landfill

located on this site, yet the FS remedial alternatives indicate

that, if a soil removal is conducted, the site could be used for

unrestricted reuse. By not considering these factors having

so limited a focus, the FS may conclude that a limited action

is acceptable, when a more comprehensive response would

completely address problems at the site, such that additional

remedial actions are not necessary.

The FS for each site should be consistent regarding the No

Action alternative. The No Action alternative should be that no

action will be taken, not no additional action is necessary.

This means that there is no maintenance of institutional

controls (even if this is already documented in a National

Guard reuse plan), no maintenance of existing landfill covers

and existing fences, and no ongoing monitoring programs in

place (especially, since if the existing monitoring and

maintenance programs are being performed under CERCLA

per the Administrative Orders). This is why this alternative

should only be selected if existing actions are unnecessary

(e.g., you really could walk away from the site doing nothing

else and the site would not pose a risk.)

Page 2 of 70



4

5

If there are actions being performed under another program,

then the FS should clarify why additional actions (including

maintenance) are not needed. It should clearly document the

commitment of the Army to continue to fund those actions, so

that no action alternative under CERCLA is protective. For

example, at Ramsdell Quarry, the existing landfill cap is being

maintained under the solid waste rules, which require 30

years of post closure care. The FS should then indicate that

this work is not being performed under CERCLA, but that the

Army will continue to conduct inspections and perform cap

repairs as needed. And where additional LUCs should be

used (e.g., no digging or excavation in the landfill area), a

discussion is required of how these controls will be integrated

with existing programs (e.g., if the cap is disturbed due to

LUC failure, cap repair will occur under the solid waste rules).

The various alternatives developed should consider whether

the goal described can be accomplished for the entire site

and, if not, clearly indicate where this goal can be achieved.

For example, where the alternative states that the goal is to

remove contaminated soils to achieve unrestricted reuse, it

should discuss whether this means the entire AOC or a

portion of the AOC. For example, on Ramsdell Quarry

Landfill, there may be portions of the AOC that would no

longer be restricted, but there will still be restrictions due to

the continued presence of a landfill within the AOC.

Page 3 of 70



PRELIMINARY DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR CENTRAL BURN PITS (RVAAP-49)

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: TODD R. FISHER, NEDO, DERR; AND BONNIE BUTHKER / LAURIE MOORE, OFFO, SWDO

DATE: JANUARY 19, 2006

CMT

#

6

7

8

OLD or NEW

and

PAGE #/

LINE#

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

COMMENT

There is no executive summary in

this feasibility study report.

When discussing surface soil and

subsurface soil, please put the

depths in parentheses in the text, so

that the reader knows exactly what

depth interval is being evaluated and

discussed.

For the human health and ecological

risk sections.

RECOMMENDATION

Please add an Executive Summary

that summarizes the information and

presents the preferred alternative.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and the tables.

Include a summary table that

summarizes the receptor and their

corresponding risk and hazard

estimates that were generated in the

Rl Reports.

RESPONSE
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9

10

NEW,

GENERAL,

Throughout

the report

NEW,

GENERAL,

Please clarify when you are referring

to the Region IX PRGs versus site

specific PRGs. Recall in a prior

conference call, AEC voiced a

concern about using standard

CERCLA language in these reports,

therefore, the use of the term RGO

may need to be evaluated. In

addition, make sure that the

meanings of these terms are clearly

defined when using them, so that the

reader understands the differences

between RGO's, PRGs, Region 9

PRGs, etc.

The cleanup goal is a cumulative risk

of 1 E-5 and HI less than 1. The text

seems to indicate that any number

as long as it is in the same

magnitude of risk is acceptable to

Ohio EPA. This is not the case. In

addition, the cleanup range specified

in the NCP is 1E-4 to 1E-6, not a

multiplier of that value. Please

revise accordingly. In addition, since

the wrong cleanup goal was used to

evaluate the protectiveness of the

various alternatives, these

discussions will also need revision.

If, based on these revisions, the

alternatives do not meet the

threshold criteria of protectiveness

and compliance with ARARs, these

alternatives will have to be

eliminated.

Please clarify by making the

appropriate changes to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Page 5 of 70



11

12

13

14

15

NEW,

List of

Acronyms,

pages iv

through vi

NEW,

List of

Acronyms,

pages iv

through vi

NEW,

Section 1.0

page 1-1 line

3-4

NEW,

Section 1.2

Scope page

1-2 line 28-

35

NEW,

Section 1.3

Report

Organization,

page 1 -3

lines 27-31

"EPA" is not the correct acronym

"DERR" stands for "Division of

Emergency and Remedial

Response."

The following acronyms should be

added to the List of Acronyms:

ERA, DNT, ALM, Gl, CSFS, IEUBK,

GAF, RBP, TEFs, TDS, TEF, WQS,

WWTP, TCLP, NOAEL, LOAEL,

USACHPPM,USGS

The text mentions "...to achieve

interim closure..." without explaining

what is meant by this and why this

action is not going to achieve final

closure.

Per the FWHHRAM, the trespasser

evaluation should consist of both an

adult and juvenile trespasser

receptors.

The text indicates that the Phase II

Supplemental Remedial

Investigation data has not been

included in this FS report. Nature

and extent of contamination must be

determined in order to complete the

FS report. Until this additional

information is evaluated and

incorporated into the FS report, this

FS report is considered incomplete.

Please change "EPA" to "USEPA"

Please change "Department" to

"Division"

Please add these acronyms to the

List of Acronyms. Also, please

search the entire document for other

acronyms that have been omitted.

The sentence that appears on page

1-2 lines 19-21 would be a nice

addition to help explain why this is an

interim action.

Remove lines 34-35. The purpose of

the trespasser was not to evaluate

the presence of a fence, but rather to

evaluate the impacts of infrequent

exposure.

Page 6 of 70



16

17

18

19

20

NEW,

Section 2.1.2

page 2-2

lines 32-37

NEW,

Section 2.1.2

page 2-3

lines 2-4

NEW,

Section 2.2.1

page 2-5

lines 3-4

NEW, Table

2-1 page 2-6

NEW, Table

2-1 page 2-6

and

throughout

report

The text states that "activities at

RTLS include field operations and

bivouac training, convoy training,

equipment maintenance, and

storage of heavy equipment." What

about C-130 aircraft drop zone

operations or helicopter operations?

The text states that the perimeter is

patrolled regularly by the facility

caretaker contractor. The frequency

of these patrols have decreased

since the removal of the igloo

explosives.

If nature and extent were determined

in the Rl, why was additional

investigation conducted in November

2005 that is not considered included

in this FS report?

The table should summarize the risk

and hazard estimates generated in

the Rl report.

In addition, the table refers to the

uncertainty section, but it is unclear

where that section is located.

The acronyms "Ohio EPA" and

"OEPA" are being used

interchangeably.

The acronyms "EPA" and USEPA"

are being used interchangeably.

Please revise the text to include these

types of activities.

Please change "regularly" to

"intermittently."

Please clarify.

Present the actual values or

estimates of risk and hazards along

with the discussion of the results.

Please specify.

Please change all "OEPA" references

to "Ohio EPA" in this table, and

throughout the entire document

Please change all "EPA" references

to "USEPA" throughout the entire

document
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21

22

23

24

25

26

NEW,

Section 2.2.2

page 2-4

lines 2 -3

NEW, Table

2-2 page 2-8

NEW,

Section 2.3

page 2-8

NEW,

Section 2.4

page 2-8

lines 19-24

NEW,

Section 2.4,

Figure 2-4,

page 2-13

NEW,

Section 2.4

Figure 2-5,

page 2-14

The text states that "structural

features include rail lines Track 39

and Track 33."

The table should summarize the risk

and hazard estimates generated in

the Rl report.

The trespasser receptor should

evaluate both the child and adult

trespasser per the FWHHRAM,

amended December 2005.

The nature and extent of

contamination must be determined

as part of the Rl and prior to

conducting the FS report. Nature

and Extent of contamination should

be done prior to completing the risk

assessments.

The figure does not include all piles

that were sampled during the

supplemental investigation

The figure does not include all piles

that were sampled during the

supplemental investigation

Please insert the word "former"

before the word "rail."

Present the actual values or hazard

index estimates along with the

discussion of the results.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

This additional information will have to

be evaluated in context of the risk

assessment to determine if the results

of the existing risk assessment are

applicable.

Please identify the pile to the west of

"Pile I" and include the sample

number on the figure. This pile was

discovered during an Ohio EPA visit

with the contractor and was

requested to be sampled.

Please identify the pile to the west of

"Pile I"
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27

28

29

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

lines 10-12.

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

NEW,

Section 3.2

Anticipated

Future Land

Use, page 3-

3, lines 16-17

Sentence states that CBP is not

eligible for unrestricted reuse,

because it is being transferred to the

OHARNG. The basis for placing

restrictions on land is not based on

who the future property owner will

be. Land use restrictions are placed

on property due to the presence of

residual contaminants and whether

or not the anticipated exposure to

those residuals is protective based

on anticipated reuse. As such, the

OHARNG has indicated that they

want as few restrictions as possible

in order for them to get the most

reuse from the property. In addition,

DoD policy requires the evaluation of

an unrestricted reuse scenario for

purposes of evaluating alternatives.

Clarify what PRGs you are referring

to in this sentence. Are these

Region 9 PRGs or site specific

PRGs often called site specific

preliminary cleanup goals, in order to

distinguish between these two

sources?

OHARNG has not updated their

management plan to reflect changes

in future land use activities.

Revise this sentence to end at the

semicolon and remove the portion of

the sentence after the semicolon.

This should be clarified throughout

the FS report.

Lines 27-29 should be removed or at

least revised b/c this is the current

situation but the future of the fence

has not yet been determined by the

Army or OHARNG.
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30

31

32

33

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

Lines 21-29

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-3

NEW,

Section 3.6

COCs for

Remedial

Alternative

Evaluation

NEW,

Section 4.0

Add "cumulative" to the discussion

of target risk and target hazard index

as Ohio EPA's acceptable levels are

based on cumulative effects. In

addition, this clarification will help

explain why it may be necessary to

adjust in instances where you have

more than 10 COCs. Please clarify.

The information provided in

Appendix 3A should be discussed

and presented in the main text to

help explain why the risk

assessment results identified COCs

and yet there are none identified for

action in this FS report.

This FS report has determined that

there are no COCs identified? Can

this AOC be released for

unrestricted reuse, since there are

no COCs? What about the

additional information that has yet to

be evaluated for this AOC?

Why include a discussion of ARARs

if there are no COCs to evaluate?

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please make the requested changes

to the text.

Clarification needed.

Clarification needed.
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34

35

NEW,

Section 4.0,

page 4-2,

lines 23-33

NEW,

Section 4.1,

page 4-2

line 23

To my knowledge, Ohio EPA's

position regarding ARARs and the

need for permits for sites under

state cleanup orders has always

been that responsible parties must

acquire and comply with all

necessary permits, including all

substantive and administrative

requirements. I could not locate the

final policy number DERR-00-RR-01

to see how it was worded, or to see

if it only applied to National Priorities

listed sites. And since this "final"

policy was written three years prior

to the draft policy, the need to revise

the policy may be because it was not

accurate. Ohio EPA's position

regarding the need for permits at

non=NPL sites is the reason that the

Director's Findings and Orders

language is written the way that it

states. This language wasn't drafted

because Ohio EPA was confused as

to its position, but because the Army

and Ohio EPA could not agree on

the need for permits at the time the

Orders were being negotiated.

The text incorrectly references "The

Ohio Department of Emergency and

Remedial Response."

Please revise accordingly.

Please change the word

"Department" to "Division" in the text.
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36

37

38

NEW,

Section 4.1,

page 4-2

lines 31-32

NEW,

Section

4.2.1.1,

page 4-4

NEW,

Section 4,

page 4-12

The text states that if "Ohio EPA

determines that a permit is required

for a particular remedial or removal

action at the RVAAP, the Parties will

meet and attempt in good faith to

resolve the issue."

VAP Generic standards do not

apply to RVAAP as ARARs for two

reasons. The first reason is that site

specific exposure scenarios have

been developed for this site that are

not consistent with any VAP generic

scenarios. The second reason is

that generic VAP standards were not

developed for explosives, which is

one of the constituents of concern at

RVAAP.

Again, VAP rules regarding urban

use designations do not apply to

RVAAP. As stated, the ground

water rules are specific to only VAP

sites, and since RVAAP is not in the

VAP program, this rule does not

apply.

Please be advised that the site is

currently under the Director's

Findings and Orders <F&Os). Please

consult the (F&Os), if there are any

questions regarding Ohio EPA's

function and authority.

Please delete this section.

Please delete.
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39

40

41

NEW,

Section 6.0

NEW,

Section 7.0

Conclusions,

page 7-1

NEW,

Appendix 2A

The discussion on State acceptance

does not state that, because of the

Director's Findings and Orders, there

is a requirement that the Army

receive Ohio EPA's approval of work

plans and designs for investigation

or remediation of Areas of Concern

prior to commencement of work. If

Ohio EPA does not concur in the

remedy, there is probably little

chance we would approve a work

plan implementing that remedy.

Therefore, the language in the FS

stating that comments from Ohio

EPA will be considered prior to the

selection of a remedy is not

accurate, and probably should be

revised to state that the Army will

obtain Ohio EPA's concurrence prior

to selection of the remedy.

It is unclear what the preferred plan

is and why a Proposed Plan and

ROD would be necessary - what

remedial action alternative are you

proposing to go forward with and

take action? If action is taken, this

report demonstrates that unrestricted

levels could be obtained.

The trespasser should evaluate both

the juvenile and adult per the

FWHHRAM.

Please revise.

Clarification needed.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and tables.
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42

43

44

NEW,

Appendix 3A

&3B

NEW,

Appendix 3A

&B

NEW,

Appendix 3A

page 3A-3

lines 11-12

Much of the information provided in

Appendix 3A is typically information

found in the risk characterization

section and discussion of the risk

assessment in the Rl report. In the

Feasibility Study Report, you should

already know what COCs need

remedial action. Since this was not

determined in the Rl report, this

information should be presented in

the main text of this FS report and

not as an appendix, since much of

the discussion of COCs is presented

here. It should be clear what COCs

are in need of remedial action?

These appendices should have

appeared in the risk assessment that

was found in the Remedial

Investigation Report. Since it is

presented for the first time in the FS

report, the information should appear

in the main text and not as an

appendix.

Add via inhalation to the end of this

sentence regarding conservative

receptor evaluations, since the main

exposure assumption that differed

between the national guard trainee

receptor and the commercial /

industrial receptor was that the

inhalation rate was greater for the

trainee.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and tables.
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45

46

47

NEW,

Appendix 3A

page 3A-3

lines 20-21

NEW,

Appendix 3A

Section 3A.4

page 3A-4

NEW,

Appendix 3A

Section 3A.5:

Remove "CBP is not a candidate for

unrestricted release..." Unrestricted

reuse is one of the options that is

being evaluated in this feasibility

study and it doesn't make sense this

alternative would be considered if it

is not an option.

Text needs to be changed to clarify

that the target risk goal of 1E-5 and

target hazard index of 1 are

cumulative goals.

Please clarify if these are site

specific PRGs or the Region IX

PRGS.

This statement should be removed

throughout the report.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Clarification needed.
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(

PRELIMINARY DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR LOAD LINE 12 (RVAAP-12)

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: TODD R. FISHER, NEDO, DERR; AND BONNIE BUTHKER / LAURIE MOORE, OFFO, SWDO

DATE: JANUARY 19, 2006

CMT

#

48

49

OLD or NEW

and

PAGE #/

LINE#

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

COMMENT

There is no executive summary in

this feasibility study report.

Overall, the document is very

confusing regarding whether or not

an active remedial action is

necessary for LL-12. For

example, Table 7-1 indicates that

residual risk exceed target risk

hazard for alternative 2, but yet

also indicates that it is protective.

In addition, several of the

discussions of risk and

protectiveness for the various

alternatives seem to disagree

(e.g., little risk for alternative 2,

which is why limited action is

protective, but enough risk to

justify need for soils removal to

meet Ohio National Guard reuse).

This is very confusing to the

reader, since different sections of

the report contradict each other.

RECOMMENDATION

Please add an Executive Summary

that summarizes the information and

presents the preferred alternative.

Please revise text to eliminate

confusion.

RESPONSE
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50 NEW,

GENERAL

Though Ohio EPA understands

that ground water is not being

addressed as part of the remedial

action for these sites, there is no

discussion in the alternatives as to

whether the soils contamination at

LL12 is the source of ground water

contamination (which exceeds

MCLs). This should be included.

In addition, under the no action

alternative, a discussion of risk

due to ground water being

consumed should also be included

(since there is nothing preventing

the exposure or additional

contaminant loading to ground

water). Other alternatives should

discuss the need for a temporary

ground water use restriction, even

the unrestricted alternatives, since

contaminated ground water will

remain an issue at LL12 until a

remedy for ground water is

selected. In addition, some five

year reviews may be necessary at

LL12, until ground water within

these areas is no longer

contaminated. These should also

be included as part of the remedy,

including the costs for these

reviews.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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51

52

53

54

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

Section 1.0

page 1-1

lines 3-4

When discussing surface soil and

subsurface soil, please put the

depths in parentheses in the text,

so that the reader knows exactly

what depth interval is being

evaluated and discussed.

For the human health and

ecological risk sections:

Throughout the report:

The text mentions "...to achieve

interim closure..." without

explaining what is meant by this

and why this action is not going to

achieve final closure.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and the tables.

Include a summary table that

summarizes the receptor and their

corresponding risk and hazard

estimates that were generated in the

Rl Reports.

Please clarify when you are referring

to the Region 9 PRGs versus site

specific PRGs. Recall in a prior

conference call, AEC voiced a

concern about using standard

CERCLA language in these report;

therefore, the use of the term RGO

may need to be evaluated. In

addition, make sure that the

meanings of these terms are clearly

defined when using them, so that the

reader understands the differences

between RGO's, PRGs, Region 9

PRGs, etc.

The sentence that appears on page

1-2 lines 19-21 would be a nice

addition to help explain why this is an

interim action.
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55

56

57

NEW,

Section 2.2.3

Previous

Investigations,

page 2-5

NEW,

Section 2.2.4.1

Surface Soils

page 2-6,

lines 8-9

NEW,

Table 2-1

LL12 Soil,

Sediment and

Surface Water

COECs, page

2-1:

14 AOC report is missing.

Explain the significance of "3 times

their respective background levels"

? Site specific data is compared to

the site specific background level -

not three times the background

level.

List what specific metals are

COECs. Simply stating "15

metals" in the table doesn't tell the

reader what specific metals are a

concern for this FS report.

Please add the "Preliminary Draft

Report for the Characterization of 14

RVAAP AOCs" to the bulleted list of

previous investigations.

Please remove this sentence. This

section needs to have more specific

information reported, such as what

contaminants are SRCs in surface

soil. The write up should be similar to

the specificity found in Section

2.2.4.1.

Please make the proposed changes

to the text.
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58

59

60

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

lines 10-12.

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2 line

21

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2 line

21:

Sentence states that LL 12 is not

eligible for unrestricted reuse,

because it is being transferred to

theOHARNG. The basis for

placing restrictions on land is not

based on who the future property

owner will be. Land use

restrictions are placed on property

due to the presence of residual

contaminants and whether or not

the anticipated exposure to those

residuals is protective based on

anticipated reuse. As such, the

OHARNG has indicated that they

want as few restrictions as

possible, in order for them to get

the most reuse from the property.

In addition, DoD policy requires

the evaluation of an unrestricted

reuse scenario for purposes of

evaluating alternatives.

Remove COPECs from the

sentence. The ecological risk

assessment will initially identify

COPECs during screening and the

risk characterization will flush out

which COPECs are chemicals of

ecological concern.

Is the weight of evidence

discussion that appears in this

Feasibility Study Report intended

to serve as the Scientific

Management Decision Point or will

a separate document be

prepared?

Revise this sentence to end at the

semicolon and remove the portion of

the sentence after the semicolon.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Clarification needed.
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61

62

63

64

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

line 36

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-3

lines 1-2

NEW,

Section 3.2

Anticipated

Future Land

Use, page 3-3

lines 16-17

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4 lines

3-4:

Clarify what PRGs you are

referring to in this sentence. Are

these Region IX PRGs or site

specific PRGs, often called site

specific preliminary cleanup goals

in order to distinguish between

these two sources.

Clarify how these PRGs will be

used. It is not clear what you are

trying to say. Are you saying that

the calculated 95% UCL value for

a specific COC, using confirmation

sample results, will be compared

to the site specific PRG to

determine if the remedial action is

acceptable?

OHARNG has not updated their

management plan to reflect

changes in future land use

activities.

Remove the portion of this

sentence beginning with However,

LL 12 is not currently..." this FS

report should evaluate the

feasibility of whether or not

unrestricted reuse is possible. The

OHARNG has voiced a preference

for unrestricted land where

feasible.

This should be clarified throughout

the FS report.

Clarification needed.

Lines 22-24 should be removed b/c

the presence of the fence is an issue

between OHARNG and Army to

address.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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65

66

67

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

Lines 17-19

NEW,

Table 3-2

page 3-6

NEW,

Section 3.3.3

page 3-7

Add "cumulative" to the discussion

of target risk and target hazard

index, as Ohio EPA's acceptable

levels are based on cumulative

effects. In addition, this

clarification will help explain why it

may be necessary to adjust in

instances where you have more

than 10 COCs. Please clarify.

There is a disconnect between the

information provided in this table

and that provided in Section 2.2.6

on page 2-11 lines 10-25. For

instance, line 12 states that

Aroclor-1260 was identified as a

COC for the OHARNG Trainee in

the western soil aggregate, but

does not appear in the table.

There were several COCs that are

discussed in Section 2.2.6, but do

not appear in Table 3-2.

Of the COCs that are risk/hazard

drivers for human health, which

ones are selected as COCs for

remedial action or have they all

been determined to be less than

any screening value; therefore,

there aren't any COCs to

remediate and, thus, evaluate in

this FS?

Clarification needed.

Please rectify.

Please clarify.
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68

69

NEW,

Section 3.6

COCs for

Remedial

Alternative

Evaluation,

pages 3-11 to

3-12:

NEW,

GENERAL,

Section 4.0,

Regarding

ARARs

Is this FS report evaluating

remedial action only for arsenic in

sediment? Or is the unrestricted

scenario being evaluated to

determine the impacts associated

with meeting this level of cleanup

such that no land use controls for

soils would have to be monitored

overtime at this AOC.

After reviewing the proposed

alternatives for LL-12, it appears

that a soil removal with off-site

disposal is the most likely

alternative. Since this is a similar

alternative to that selected for LL1-

4, Ohio EPA feels that the same

ARARs used for LL1 -4 would

apply at this site for this action.

The only additional ARAR that

should be considered for LL-12

would be those ARARs for ground

water, especially since

contamination present exceeds

Safe Drinking Water Act

standards.

Clarification needed.

Therefore, please revise the attached

ARARs table from LL1-4 to be

consistent with LL-12. Though this

remedy does not include ground

water as a component, the Army

needs to demonstrate that the source

causing ground water contamination

has been eliminated, especially since

MCLs are exceeded.
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70 NEW,

Section 4.0,

page 4-2, lines

23-33

To my knowledge, Ohio EPA's

position regarding ARARs and the

need for permits for sites under

state cleanup orders has always

been that responsible parties must

acquire and comply with all

necessary permits, including all

substantive and administrative

requirements. I could not locate

the final policy number DERR-00-

RR-01 to see how it was worded,

or to see if it only applied to

National Priorities listed sites. And

since this "final" policy was written

three years prior to the draft policy,

the need to revise the policy may

be because it was not accurate.

Ohio EPA's position regarding the

need for permits at non=NPL sites

is the reason that the Director's

Findings and Orders language is

written the way that it states. This

language wasn't drafted because

Ohio EPA was confused as to its

position, but because the Army

and Ohio EPA could not agree on

the need for permits at the time the

Orders were being negotiated.

Please revise accordingly.
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71

72

NEW,

Section 4,

pages 4-4

NEW,

Section 4,

pages 4-11

VAP Generic standards do not

apply to RVAAP as ARARs for two

reasons. The first reason is that

site specific exposure scenarios

have been developed for this site

that are not consistent with any

VAP generic scenarios. The

second reason is that generic VAP

standards were not developed for

explosives, which is one of the

constituents of concern at RVAAP.

Again, VAP rules regarding urban

use designations do not apply to

RVAAP. As stated, the ground

water rules are specific to only

VAP sites, and since RVAAP is not

in the VAP program, this rule does

not apply.

Please delete.

Please delete.
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73 NEW,

Section 6.2,

page 6-2

through 6-3

Alternative 2 (limited action) is not

an acceptable alternative based on

the proposed reuse of the site by

the Ohio Army National Guard.

This alternative suggests that soil

amendments could be added in

areas where contamination

exceeds remediation goals, and

that these amendments would

prevent direct contact to

contaminants and prevent erosion

of contaminants into nearby

streams. Since the proposed use

is mounted training, any soil cover

will need to withstand vehicles

running over them. The Ohio

Army National Guard would also

need to ensure that any ruts

caused by vehicles in these areas

were quickly repaired, and ongoing

monitoring would have to occur to

ensure contamination was not

exposed. It would be a much

more realistic alternative to ensure

all contamination present above

PRGs developed for National

Guard use was removed, which

would allow vehicular traffic in

these areas and meet the Guard's

reuse needs. In addition, separate

LUCs would not be needed for

contaminated areas, and the only

LUCs necessary would be those to

ensure that the property was

restricted to OHARNG's mounted

training, no digging use.

Please re-evaluate alternative and

make the proposed changes to the

text.
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•

74 NEW,

GENERAL,

Section 7.0

The cleanup goal is a cumulative

risk of 1 E-5 and HI less than 1.

The text seems to indicate that any

number, as long as it is in the

same magnitude of risk, is

acceptable to Ohio EPA. This is

not the case. In addition, the

cleanup range specified in the

NCPis 1E-4to 1E-6, not a

multiplier of that value. Please

revise accordingly. In addition,

since the wrong cleanup goal was

used to evaluate the

protectiveness of the various

alternatives, these discussions will

also need revision. If, based on

these revisions, the alternatives do

not meet the threshold criteria of

protectiveness and compliance

with ARARs, these alternatives will

have to be eliminated.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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75 NEW,

GENERAL

Section 7.0

Ohio EPA feels that the

comparative analysis of

alternatives does not consider

several issues with Alternative 2.

These issues should cause

alternative 2 to rank much lower in

the analysis that the FS states.

For example, this alternative does

not discuss issues with LUCs.

The property management plan is

not finalized, and the LUCs being

maintained relies on this plan

being clear to all those responsible

for LUCs at RVAAP. In addition,

there is still discussion about

fencing (whether an installation

wide fence will be maintained or

not). Lastly, LUCs and soil cover

are not more protective than

removing the contaminated

material from the site, especially at

a site where there will be lots of

potential disturbance from

mounted training activities. And

with the costs of the alternative 2

and 3 being so close, it doesn't

make sense to state that the

added costs make alternative 3

less desirable {since it is more

permanent remedy) than

alternative 2.
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76

77

NEW,

Section 8.1

NEW,

Section 9.0

Conclusions,

page 9-2

The discussion on State

acceptance does not state that,

because of the Director's Findings

and Orders, there is a requirement

that the Army receive Ohio EPA's

approval of work plans and

designs for investigation or

remediation of Areas of Concern

prior to commencement of work. If

Ohio EPA does not concur in the

remedy, there is probably little

chance we would approve a work

plan implementing that remedy.

Therefore, the language in the FS

stating that comments from Ohio

EPA will be considered prior to the

selection of a remedy is not

accurate, and probably should be

revised to state that the Army will

obtain Ohio EPA's concurrence

prior to selection of the remedy.

It is unclear what the preferred

plan is and why a Proposed Plan

and ROD would be necessary -

what remedial action alternative

are you proposing to go forward

with and take action? If action is

taken, this report demonstrates

that unrestricted levels could be

obtained.

Please revise.

Clarification needed.
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78

79

80

81

NEW,

Appendix 3A

NEW,

Appendices 3A

&B

NEW,

Appendix 3A

page 3A-3

lines 5-7

NEW,

Appendix 3A

page 3A-3

lines 15-17

Much of the information provided

in appendix 3A is typically

information found in the risk

characterization section and

discussion of the risk assessment

in the Rl report. In the Feasibility

Study Report, you should already

know what COCs need remedial

action.

Appendices 3A & B should have

appeared in the risk assessment

that was found in the Remedial

Investigation Report.

Add via inhalation to the end of this

sentence regarding conservative

receptor evaluations, since the

main exposure assumption that

differed between the national

guard trainee receptor and the

commercial/industrial receptor was

that the inhalation rate was greater

for the trainee.

Remove "LL12 is not a candidate

for unrestricted release..."

Unrestricted reuse is one of the

options that is being evaluated in

this feasibility study and it doesn't

make sense this alternative would

be considered if it is not an option.

Since this was not determined in the

Rl report, this information should be

presented in the main text of this FS

report and not as an appendix, since

much of the discussion of COCs is

presented here. It should be clear

what COCs are in need of remedial

action?

Since it is presented for the first time

in the FS report, the information

should appear in the main text and

not as an appendix.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

This should be removed throughout

the report.
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82

83

84

NEW,

Appendix 3A:

NEW,

Appendix 3A.4

page 3A-6

NEW,

Appendix 3A.4

page 3A-6:

The appendix does a good job of

discussing and listing what COCs

are not going to be addressed;

however, the report needs to

clearly state what chemical COCs

remain and are the focus of

discussions on remedial action

alternatives in this FS report.

Text needs to clarify that the target

risk goal of 1E-5 and target hazard

index of 1 are cumulative goals.

Much of the discussion in this

section relates to toxicity and

target organ effects and it is not

clearly explained why this is being

discussed and what purpose this

information has with respect to

target risk levels and PRGs. The

effects on receptors due to

exposure from contaminants in

multiple environmental media

should be evaluated cumulatively,

since the Ohio National Guard

trainee is assumed to be exposed

to soil, sediment, surface water,

and groundwater.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and tables.

Please clarify in text.

Please explain.
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85

86

NEW,

Appendix

3A5.1

page 3A-8

lines 30-31

Appendix 3A.5

Remove the sentence stating that

"there is no policy in effect

whereby Ohio EPA has to

recommend or compel an entity to

clean up less than background

values or those shown to be

protective of human health."

Decisions are made based on site

specific information regarding

remedial actions.

It is not clear why site specific

PRGs were not calculated for LL

12 and why those calculated for LL

1-4 are used - please clarify why

this is being done and why this is

appropriate. Ohio EPA is not

aware of the site specific PRGs for

LL 1-4 becoming the cleanup

levels for all of the AOCs are

Ravenna.

Please make the required changes to

the text.

Clarification and further explanation is

needed.
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR RAMSDELL QUARRY LANDFILL (RVAAP-01)

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: TODD R. FISHER, NEDO, DERR; AND BONNIE BUTHKER / LAURIE MOORE, OFFO, SWDO

DATE: JANUARY 19, 2006

CMT

#

87

88

89

OLD or NEW

and

PAGE #/

LINE#

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

COMMENT

There is no executive summary in

this feasibility study report.

For the human health and ecological

risk sections:

Throughout the report:

RECOMMENDATION

Please add an Executive Summary

that summarizes the information and

presents the preferred alternative.

Include a summary table that

summarizes the receptor and their

corresponding risk and hazard

estimates that were generated in the

Rl Reports.

Please clarify when you are referring

to the Region 9 PRGs versus site

specific PRGs. Recall in a prior

conference call, AEC voiced a

concern about using standard

CERCLA language in these report;

therefore, the use of the term RGO

may need to be evaluated. In

addition, make sure that the

meanings of these terms are clearly

defined when using them, so that the

reader understands the differences

between RGO's, PRGs, Region 9

PRGs, etc.

RESPONSE
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90

91

92

93

94

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

List of

Acronyms,

pages iv

through vi

NEW,

Section 1.0

page 1-1

line 3-4

NEW,

Section 1.2

page 1-3

lines 1-8

NEW,

Section 2.1.2

page 2-2

lines 32-37

When discussing surface soil and

subsurface soil, please put the

depths in parentheses in the text, so

that the reader knows exactly what

depth interval is being evaluated and

discussed.

"EPA" is not the correct acronym

"DERR" stands for "Division of

Emergency and Remedial

Response"

The text mentions "...to achieve

interim closure..." without explaining

what is meant by this and why this

action is not going to achieve final

closure.

The trespasser should evaluate both

the juvenile and adult per the

FWHHRAM.

The text states that "activities at

RTLS include field operations and

bivouac training, convoy training,

equipment maintenance, and

storage of heavy equipment." What

about C-130 aircraft drop zone

operations or helicopter operations?

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and the tables.

Please change "EPA" to "USEPA"

Please change "Department" to

"Division"

The sentence that appears on page

1-2 lines 21-23 would be a nice

addition to help explain why this is an

interim action.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please revise the text to include these

types of activities.
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95

96

97

NEW,

Section 2.1.2

page 2-3

lines 2-4

NEW,

Section 2.2.6

and Section

2.2.7

NEW,

Section 3-1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

lines 11-12.

The text states that the perimeter is

patrolled regularly by the facility

caretaker contractor. The frequency

of these patrols have decreased

since the removal of the igloo

explosives.

For the human health and ecological

risk sections - Include a summary

table that summarizes the receptor

and their corresponding risk and

hazard estimates that were

generated in the Rl Reports.

Sentence states that RQL is not

eligible for unrestricted reuse

because it is being transferred to the

OHARNG. The basis for placing

restrictions on land is not based on

who the future property owner will

be. Land use restrictions are placed

on property due to the presence of

residual contaminants and whether

or not the anticipated exposure to

those residuals is protective based

on anticipated reuse. As such, the

OHARNG has indicated that they

want as few restrictions as possible,

in order for them to get the most

reuse from the property. In addition,

DoD policy requires the evaluation of

an unrestricted reuse scenario for

purposes of evaluating alternatives.

Please change "regularly" to

"intermittently."

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Revise this sentence to end at the

semicolon and remove the portion of

the sentence after the semicolon.
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98

99

100

101

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2 tine

39

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-3

line 5-6:

NEW,

Section 3.2

Anticipated

Future Land

Use, page 3-

3 lines 27-29

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

lines 29

Clarify what PRGs you are referring

to in this sentence. Are these

Region IX PRGs or site specific

PRGs, often called site specific

preliminary cleanup goals in order to

distinguish between these two

sources.

Clarify how these PRGs will be used.

It is not clear. Are you saying that

the calculated 95% UCL value for a

specific COC, using confirmation

sample results, will be compared to

the site specific PRG to determine if

the remedial action is acceptable?

OHARNG has not updated their

management plan to reflect changes

in future land use activities.

Recall in a prior conference call,

AEC voiced a concern about using

standard CERCLA language in these

report; therefore, the use of the term

RGO may need to be revised.

This should be clarified throughout

the FS report.

Clarification-needed.

Should be removed or at least revised

b/c this is the current situation, but the

future of the fence has not yet been

determined by the Army or OHARNG

Comment intended for informational

use.
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102

103

NEW,

GENERAL,

Section 3.3

and

Throughout

the report

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

Lines 19-27

Please clarify when you are referring

to the Region IX PRGs versus site

specific PRGs. In addition, make

sure that the meanings of these

terms are clearly defined when using

them, so that the reader understands

the differences between site specific

PRGs, Region IX PRGs, and please

make an effort to remove the term

RGOs from this report.

Add "cumulative" to the discussion of

target risk and target hazard index,

as Ohio EPA's acceptable levels are

based on cumulative effects. In

addition, this clarification will help

explain why it may be necessary to

adjust in instances where you have

more than 10 COCs.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please clarify.
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104 NEW,

Section 4.0,

page 4-2,

lines 23-33

To my knowledge, Ohio EPA's

position regarding ARARs and the

need for permits for sites under

state cleanup orders has always

been that responsible parties must

acquire and comply with all

necessary permits, including all

substantive and administrative

requirements. I could not locate the

final policy number DERR-00-RR-01,

to see how it was worded, or to see

if it only applied to National Priorities

listed sites. And since this "final"

policy was written three years prior

to the draft policy, the need to revise

the policy may be because it was not

accurate. Ohio EPA's position

regarding the need for permits at

non=NPL sites is the reason that the

Director's Findings and Orders

language is written the way that it

states. This language wasn't drafted

because Ohio EPA was confused as

to its position, but because the Army

and Ohio EPA could not agree on

the need for permits at the time the

Orders were being negotiated.

Please revise accordingly.
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105

106

NEW,

Section 4,

pages 4-4

NEW,

Section 4,

pages 4-11

VAP Generic standards do not

apply to RVAAP as ARARs for two

reasons. The first reason is that site

specific exposure scenarios have

been developed for this site that are

not consistent with any VAP generic

scenarios. The second reason is

that generic VAP standards were not

developed for explosives, which is

one of the constituents of concern at

RVAAP.

Again, VAP rules regarding urban

use designations do not apply to

RVAAP. As stated, the ground

water rules are specific to only VAP

sites, and since RVAAP is not in the

VAP program, this rule does not

apply-

Please delete.

Please delete.
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107 NEW,

GENERAL,

Section 7.0

The cleanup goal is a cumulative risk

of 1 E-5 and HI less than 1. The text

seems to indicate that any number,

as long as it is in the same

magnitude of risk, is acceptable to

Ohio EPA. This is not the case. In

addition, the cleanup range specified

in the NCP is 1E-4 to 1E-6, not a

multiplier of that value. Please

revise accordingly. In addition, since

the wrong cleanup goal was used to

evaluate the protectiveness of the

various alternatives, these

discussions will also need revision.

If, based on these revisions, the

alternatives do not meet the

threshold criteria of protectiveness

and compliance with ARARs, these

alternatives will have to be

eliminated.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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109

110

NEW,

Section 8.1

NEW,

Appendix 3A

NEW,

Appendices

3A&B

The discussion on State acceptance

does not state that, because of the

Director's Findings and Orders, there

is a requirement that the Army

receive Ohio EPA's approval of work

plans and designs for investigation

or remediation of Areas of Concern

prior to commencement of work. If

Ohio EPA does not concur in the

remedy, there is probably little

chance we would approve a work

plan implementing that remedy.

Therefore, the language in the FS

stating that comments from Ohio

EPA will be considered prior to the

selection of a remedy is not

accurate, and probably should be

revised to state that the Army will

obtain Ohio EPA's concurrence prior

to selection of the remedy.

Much of the information provided in

Appendix 3A is typically information

found in the risk characterization

section and discussion of the risk

assessment in the Rl report. In the

Feasibility Study Report, you should

already know what COCs need

remedial action.

Appendix 3A & B should have

appeared in the risk assessment that

was found in the Remedial

Investigation Report.

Please revise.

Since this was not determined in the

Rl report, this information should be

presented in the main text of this FS

report and not as an appendix, since

much of the discussion of COCs is

presented here. It should be clear

what COCs are in need of remedial

action.

Since it is presented for the first time

in the FS report, the information

should appear in the main text and

not as an appendix.
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111

112

113

NEW,

Appendix 3A

NEW,

Appendix

3A.4

NEW,

Appendix

3A.4

The appendix does a good job of

discussing and listing what COCs

are not going to be addressed;

however, the report needs to clearly

state what chemical COCs remain

and are the focus of discussions on

remedial action alternatives in this

FS report.

Text needs to clarify that the target

risk goal of 1E-5 and target hazard

index of 1 are cumulative goals.

Much of the discussion in this

section relates to toxicity and target

organ effects and it is not clearly

explained why this is being

discussed and what purpose this

information has with respect to target

risk levels and PRGs. The effects

on receptors due to exposure from

contaminants in multiple

environmental media should be

evaluated cumulatively, since the

Ohio National Guard trainee is

assumed to be exposed to soil,

sediment, surface water, and

groundwater.

These should be summarized and

presented in a table format for ease

of use.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR ERIE BURNING GROUNDS (RVAAP-02)

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: TODD R. FISHER, NEDO, DERR; AND BONNIE BUTHKER / LAURIE MOORE, OFFO, SWDO

DATE: JANUARY 19, 2006

CMT

#

114

115

116

OLD or NEW

and

PAGE #/

LINE#

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

COMMENT

There is no executive summary in

this feasibility study report.

For the human health and ecological

risk sections:

When discussing surface soil and

subsurface soil, please put the

depths in parentheses in the text, so

that the reader knows exactly what

depth interval is being evaluated and

discussed.

RECOMMENDATION

Please add an Executive Summary

that summarizes the information and

presents the preferred alternative.

Include a summary table that

summarizes the receptor and their

corresponding risk and hazard

estimates that were generated in the

Rl Reports.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and the tables.

RESPONSE
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117

118

119

NEW,

GENERAL,

NEW,

List of

Acronyms,

pages iv

through vi

NEW,

Section 1.0

page 1-1

line 3-4

The cleanup goal is a cumulative risk

of 1 E-5 and HI less than 1. The text

seems to indicate that any number,

as long as it is in the same

magnitude of risk, is acceptable to

Ohio EPA. This is not the case. In

addition, the cleanup range specified

in the NCP is 1E-4 to 1E-6, not a

multiplier of that value. Please

revise accordingly. In addition, since

the wrong cleanup goal was used to

evaluate the protectiveness of the

various alternatives, these

discussions will also need revision.

If, based on these revisions, the

alternatives do not meet the

threshold criteria of protectiveness

and compliance with ARARs, these

alternatives will have to be

eliminated.

"EPA" is not the correct acronym.

"DERR" stands for "Division of

Emergency and Remedial

Response"

The text mentions "...to achieve

interim closure..." without explaining

what is meant by this and why this

action is not going to achieve final

closure.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please change "EPA" to "USEPA"

Please change "Department" to

"Division"

The sentence that appears on page

1-2 lines 19-21 would be a nice

addition to help explain why this is an

interim action.
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120

121

122

123

124

NEW,

Section 2.1.2

page 2-2

lines 29-34

NEW,

Section 2.1.2

page 2-3

lines 1-4

NEW,

Section 2.2.6

Human

Health Risk

Assessment

NEW,

Section 2.2.7

Page 2-9

NEW,

Section 2.3

Appendix 2A

The text states that "activities at

RTLS include field operations and

bivouac training, convoy training,

equipment maintenance, and

storage of heavy equipment." What

about C-130 aircraft drop zone

operations or helicopter operations?

The text states that the perimeter is

patrolled regularly by the facility

caretaker contractor. The frequency

of these patrols have decreased

since the removal of the igloo

explosives.

The human health risk assessment

section should be very clear

regarding what soil depths were

evaluated when discussing surface

soil, deep surface, and subsurface

soil. If soil was only evaluated to 3 ft

bgs, then it should be clear that risks

from exposure to soil at depths

greater than 3 ft are unknown.

The ecological risk assessment

should specify what specific COPEC

were identified in the risk

assessment.

The trespasser should evaluate both

the juvenile and adult per the

FWHHRAM.

Please revise the text to include these

types of activities.

Please change "regularly" to

"intermittently."

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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125

126

127

NEW,

Section 3.1

page 3-2

lines 11-12

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

NEW,

Section 3.2

Anticipated

Future Land

Use,

page 3-3

lines 26-28

Sentence states that EBG is not

eligible for unrestricted reuse,

because it is being transferred to the

OHARNG. The basis for placing

restrictions on land is not based on

who the future property owner will

be. Land use restrictions are placed

on property due to the presence of

residual contaminants and whether

or not the anticipated exposure to

those residuals is protective based

on anticipated reuse. As such, the

OHARNG has indicated that they

want as few restrictions as possible,

in order for them to get the most

reuse from the property. In addition,

DoD policy requires the evaluation of

an unrestricted reuse scenario for

purposes of evaluating alternatives.

Clarify what PRGs you are referring

to in this sentence. Are these

Region IX PRGs or site specific

PRGs, often called site specific

preliminary cleanup goals, in order to

distinguish between these two

sources.

Should be removed or at least

revised b/c this is the current

situation, but the future of the fence

has not yet been determined by the

Army or OHARNG.

Revise this sentence to end at the

semicolon and remove the portion of

the sentence after the semicolon.

This should be clarified throughout

the FS report.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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128

129

130

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-3 and

throughout

the report:

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

Lines 19-27

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

Please clarify when you are referring

to the Region IX PRGs versus site

specific PRGs. Recall in a prior

conference call, AEC voiced a

concern about using standard

CERCLA language in these report;

therefore, the use of the term RGO

may need to be revised. In addition,

make sure that the meanings of

these terms are clearly defined when

using them, so that the reader

understands the differences between

RGO's, site specific PRGs, Region 9

PRGs, etc.

Add "cumulative" to the discussion of

target risk and target hazard index,

as Ohio EPA's acceptable levels are

based on cumulative effects. In

addition, this clarification will help

explain why it may be necessary to

adjust in instances where you have

more than 10 COCs.

The information provided in

Appendix 3A should be discussed

and presented in the main text to

help explain why the risk

assessment results identified COCs

and yet there are none identified for

action in this FS report.

Clarification needed.

Please clarify.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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131

132

NEW,

Section 3.3.1

Land Use

and COCs at

EBG,

page 3-5

lines 42-43

NEW,

Section 4.0,

page 4-2,

lines 23-33

Remove the portion of the sentence

beginning with "however, the

exposure assumptions for

trespasser are extremely

conservative." The exposure

assumptions are site specific and

designed to be reasonable yet

conservative, in order to be

protective of both current and future

exposures.

To my knowledge, Ohio EPA's

position regarding ARARs and the

need for permits for sites under

state cleanup orders has always

been that responsible parties must

acquire and comply with all

necessary permits, including all

substantive and administrative

requirements. I could not locate the

final policy number DERR-00-RR-01

to see how it was worded, or to see

if it only applied to National Priorities

listed sites. And since this "final"

policy was written three years prior

to the draft policy, the need to revise

the policy may be because it was not

accurate. Ohio EPA's position

regarding the need for permits at

non=NPL sites is the reason that the

Director's Findings and Orders

language is written the way that it

states. This language wasn't drafted

because Ohio EPA was confused as

to its position, but because the Army

and Ohio EPA could not agree on

the need for permits at the time the

Orders were being negotiated.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please revise accordingly.
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133

134

135

136

137

NEW,

Section 4.0

page 4-1

NEW,

Section 4.1,

page 4-2

line 23

NEW,

Section 4.1,

page 4-2

lines 31-32

NEW,

Section 4,

pages 4-4

NEW,

Section 4,

pages 4-10

and 4-11

Why is there a need for an ARAR

section and discussion if there are

no COCs to remediate in soils?

The text incorrectly references "The

Ohio Department of Emergency and

Remedial Response."

The text states that if "Ohio EPA

determines that a permit is required

for a particular remedial or removal

action at the RVAAP, the Parties will

meet and attempt in good faith to

resolve the issue."

VAP Generic standards do not

apply to RVAAP as ARARs for two

reasons. The first reason is that site

specific exposure scenarios have

been developed for this site that are

not consistent with any VAP generic

scenarios. The second reason is

that generic VAP standards were not

developed for explosives, which is

one of the constituents of concern at

RVAAP.

Again, VAP rules regarding urban

use designations do not apply to

RVAAP. As stated, the ground

water rules are specific to only VAP

sites, and since RVAAP is not in the

VAP program, this rule does not

apply.

Please provide clarification.

Please change the word

"Department" to "Division" in the text.

Please be advised that the site is

currently under the Director's

Findings and Orders (F&Os)." Please

consult the (F&Os), if there are any

questions regarding Ohio EPA's

function and authority.

Please delete.

Please delete.
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138

139

NEW,

Section 6.0

NEW,

Section 7.0

Conclusions,

page 7-1

The discussion on State acceptance

does not state that, because of the

Director's Findings and Orders, there

is a requirement that the Army

receive Ohio EPA's approval of work

plans and designs for investigation

or remediation of Areas of Concern

prior to commencement of work. If

Ohio EPA does not concur in the

remedy, there is probably little

chance we would approve a work

plan implementing that remedy.

Therefore, the language in the FS

stating that comments from Ohio

EPA will be considered prior to the

selection of a remedy is not

accurate, and probably should be

revised to state that the Army will

obtain Ohio EPA's concurrence prior

to selection of the remedy.

Conclusions are confusing because

there are no COCs therefore it is

unclear what the preferred plan is

and why a proposed plan and Rod

would be necessary - what remedial

action alternative are you proposing

to go forward with and take action?

In addition, it is unclear whether or

not this AOC can be released

unrestricted (from the chemical

exposure standpoint) since no COCs

were identified?

Please revise.

Clarification needed.
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140

141

142

NEW,

Appendices

3A&3B

NEW,

Appendices

3A&3B

NEW,

Appendix

3A.1

page 3A-3:

Much of the information provided in

appendix 3A is typically information

found in the risk characterization

section and discussion of the risk

assessment in the Rl report. In the

Feasibility Study Report, you should

already know what COCs need

remedial action.

Appendices 3A & B should have

appeared in the risk assessment that

was found in the Remedial

Investigation Report.

Text needs to clarify that the target

risk goal of 1E-5 and target hazard

index of 1 are cumulative goals

(lines 32-41).

Since this was not determined in the

Rl report, this information should be

presented in the main text of this FS

report and not as an appendix, since

much of the discussion of COCs is

presented here. It should be clear

what COCs are in need of remedial

action.

Since it is presented for the first time

in the FS report, the information

should appear in the main text and

not as an appendix.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR OPEN DEMOLITION AREA #2 (RVAAP-04)

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: TODD R. FISHER, NEDO, DERR; AND BONNIE BUTHKER / LAURIE MOORE, OFFO, SWDO

DATE: JANUARY 19, 2006

CMT

#

143

144

145

OLD or NEW

and

PAGE #/

LINE#

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

COMMENT

There is no executive summary in

this feasibility study report.

For the human health and ecological

risk sections:

When discussing surface soil and

subsurface soil, please put the

depths in parentheses in the text, so

that the reader knows exactly what

depth interval is being evaluated and

discussed.

RECOMMENDATION

Please add an Executive Summary

that summarizes the information and

presents the preferred alternative.

Include a summary table that

summarizes the receptor and their

corresponding risk and hazard

estimates that were generated in the

Rl Reports.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and the tables.

RESPONSE
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146

147

NEW,

GENERAL,

Throughout

the report

NEW,

GENERAL,

Please clarify when you are referring

to the Region IX PRGs versus site

specific PRGs. Recall in a prior

conference call, AEC voiced a

concern about using standard

CERCLA language in these report,

therefore, the use of the term RGO

may need to be evaluated. In

addition, make sure that the

meanings of these terms are clearly

defined when using them, so that the

reader understands the differences

between RGO's, PRGs, Region IX

PRGs, etc.

The cleanup goal is a cumulative risk

of 1 E-5 and HI less than 1. The text

seems to indicate that any number,

as long as it is in the same

magnitude of risk, is acceptable to

Ohio EPA. This is not the case. In

addition, the cleanup range specified

in the NCP is 1E-4 to 1E-6, not a

multiplier of that value. Please

revise accordingly. In addition, since

the wrong cleanup goal was used to

evaluate the protectiveness of the

various alternatives, these

discussions will also need revision.

If, based on these revisions, the

alternatives do not meet the

threshold criteria of protectiveness

and compliance with ARARs, these

alternatives will have to be

eliminated.

Please clarify my making the

appropriate changes to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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148

149

150

151

152

NEW,

List of

Acronyms,

pages iv

through vi

NEW,

Section 1.0

page 1-1

line 3-4:

NEW,

Section 1.3

Report

Organization,

page 1-3

lines 25-29:

NEW,

Section 2.1.2

page 2-2

lines 32-37

NEW,

Section 2.1.2

page 2-3

lines 2-4

"EPA" is not the correct acronym

"DERR" stands for "Division of

Emergency and Remedial

Response"

The text mentions "...to achieve

interim closure..." without explaining

what is meant by this and why this

action is not going to achieve final

closure.

The text indicates that the Phase II

Supplemental Remedial

Investigation data has not been

included in this FS report. Nature

and extent of contamination must be

determined in order to complete the

FS report.

The text states that "activities at

RTLS include field operations and

bivouac training, convoy training,

equipment maintenance, and

storage of heavy equipment." What

about C-130 aircraft drop zone

operations or helicopter operations?

The text states that the perimeter is

patrolled regularly by the facility

caretaker contractor. The frequency

of these patrols have decreased,

since the removal of the igloo

explosives.

Please change "EPA" to "USEPA"

Please change "Department" to

"Division"

The sentence that appears on page

1-2 lines 19-21 would be a nice

addition to help explain why this is an

interim action.

Until this additional information is

evaluated and incorporated into the

FS report, this FS report is

considered incomplete.

Please revise the text to include these

types of activities.

Please change "regularly" to

"intermittently."
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153

154

155

156

157

NEW,

Section 2.2.4

page 2-6

lines 15-17

NEW,

Section 2.2.6

Human

Health Risk

Assessment,

page 2-8

Lines 21-25

NEW,

Section 2.3

page 2-9

NEW,

Section 2.2.7

Page 2-9

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

If nature and extent were determined

in the Rl, why was additional

sampling conducted in November

2005? Why is this additional

information being evaluated

separately in this FS report?

This section should summarize the

results of the HHRA.

Reports that are submitted to Ohio

EPA for review and comment should

have all the information provided. It

is not acceptable to give Ohio EPA

an incomplete document for review.

The ecological risk assessment

should specify what specific COPEC

were identified in the risk

assessment.

Clarify what PRGs you are referring

to in this sentence. Are these

Region IX PRGs or site specific

PRGs, often called site specific

preliminary cleanup goals, in order to

distinguish between these two

sources.

Please clarify.

You should include a sentence that

tells the reader that the unrestricted

land use scenario was not evaluated

at this site b/c of the presence of

MEC and the continuation of ODA2 to

function as a detonation area.

As such, final decisions will not be

made until all information is received

and incorporated into the report.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

This should be clarified throughout

the FS report.
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158

159

160

161

162

NEW,

Section 3.2

Anticipated

Future Land

Use, page 3-

3 lines 12-14

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-3

Lines 39-43

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

NEW,

Section 3.6

COCs for

Remedial

Alternative

Evaluation

NEW,

Section 4.0

page 4-1

Should be removed or at least

revised b/c this is the current

situation, but the future of the fence

has not yet been determined by the

ArmyorOHARNG.

Add "cumulative" to the discussion

of target risk and target hazard index

as Ohio EPA's acceptable levels are

based on cumulative effects. In

addition, this clarification will help

explain why it may be necessary to

adjust, in instances, where you have

more than 10 COCs.

The information provided in

Appendix 3A should be discussed

and presented in the main text to

help explain why the risk

assessment results identified COCs

and yet there are none identified for

action in this FS report.

This FS report has determined that

there are no COCs identified? Can

this AOC be released for

unrestricted reuse, since there are

no COCs? What about the

additional information that has yet to

be evaluated for this AOC?

Why is there a need for an ARAR

section and discussion if there are

no COCs to remediate?

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please clarify.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please provide clarification.

Please provide explanation.
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163

164

NEW,

Section 4.0,

page 4-2,

lines 23-33

NEW,

Section 4.1,

page 4-2

line 23

To my knowledge, Ohio EPA's

position regarding ARARs and the

need for permits for sites under

state cleanup orders has always

been that responsible parties must

acquire and comply with all

necessary permits, including all

substantive and administrative

requirements. I could not locate the

final policy number DERR-00-RR-01

to see how it was worded, or to see

if it only applied to National Priorities

listed sites. And since this "final"

policy was written three years prior

to the draft policy, the need to revise

the policy may be because it was not

accurate. Ohio EPA's position

regarding the need for permits at

non=NPL sites is the reason that the

Director's Findings and Orders

language is written the way that it

states. This language wasn't drafted

because Ohio EPA was confused as

to its position, but because the Army

and Ohio EPA could not agree on

the need for permits at the time the

Orders were being negotiated.

The text incorrectly references "The

Ohio Department of Emergency and

Remedial Response."

Please revise accordingly.

Please change the word

"Department" to "Division" in the text.
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165

166

167

NEW,

Section 4.1,

page 4-2

lines 31-32

NEW,

Section

4.2.1.1,

page 4-4

NEW,

Section 4,

pages 4-10

The text states that if "Ohio EPA

determines that a permit is required

for a particular remedial or removal

action at the RVAAP, the Parties will

meet and attempt in good faith to

resolve the issue."

VAP Generic standards do not

apply to RVAAP as ARARs for two

reasons. The first reason is that site

specific exposure scenarios have

been developed for this site that are

not consistent with any VAP generic

scenarios. The second reason is

that generic VAP standards were not

developed for explosives, which is

one of the constituents of concern at

RVAAP.

Again, VAP rules regarding urban

use designations do not apply to

RVAAP. As stated, the ground

water rules are specific to only VAP

sites, and since RVAAP is not in the

VAP program, this rule does not

apply.

Please be advised that the site is

currently under the Director's

Findings and Orders (F&Os)." Please

consult the (F&Os), if there are any

questions regarding Ohio EPA's

function and authority.

Please delete.

Please delete.
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(

168

169

170

NEW,

Section 6.0

Conclusions,

page 6-1

NEW,

Section 8.1

NEW,

Appendix 2A

Conclusions are confusing because

there are no COCs; therefore, it is

unclear what the preferred plan is

and why a proposed plan and Rod

would be necessary - what remedial

action alternative are you proposing

to go forward with and take action?

In addition, it is unclear whether or

not this AOC can be released

unrestricted (from the chemical

exposure standpoint) since no COCs

were identified?.

The discussion on State acceptance

does not state that, because of the

Director's Findings and Orders, there

is a requirement that the Army

receive Ohio EPA's approval of work

plans and designs for investigation

or remediation of Areas of Concern

prior to commencement of work. If

Ohio EPA does not concur in the

remedy, there is probably little

chance we would approve a work

plan implementing that remedy.

Therefore, the language in the FS

stating that comments from Ohio

EPA will be considered prior to the

selection of a remedy is not

accurate, and probably should be

revised to state that the Army will

obtain Ohio EPA's concurrence prior

to selection of the remedy.

The trespasser should evaluate both

the juvenile and adult per the

FWHHRAM.

Please clarify.

Please revise.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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171

172

173

NEW,

Appendices

3A&3B

NEW,

Appendices

3A&3B

NEW,

Appendix

3A.1 page

3A-2

Much of the information provided in

Appendix 3A is typically information

found in the risk characterization

section and discussion of the risk

assessment in the Rl report. In the

Feasibility Study Report, you should

already know what COCs need

remedial action.

Appendix 3A & B should have

appeared in the risk assessment that

was found in the Remedial

Investigation Report.

Text needs to clarify that the target

risk goal of 1E-5 and target hazard

index of 1 are cumulative goals

(lines 32-41).

Since this was not determined in the

Rl report, this information should be

presented in the main text of this FS

report and not as an appendix, since

much of the discussion of COCs is

presented here. It should be clear

what COCs are in need of remedial

action?

Since it is presented for the first time

in the FS report, the information

should appear in the main text and

not as an appendix.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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PRELIMINARY DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR FUZE AND BOOSTER QUARRY LANDFILL / PONDS (RVAAP-16)

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: TODD R. FISHER, NEDO, DERR; AND BONNIE BUTHKER / LAURIE MOORE, OFFO, SWDO

DATE: JANUARY 19, 2006

CMT

#

174

175

176

OLD or NEW

and

PAGE #/

LINE#

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

NEW,

GENERAL

COMMENT

There is no executive summary in

this feasibility study report.

For the human health and ecological

risk sections:

When discussing surface soil and

subsurface soil, please put the

depths in parentheses in the text, so

that the reader knows exactly what

depth interval is being evaluated and

discussed.

RECOMMENDATION

Please add an Executive Summary

that summarizes the information and

presents the preferred alternative.

Include a summary table that

summarizes the receptor and their

corresponding risk and hazard

estimates that were generated in the

Rl Reports.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text and the tables.

RESPONSE
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177

178

NEW,

GENERAL,

Throughout

the report

NEW,

GENERAL

Please clarify when you are referring

to the Region IX PRGs versus site

specific PRGs. Recall in a prior

conference call, AEC voiced a

concern about using standard

CERCLA language in these reports;

therefore, the use of the term RGO

may need to be evaluated. In

addition, make sure that the

meanings of these terms are clearly

defined when using them, so that the

reader understands the differences

between RGO's, PRGs, Region 9

PRGs, etc.

Throughout the report: Please

clarify when you are referring to the

Region IX PRGs versus site specific

PRGs. In addition, make sure that

the meanings of these terms are

clearly defined when using them, so

that the reader understands the

differences between site specific

PRGs, Region IX PRGs, and please

make an effort to remove the term

RGOs from this report.

Please clarify my making the

appropriate changes to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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179

180

181

182

NEW,

GENERAL,

NEW,

List of

Acronyms,

pages iv

through vi

NEW,

Section 1.0

page 1-1

line 3-4

NEW,

Section 1.2

page 1-2

lines 42-43

The cleanup goal is a cumulative risk

of 1 E-5 and HI less than 1. The text

seems to indicate that any number,

as long as it is in the same

magnitude of risk, is acceptable to

Ohio EPA. This is not the case. In

addition, the cleanup range specified

in the NCP is 1E-4 to 1E-6, not a

multiplier of that value. Please

revise accordingly. In addition, since

the wrong cleanup goal was used to

evaluate the protectiveness of the

various alternatives, these

discussions will also need revision.

If, based on these revisions, the

alternatives do not meet the

threshold criteria of protectiveness

and compliance with ARARs, these

alternatives will have to be

eliminated.

"EPA" is not the correct acronym

"DERR" stands for "Division of

Emergency and Remedial

Response"

The text mentions "...to achieve

interim closure..." without explaining

what is meant by this and why this

action is not going to achieve final

closure.

The trespasser should evaluate both

the juvenile and adult per the

FWHHRAM.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please change "EPA" to "USEPA"

Please change "Department" to

"Division"

The sentence that appears on page

1-2 lines 19-21 would be a nice

addition to help explain why this is an

interim action.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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183

184

185

186

NEW,

Section 1.3

page 1-3

lines 37-41

Section 2.2.6

and Section

2.2.7

NEW,

Section 2.4

page 2-9

NEW,

Appendix 2A

The text indicates that the Phase II

Supplemental Remedial

Investigation data has not been

included in this FS report. Nature

and extent of contamination must be

determined, in order to complete the

FS report. Until this additional

information is evaluated and

incorporated into the FS report, this

FS report is considered incomplete.

Reports that are submitted to Ohio

EPA for review and comment should

have all the information provided. It

is not acceptable to give Ohio EPA

an incomplete document for review.

For the human health and ecological

risk sections:

Nature and extent of contamination

are supposed to be determined prior

to conducting the risk assessments

and moving forward into the

feasibility study. Since extent is still

being defined, how will this new

information be evaluated and

incorporated into this report?

Appendix 2A - The trespasser

should evaluate both the juvenile

and adult per the FWHHRAM.

As such, final decisions will not be

made until all information is received

and incorporated into the report.

Include a summary table that

summarizes the receptor and their

corresponding risk and hazard

estimates that were generated in the

Rl Reports.

Please clarify.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.
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187

188

189

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

lines 11-12

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-2

line 6

NEW,

Section 3.1

Remedial

Action

Objectives,

page 3-3

line 6-7

Sentence states that LL 12 is not

eligible for unrestricted reuse,

because it is being transferred to the

OHARNG. The basis for placing

restrictions on land is not based on

who the future property owner will

be. Land use restrictions are placed

on property due to the presence of

residua! contaminants and whether

or not the anticipated exposure to

those residuals is protective based

on anticipated reuse. As such, the

OHARNG has indicated that they

want as few restrictions as possible,

in order for them to get the most

reuse from the property. In addition,

DoD policy requires the evaluation of

an unrestricted reuse scenario for

purposes of evaluating alternatives.

Clarify what PRGs you are referring

to in this sentence. Are these

Region IX PRGs or site specific

PRGs, often called site specific

preliminary cleanup goals in order to

distinguish between these two

sources.

Clarify how these PRGs will be used.

It is not clear. Are you saying that

the calculated 95% UCL value for a

specific COC, using confirmation

sample results, will be compared to

the site specific PRG to determine if

the remedial action is acceptable?

Revise this sentence to end at the

semicolon and remove the portion of

the sentence after the semicolon.

This should be clarified throughout

the FS report.

Clarification needed.
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190

191

192

193

NEW,

Section 3.2

Anticipated

Future Land

Use,

page 3-3

lines 27-29

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

lines 8-9

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-3

lines 41

NEW,

Section 3.3

page 3-4

Lines 22-30

Should be removed or at least

revised b/c this is the current

situation, but the future of the fence

has not yet been determined by the

ArmyorOHARNG.

Remove the portion of this sentence

beginning with "However, FBQ is not

currently..." this FS report evaluates

whether or not unrestricted reuse is

possible. The OHARNG has voiced

a preference for unrestricted land

where feasible.

Recall in a prior conference call,

AEC voiced a concern about using

standard CERCLA language in these

report; therefore, the use of the term

RGO may need to be revised.

Add "cumulative" to the discussion of

target risk and target hazard index,

as Ohio EPA's acceptable levels are

based on cumulative effects. In

addition, this clarification will help

explain why it may be necessary to

adjust in instances where you have

more than 10COCs.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

Please clarify.
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194

195

NEW,

Section 4.0,

page 4-2,

lines 23-33

NEW,

Section 4.1,

page 4-2

line 23

To my knowledge, Ohio EPA's

position regarding ARARs and the

need for permits for sites under

state cleanup orders has always

been that responsible parties must

acquire and comply with all

necessary permits, including all

substantive and administrative

requirements. I could not locate the

final policy number DERR-OO-RR-01

to see how it was worded, or to see

if it only applied to National Priorities

listed sites. And since this "final"

policy was written three years prior

to the draft policy, the need to revise

the policy may be because it was not

accurate. Ohio EPA's position

regarding the need for permits at

non=NPL sites is the reason that the

Director's Findings and Orders

language is written the way that it

states. This language wasn't drafted

because Ohio EPA was confused as

to its position, but because the Army

and Ohio EPA could not agree on

the need for permits at the time the

Orders were being negotiated.

The text incorrectly references "The

Ohio Department of Emergency and

Remedial Response."

Please revise accordingly.

Please change the word

"Department" to "Division" in the text.
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196

197

198

NEW,

Section 4.1,

page 4-2

lines 31-32

NEW,

Section

4.2.1.1,

page 4-4

NEW,

Section 4,

pages 4-10

The text states that if "Ohio EPA

determines that a permit is required

for a particular remedial or removal

action at the RVAAP, the Parties will

meet and attempt in good faith to

resolve the issue."

VAP Generic standards do not

apply to RVAAP as ARARs for two

reasons. The first reason is that site

specific exposure scenarios have

been developed for this site that are

not consistent with any VAP generic

scenarios. The second reason is

that generic VAP standards were not

developed for explosives, which is

one of the constituents of concern at

RVAAP.

Again, VAP rules regarding urban

use designations do not apply to

RVAAP. As stated, the ground

water rules are specific to only VAP

sites, and since RVAAP is not in the

VAP program, this rule does not

apply.

Please be advised that the site is

currently under the Director's

Findings and Orders (F&Os)." Please

consult the (F&Os), if there are any

questions regarding Ohio EPA's

function and authority.

Please delete.

Please delete.
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199

200

201

NEW,

Section 8.1

NEW,

Appendix 3A

NEW,

Appendix

3A&B

The discussion on State acceptance

does not state that, because of the

Director's Findings and Orders, there

is a requirement that the Army

receive Ohio EPA's approval of work

plans and designs for investigation

or remediation of Areas of Concern

prior to commencement of work. If

Ohio EPA does not concur in the

remedy, there is probably little

chance we would approve a work

plan implementing that remedy.

Therefore, the language in the FS

stating that comments from Ohio

EPA will be considered prior to the

selection of a remedy is not

accurate, and probably should be

revised to state that the Army will

obtain Ohio EPA's concurrence prior

to selection of the remedy.

Much of the information provided in

appendix 3A is typically information

found in the risk characterization

section and discussion of the risk

assessment in the Rl report. In the

Feasibility Study Report, you should

already know what COCs need

remedial action.

Appendix 3A & B should have

appeared in the risk assessment that

was found in the Remedial

Investigation Report.

Please revise.

Since this was not determined in the

Rl report, this information should be

presented in the main text of this FS

report and not as an appendix, since

much of the discussion of COCs is

presented here. It should be clear

what COCs are in need of remedial

action?

Since it is presented for the first time

in the FS report, the information

should appear in the main text and

not as an appendix.
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202

203

204

NEW,

Appendix 3A

NEW,

Appendix 3A

NEW,

Appendix 3A

Section 3A: The appendix does a

good job of discussing and listing

what COCs are not going to be

addressed; however, the report

needs to clearly state what chemical

COCs remain and are the focus of

discussions on remedial action

alternatives in this FS report.

Section 3A.4: Text needs to clarify

that the target risk goal of 1E-5 and

target hazard index of 1 are

cumulative goals.

Section 3A.4: Much of the

discussion in this section relates to

toxicity and target organ effects and

it is not clearly explained why this is

being discussed and what purpose

this information has with respect to

target risk levels and PRGs.

These should be summarized and

presented in a table format for ease of

use.

Please make the appropriate changes

to the text.

The effects on receptors due to

exposure from contaminants in

multiple environmental media should

be evaluated cumulatively, since the

Ohio National Guard trainee is

assumed to be exposed to soil,

sediment, surface water, and

groundwater.
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OrtoEKV
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 EastAurora Road TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX; (330)487-0769 Bob Taft. Governor
Twinsburg. OH 44087-1924 www.epa.slate o!i us Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

^immM^OOe '"4 RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

ORDER EXTENSION

Mr. Irv Venger, Industrial Specialist

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant CERTIFIED MAIL

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Northeast District Office, Division of Emergency and

Remedial Response, has received a schedule extension request for the response to comments on

the preliminary draft Feasibility Studies (FSs) for the performance based contract forfflKHMftflNMtti
iifcW"WfefMOMN pt the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant (RVAAP). The extension request was

generated by the contractor on January 25, 2006 and forwarded through the RVAAP via e-mail on

January 30, 2006.

According to the received correspondence, approximately 880 comments were generated on the FSs

by the reviewers. Given the volume of comments, it is not clear to Ohio EPA as to how the contractor

expects that comment resolution can be completed in two (2) separate sessions of 3 - 4 hours each.

Additionally, given the fact that the six FSs will not be re-submitted on February 20, 2006, the

contractor and Army should be requesting an extension now, and not wait until after the comment

resolution meetings.

Ohio EPA agrees that the request for extension related to the six FSs comment resolution meetings

is reasonable. However, for future requests, Ohio EPA would request that the Army put the request

on letterhead and submit it via U.S. mail.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at

(330)963-1221.

Sincerely,

s. -

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS Kevin Jago, SAIC

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

::edonRecv,n?o^^r <^)i< > <r.r\-\ ■ -■<; Eijiiiil Of >f;. vanity Employer



OHbEFft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330:487-0769 Bob Taft, Governor
Twinsburg. OH 44087-1924 www.epa state oh us Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

ORDER EXTENSION

Mr. Irv Venger

Industrial Specialist

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Northeast District Office, Division of Emergency and

Remedial Response, has received a schedule extension request for the submission of the draft

Feasibility Studies (FSs) for the performance based contract for'Sb^^wffiffie^^
«*>ftcem*t the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant (RVAAP). The request is to submit the reports on

March 31, 2006. The extension request was generated by the Army and received at Ohio EPA via

fax on February 07, 2006.

Ohio EPA agrees that the request for extension related to the submission of the six (6) FS reports

is reasonable and acceptable.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me

at 330-963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM:bo

pc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Kevin Jago, SAIC

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

[€.d .-r, Re . t.,, P r Ohio FPA is ..in Equal QpportWHty Employer



OhfeEFft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

TELE: [330)963-1200 FAX: (330) 487-0769

www epa.state oh us

Bob Taft. Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

' RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

ORDER EXTENSION

Mr. Irv Venger

Industrial Specialist CERTIFIED MAIL

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Northeast District Office, Division of Emergency and

Remedial Response has received a schedule extension request for the issuance of the preliminary-

draft Proposed Plans (PPs) for the performance based contract for stg|G> m^i^tHtitiwC&areasfcof

«pi8ililiftMh&Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant (RVAAP). The extension request was generated by

the Army on March 20, 2006, and received via fax on the same date.

Ohio EPA agrees that the request for extension related to the issuance of the 6 PPs is reasonable.

However, be advised that Ohio EPA will not expedite reviews of any documents or comment response

matrices in order for the contractor to make up this lost time. The 45 day review time will remain in

effect. Additionally, given the tight Army time-frame for completing the work at these 6 AOCs, Ohio

EPA requests that the contractor confirm this schedule, and any further schedule slippages, with Ms.

JoAnn Watson of the Army Environmental Center (AEC) and Mr. Glen Beckham of the U.S. Army

Corps of Engineers (USACE) - Louisville.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at

(330(963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Kevin Jago, SAIC

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

:ed on Re^yJed
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2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

ONoEFft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX; (330) 487-0769

www epa state oh.us

Bob Taft. Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

DRAFT FEASIBILITY STUDY REPORTS

6 HIGH PRIORITY SITES - GENERAL

AND RQL COMMENTS

Mr. Irv Venger CERTIFIED MAIL

Environmental Program Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) has received and reviewed the

documents entitled: 1) Draft, Feasibility Study for Load Line 12 (LL-12) at the Ravenna Army

Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; 2) Draft, Feasibility Study for Erie Burning Grounds (EBG)

at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; 3) Draft, Feasibility Study for Fuze

and Booster Quarry Landfill / Ponds (FBQ) at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna,

Ohio; 4) Draft, Feasibility Study for Open Demolition Area #2 (ODA#2) at the Ravenna Army

Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; 5) Draft, Feasibility Study for Ramsdell Quarry Landfill

(RQL) at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio; and 6) Draft, Feasibility Study

for Central Burn Pits (CBP) at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant, Ravenna, Ohio. These

documents, dated March 2006 and received at Ohio EPA on March 31,2006, were prepared

for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) - Louisville District, by SAIC, Inc., under

contract number GS-10F-0076J, delivery order number W912QR-05-F-0033.

These documents were reviewed by personnel from Ohio EPA's Northeast District Office

(NEDO), Division of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR); and the Office of Federal

Facilities Oversight (OFFO). General comments for the 6 High Sites AOCs FSs and specific

comments for RQL FS are presented in table form (see enclosure). Comments on EBG, LL-

12, ODA#2, FBQ, and CBP FSs are forthcoming and will be submitted under separate cover.

® r"Vj on Re< y. it-1 P=Jprr
Ohio EPA t$ ■.:: Equal Oppc ffj Employer



MR. IRVVENGER

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

MAY 15, 2006

PAGE 2

If you have any questions regarding this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact

me at (330) 963-1148.

Sincerely,

Todd R. Fisher

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

Todd.Fisher@epa.state.oh.us

TRF/kss

Enclosure

cc: Eileen Mohr, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

LTCTomTadsen, RTLS

Kevin Jago, SAIC, Oak Ridge

Katie Elgin, RTLS

Jed Thomas, SAIC, Twinsburg

John Jent, USACE, Louisville

Glen Beckham, USACE, Louisville

David Brancato, USACE, Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE, Louisville

Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

JoAnn Watson, AEC



DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDIES FOR 6 HIGH PRIORITY AREAS OF CONCERN (AOCs)

GENERAL COMMENTS, THOUGHTS, AND CONCERNS PERTAINING TO ALL SIX REPORTS

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: BONNIE BUTHKER, OFFO, SWDO; and TODD FISHER, DERR, NEDO

DATE: MAY 15, 2006

CMT#

1

COMMENT

Issues with Recommended Alternatives:

The Land Use Control (LUC) only alternative is the recommended alternative for Load Line 12

(LL12), Fuse and Booster Quarry Landfill and Ponds, and Ramsdell Quarry. All three AOCs have

exposure units that pose risk outside of acceptable levels for the defined receptor, and the

recommended alternative uses additional administrative controls to limit access to these areas

(inconsistent with the proposed OHARNG use plan). Ohio EPA does not feel that this alternative

is appropriate for these AOCs and feels that other alternatives should be recommended. Our

rationale is discussed below.

As stated in the Feasibility Study for Load Line 12,". . . land use controls are not to be used as the

sole remedy at a CERCLA site unless the use of active measures such as treatment and/or

containment of source material are determined to not be practicable [(40 CFR § 300.430 (a)(1)

(D)]." At LL12, Ramsdell Quarry, and the Fuse and Booster Quarry Ponds AOCs, only limited

areas of surface contamination need to be addressed so that the AOCs meet standards necessary

for the proposed future use. Therefore, active measures are not impracticable to address

contamination at these AOCS, and the CERCLA rationale necessary to support selection of LUC

only remedies is not met. There are also other reasons why Ohio EPA feels that a LUC only

remedy is not the appropriate choice for these AOCs. One reason is that Ohio EPA feels that the

OHARNG will have enough LUCs to monitor, maintain, and enforce at AOCs where these LUCs

are needed to limit exposure so that cleanup standards consistent with the OHARNG proposed

reuse remain protective. This also includes LUCs necessary under the Military Munitions

Response Program, where there are significant impracticability issues that prevent removal of

Munitions and Explosives of Concern at some AOCs (ODA2, for example) so that they can be

available for unrestricted OHARNG usage.

RESPONSE

Page 1 of 12



1 Cont'd They do not need the responsibility of additional LUCs inconsistent with their proposed reuse that

would be unnecessary if an active remedy was selected. Secondly, there is only limited areas of

contamination that need remediation to ensure that the entire AOC meets the OHARNG's

proposed reuse. Removal of contaminated soils and dry sediments is a more protective remedy

than implementing LUCs to restrict small areas of the AOC to soldiers training at the site. And the

last reason is that the small cost differential between leaving contamination in place and restricting

access versus active remedies such as removal with off-site disposal. The difference in cost

between the two alternatives does not support the LUC only alternative as being the best overall

remedy. Ohio EPA therefore feels that any alternative selected for all High Sites (except 0DA2

and EBG) must meet cleanup standards protective under the OHARNG reuse plan. The only

LUCs that should be implemented are those necessary to ensure reuse is restricted to the

scenario used to develop the cleanup standard, which should be consistent with the OHARNG's

proposed reuse of the site.

Based on our initial evaluation of the alternatives evaluated in the Feasibility Studies for each

AOC, Ohio EPA recommends the following alternatives for soils and dry sediments at these AOCs

(Comments # 2, # 3, # 4, # 5, # 6, and # 7 below):

Page 2 of 12



2

3

Load Line 12 - Alternative 3 - removal and off-site disposal of dry sediments in the Main Ditch

Exposure unit. The scope of this alternative should include removal of all sediment above the risk

based cleanup number of 31.1 mg/kg arsenic within this exposure unit, not a risk based goal of 10-

5 as proposed in the March 30, 2006 email from Kevin Jago. It is our opinion that this approach

was proposed to limit the amount of soils removed within the Main Ditch in hopes that the removed

area and remaining data points could be incorporated into a residual risk assessment that would

show that a 1E-5 goal was obtained. Our opinion is based on reviewing figures in the FS and Rl

that show there are several data points exceeding the 31 mg/kg cleanup standard (within the

contiguous area of contamination), but were not included in the proposed area of excavation.

There are several reasons why this change in cleanup criteria is not acceptable. The first is that

there are several areas in the ditch that were not sampled during the Rl, which, if sampled and

these data included in a residual risk assessment, could demonstrate that the overall cleanup was

not protective. Ohio EPA would; therefore, require additional sampling of these areas (discrete

samples, since Ohio EPA does not yet accept the use of multi-incremental sampling for risk

assessment) before the residual risk assessment could be performed to document obtainment of a

risk based cleanup goal of 1E-5. It is not normal protocol to go back and resample areas where

cleanup was not performed once a remedial action was completed. This approach would then call

into question why we did not resample other areas at other AOCs (for example - LL1-4) as part of

the proposed remedy. The second reason is that every proposed plan and draft ROD has listed

cleanup standards as numerical values, and determined the extent of soil removal required based

on those standards. Using a risk based goal within an exposure unit instead of a numeric value is

a completely new approach, inconsistent with the established methodology being used at LL1 -4

and Winklepeck Burning Grounds. It would be difficult to document compliance, especially since a

risk based goal would imply other contaminants would be factored into attainment of that goal.

There is no justification for the change in rationale regarding cleanup, especially with Ohio EPA

concurring in the use of multi-incremental sampling to confirm that the clean level has been

obtained. If this approach was proposed because of the concern that discrete confirmation

samples would require additional removal of discrete soil locations, it is our understanding that

multi-incremental sampling will eliminate that problem.

Fuze and Booster Quarry Landfill/Ponds - Alternative 3 - Excavation of Soils/Dry Sediments of the

Ditch Exposure unit, and Off-site Disposal. Area of soils/dry sediments to be excavated will be

determined by the area of contamination that exceeds standards based on National Guard trainee

use scenario.

Page 3 of 12



4

5

6

Ramsdell Quarry Landfill - two alternatives would potentially be acceptable. One is alternative 3 -

excavation and removal of the soil contamination that poses a risk to the Security worker (since

that was selected as the RME receptor for the AOC). This material would be disposed of off-site.

The other alternative that may be acceptable could be implemented consistent with the asbestos

contaminated material, if Ohio EPA approves that material being disposed of at Ramsdell Quarry.

If that approach is approved, the contaminated PAH soils could be consolidated within that

disposal area, and a soil cover placed over this site. Restrictions consistent with the solid waste

cap (no excavation-restricted access) would be maintained as part of this remedy.

Erie Burning Grounds - The proposed No Action Alternative is acceptable, with the following

proposed modifications to the wording describing this alternative: "Therefore, it is recommended

that EBG undergoes no further action with respect to chemical contamination in soils/dry

sediments. MEC issues at EBG will be addressed under the MMRP program {lines 7-9 from the

Open Demolition Area 2 FS). Interim use restrictions will be maintained at EBG until such time

that a final remedial decision regarding MEC is determined under the MMRP program." The FS

should also be modified and issued as an addendum to the Final Phase II Rl Report for Erie

Burning Ground. Since the conclusions of the risk assessment found that the chemical

contamination did not pose a risk, there is no need to continue to evaluate this site and complete a

FS prior to selection of the No Action alternative. One outstanding MC issue that will also need to

be addressed through either the MMRP program or the site-wide surface water program is

contamination in the wet sediments. This decision does not have to be included in the Rl

addendum (since wet sediments is outside of the scope of this PBC), but should be addressed

before EBG is officially closed.

Open Demolition Area 2 - The proposed No Action Alternative is acceptable, with the following

proposed modifications to the wording describing this alternative: " Interim use restrictions will be

maintained at 0DA2 until such time that a final remedial decision regarding MEC is determined

under the MMRP program." The FS should also be modified and issued as an addendum to the

Final Phase II Rl Report for ODA2. Since the conclusions of the risk assessment found that the

chemical contamination did not pose a risk, there is no need to continue to evaluate this site and

complete an FS prior to selection of the No Action alternative.

Page 4 of 12



7 Central Burn Pits - The alternative of removing the soil piles and disposing of them at an off-site

facility is acceptable to Ohio EPA. While Ohio EPA recognizes that these waste piles were not

sampled in a manner such that the risk posed by the piles could be determined, we still feel that

this action could be completed under this contract as a CERCLA response. Since analytical

results from samples collected from the pile have determined that these piles are hazardous

waste, we feel that contamination present within the pile poses a significant enough concern to

justify removal of these piles. We also feel that removing the piles now instead of collecting

additional environmental data to characterize the risk of the piles is a more cost effective approach

to address this problem. We also feel that a CERCLA approach is a more appropriate response

(since this material was placed before 1980), instead of using RCRA or some other regulation to

prompt removal of the material.

Page 5 of 12



Issues Concerning how the information in the Feasibility Study is presented:

In looking at the revised Feasibility Studies, I still have concerns that they are too critical of the

results of the risk assessment. The main focus of the Feasibility Study is to determine the

appropriate remedial actions to take at a site to address unacceptable chemical contamination (as

determined by the risk assessment). Its purpose is not to criticize the risk assessment process as

being too conservative. While t can appreciate that the Army wants to present information so that

risk management decisions can be made, the amount of criticism in these documents leads the

reader to question why the Rl documents were finalized and the conclusions of the risk

assessment not questioned prior to this point in the process. The discussions, as written now in

the document, question the choice of receptor used to determine RME, question (see Ramsdell

Quarry, for example) and the selection of COCs for sites. If there was this much uncertainty

before the Rl was completed, all sites should have been reevaluated prior to completion of an FS

on them. In addition, it is Ohio EPA's position that risk management cannot be used to determine

not to take an action once the U.S.EPA risk range of 1E-4 is exceeded, unless an active

remediation would be impracticable. And since most contamination is at the surface and limited, it

will be very difficult to support that an active remedy is impracticable.

As Ohio EPA stated in our January 19, 2006 comment letter on the preliminary draft documents,

the FS reports for each site should clearly discuss the extent of contamination that needs to be

remediated (as determined during the Rl), and then evaluate what remedial technologies would be

most effective to address that contamination. These remedial technologies are then used to

develop remedial alternatives for the site, which are then evaluated against the nine criteria. If the

alternatives don't meet the threshold criteria (protective of human health and the environment - as

defined by the established RME for that AOC) or they do not meet ARARs, then they are

eliminated from consideration. They don't go forward. And, since engineering and institutional

controls have a high failure rate, they alone are not usually considered protective if contamination

is present that poses a risk to the identified RME for that AOC. Remember that the FS is what

document is used to support the proposed plan - so the clearer and more concise this necessary

information is presented in the FS, the more chance the public will be able to understand the

rationale behind our selection of the proposed alternative.

Some recommended changes were not made. Please double check to make sure all proposed

changes agreed to in the CRT are made in the revised documents.

10 All documents must be delivered at the same time. This includes the redline/strikeout versions. If

documents are delivered at different times, Ohio EPA will calculate the due date based on the last

delivered document (i.e., April 14 vs March 30).
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11

12

13

14

15

16

Please submit future redline/strikeout versions as spiral bound copies. Black binder-clipped,

loose-leafed pages easily get out of order and make the review more difficult.

An effort should be made to preserve the original Ohio EPA CRT comment numbers. This could

be done by designating them as 0-1,0-2, 0-3, etc., and the Army's as A-1, A-2, A-3, etc., on any

revised CRTs.

The redline/strikeout versions of the FSs were missing the requested Executive Summaries. Even

though they were included in the clean copy of the FSs, several reviewers missed them.

Redline/strikeout versions are extremely helpful to Ohio EPA; however, they must be complete

(showing all changes, deletions, and new sections additions).

Using the team.rvaap.org datawiz was extremely helpful in spot checking data values, such as

those used to estimate excavation areas and volumes presented in the FS. However, it appears

that the data set on the team website is incomplete (i.e., CBP and FBQ). Please check with Pat

Ryan to see when the data set on team.rvaap.org will be updated with all data pertaining to the 6

High Site AOCs.

One or more of the FSs may require extra review cycles. The number of iterations required before

the document can be approved is solely dependent on the quality of the document(s) that is

submitted.

Redline/strike-out version pages are not sequentially numbered in some of the FSs [i.e., Ramsdell

Quarry Landfill FS redline/strike-out version has duplicate pages (2-1,2-2,2-3,2-4,2-5,2-6,2-7,2-8)].

Please correct this discrepancy in the RQL FS redline/strike-out version and all other FS versions

where this occurs.
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DRAFT, FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR RAMSDELL QUARRY LANDFILL (RVAAP-01)

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT (RVAAP)

OHIO EPA REVIEWERS: TODD R. FISHER, NEDO, DERR; AND BONNIE BUTHKER / LAURIE MOORE, OFFO, SWDO

DATE: MAY 15, 2006

CMT

#

1

2

3

REDLINE

or CLEAN

COPY

CLEAN

CLEAN

REDLINE

AND

CLEAN

OLD or NEW

and

PAGE #/

LINE#

OLD, Comments

69 CRT

OLD, Comment*

76 CRT

NEW, General

COMMENT

Revisions were not made to Section 3,

page 3-4, line 42, or Section 3, page 3-12,

line as agreed to in CRT.

Not all "EPA" occurrences have been

changed to "USEPA" as agreed to in CRT

(i.e., Page 2A-6, Appendix 2A, line 9).

General Comment - Remove all text that

discusses the "highly conservative nature

of risk calculations" from this document.

Risk methodology and the Facility

Wide Human Health Risk Assessment

Manual (2005) was developed to be

specific for the Ravenna site;

therefore, the assumptions used for

the risk calculations are considered

appropriate, since these were

developed specifically for Ravenna. If

there are reasons or factors that should

be considered when interpreting the risk

calculations and characterization results,

then take the time to spell out the

specifics of these issues, clearly, in the

report.

RECOMMENDATION

Please make changes in next revision

cycle.

Please make changes in next revision

cycle.

Please make the appropriate changes to

the text.

RESPONSE
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4

5

6

CLEAN

REDLINE

REDLINE

NEW, Section

2.2.1, page 2-3,

line 25

NEW, Section

2.2.7, page 2-2,

Iine7

NEW, Section

3.1, page 3-3,

lines 6-7

The text makes reference to quartz

pebble conglomerate. This is incorrect.

New Comment = TYPO. Assessment is

spelled incorrectly.

New Comment - CRT # 84 asked for

clarification and this comment was

addressed and incorporated into this FS

report as requested. However, on page

3-3, line 6-7, please remove the text in

parentheses which reads "...(e.g. 95%

upper confidence limit [UCL 951 of the

mean of site data should be less than or

equal too the preliminary cleanup goal) of

COCs that may remain at RQL." For

purposes of this comment, the text that

should be removed appears in italics and

is underlined in the above, such that the

revised reads "...(e.g. site data should be

less than or equal too the preliminary

cleanup goal) of COCs that may remain at

RQL." The reason for this request is due

to the uncertainty regarding the sampling

approach to be used for confirmation

sampling. The 95% UCL of the mean will

not be calculated if using the multi-

incremental approach for confirmation

sampling.

Change "quartz" to "quartzite."

Change Assessmnent to Assessment.

Please make the appropriate changes to

the text.
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7

8

REDLINE

REDLINE

NEW, Table 3-3,

page 3-15

NEW, Table 3-7,

page 3-28 {Table

not identified)

The preliminary cleanup goal for lead

should be reported as 400 mg/kg only,

instead of as the range 400-1200 mg/kg.

The reason for this is because the

Resident Subsistence Farmer receptor is

one that represents an unrestricted reuse

and the 1200 mg/kg level is restricted to

areas of bare soil and would preclude

children playing in these areas. This

comment applies to Table 3-8 as well and

all other applicable tables.

Does this FS evaluate remedies for "hot

spots" that may need to be addressed for

the security guard/maintenance worker?

For instance, looking at the table on page

3-28, the maximum site concentration for

lead is 3710 mg/kg, which is clearly

greater than the EPC, the background

level, and the Preliminary Cleanup Goal

of 750 mg/kg; however, the risk

management consideration only looks at

the fact that the EPC is less than the

Preliminary Cleanup Goal, which is one

factor to consider. However, this report

fails to identify all sample locations that

exceed the preliminary cleanup goal. All

sample locations that exceed the

preliminary cleanup goal should be

evaluated and delineated to determine

if exposure to these areas are

acceptable or need to be addressed in

this FS report. Include a map

depicting the location where these

results exceed the preliminary cleanup

goal.

Please make the appropriate changes to

the text.

Please provide clarification and make the

appropriate changes to the text.
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10

11

REDLINE

REDLINE

REDLINE

NEW, Table 3-

14, Section 3.6,

page 3-39

NEW, Section

9.0, page 9-1,

lines 12-15

NEW, Section

9.0

This table summarizes those COCs that

will be carried forward for evaluation of

remedial alternatives in this FS. From

review of the table, there are no

chemicals of concern listed for the

Security Guard/Maintenance Worker and

the only COCs that are listed are for the

Resident Subsistence Farmer. However,

in prior sections of the text, the point was

made that this site is a former landfill and

this would preclude the site from being

unrestricted. Therefore, it is confusing as

to what is being evaluated in this FS

report. Is this FS simply evaluating a

scenario that, based on text in prior

sections, is unreasonable and

unattainable?

Remove these 2 sentences beginning

with "The representative receptor

provides a conservative surrogate for

other possible receptors...(and) The

potential for the representative receptor..."

Also, replace "representative receptor"

with "Security Guard/Maintenance

Worker" as to not confuse the reader that

these cleanup goals are based on the

National Guard Trainee receptor scenario.

Please add text to clearly address the

issue that restrictions are needed to

prevent exposure to soils below 31 bgs are

needed, since subsurface soils below this

depth (3' bgs) were not characterized.

Please clarify.

Please make the appropriate changes to

the text.

Please make the appropriate changes to

the text.
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12

13

CLEAN

CLEAN

NEW, Figure 3B-

1, Section 3B,

page 3B-4

NEW, Figure 3B-

1. Section 3B,

page 3B-4

The preliminary cleanup goal for

Benzo{a)pyrene (0.59 mg/kg) has been

exceeded at the following locations (RQL-

025: 6.8 mg/kg; RQL-026: 960 mg/kg;

RQL-028: 0.7 mg/kg; RQL-033: 0.83

mg/kg; RQL-034: 3.8 mg/kg; RQL-035:

1.7 mg/kg; RGL-036: 2.8 mg/kg; RQL-

037: 1.6 mg/kg). The modeled extent of

impacted soils depicted on this figure is

underestimated and; therefore, the

volume of impacted soil has been

underestimated.

Dashed line {Ramsdell Quarry Landfill) is

not identified in the Legend of this figure.

Please use all exceedances of the

Preliminary Cleanup Goals at sample

location sites in the determination of

impacted soil areas and volumes.

Add dashed line to the Legend.
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2H0 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924

ONoBft
State of Ohio Environmentat Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: i.33C) 487-0769

www.epa state oh js

Bob Taft. Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

ORDER EXTENSION

Mr. Irv Venger CERTIFIED MAIL

Industrial Specialist

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, Northeast District Office, Division of Emergency and

temedial Response, has received a schedule extension request for the Final Remedial Design of the

Price Remediation with Insurance (FPRl) contract at the Ravenna Army

Ammunition Plahf (RVAAP). The extension request was generated by the Army on March 21, 2006,
received via fax on the same date, and via U.S. Mail on March 23, 2006.

Ohio EPA agrees that good cause exists for the milestone extension, and the request is hereby

approved.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at

(330)963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Coordinator

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

Dave Cobb, Shaw Environmental

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

'quai Opp ■■/ t'-mployer
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Northeast District Office

2110 EastAurora Road TELE:i330)963-1200 FAX: (330)487-0769 Bob Taft, Governor
Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924 www.epa.state.oh.us Bruce Johnson. Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGEATRUMBULL COUNTIES

DECON/DEMOLITION PROJECTS

Mr. James F. Zak CERTIFIED MAIL

Department of the Army

Assistant Chief for Installation Management

Rock Island Field Office

ATTN: DAIM-BD-0

1 Rock Island Arsenal

Rock Island, IL 61299-7050

Dear Mr. Zak:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) has received your correspondence, dated May

05, 2006, regarding review of documents dealing with explosive decontamination and demolition

projects at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant (RVAAP). Explosive decontamination and demolition

activities fail under the purview of the Base Re-Alignment and Closure (BRAC) Office.

During a partnering meeting on May 1 - 3, 2006, the environmental project team set both

programmatic and project-specific priorities for the RVAAP. One of the issues that was resolved was

the role of Ohio EPA in reviewing decon/demo workplans and reports, etc. During the meeting, it was

made clear to Ohio EPA that there was no funding under the Installation Restoration Program (IRP)

for the Agency to review these types of documents. This position is consistent with the Defense-State

Memorandum of Agreement (DSMOA), as the services that qualify for re-imbursement are those that

are funded by the Environmental Restoration, Defense (ER,D) account. Activities that are funded and

administered by BRAC do not fall within this realm. As a result, Ohio EPA will no longer continue to

review documents related to decontamination and demolition activities.

Although the Agency may not be reviewing the decon/demo wokpians, reports (etc.), Ohio EPA

nonetheless has specific expectations on the contractors selected to prepare the documents and

conduct the work. These expectations include, but are not limited to:

1. Ali activities must be conducted in such a manner as to safeguard human health and the

environment, both to on-site personnel and potential off-site receptors.

2. Asbestos removal notifications shall be sent to Ohio EPA prior to the initiation of transite

removal activities.

3. Ali buildings will be swept and the materials containerized and characterized for proper

disposal. Peeling paint shall be removed from wails, pipes, etc., as site conditions allow. All

light fixtures shall be dismantled and asbestos gaskets, PCB ballasts, and fluorescent tights

removed; mercury switches (if any) removed; and lead washers removed and placed in a drum

for recycling. If there any sumps lined with lead and asbestos, those materials shall be

removed prior to additional sump demolition being conducted. Lead lined floors (if

present) shall be removed, unless there are serious over-riding safety concerns.
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4. All materials generated from decon/demo operations shall be disposed of in accordance with

all State, Federal, and Local rules, laws, and regulations. The responsibility to ensure that this
occurs falls upon the generator of the material(s).

5. In the event that materials qualify as clean hard fill (CHF), the disposition of those materials

will be in existing CHF areas at the RVAAP and subject to approval by the Ohio Army National

Guard (OHARNG).

6. The contractor shall minimize any disturbance to the ground surface, such that the Remedial

Investigation <RI) analytical results (obtained under separate contract) remain valid. The

contractor shall coordinate all activities with the Contracting Officer's Representative (COR)

and the IRP contractor.

7. In the event that the contractor causes contamination of any media (soil, sediment, surface

water, and/or groundwater), the decon/demolition contractor is responsible for preparing the

required workplans for review by Ohio EPA; conducting the required work to abate the

situation; and preparing the required reports. All activities in the case of decon/demo

contractor-caused contamination would be subject to the requirements of the Directors Final

Findings and Orders, journalized on June 10, 2004.

8. In the event that there is water in either basements or sumps, the contractor shall sample the

water and cause it to be analyzed by an approved laboratory for the RVAAP full-suite of

constituents. The water shall then be disposed of in accordance with all State, Federal, and

Local rules, laws, and regulations. Potential disposal of the water on the ground surface at the

RVAAP shall only be done after review and approval by Ohio EPA and subject to several

conditions.

9. Discharge of any materials to Waters of the State is expressly prohibited.

10. The corners of the buildings shall be surveyed in (priorto demolition) utilizing a high resolution

Global Positioning System (GPS) and reported to the COR for use in future IRP activities.

11. In the event that backfill material will be needed in any areas, the soil shall be sampled and

analyzed by an approved laboratory for the RVAAP full suite of constituents prior to usage.

Additionally, the areas that receive backfill material shall be surveyed in utilizing a high-

resolution GPS, and the information provided to the COR for use in future IRP activities.

12. Construction activities that disturb more than one (1) acre must develop and implement a

storm water pollution prevention plan incorporating best management practices (BMP) that

include sediment, erosion, vegetation, and structural controls in accordance with the

requirements of Ohio EPA's General Permit for Construction Activities (Permit ORC 000002).

13. All decon/demo activities will be subject to unscheduled and unannounced inspections by Ohio

EPA personnel, to determine whether or not contamination to the environment is being caused

due to contractor activities.
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14. Ohio EPA reserves the right to conduct post-demolition sampling, to ensure that no

contamination has resulted from decon/demo activities.

Please note that in addition to the RVAAP project team, several contractors have been copied on this

correspondence. In the event that a decon/demo contractor has been inadvertently omitted from this

cc list, it is incumbent upon BRAC that they ensure the contractor receives a copy of this letter. In

addition, the expectation on the part of Ohio EPA is that contractors receiving this correspondence

will ensure that the key people within their respective organizations are copied on this
correspondence.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at
(330)963-1221.

Sincerely

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Manager

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

IrvVenger, RVAAP

Chris Williams, ARAQMD

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

MAJ Ed Meade, OHARNG RTLS

Katie Elgin, OHARNG RTLS

JoAnn Watson, AEC

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

Irwin Dreyfus, Lake Shore

Dianne Peck, Lake Shore

Rick Callahan, PIKA (Akron)

Brian Stockwell, PIKA (RVAAP)

Stan Levenger (MKM)

Dave Cobb, Shaw

Kevin Jago, SAIC

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR



From: "Irving Venger" <irving.b.venger@us.army.mil>

To: "Glen Beckham (E-mail)" <Glen.Beckham@lrlO2.usace.army.mil>, "John Jent (E-mail)"
<john.p.jent@lrl02.usace.army.mil>, "Joann Watson (E-mail)" <joann.watson@us.army.mil>, "Eileen Mohr
(E-mail)" <eileen.mohr@epa.state.oh.us>, "Bonnie Buthker (E-mail)" <Bonnie.Buthker@epa.state.oh us>
"Todd Fisher (E-mail)" <Todd.Fisher@epa.state.oh.us>

Subject: New Review Process for BRAC

The Brae Field Office at Rock Island has directed me to allow contractors to

start work on BRAC projects upon receipt of a draft work plan and health &

safety plan. The requirement for review and comment and a finalized document
is no longer in place.

Here is a copy of my letter and Ken Motz confirmation that outlines the new
procedure for document review.



OhfoEFft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road

Twinsburg. OH 44087-1924

TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: 13301 487-0769

www.epa siale oh us

Bob Taft, Governor

Bruce Johnson. Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

RE: ARMY'S REVIEW OF BUILDING DEMOLITION

ACTIVITIES AT THE RAVENNA ARMY

AMMUNITION PLANT

Mr. Irv Venger CERTIFIED MAIL

Acting Facility Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

On June 20, 2006, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA) received the enclosed

notification of the Army's new direction for conducting building decontamination and demolition activities

at the Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant (RVAAP). It is Ohio EPA's understanding that the Army has

decided that contractors hired to perform this work can proceed once they submit draft work plans and

health and safety plans for these activities. The Army will no longer require that these plans be reviewed

or approved by the Army prior to the contractor initiating work.

This notification concerns Ohio EPA for several reasons. The first reason is that these buildings are

contaminated with explosives and other regulated materials that could cause impacts to the environment

if a release were to occur. Although we understand that the Army's contract dictates that the contractor

will perform the work such that a release does not occur, if the Army does not review these procedures,

there will be no correction of flawed processes before they are implemented. In addition, if this new

policy also means that the Army does not oversee their contractor, then how can the Army be assured

that the contractor is not causing a release that could pose a risk to either human health or the

environment? Please be advised that the Army is liable for any release of contaminants from these

activities, as well as any mismanagement of materials that violates any federal, state, or local rule, law,

or regulation.

Currently, Ohio EPA is not reviewing work plans or reports that are being generated by contractors to the

Base Realignment and Closure Office (BRACO) in Rock Island, IL, as these activities are not being

conducted under the Defense - State Memorandum of Agreement (DSMOA). This issue was discussed

during a May 1 - 3, 2006 partnering meeting and confirmed in a letter from BRAC, dated May 05, 2006.

Ohio EPA provided a response to this letter on May 08, 2006, clarifying the situation and outlining Ohio

EPA expectations with respect to the work to be conducted. Since the Army and its contractors will be

handling regulated materials and wastes during building decon/demo, the appropriate Ohio EPA divisions

have been notified of these activities, tn addition, Ohio EPA may also conduct unannounced site visits

and inspections of the activities being conducted by BRAC's decontamination/demolition contractors, to

determine if these activities are in compliance with federal, state, and local environmental rules, laws, and

regulations. If there is a health or safety issue or any compliance issue identified during these

inspections, Ohio EPA reserves the right to take any action that it feels appropriate to address the

situation. These actions may include notifying other federal, state, or local agencies with regulatory

authority over these activities. For those activities regulated by Ohio EPA, these actions also could

nted on Rei-ydec Pape-
SPA • an t.qiid! Opportunity Fmploya
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include sending notice of violation letters or taking enforcement actions, as appropriate. Please also be

aware that since these activities are not covered under the DSMOA, Ohio EPA is not required to initiate

dispute resolution prior to initiating enforcement.

In addition, these building demolition activities are being completed within identified Areas of Concern

under the Director's Final Findings and Orders, which were signed by the Director of Ohio EPA and the

Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Army {Environmental, Safety and Occupational Health), and journalized

on June 10, 2004. Therefore, Ohio EPA will require that the Army demonstrate to Ohio EPA that these

demolition activities did not cause contamination prior to any closeout of these areas. If data indicate that

there was a release, or if Ohio EPA determines that a release occurred during

decontamination/demolition activities, the resulting environmental issues will be dealt with in accordance

with the provisions in the Orders.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at (330)

963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Manager

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

enclosure

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Jim Veres, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DAPC

Greg Orr, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DHWM

Jarnal Singh, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DSIWM

Chris Williams, ARAQMD

JoAnn Watson, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

MAJ Ed Meade, OHARNG RTLS

Katie Elgin, OHARNG RTLS

Ken Motz, BRAC, Rock Island

James Zak, BRAC Rock Island

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR



OhfaEFfc
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 EastAurora Road TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (330)487-0769 Bob Taft, Governor

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924 www.epa.state oh us Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

ORDER EXTENSION REQUEST

Mr. Irv Venger CERTIFIED MAIL

Acting Facility Manager

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA), Northeast District Office (NEDO), Division

of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR) has received an extension request for the

comment resolution meeting for the Engineering Environmental Management (e2M) MMRP

Historical Records Review document. This extension request was generated by the Army on July

12, 2006, and received at Ohio EPA, NEDO via U.S. mail on July 13, 2006.

Ohio EPA agrees that good cause exists for the extension, the project team has all concurred and,

as such, the request is granted.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me

at (330) 963-1221.

Sincerely,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Manager

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

JoAnn Watson, AEC

Mary Ellen Maly, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG

Phil Werner, e2M

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Ohio EPA is an Equal Opportyf •:, Ernpt



OhfeElft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 EastAurora Road TELE: (330)963-1200 FAX: (.330)487-0769 Bob Taft. Governor

Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924 www epa state oh us Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

RE: RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

PORTAGE/TRUMBULL COUNTIES

14 AOC CHARACTERIZATION REPORT

Mr. Irv Venger

Acting Facility Manager CERTIFIED MAIL

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266

Dear Mr. Venger:

On July 31, 2006, the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (Ohio EPA), Northeast District Office

(NEDO), Division of Emergency and Remedial Response (DERR) received the eight volume document

entitled: "Draft Report for the Characterization of 14 RVAAP AOCs, Ravenna Army Ammunition

Plant." This document, dated July 2006, was prepared for the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

(USACE) - Louisville District by MKM Engineers, Inc.

Please be advised that due to the volume of material submitted, as well as other projects already in

the review cycle, Ohio EPA will provide comments on this document sixty (60) calendar days from the

receipt of the report, or September 29, 2006. The Agency will notify you in the event that additional

review time is required.

If you have any questions concerning this correspondence, please do not hesitate to contact me at

(330)963-1221.

Sincerely, ,/ ,

Eileen T. Mohr

Project Manager

Division of Emergency and Remedial Response

ETM/kss

cc: Bonnie Buthker, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

Laurie Moore, Ohio EPA, SWDO, OFFO

JoAnn Watson, AEC

Kevin Tiemeier, AEC

LTC Tom Tadsen, OHARNG RTLS

MAJ Ed Meade, OHARNG RTLS

Glen Beckham, USACE Louisville

John Jent, USACE Louisville

Paul Zorko, USACE Louisville

Stan Levenger, MKM

ec: Mike Eberle, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Drew Kocher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

Todd Fisher, Ohio EPA, NEDO, DERR

led on Recv.l^J Ohm SPA s m\ Equal Oppoftwvt}



OHoEFft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Northeast District Office

2110 East Aurora Road TELE: {330)963-1200 FAX: (330)487-0769 Bob Taft. Governor
Twinsburg, OH 44087-1924 www.epa.state.oh us ■ Bruce Johnson. Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik, Director

RE: RAVENNAARMY AMMUNITION PLANT

OH5-210-020-736

PORTAGE COUNTY

CESQG

CEI NOTICE OF COMPLIANCE
Mr. Irving Venger

Commander's Representative

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

8451 State Route 5

Ravenna, OH 44266-9297

Dear Mr. Venger:

On June 6, 2006,1, representing the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency's (Ohio EPA),

Division of Hazardous Waste Management (DHWM), conducted a hazardous waste

compliance evaluation inspection (CEI) of Ravenna Arsenal Ammunition Plant (RVAAP),

located at 8451 State Route 5, Ravenna, Ohio. The purpose of the inspection was to

determine RVAAP's compliance with Ohio's hazardous waste laws and rules as adopted

under the Ohio Revised Code (ORC) Chapter 3734 and Chapter 3745 of the Ohio

Administrative Code (OAC). Jim McGee of MKM, Inc. represented the facility.

From April 1, 1950 through September 30, 1993, RVAAP operated the facility, located at

the address above. The facility, owned by the United States Army, engaged in the storage

and treatment of munitions and munition derivatives. RVAAP operated an Opwflwwiwg

(WBfymm*mf>pm Detonation ("OD") area; a deactfvation furnace, piokwater^fMnt

pilotsandahazardous waste storage area in accordance with the interim standards found

in the Ohio Administrative Code ("OAC") Chapters 3745-65 et seq. since 1980. Currently

RVAAP is undergoing closure under the Comprehensive Environmental Response,

Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfund) at this site. Hazardous waste

generated at the site include: lead-based paint chips, mercury switches, lead anchors,

acetone, and explosive material.

A copy of our checklist is enclosed for your information. At the time of the inspection, was

evaluated for compliance with applicable Hazardous Waste Regulations. No violations of

Ohio's hazardous waste laws were found during this inspection.

Failure to list specific deficiencies in this communication does not relieve RVAAP from the

responsibility of complying with all applicable regulations. Please be advised that present

or past instances of non-compliance can continue as subjects of pending or future

enforcement actions.

on Recyc.eo p=)cer Ohio EPA is an Equal Opportunity Employer



Mr. Irving Venger

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

July 3, 2006

Page 2

Should you have any questions or concerns, please do not hesitate to call me at (330) 963-
1189.

Sincerely,

gy O

Environmental Specialist

Division of Hazardous Waste Management

GO:cl

Enclosures

ec: Natalie Oryshkewych, DHWM, NEDO

Gregory Orr, DHWM, NEDO

Eileen Mohr, DERR, NEDO

Todd Fisher, DERR, NEDO



E-mail this completed

form to

tammy mcconnell©e

pa.state.oh.us or mail

it to Tammy

McConrtell, Central

Office

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

RCRA SUBTITLE C SITE IDENTIFICATIONA/ERIFICATION FORM
For Ohio EPA use only

2. Site EPA ID No. EPA ID Number: OH5210020736

3. Site Name Name: Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant Website
(optional:)

4. Site Location

Information

Street Address: S451 St. Rte. 5

City, Town, or Village: Ravenna

County Name: Portage

State: OH

Zip Code: 44266-9297

5. Site Land Type

(check only one)

Private County District Federal Indian Municipal State Other

6. NAICScode(s)

www.census qov/epcd/

www/naics.html

A. 56291 B. 562212

C. 562998

7. Facility

Representative:

Additional names can

be recorded in number

12.

Only provide address

information if it is

different than the site

address.

First Name: James Ml: D

Phone Number: 330-358-3005

Last Name: McGee

Phone Number Extension:

E-Mail Address: mgeej@apk.net

Fax Number: 330-358-2021 Fax Number Extension:

Street or P.O. Box: 8451 St. Rte. 5

City, Town or Village: Ravenna

State: OH Country: Portage Zip Code: 44266-9297

Legal Owner and

Operator of the

Site List

Additional

Owners and/or

Operators in the

Comment Section

or on another

copy of this

form page.

A. Name of Site's Legal Owner:

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

Owner Type:

Mark with an X

Date Became Owner (mm/dd/yyyy):

03/25/1981

Private County District Federal Municipal State Other

Street or P.O. Box: 8451 St. Rte. 5

City, Town, or Village: Ravenna

State: OH

B. Name of Site's Operator:

Ravenna Army Ammunition Plant

Operator Type:

Mark with an X

Owner Phone #: 330-358-7311

Country: Portage Zip Code: 44266-9297

Date Became Operator (mm/dd/yyyy):

03/25/1981

Private County District Federal Municipal State Other

Indian

Street or P.O. Box: 8451 St. Rte. 5

City, Town, or Village: Ravenna

State: OH

Operator Phone #: 330-358-7311

Country: Portage Zip Code: 44266-9297

Violations Cited? Yes No

10. Type of Regulated Waste Activity (Mark "X" in all of the appropriate boxes.)

Not Regulated

EPA 9029-I (Revised 11/04)



10. Type of Regulated Waste Activity (Mark "X" in all of the appropriate boxes.)

A. Hazardous Waste Activities

{choose only one of the following categories)

UNKNOWN: Cited for violation of 3745-52-11

a. Large Quantity Generator (LQG):

b. Small Quantity Generator (SQG)

c. Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Generator

d. United States Importer of Hazardous Waste

e. Mixed Waste (hazardous and radioactive) Generator

3. Treater, Storer or Disposer of Hazardous Waste

4. Recycler of Hazardous Waste

5. Exempt Boiler and/or Industrial Furnace

a. Small Quantity On-site Burner Exemption

b. Smelting, Melting. Refining Furnace Exemption

6. Underground Injection Control Facility

B. Universal Waste Activities C, Used Oil Activities

1. Small Quantity Handler of Universal Waste

(Indicate types of universal waste generated and/or

accumulated (check all boxes that apply):

2. Large Quantity Handler of Universal Waste

(accumulates 5.000 kg or more).

3. Destination Facility for Universal Waste

(Check all boxes below that apply for each of the three types of

facilities above.)

Generated Accumulated

I I 1. Used Oil Generator

2. Used Oil Transporter Indicate Type(s) of Activity(ies)

Transporter

Transfer FaciiityB

A. Batteries

3. Pesticides

C Thermostats

>, Lamps

X

X

X

3. Used Oil Processor and/or Re-refiner

Indicate Type(s) of Activity(ies)

Processor

Re-refiner

4. Off-Specification Used Oil Burner

5. Used Oil Fuel Marketer -

Indicate Type(s) of Activity(ies)

a a. Marketer Who Directs Shipment of Off- Specification Oil

b. Used Oil to Off-Specification Used Oil Burner

11. Waste Codes for Federally Regulated Hazardous Wastes. Please list the codes for the federally regulated hazardous waste handled at your

site. List them in the order they are presented in the regulations (e.g., D001, D003, F007, U112). Use an additional page if more space is needed. If

there are more than 7 waste codes and they are the same as listed in the most recent RCRAInfo source record, you do not need to list them all.
Instead just indicate the date of the most recent source record.

D006 D008

12. Comments: Use this area to describe whether the inspection was announced, whether the waste is stored in tanks or containers, etc.

Y/ N Announced ? Additional Facility Representatives: Jim McGee and Christy Esler of MKM, Inc.

Y/ N Tanks? Other comments: no waste was generated at the time of the inspection

Y/ N Containers?

13. Name of Inspector(s) Name of Inspector(s) Date of Inspection/ Time

(mm-dd-yyyy)(HH:MM)

Greg Orr, DHWM, NEDO 6/10/05

14. OPTIONAL CERTIFICATION. I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were prepared under my direction or

supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted.

Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the

information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for

submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for knowing violations.

Signature of owner, operator, or an

authorized representative

Name and Title (Print) Date (mm-dd-yyyy)

EPA 9029-I (Revised 11/04)



Name: Ravenna Arsenal

ID number: OH5210020735

Inspection date: June 6, 2006

SMALL QUANTITY UNIVERSAL WASTE HANDLER REQUIREMENTS - BATTERIES
AND LAMPS

Large Quantity Universal Waste Handler (LQUWH) = 5,000 Kg or more

Small Quantity Universal Waste Handler (SQUWH) = 5,000 Kg or less

PROHIBITIONS

Did the SQUWH dispose of universal waste? [3745-

273-11 (A)]

Did the SQUWH dilute or treat universal waste,

except when responding to releases as provided in

3745-273-17 or managing specific wastes as

provided in 3745-273-13? [3745-273-11(B)]

YesX No N/A

Yes Q NoX N/A

RMK#

RMK#

WASTE MANAGEMENT & LABELING/MARKING

UNIVERSAL WASTE BATTERIES

3. Are battery(ies) that show evidence of leakage,

spillage or damage that could cause leaks

contained? [3745-273-13(A)(1)]

4. If batteries are contained, are the containers closed

and structurally sound, compatible with the contents

of the battery and lack evidence of leakage, spillage

or damage that could cause leakage? [3745-273-

5. Does the SQUWH conduct any of the following

activities:

a. Sort batteries by type?

Yes No N/AX RMK#

Yes No Q N/AX RMK#

Yes No N/A X RMK#

b. Mix battery types in one container? Yes No N/A X RMK#

c. Discharge batteries to remove the electric

charge?

Yes No N/AX RMK#



d. Regenerated used batteries?

e. Disassemble them into individual batteries or

cells?

f. Remove batteries from consumer products?

Yes No N/A X RMK#

Yes No N/A X RMK#

Yes No N/A X RMK#

g. Remove the electrolyte from the battery? Yes No N/A X RMK#

If so, are the casings of the batteries breached, not

intact, or open (except to remove the electrolyte)?

[3745-273-13(A)(2)]

If the electrolyte is removed or other waste

generated, has it been determined whether it is a

hazardous waste? [3745-273-13(A)(3)]

a. If the electrolyte or other waste is characteristic,

is it managed in compliance with 3745-50 through

3745-69? [3745-273-13(A)(3)(a)]

b. If the electrolyte or other waste is not hazardous,

is it managed in compliance with applicable law?

[3745-273-13(A)(3)(b)]

Are the battery(ies) or container(s) of batteries

labeled with the words "Universal Waste - Batteries"

or "Waste Battery(ies)" or "Used Battery(ies)?"

[3745-273-14(A)]

YesQ No N/AX RMK#

Yes No Q N/A X RMK#

Yes NoQ N/A X RMK#

Yes No a N/A X RMK#

Yes No a N/A X RMK#

UNIVERSAL WASTE LAMPS

Does the SQGUHW contain lamps in containers or

packages that are structurally sound, adequate to

prevent breakage, and are compatible with contents

of the lamps? Are containers or packages closed

and do they lack evidence of leakage, spillage or

damage that could cause leakage? [3745-273-

YesX No N/A RMK#



9. Are lamps that show evidence of breakage, leakage Yes X No N/A RMK#

or damage that could cause a release of mercury or

hazardous constituents into the environment

immediately cleaned up? Are they placed into a

container that is closed, structurally sound,

compatible with the contents of the lamps, and lack

evidence of leakage spillage or damage that could

cause leakage or releases of mercury or hazardous

waste constituents to the environment? [3745-273-

10. Are the lamps or containers or packages of lamps YesJL_ No N/A RMK#

labeled with the words "Universal Waste - Lamp(s)"

or "Waste Lamp(s)" or "Used Lamp(s)?" [3745-273-

NOTE: Treatment (such as crushing) by a UWH is prohibited under this rule unless the facility is

permitted for such activities [3745-273-31(B)]. A generator crushing lamps must manage

lamps according to hazardous waste rules (OAC Chapter 3745-52). Lamp crushing is a form of

generator treatment (OAC 3745-52-34). Crushed lamps must be transported by a registered

hazardous waste transporter to a permitted hazardous waste facility under a hazardous waste

manifest.

ACCUMULATION TIME

11. Is the waste accumulated for less than one year? Yes X No N/A RMK#

[3745-273-15(A)] If not:

a. Was the waste accumulated over one year in Yes No □ N/A X RMK#

order to facilitate proper recovery, treatment or

disposal? (Burden of proof is on the handler to

demonstrate) [3745-273-15(B)]

NOTE: Accumulation is defined as date generated or date received from another handier.

12. Is the length of time the universal waste is stored Yes_X No N/A RMK#

documented by one of the following: [3745-273-

a. Marking or labeling the container with the earliest Yes X No N/A RMK#

date when the universal waste became a waste

or was received? [3745-273-15(C)(1)]

b. Marking or labeling individual item(s) of universal Yes No N/A_X RMK#

waste with the earliest date that it became a

waste or was received? [3745-273-15(C)(2)]



c.

e.

Maintaining an inventory system on-site that

identifies the date the universal waste became a

waste or was received? [3745-273-15(C)(3)]

Maintaining an inventory system on-site that

identifies the earliest date that any universal

waste in a group of universal waste items or a

group of containers became a universal waste or

was received? [3745-273-15(C)(4)]

Placing the universal waste in a specific

accumulation area and identifying the earliest

start date or date received? [3745-273-15(C)(5)]

Any other method, which clearly demonstrates,

the length of time the universal waste has been

accumulated from the date it became a waste or

was received? [3745-273-15(C)(6)]

EMPLOYEE TRAINING

13. Are employees who handle or have the responsibility

for managing universal waste informed of waste

handling/emergency procedures, relative to their

responsibilities? [3745-273-16]

RESPONSE TO RELEASES

14.

15.

16.

Are releases of universal waste and other residues

immediately contained? [3745-273-17(A)]

Is the material released characterized? [3745-273-

If the material released is a hazardous waste, is it

managed as required in OAC Chapters 3745-50

through 3745-69? (If the waste is hazardous, the

handler is considered the generator of the waste and

is subject to Chapter 3745-52) [3745-273-17 (B)]

OFF-SITE SHIPMENTS

Yes No N/A X RMK#

Yes No N/A X RMK#

Yes No N/A X RMK#

Yes No N/A X RMK#

Yes X NoQ N/A RMK#

YesX No Q N/A RMK#

Yes X No Q N/A RMK#

Yes X No Q N/A RMK#

NOTE:

17.

If a SQUWH self-transports waste, then they must comply with the Universal Waste

transporter requirements.

Are universal wastes sent to either another handler,

destination facility or foreign destination? [3745-273-

Yes X NoQ N/A RMK#

NOTE: SQUWHs are prohibited to send waste to any other facility.



18.

19.

20.

21

22.

23.

ff the universal waste meets the definition of

hazardous material under 49 CFR 171-180, are DOT

requirements met with regard to package, labels,

placards and shipping papers? [3745-273-18(C)]

Prior to shipping universal waste off-site, does the

receiver agree to receive the shipment? [3745-273-

Yes X NoQ N/A RMK#

If the universal waste shipped off-site is rejected by

another handler or destination facility does the

originating handler do one of the following:

a. Receive the waste back? [3745-273-18(E)(1)]

b. Agree to where the shipment will be sent? [3745-

273-18(E)(2)]

If a handler rejects a partial or full load from another

handler, does the receiving handler contact the

originating handler and discuss one of the following:

a. Sending the waste back to the originating

handler? [3745-273-18(F)(1)]

b. Sending the shipment to a destination facility? (If

both the originating and receiving handler agree)

[3745-273-18(F)(2)]

If the handler received a shipment of hazardous

waste that was not universal waste, did the SQUWH

immediately notify Ohio EPA? [3745-273-18(G)]

If the handler received a shipment of nonhazardous,

non-universal waste, was the waste managed in

accordance with applicable law? [3745-273-18(H)]

EXPORTS

24. Is waste being sent to a foreign destination? If so:

Yes X No Q N/A RMK#

YesX No N/A RMK#

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

X

X

X

X

No

No a

No

No

No Q

No a

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A X

N/AX

RMK#

RMK#

RMK#

RMK#

RMK#

RMK#

Yes NoX N/A RMK#

a. Does the small quantity handler comply with

primary exporter requirements in OAC 3745-52-

53, 3745-52-56, and 3745-52-57? [3745-273-

20(A)]

Yes No Q N/A X RMK#



b. Is waste exported only upon consent of the Yes _ _ No Q N/A_X RMK#

receiving country and in conformance with U.S.

EPA's "Acknowledgment of Consent" as defined

in 3745-52-50 to -52-57? [3745-273-20(B)]

c. Is a copy of U.S. EPA's "Acknowledgment of Yes No Q N/A X RMK#
Consent" provided to the transporter? [3745-273- ~

20(C)]

REMARKS



RCRA HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATOR

INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Company:

Street:

County:

Mailing

Address:

Telephone:

Owner/

Operator:

Street:

City:

RAVENNA ARSENAL AMMUNITION PLANT EPA ID#: OH5-210-020-736

8451 STATE ROUTE 5 City: RAVENNA

PORTAGE State: Ohio Zip: 44266-9297

SAME

{If different from above)

330-359-7311 Fax #: 330-358-7314

SAME

(If different from above)

Inspection Date(s): JUNE 06, 2Q06

Inspection Announced?

State: Ohio Zip:

Time(s):

Yes _X NO If so, how much advance notice

Name Affiliation Telephone

GREGORRinspectors:

Facility

Representative: JIM McGEE

OHIO EPA 330-963-1200

MKM, INC. 330-358-3005

Generator Classification

X Conditionally Exempt SQG (CESQG)

Small Quantity Generator (SQG)

Larqe Quantity Generator (LQG)

No Generation

Waste Management Activity

X Containers

Tank(s)

Other (specify)

CESQG:< 100 Kg. (approximately 25-30 gallons) of waste in a calendar month

SQG: Between 100 and 1,000 Kg. (about 25 to under 300 gallons) of waste in a calendar month

LQG: >1,000 Kg. (-300 gallons) of waste in a calendar month or > 1 Kg. of acutely hazardous waste in a calendar month

NOTE: To convert from gallons to pounds: Amount in gallons x Specific Gravity x 3-345 = Amounts in pounds



POLLUTION PREVENTION

Note to the Inspector: This checklist has been developed to help the division in gathering general

information about the pollution prevention (P2) practices that the company may have initiated or attempted to
initiate. The checklist is also used to:

^ Facilitate P2 discussions;

«& Identify barriers to P2;

^ Define the P2 universe;

% Identify the need for future P2 initiatives;

*h Identify partnership opportunities; and

% Link companies with better P2 resources.

P2 IS NOTAPPLICABLE AT THE RVAAP FACILITY. THEYARE UNDERGOING CLOSURE AT THE

FACILITY. AND WASTE IS GENERATED FROM REMEDIAL ACTIONS.

As a prelude to completing this checklist the inspector should use the following list of questions as a way to

initiate a dialogue concerning P2:

1. Have you tried to reduce the volume of waste (hazardous and nonhazardous) that you

generate?

2. What is the largest waste stream that you generate?

3. How important would it be to you to eliminate that waste stream?

4. Does your company understand the reduced regulatory burden and cost saving benefits that

eliminating or reducing a waste stream can have?

5. Could you use better housekeeping practices to reduce the amount of waste that you

generate?

If the company responds with one of the canned answers below, the appropriate box should be checked. If

the company's response does not correspond to one of the options below, please record the answer in the

space provided for in the remarks section.

1. Has the company undertaken any P2 activities to reduce Yes No N/A X RMK#

the amount of hazardous waste generated? " ' "

a. If so, what has the company done to minimize

hazardous waste generation?

□ A change in the process resulting in less waste.

□ A change in the product resulting in less waste.

Q Use of fewer and less toxic hazardous raw materials.

Q Better operations/improved housekeeping.

Q On-site recycling/reuse of hazardous materials.

Q Sending waste off-site for recycling/reuse.

Q Other activities (specify):

RCRA HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATOR INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Page 2 of 4
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b. If so, what hazardous wastes have been addressed?

□ Solvents

□ Paint related wastes

□ Industrial process wastes (sludges, slags,

contaminated waste waters, etc.)

Q Contaminated oils/hydraulic fluids

□ Off-spec chemicals

□ Fluorescent light bulbs

□ Used batteries

Q Shop rags

G Other (specify): _____

c. If not, why hasn't the company considered P2?

Q The company just never thought about it.

Q Lack of information about practical alternatives.

□ Lack of capital to make process changes.

Q Lack of internal management support.

□ The company does not generate enough hazardous

waste to consider P2.

Q Other reason given (specify):

Does the company plan to do P2 activities in the future? Yes No N/A X RMK#

Would the company be interested in receiving additional Yes No N/A X RMK#

information from Ohio EPA about P2? "

Did you give the company information about P2 during GYes QNo GN/A X RMK#

the inspection?

Would the company like a P2 assessment? Yes No N/A X RMK#

If the company would like a P2 assessment done at their facility, the inspector must give the company

representative a copy of Pollution Prevention Assessments for Hazardous Waste Generators

document and discuss it with them.

6. If the company does not want a P2 assessment, why not?

REMARKS

RCRA HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATOR INSPECTION CHECKLIST
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CONDITIONALLY EXEMPT SMALL QUANTITY GENERATOR REQUIREMENTS

WASTE EVALUATION

1. Have all wastes generated at the facility been evaluated? Yes X No D N/A RMK#
[3745-52-11] . -

GENERATOR CLASSIFICATION

2. Does the generator produce <100 kg. Of hazardous Yes_X_ No N/A RMK# 1

waste per month? [conditionally exempt small quantity

generator ("CESQG")]

OCCASIONALLY RVAAP ACTS AS A EPISODIC LQG.

AT THE TIME OF THE INSPECTION ALL OF THE LQG

REQUIREMENT WERE BEING MET (i.e. TRAINING.

CONTINGENCY PLAN. INSPECTIONS.

MANIFESTS/LDRS. ETC..) NO HAZARDOUS WASTE

HAD BEEN GENERATED SINCE FEBRUARY 2002.

NOTE: If quantities of hazardous waste accumulated on-site at any one time exceed 1,000 Kg. - or the

generator produces between 100 and 1,000 Kg of hazardous waste per month, it is operating as a

Small Quantity Generator ("SQG"). If so, complete the Small Quantity Generator Requirements
checklist.

NOTE: To convert from gallons to pounds:

Amount in gallons x Specific Gravity x 8.345 = Amount in pounds

OFF-SITE SHIPMENT OF HAZARDOUS WASTE

3. Does the CESQG ensure delivery of hazardous waste(s) Yes X No □ N/A RMK#

to an off-site permitted TSD? [3745-51 -05(G)(3)] " "' "

REMARKS

AT THE TIME OF THE INSPECTION, RVAAP HAD NOT GENERATED ANY HAZARDOUS WASTE. RVAAP

WAS EVALUATED FOR ALL LQG REQUIREMENTS (IN THE EVENT THAT THEY MAY BECOME ONE).

THERE WERE NO VIOLATIONS NOTED DURING THE INSPECTION.

RCRA HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATOR INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Page 4 of 4
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OhfaEFft
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

"TREET ADDRESS:
LING ADORE!

.azarus Government Center

122 S. Front Street

Columbus, Ohio 43215

TELE: (614)544-3020 FAX: (614)644-3184

www.epa.state.oh.us

P.O. Box 1049

Columbus, OH 43216-1049

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT - US ARMY

IRVING VENGER

8451 ST RTE 5

RAVENNA OH 44266-9297

RE: Approval for coverage under Ohio EPA NPDES General Permit

STORM WATER ASSOCIATED WITH

OHR000004

Dear Discharger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency has received a Notice of Intent for coverage under the
above referenced general permit for:

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT County: PORTAGE

8451 ST RTE 5 City: RAVENNA

Ohio EPA Facility Permit Number: 3GR00112*DG

This site/facility is approved for coverage under the above referenced Ohio EPA general permit. Please
use your Ohio EPA facility permit number in all future correspondence. Enclosed is a copy of the

general permit regulating your discharge(s).

Please read and review the permit carefully. The permit contains requirements and prohibitions with
which you must comply. Coverage remains in effect until a renewal general permit is issued and Ohio

EPA has contacted you in writing about submitting a new NOI for continuing coverage.

If you have any further questions, you may contact:

John Morrison at (614)644-2259 or email

Anthony Robinson at (614) 728-3392 or email:

Mike Joseph at (614) 752-0782 or email

Jason Fyffe at (614)728-1793 or email

Mark Mann at (614)644-2023 or email

john.morrisonfgJepa.state.oh.us

anthonv,robinson(a)epa.state.oh.us

michael.ioseph@epa.state.oh.us

iason.fvffe(a)epa. state, oh.us

mark.mann(S)epa.state.oh,us

You may obtain current information and forms from our web site at:

http://www.epa.state.oh.us/dsw/storm

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

cc: File

Bob Taft, Governor

Bruce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

p-.mea on Recvced Omo EPA :s an Equal Opportunity Employer



ONdEPti
State of Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

STREET ADDRESS:

Lazarus Government Center

122 S. Front Street

Columbus, Ohio 43215

TELE: (614)644-3020 FAX: (614) 644-3184

www epa.siaie.ori.us

MAILING ADDRESS:

P.O. BOX 1049

Columbus, OH 43216-1049

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT - US ARMY

IRVING VENGER

8451 ST RTE 5

RAVENNA OH

RE: Approval for coverage under Ohio EPA NPDES General Permit^

STORM WATER ASSOCIATED WITH

44266-9297

000004

Dear Discharger:

The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency has received a Notice of Intent for coverage under the

above referenced general permit for:

RAVENNA ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT County: PORTAGE

City: RAVENNA8451 ST RTE 5

Ohio EPA Facility Permit Number: 3GR00112*DG

This site/facility is approved for coverage under the above referenced Ohio EPA general permit. Please

use your Ohio EPA facility permit number in all future correspondence. Enclosed is a copy of the

general permit regulating your discharge(s).

Please read and review the permit carefully. The permit contains requirements and prohibitions with

which you must comply. Coverage remains in effect until a renewal general permit is issued and Ohio

EPA has contacted you in writing about submitting a new NOI for continuing coverage.

If you have any further questions, you may contact:

John Morrison at (614)644-2259 or email

Anthony Robinson at (614) 728-3392 or email:

Mike Joseph at (614) 752-0782 or email

Jason Fyffe at (614)728-1793 or email

Mark Mann at (614)644-2023 or email

iohn,morrison@epa.state.oh.us

anthony.robinson(a>epa.state.oh.us

michaei,ioseph(a)epa,state,oh.us

jason.fvffe(a)epa.state,oh,us

mark.mann(5)epa.state.oh.us

You may obtain current information and forms from our web site at:

http://www.epa.state.oh.us/dsw/storm

Thank you for your cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

xfoseph/P. Koncelik

^-director

cc: File

Bob Taft. Governor

BrLce Johnson, Lieutenant Governor

Joseph P. Koncelik. Director

-ntononRecvcledPaL
Olro EPA is an Equal Opportunity Employer
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NPDES Permit No.: OHR000004

UK Effective Date: June 1, 2006

Expiration Date: May 31, 2011

■\'S JUURjjAI

OHIO ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

GENERAL PERMIT AUTHORIZATION TO DISCHARGE

STORM WATER ASSOCIATED

WITH INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY UNDER

THE NATIONAL POLLUTANT DISCHARGE ELIMINATION SYSTEM

In compliance with the provisions Of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended (33

U.S.C. 1251 et. seq., hereafter referred to as "the Act"), and the Ohio Water Pollution Control

Act (Ohio Revised Code Chapter 6111), discharges of storm water from industrial facilities, as
defined in Part I.B of this permit, are authorized by the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency,
hereafter referred to as "Ohio EPA", to discharge from the sites and to the receiving surface

waters of the state identified in the applicant's Notice of Intent (NO!) on file with Ohio EPA in
accordance with the conditions specified in Parts I through IX of this permit.

Permit coverage is conditioned upon payment of applicable fees, submittal of a complete Notice
of Intent, and receipt of written approval of coverage from the Director of Ohio EPA in
accordance with Ohio Administrative Code Rule 3745-38-06.

This permit shall expire at midnight on the expiration date shown above. In order to continue
authorization to discharge, the permittee shall submit such information and forms as are
required by the Ohio EPA.

g Knocelik

Director

e&rtify this tek? to*? s^5 swwatntfp ropy *t'
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NPDES Permit No.: OHR000004

Effective Date: June 1, 2006

Expiration Date: May 31, 2011

Part I. COVERAGE UNDER THIS PERMIT

A. Permit Area. This permit covers the entire state of Ohio.

B. Applicability. Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity from a point

source to surface waters of the state are unlawful, unless authorized by an NPDES permit.

Discnargers with a storm^water aiscna?ge~a^socia!ed with" nTdustrlaTactiviiy (see definition

in Part !X of this permit) that is discharged via a point source (including discharges through

a municipal separate storm sewer system) to surface waters of the state are required to

submit a permit application in accordance with Ohio EPA regulations. Dischargers that are

eligible for coverage under this permit and that submit a Notice of Intent (NOI) in

accordance with the requirements of Part II of this permit and obtain coverage under this

general permit are in compliance with the NPDES application requirements for such storm

water discharges.

C. Eligibility.

1. This permit may cover all new and existing point source discharges of storm water

associated with industrial activity to surface waters of the state, except for storm water

discharges identified under paragraph I.C.3.

2. This permit may authorize storm water discharges associated with industrial activity

that are mixed with storm water discharges associated with industrial activity from

construction activities provided that the storm water discharge from the construction

activity is in compliance with the terms, including applicable NOI or application

requirements, of a different NPDES general permit or individual permit authorizing

such discharges.

3. Limitations on Coverage. The following storm water discharges associated with

industrial activity are not authorized by this permit:

a. storm water discharges associated with industrial activity that are mixed with non-

storm water other than non-storm water discharges that are:

(i) in compliance with a different NPDES permit; or

(ii) identified and in compliance with Part II.A.2 of this permit.

b. storm water discharges associated with industrial activity which are subject to an

existing effluent limitation guideline addressing storm water (or a combination of

storm water and process water)1;

1 For the purpose of this permit, the following effluent limitation guidelines

address storm water (or a combination of storm water and process water): cement
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NPDES Permit No.: OHR000004

Effective Date: June 1, 2006

Expiration Date: May 31, 2011

c. storm water discharges associated with industrial activity that are subject to an

existing NPDES individual or general permit. Such discharges may be authorized
under this permit after an existing permit expires provided the existing permit did

not establish numeric limitations for such discharges and provided coverage is
sought for these dischargers under this general permit;

d. discharges that wouid cause or contribute to in-stream exceedances of water

quality standards: Ohio EPA may require additional actions or an application for an
individual permit or alternative general permit if a permittee is determined to cause
an in-steam exceedance of water quality standards,

discharges of any pollutant into any water for which a Total Maximum Daily Load

(TMDL) has been approved by USEPA unless your discharge is consistent with
that TMDL. This eligibility condition applies at the time you submit your NOI. If a

TMDL is approved after coverage is granted, you may retain coverage provided

you comply with the applicable recommendations of the TMDL. For dischargers

that cannot comply with TMDL recommendations under this permit, you will be

instructed by Ohio EPA to apply for an individual or alternative genera! permit,

e. storm water discharges associated with landfills, petroleum bulk stations and

terminals standard industrial classification (SIC) code 5171, mining and quarrying

of non-metallic metals, except fuels (SIC 14xx), construction activity, marinas (SIC

4493); and discharges of coal pile runoff that have not been continuously

authorized to discharge under an industrial storm water general permit as of

February 10, 1996(this continuing discharge and date criteria only applies to coaf
pile runoff), and

f. storm water dischargers that discharge to surface waters of the state that is one of

the following surface water categories: Superior High Quality Waters, Outstanding

State Waters, and Outstanding National Resource Waters that have not been

continuously authorized to discharge under an industrial storm water general
permit as of February 10, 1996.

4. Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity which are authorized by this

permit may be combined with other sources of storm water which are not classified as

manufacturing (40 CFR 411); feedlots (40 CFR 412); fertilizer manufacturing (40 CFR

418); petroleum refining (40 CFR 419); phosphate manufacturing (40 CFR 422); steam

electric (40 CFR 423); coal mining (40 CFR 434); mineral mining and processing (40

CFR 436); ore mining and dressing (40 CFR 440); and asphalt emulsion (40 CFR 443

Subpart A). This permit may authorize storm water discharges associated with

industrial activity which are not subject to an effluent limitation guideline even where a

different storm water discharge at the facility is subject to an effluent limitation

guideline.
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NPDES Permit No.: OHR000004

Effective Date: June 1, 2006

Expiration Date: May 31, 2011

associated with industrial activity pursuant to 40 CFR 122.26(b)(14), so long as the

resulting discharge is in compliance with this permit. This permit, however, does not

authorize discharges from other sources of stormwater.

D. Authorization.

1 Dischar.gers._of.stonn_water._assoctated..with industrial.activity must subjniian_NOlin

accordance with the Ohio Administrative Code 3745-38 and the requirements of Part II

of this permit, using an NOI form provided by the Director, in order to be authorized to

discharge under this general permit.

2. After the NOi form is reviewed by the Ohio EPA, the permittee shall be notified in

writing as to whether Ohio EPA has or has not granted coverage under this general

permit. This permit authorizes discharges to surface waters of the state and not to

conveyances owned by entities other than the applicant. No discharge is authorized

under this permit until the Director has received an NOI form for the discharge and has

issued a written authorization for the discharge under this permit.

3. The Director may require submitta! of an application for an individual or alternative

NPDES permit based on a review of the NOI or other information.

PART II. NOTICE OF INTENT, TRANSFER, NOTICE OF TERMINATION REQUIREMENTS,

AND NO EXPOSURE CERTIFICATION

A. Deadlines for Notification.

1. Except as provided in paragraphs A.4, A.5 and A.6 of Part II, individuals who intend to

obtain coverage under this industrial stormwater genera! permit for a storm water

discharge associated with industrial activity that was in existence prior to April 1, 1993,

should have initially submitted a Notice of Intent (NOI) in accordance with the

requirements of this part on or before October 1, 1992 or for group applicants in

accordance with written instructions provided by Ohio EPA.

2. Except as provided in paragraphs A.3, A.4, A.5 and A.6 of Part II, operators of

facilities which begin discharging storm water associated with industrial activity after

April 1, 1993, shall submit an NOI in accordance with the requirements of this part at

least 180 days prior to the planned commencement of storm water discharge

associated with industrial activity at the facility; an NO! may be submitted less than

180 days prior to commencement of discharge by the Director upon showing of good

cause.

3. Operators of oil and gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment operations

or transmission facilities, that were not required to submit an NPDES permit

application as of October 1, 1992 in accordance with 40 CFR 122.26(c)(1 )(iii), but that

after October 1, 1992 have a discharge of a reportable quantity of oil or a hazardous
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substance for which notification is required pursuant to either 40 CFR 110.6,40 CFR

117.21 or 40 CFR 302.6, must submit an NOI in accordance with the requirements of

paragraph C of Part II of this permit within 14 calendar days of the first knowledge of

such release. Submission of an NOI does not authorize such operators to continue or

repeat such a release unless and until they receive an approval of coverage

authorizing future releases.

4. Storm water discharges associated with industrial activity from a facility that is owned

or operated by a municipality that has participated in a timely Part 1 group application

and where either the group application is disapproved or the facility is denied

participation in the group application by U.S. EPA, and that are seeking coverage

under this general permit shall submit an NOI in accordance with the requirements of

this part on or before the 180th day following the date on which the group is rejected

or the denial is made, or October 1, 1992, whichever is later.

5. Where the operator of a facility with a storm water discharge associated with industrial

activity that is covered by this permit will change and the new operator wishes to have

existing general permit coverage transferred, the new and current operators of the

facility must complete and send to Ohio EPA a transfer of responsibility form in

accordance with the requirements of this part at least 60 days prior to the change.

6. Nothing in this permit authorizes a discharge of storm water covered by this permit

prior to receipt by the discharger of an approval of coverage from the Director.

B. Contents of Notice of Intent. The applicant shall complete and submit an approved NOI

form provided by Ohio EPA.

C. Where to Submit. Facilities which discharge storm water associated with industrial

activity must use an NOi form provided by the Director. NOIs must be signed in

accordance with paragraph G of Part VII of this permit. NOIs are to be submitted to the

Director at the following address:
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Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Office of Fiscal Administration

P.O. Box 1049

Columbus, Ohio 43216-1049

D. Additional Notification. Facilities which discharge storm water associated with industrial

activity directly to another entity's conveyance shall, in addition to filing copies of the Notice

of Intent with Ohio EPA shall also submit signed copies of the Notice of Intent to the

operator of the conveyance through which they discharge in accordance with the

deadlines in Part II. A of this permit.

E. Renotification. Upon issuance of a renewal or alternate general permit, the permittee

shall notify the Director of its intent to be covered by the renewal or alternate general

permit in accordance with written instructions provided by Ohio EPA. Coverage under this

permit (NPDES permit number OHR000004) shall terminate within 90 days of the date of

Ohio EPA's written instructions to renotify.

F. Notice of Termination (NOT). Where all storm water discharges associated with

industrial activity that are authorized by this permit are eliminated, the operator of the

facility must submit an NOT form provided by Ohio EPA that is signed in accordance with

paragraph G of Part VII of this permit.

Ail Notices of Termination are to be sent, using the form provided by the Director (or a

photocopy thereof), to the following address:

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Division of Surface Water

General Permit Program-NOT

P.O. Box 1049

Columbus, Ohio 43216-1049

G. Facilities Eligible for "No Exposure" Exemption for Storm Water Permitting. By filing

a certification of "No Exposure," facilities previously having industrial storm water general

permit coverage are automatically removed from permit coverage and an NOT to terminate

permit coverage is not required.
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PART III. SPECIAL CONDITIONS

A. Prohibition on Non-Storm Water Discharges.

1. Except as provided in paragraph A.2 of Part III, all discharges covered by this permit

shall be composed entirely of storm water.

2. a. Except as provided in paragraph A.2.b of Part III of this permit, discharges of

material other than storm water must be in compliance with a NPDES permit (other

than this permit) issued for the discharge.

b. The following non-storm water discharges may be authorized by this permit

provided the non-storm water component of the discharge is in compliance with

paragraph D.3.g of Part IV of this permit: discharges from fire fighting activities;

fire hydrant flushings; potable water sources including waterline flushings; irrigation

drainage; lawn watering; routine external building washdown that does not use

detergents: pavement wash waters where spills or leaks of toxic or hazardous

materials have not occurred (unless all spilled materials have been removed) and

where detergents are not used; uncontaminated air conditioning condensate;

springs; uncontaminated ground water; and foundation or footing drains where

flows are not contaminated with process materials such as solvents, incidental

windblown mist from cooling towers that collects on rooftops or adjacent portions of

your facility, but NOT intentional discharges from the cooling tower (e.g.; "piped"

cooling tower blowdown or drains) or compressor.

B. Hazardous Substances

Discharges of a hazardous substance or oil in excess of reporting quantities caused

by a non-stormwater discharge (e.g., a spill of oil into a separate storm sewer) are not

authorized by this permit. In the event of a spill, the requirements of Section 301 and

302 of the Clean Water Act continue to apply.
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PART IV. STORM WATER POLLUTION PREVENTION PLANS

A storm water pollution prevention plan (SWP3) shall be developed for each facility covered by

this permit. Storm water pollution prevention plans shall be prepared in accordance with good

engineering practices. The SWP3 shall identify potential sources of pollution which may

reasonahlyhe expected to...affectlhe q.ualitv_oi.starm water discharges associated. witlxittdusMal

activity from the facility. In addition, the SWP3 shall describe and ensure the implementation of

practices which are to be used to reduce the pollutants in storm water discharges associated

with industrial activity at the facility and to assure compliance with the terms and conditions of

this permit. Facilities must implement the provisions of the storm water pollution prevention plan

required under this part as a condition of this permit.

A. Deadlines for Plan Preparation and Compliance.

1. Except as provided in paragraphs A.3, 4 and 5 of Part !V, a SWP3 for a storm water

discharge associated with industrial activity that existed on or before October 1, 1992,

or that commenced prior to April 1, 1993 (group applicants that had initial storm water

general permit coverage under OHG000001 had different deadlines):

a. was to be prepared on or before April 1, 1993 (and updated as appropriate); and

b. was to provide for initial implementation and compliance with the terms of the plan

on or before October 1, 1993.

2. The SWP3 for any storm water discharges associated with industrial activity that

commences after April 1, 1993, shall be prepared and, except as provided elsewhere

in this permit, shall provide for compliance with the terms of the SVVP3 and this permit

within 180 days of a timely-submitted NOI. The plan shall be updated as appropriate.

3. The SWP3 for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity from an oil

and gas exploration, production, processing, or treatment operation or transmission

facility that is not required to submit a permit application as of October 1, 1992 in

accordance with 40 CFR 122.26(c)(1)(iii), but after October 1, 1992 has a discharge of

a reportable quantity of oil or a hazardous substance for which notification is required

pursuant to either 40 CFR 110.6, 40 CFR 117.21 or 40 CFR 302.6, shall be prepared

and except as provided elsewhere in this permit, shall provide for compliance with the

terms of the plan and this permit on or before the date 60 calendar days after the first

knowledge of such release (and updated as appropriate);

4. The SWP3 for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity from any

facility owned or operated by a municipality that has participated in a timely Part 1

group application and where either the group application is rejected or facility is denied

participation in the group application by U.S. EPA, or a group applicant to whom Ohio

EPA did not contact to apply for coverage under its industrial storm water general

permit for group applicants (OHG000001):
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a. shall be prepared on or before the 365th day foilowing the date on which the group

is rejected or the denial is made, or by April 1, 1993, whichever was later (and

updated as appropriate); or for group applicants Ohio EPA did not previously

contact 365 days from the date coverage is granted for this general permit
(OHR000004).

b. except as provided elsewhere in this permit, shall provide for compliance with the

terms of the SWP3 and this permit on or before the 545th day foliowing the date

on which the group is rejected or the denial is made, or by October 1, 1993,

whichever is later; or for group applicants Ohio EPA did not previously contact 545

days from the date coverage is granted under this general permit (OHR000004).

5. Upon a showing of good cause, the Director may establish a later date for preparing

and compliance with a SWP3 for a storm water discharge associated with industrial

activity that submits an NOI in accordance with paragraph A.5 of Part li of this permit
(and updated as appropriate).

B. Signature and Plan Review.

1. The SWP3 shall be signed in accordance with paragraph G of Part VII of this permit

and be retained on-site at the facility which generates the storm water discharge.

2. The permittee shall make SWP3 available upon request to the Ohio EPA Director, or

authorized representative, or Regional Administrator of U.S. EPA, or in the case of a

storm water discharge associated with industrial activity which discharges through a

municipal separate storm sewer system, to the operator of the municipal system.

3. The Director may notify the permittee at any time that the SWP3 does not meet one or

more of the minimum requirements of this part. Within 30 days of such notification

from the Director, the permittee shall make the required changes to the SWP3 and

shall submit to the Director a written certification that the requested changes have
been made.

4. All storm water pollution prevention plans (SWP3s) required under this permit are

considered reports that shall be available to the public under Section 308(b) of the

Act. The permittee may claim any portion of a storm water pollution plan as

confidential in accordance with 40 CFR Part 2 and does not have to release any

portion of the plan describing facility security measures (such as provided for in

paragraph D.7.b(8) of Part IV of this permit). An interested party wishing a copy of a

discharger's SWP3 will have to contact Ohio EPA to obtain a copy.

C. Keeping Plans Current.

The permittee shall amend the SWP3 whenever there is a change in design, construction,

operation, or maintenance, that has a significant effect on the potential for the discharge of
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pollutants to the surface waters of the state or if the storm water pollution prevention plan

proves to be ineffective in eliminating or significantly minimizing pollutants from sources

identified under paragraph D.2 of Part IV of this permit, or otherwise achieving the general

objectives of controlling pollutants in storm water discharges associated with industrial

activity. Amendments to the plan may be reviewed by Ohio EPA in the same manner as

paragraph B, above, of Part IV of this

D. Contents of SWP3. The SWP3 shall include, at a minimum, the following items:

1. Pollution Prevention Team - Each SWP3 shall identify a specific individual or

individuals within the facility organization as members of a Storm Water Pollution

Prevention Team that are responsible for developing the storm water pollution

prevention plan and assisting the facility or piant manager in its implementation,

maintenance, and revision. The plan shail clearly identify the responsibilities of each

team member. The activities and responsibilities of the team shall address all aspects

of the facility's storm water pollution prevention plan.

2. Description of Potential Pollutant Sources. Each SWP3 shall provide a description of

potential sources that may reasonably be expected to add significant amounts of

pollutants to storm water discharges or that may result in the discharge of pollutants

during dry weather from separate storm sewers draining the facility. Each SWP3 shall

identify all activities and significant materials that may potentially be significant

pollutant sources. Each SWP3 shall include, at a minimum:

a. Drainage.

1. A site map indicating an outline of the drainage area of each storm water

outfall, each existing structural control measure to reduce pollutants in storm

water runoff, surface water bodies, locations where significant materials are

exposed to precipitation, locations where major spills or leaks identified under

paragraph D.2.c of Part IV of this permit have occurred, and the locations of

the following activities where such activities are exposed to precipitation:

fueling stations, vehicle and equipment maintenance and/or cleaning areas,

loading/unloading areas, locations used for the treatment, storage or disposal

of wastes, liquid storage tanks, processing areas and storage areas.

2. For each area of the facility that generates storm water discharges associated

with industrial activity with a reasonable potential for containing significant

amounts of pollutants, a prediction of the direction of flow, and an estimate of

the types of pollutants which are likely to be present in storm water discharges

associated with industrial activity. Flows with a significant potential for causing

erosion shall be identified.

b. Inventory of Exposed Materials. An inventory of the types of materials handled at

the site that potentially may be exposed to precipitation. Such inventory shall
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include a narrative description of significant materials that have been handled,

treated, stored or disposed in a manner to allow exposure to storm water between

the time of three years prior to the date of the issuance of this permit and the

present; method and location of on-site storage or disposal; materials

management practices employed to minimize contact of materials with storm water

runoff between the time of three years prior to the date of the issuance of this

permit and the present; the location and a description of existing structural and

non-structural control measures to reduce pollutants in storm water runoff; and a

description of any treatment the storm water receives.

Spills and Leaks. You must identify where potential spills and leaks could occur

that could contribute pollutants,to stormwater discharges, and the corresponding

outfall(s). You must document in your SWP3 all significant spills and leaks of toxic

or hazardous pollutants that actually occurred at exposed areas, or that drained to

a stormwater convenance in the 3 years prior to the date you prepare or amend

your SWP3.

Significant spills and leaks include, but are not limited to, releases of oil or

hazardous substances in excess of quantities that are reportable under CWA §311

(see 40 CFR 110.6 and 40 CFR 117.21) or section 102 of the Comprehensive

Environmental Response, Compensation and Liability Act (CERCLA). Significant

spills may also include releases of oil or hazardous substances that are not in

excess of reporting requirements. This permit does not relieve you of the reporting

requirements of 40 CFR 110,40 CRF 117, and 40 CFR 302 relating to spills or

other releases of oils or hazardous substances.

d. Sampling Data. A summary of existing discharge sampling data describing

pollutants in storm water discharges from the facility.

e. Risk Identification and Summary of Potential Pollutant Sources. A narrative

description of the potential pollutant sources at the following areas: loading and

unloading operations; outdoor storage activities; outdoor manufacturing or

processing activities; significant dust or particulate generating processes; and on-

site waste disposal practices. The description shall specifically list any significant

potential source of pollutants at the site and for each potential source, any

pollutant or pollutant parameter (e.g., biochemical oxygen demand, etc.) of

concerns shall be identified.

3. Measures and Controls. Each facility covered by this permit shall develop a

description of storm water management controls appropriate for the facility, and

implement such controls. The appropriateness and priorities of controls in a SWP3

shall reflect identified potential sources of pollutants at the facility. The description of

storm water management controls shall address the following minimum components,

including a schedule for implementing such controls:
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a. Good Housekeeping - Good housekeeping requires the maintenance of a clean,

orderly facility.

b. Preventive Maintenance - A preventive maintenance program shall involve

inspection and maintenance of storm water management devices (e.g., cleaning

oil/water separators, catch basins), as well as inspecting and testing facility

equipment and systems to uncover conditions that could cause breakdowns or

failures resulting in discharges of pollutants to surface waters, and ensuring

appropriate maintenance of such equipment and systems.

c. Spill Prevention and Response Procedures - Describe your procedures for

preventing and responding to spills and leaks.

• Preventive measures include barriers between material storage and traffic areas,

secondary containment provisions, and procedures for material storage and

handling.

• Response procedures must include notification of appropriate facility personnel,

emergency agencies, and regulatory agencies, and procedures for stopping,

containing and cleaning up spills. Measures for cleaning up hazardous material

spills or leaks must be consistent with applicable Resource Conservation and

Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations at 40 CFR part 264 and 40 CFR Part 265.

Employees who may cause, detect or respond to a spill or leak must be trained in

these procedures and have necessary spill response equipment available. If

possible, one of these individual should be a member of your Pollution Prevention

Team.

• include in your SWP3, and in other locations where it will be readily available,

contact information for individuals and agencies that must be notified in the event

of a spill. Where a release containing a hazardous substance or oil in an amount

equal to or in excess of a reportable quantity established under either 40 CFR 110,

40 CFR 117, or 40 CFR 302, or occurs during a 24-hour period, you must notify

the National Response Center (NRC) at (800) 424-8802 or, in the Washington, DC

metropolitan area, call (202) 267-2675 in accordance with the requirements of 40

CFR 110, 40 CFR 117, and 40 CFR 302 as soon as you have knowledge of the

discharge. Ohio or local requirements may necessitate reporting spills or

discharges to local emergency, public health or drinking water supply agencies.

d. Inspections - In addition to or as part of the comprehensive site evaluation required

under paragraph 4 of Part IV of this permit, qualified facility personnel shall be

identified to inspect designated equipment and areas of the facility at appropriate

intervals specified in the SWP3. A set of tracking or follow-up procedures shall be

used to ensure that appropriate actions are taken in response to the inspections.

Records of inspections shall be maintained.
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e. Employee Training - Employee training programs shall inform personnel at all

levels of responsibility of the components and goals of the storm water pollution

prevention plan. Training should address topics such as spill response, good

housekeeping and material management practices. The SWP3 shall identify
periodic dates for such training.

f. Record-keeping and Internal Reporting Procedures - A description of incidents

such as spills, or other discharges, along with other information describing the

quality and quantity of storm water discharges shall be included in the SWP3

required under this part. Inspections and maintenance activities shall be

documented and records of such activities shall be incorporated into the SWP3.

g. Non-Storm Water Discharges

1. The SWP3 shall include a certification that the discharge has been tested or

evaluated (does not necessarily require discharge sampling) for the presence

of non-storm water discharges. The certification shall include the identification

of potential significant sources of non-storm water at the site, a description of

the results of any test and/or evaluation for the presence of non-storm water

discharges, the evaluation criteria or testing method used, the date of any

testing and/or evaluation, and the on-site drainage points that were directly

observed during the test. Such certification may not be feasible if the facility

operating the storm water discharge associated with industrial activity does not

have access to an outfall, manhole, or other point of access to the ultimate

conduit which receives the discharge. In such cases, the source identification

section of the SWP3 shall indicate why the certification required by this part

was not feasible, along with the identification of potential significant sources of

non-storm water at the site. A discharger that is unable to provide the

certification required by this paragraph must notify in accordance with

paragraph A of Part VI of this permit.

2. Except for flows from fire fighting activities, sources of non-storm water listed

in paragraph A.2 of Part III of this permit that are combined with storm water

discharges associated with industrial activity must be identified in the SWP3

The SWP3 shall identify and ensure the implementation of appropriate

pollution prevention measures for the non-storm water component(s) of the

discharge. As long as the permittee complies with this paragraph (IV. D. 3. g)

then this permit authorizes the discharge of the non-storm water discharges

listed in III. A. 2. For building and pavement wash down water the permittee

shall consider reasonable measures, such as geotextiles, settling basins, or

sand filters to remove suspended solids. The measure or measures selected
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for implementation shall be described in the SWP3 specifically. Wash waters

shall not be discharged to waters of the State under this permit if detergents or

other chemical cleaning agents are used.

h. Sediment and Erosion Control - The plan shall identify areas which, due to

topography, activities, or other factors, have a high potential for significant sojlj

erosion, and identify measures to limit erosion.

i. Management of Runoff - The SWP3 shall contain a narrative consideration of the

appropriateness of traditional storm water management practices (practices other

than those which control the source of pollutants) used to divert, infiltrate, reuse, or

otherwise manage storm water runoff in a manner that reduces pollutants in storm

water discharges from the site. The SWP3 shall provide that measures

determined to be reasonable and appropriate shall be implemented and

maintained. The potential of various sources at the facility to contribute pollutants

to storm water discharges associated with industrial activity (see paragraphs

D.2(b), (d) and (e) of Part IV of this permit) shall be considered when determining

reasonable and appropriate measures. Appropriate measures may include:

including vegetative swales and practices, reuse of collected storm water (such as

for a process or as an irrigation source), inlet controls (such as oil/water

separators), snow management activities, infiltration devices, and wet

detention/retention devices.

4. Comprehensive Site Compliance Evaluation. Qualified personnel shall conduct site

compliance evaluations at appropriate intervals specified in the SWP3, but, except as

provided in paragraph D.4.d of Part IV of this permit, in no case less than once a year.

Such evaluations shall provide:

a. Material handling areas and other potential sources of pollution identified in the

SWP3 in accordance with paragraph D.2 in Part IV of this permit shall be visually

inspected for evidence of, or the potential for, pollutants entering the drainage

system. Structural storm water management measures, sediment and control

measures, and other structural pollution prevention measures identified in the

SWP3 shall be observed to ensure that they are operating correctly. A visual

inspection of equipment needed to implement the plan, such as spill response

equipment, shall be made.

b. Based on the results of the inspection, the description of potential pollutant

sources identified in the SWP3 in accordance with paragraph D.2 of Part IV of this

permit and pollution prevention measures and controls identified in the plan in

accordance with paragraph D.3 of Part IV of this permit shall be revised as

appropriate within two weeks of such inspection and shall provide for

implementation of any changes to the SWP3 in a timely manner, but in no case

more than twelve weeks after the inspection.
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c. A report summarizing the scope of the inspection, personnel making the

inspection, the date(s) of the inspection, major observations relating to the

implementation of the storm water pollution prevention plan, and actions taken in
accordance with paragraph D.4.b of Part IV of the permit shall be made and

retained as part of the storm water pollution prevention plan for at least three

years. The report shall be signed in accordance with paragraph G of Part VII of
this permit.

d. Where annual site inspections are shown in the SWP3 to be impractical for

inactive mining sites due to the remote location and inaccessibility of the site,, site

inspections required under this part shall be conducted at appropriate intervals
specified in the SWP3, but in no case less than once in three years. At least one

site inspection required under this part shall be conducted within two years after
such site becomes inactive.

5. Additional requirements for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity

through NPDES permitted municipal separate storm sewer systems. In addition to the

applicable requirements of this permit, facilities covered by this permit must comply

with applicable requirements in municipal storm water management programs

developed under NPDES permits issued for the discharge of the municipal separate

storm sewer system that receives the facility's discharge, provided the discharger has
been notified of such conditions.

6. Consistency with other plans. Storm water pollution prevention plans (SWP3s) may

reflect requirements for Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure (SPCC) plans

developed for the facility under section 311 of the Act or Best Management Practices

(BMP) Programs otherwise required by a NPDES permit for the facility as long as such

requirement is incorporated into the storm water pollution prevention plan. SWP3's

may be integrated with other facility plans as long as the intergrated plan identifies

which sections are intended to comply with SWP3 requirements of this permit.

7. Additional requirements for storm water discharges associated with industrial activity

from facilities subject to SARA Title III, Section 313 requirements. The additional

requirements below are not applicable to Section 313 water priority chemicals in

gaseous or non-soluble liquid or solid [at atmospheric pressure and temperature]

forms. In addition to the requirements of paragraphs D.1 through 4 of Part IV of this

permit and other applicable conditions of this permit, storm water pollution prevention

plans for facilities subject to reporting requirements under SARA Title III, Section 313

for chemicals which are classified as "Section 313 water priority chemicals" in

accordance with the definition in Part IX of this permit, shall describe and ensure the

implementation of practices to provide for conformance with the following guidelines:

a. In areas where Section 313 water priority chemicals are stored, processed or

otherwise handled, appropriate containment, drainage control and/or diversionary
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structures shall be provided. At a minimum, one of the following preventive

systems or its equivalent shall be used:

1. Curbing, culverting, gutters, sewers or other forms of drainage control to

prevent or minimize the potential for storm water run-on to come into contact

with significant sources of pollutants; or

2. Roofs, covers or other forms of appropriate protection to prevent storage piles

from exposure to storm water, and wind blowing.

In addition to the minimum standards listed under paragraph D.7.a of Part IV of

this permit, the storm water pollution prevention plan shall include a complete

discussion of measures taken to conform with the following applicable guidelines,

other effective storm water pollution prevention procedures, and applicable State

rules, regulations and guidelines:

1. Liquid storage areas where storm water comes into contact with any

equipment, tank, container, or other vessel used for Section 313 water priority

chemicals.

a. No tank or container shall be used for the storage of a Section 313 water

priority chemical unless its material and construction are compatible with

the material stored and conditions of storage such as pressure and

temperature, etc.

b. Liquid storage areas for Section 313 water priority chemicals shall be

operated to minimize discharges of Section 313 chemicals. Appropriate

measures to minimize discharges of Section 313 chemicals may include

secondary containment provided for at least the entire contents of the

largest single tank plus sufficient freeboard to allow for precipitation, a

strong spill contingency and integrity testing plan, and/or other equivalent

measures.

2. Material storage areas for Section 313 water priority chemicals, other than

liquids, which chemicals are subject to runoff, leaching, or wind blowing shall

incorporate drainage or other control features which will minimize the

discharge of Section 313 water priority chemicals by reducing storm water

contact with Section 313 water priority chemicals.

3. Truck and rail car loading and unloading areas for liquid Section 313 water

priority chemicals. Truck and rail car loading and unloading areas for liquid

Section 313 water priority chemicals shall be operated to minimize discharges

of Section 313 water priority chemicals. Appropriate measures to minimize

discharges of Section 313 chemicals may include: the placement and

maintenance of drip pans where spillage may occur (such as hose
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connections, hose reels and filler nozzles) for use when making and breaking

hose connections; a strong spill contingency and integrity testing plan; and/or
other equivalent measures.

4. In facility areas where Section 313 water priority chemicals are transferred,

processed or otherwise handled processing equipment and materials handling

equipment shall be operated so as to minimize discharges of Section 313

water priority chemicals. Materials used in piping and equipment shall be

compatible with the substances handled. Drainage from process and

materials handling areas shail be designed as described in paragraphs IV. D.

7.b. 5a., b. and c. of this section. Additional protection such as covers or
guards to prevent wind blowing, spraying or releases from pressure relief vents

from causing a discharge of Section 313 water priority chemicals to the

drainage system, and overhangs or door skirts to enclose trailer ends at truck

loading/unloading docks shall be provided as appropriate. Visual inspections

or leak tests shall be provided for overhead piping conveying Section 313

water priority chemicals without secondary containment.

5. Discharges from areas covered by paragraphs IV. D. 7.b. 1. 2. 3., or 4.

a. Drainage from areas covered by paragraphs IV. D.7.b. 1.2.3., or 4. of this

part should be restrained by valves or other positive means to prevent the

discharge of a spill or other excessive leakage of Section 313 water

priority chemicals. Where containment units are employed, such units

may be emptied by pumps or ejectors; however, these shall be manually

activated.

b. Flapper-type drain valves shall not be used to drain containment areas.

Valves used for the drainage of containment areas should, as far as is

practical, be of manual, open-and-closed design.

c. If facility drainage is not engineered as above, the final discharge of all in-

facility storm sewers shall be equipped to be equivalent with a diversion

system that could, in the event of an uncontrolled spili of Section 313

water priority chemicals, return the spilled material to the facility.

d. Records shall be kept of the frequency and estimated volume (in gallons)
of discharges from containment areas.

6. Facility site runoff other than from areas covered by IV. D. 7.b.1.,2, 3, or 4.

Other areas of the facility (those not addressed in paragraphs IV. D.7.'b. 1., 2,
3, or 4), from which runoff which may contain Section 313 water priority

chemicals or spills of Section 313 water priority chemicals could cause a

discharge shall incorporate the necessary drainage or other control features to
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prevent discharge of spilled or improperly disposed material and ensure the

mitigation of pollutants in runoff or leachate.

7. Preventive maintenance and housekeeping. All areas of the facility shall be

inspected at specific intervals for leaks or conditions that could lead to

discharges of Section 313 water priority chemicals or direct contact of storm

water with raw materials, intermediate materials, waste materials or products.

In particular, facility piping, pumps, storage tanks and bins, pressure vessels,

process and material handling equipment, and material bulk storage area shall

be examined for any conditions or failures which could cause a discharge.

Inspection shall include examination for leaks, wind blowing, corrosion, support

or foundation failure, or other forms of deterioration or non-containment.

Inspection intervals shall be specified in the SWP3 and shall be based on

design and operational experience. Different areas may require different

inspection intervals. Where a leak or other condition is discovered which may

result in significant releases of Section 313 water priority chemicals to the

drainage system, corrective action shall be immediately taken or the unit or

process shut down until corrective action can be taken. When a leak or non-

containment of a Section 313 water priority chemical has occurred,

contaminated soil, debris, or other material must be promptly removed and

disposed in accordance with Federal, State, and local requirements and as

described intheSWP3.

8. Facility security. Facilities shall have the necessary security systems to

prevent accidental or intentional entry which could cause a discharge.

Security systems described in the plan shall address fencing, lighting,

vehicular traffic control, and securing of equipment and buildings.

9. Training. Facility employees and contractor personnel using the facility shall

be trained in and informed of preventive measures at the facility. Employee

training shall be conducted at intervals specified in the SWP3, but not less

than once per year, in matters of pollution control laws and regulations, and in

the storm water pollution prevention plan and the particular features of the

facility and its operation which are designed to minimize discharges of Section

313 water priority chemicals. The SWP3 shall designate a person who is

accountable for spill prevention at the facility and who will set up the necessary

spill emergency procedures and reporting requirements so that spills and

emergency releases of Section 313 water priority chemicals can be isolated

and contained before a discharge of a Section 313 water priority chemical can

occur. Contractor or temporary personnel shall be informed of facility

operation and design features in order to prevent discharges or spills from

occurring.

8. Additional Requirements for Salt Storage. Storage piles of salt used for de-icing or

other commercial or industrial purposes and which generate a storm water discharge
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associated with industrial activity which is discharged to surface waters of the state

shall be enclosed or covered to prevent exposure to precipitation, except for exposure

resulting from adding or removing materials from the pile. Piles do not need to be

enclosed or covered where storm water from the pile is not discharged to surface

waters of the state.

PART V. NUMERIC EFFLUENT LIMITATIONS AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

A. Coal Pile Runoff Effluent Limitations. Any discharge of coal pile runoff to waters of the

state in existence and covered under the general permit for storm water associated with

industrial activity as of February 18, 1996 is eligible for coverage under this genera! permit

as long as the permittee complied with the following effluent limitations as expeditiously as

practicably, but no later than October 26, 1995, or if such discharge first commenced after

October 26, 1995 then upon commencement of discharge. Coal pile runoff shall not be

diluted with storm water or other flow in order to meet these limitations.

Units Parameter Daily Minimum Daily Maximum

mg/l Total Suspended Solids — 50

S.U. pH 6.0 9.0

Any untreated overflow from facilities designed, constructed and operated to treat the

volume of coal pile runoff which is associated with a 10 year, 24-hour rainfall event shall

not be subject to the limitation for total suspended solids. It is the permittee's responsibility

to demonstrate to the Ohio EPA that a 10 year, 24-hour rainfall event has occurred and the

volume of the overflow to which the Total Suspended Solids effluent limitation does not

apply.

B. Monitoring Requirements. Only the activities described in the following matrix and

associated definitions are required to conduct monitoring. The monitoring required in the

following matrix shall be conducted annually. Monitoring shall be initiated within twelve

months of the date that the Director approves the entity for coverage under this general

permit and annually thereafter, weather conditions permitting. A permittee may, in lieu of

annual monitoring, certify that industrial materials are not exposed to storm water; such

certification shall be submitted to the Ohio EPA upon request of the Director. See

paragraph B.2.a of Part V of this permit regarding Section 313 water priority chemicals

and associated areas regarding monitoring.

1. Monitoring Requirements Matrix: The permittee at the following types of facilities

fisted in subparagraph V.B. 2.a. through I of this permit shall monitor for the parameters

with an "x" in the following chart.
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Reporting Units

mq/l

mg/l

mg/l

mq/l

mq/i

mq/i

S.U.

TU.

Hours

Inches

Hours

Gallons

Mq/l

uq/i

MPf/l

UCJ/I

Mq/l

mg/1

uq/i

mq-/t

mq/l

UQ/I

mqf!

i«a

Hfl/I

uq/i

wad

wofl

#/100ml

Parameter

Oil and Grease

5-day Biochemical Oxygen
Demand

Chemical Oxyqen Demand

Total Suspended Solids

Total Kjeldahl Nitroqen

Phosphorus

PH

Acute Toxicity

Duration of Storm Event

Precipitation

Duration Between Storm Events*

Volume {estj

Lead. Total

Cadmium, Total

Copper, Total

Arsenic, Totai

Chromium, Total

Ammonia

Magnesium, Total

Maqnesium. Diss.

Total Dissolved Solids

Total Organic Carbon

Barium, Total

Cyanide, Total

Mercury, Total

Seienium, Total

Silver, Total

Pentachloropheno!

Nickel, Total

Zinc, Totai

Fecal Coliform

INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITY CATEGORIES (subparagraph of V. B. 2.) j

a b1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X1

Xs

XJ

X3

c

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

d

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

e

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

f

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

a

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

h

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

?

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

i

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

k

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

I1

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

*Time between the storm event when sampling is being conducted and the last storm event

producing rainfall greater than 0.1 inches.

1 and any pollutant limited in an effluent guideline or categorical pretreatment

standard which the facility is subject. Facilities with SIC codes 3351 - 3357 are only

required to monitor the metals copper and zinc in lieu of the other metals indicated in

the matrix.

2 and the primary ingredient used in the deicing materials used at the site (e.g.,
ethylene glycol, urea, etc.).
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facilities that are classified as SIC 33 only because they manufacture pure silicon
and/or semiconductor grade silicon are not required to monitor for this parameter.

2. Industrial Activity Categories Definitions

a. Section 313 of SARA Title III Facilities. As of the effective date of permit

OHR000003 (August 1, 2000), facilities with storm water discharges associated
with industrial activity that are subject to requirements to report releases into the

environment under Section 313 of SARA Title III for chemicals that are classified

as 'Section 313 water priority chemicals' are no longer required to perform

monitoring unless required by paragraphs B.2.b through B.2.I. of Part V of this
permit.

b. Primary Metal Industries. Facilities with storm water discharges associated with
industrial activity classified as Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) 33

(Primary Metal Industry) are required to monitor such storm water that is
discharged from the facility.

c. Land Disposal Units/lncinerators/BIFs. Facilities with storm water discharges

associated with industrial activity from any active or inactive land application

sites that has received any industrial wastes from a facility with a Standard

Industrial Classification (SIC) of between 20-39 (manufacturing); and

incinerators (including Boilers and Industrial Furnaces (BIFs))that burn

hazardous waste and operate under interim status or a permit under Subtitle C
of RCRA, are required to monitor such storm water that is discharged from the

facility (see land application unit in Part IX. DEFINITIONS).

d. Wood Treatment Using Chiorophenolic Formulations. Facilities with storm water

discharges associated with industrial activity from areas that are used for wood

treatment, wood surface application or storage of treated or surface protected

wood at any wood preserving or wood surface facilities are required to monitor
such storm water that is discharged from the facility.

e. Wood Treatment Using Creosote Formulations. Facilities with storm water

discharges associated with industrial activity from areas that are used for wood
treatment, wood surface application or storage of treated or surface protected

wood at any wood preserving or wood surface facilities are required to monitor
such storm water that is discharged from the facility.

f. Wood Treatment Using Chromium-Arsenic Formulations. Facilities with storm
water discharges associated with industrial activity from areas that are used for

wood treatment, wood surface application or storage of treated or surface

protected wood at any wood preserving or wood surface facilities are required to
monitor such storm water that is discharged from the facility.
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g. Coal Pile Runoff. Facilities with storm water discharges associated with

industrial activity from coal pile runoff are required to monitor such storm water

that is discharged from the facility.

h. Battery Reclaimers. Facilities with storm water discharges associated with

industrial activity from areas used for storage of lead acid batteries, reclamation

products, or waste products, and areas used for lead acid battery reclamation

(including material handling activities) at facilities that reclaim lead acid batteries

are required to monitor such storm water that is discharged from the facility.

L Airports. At airports with over 50,000 flight operations per year, facilities with

storm water discharges associated with industrial activity from areas where

aircraft or airport deicing operations occur (including runways, taxiways, ramps,

and dedicated aircraft deicing stations) are required to monitor such storm water

that is discharged from the facility.

j. Coal-fired Steam Electric Facilities. Facilities with storm water discharges

associated with industrial activity from coal handling sites at coal fired steam

electric power generating facilities (other than discharges in whole or in part from

coal piles subject to storm water effluent guidelines at 40 CFR 423 - which are

not eligible for coverage under this permit) are required to monitor such storm

water that is discharged from the facility.

k. Animal Handling / Meat Packing. Facilities with storm water discharges

associated with industrial activity from animal handling areas, manure

management (or storage) areas, and production waste management (or storage)

areas that are exposed to precipitation at meat packing plants, poultry packing

plants, and facilities that manufacture animal and marine fats and oils, are

required to monitor such storm water that is discharged from the facility.

I. Additional Facilities. Facilities with storm water discharges associated with

industrial activity that:

1. come in contact with storage piles for solid chemicals used as raw

materials that are exposed to precipitation at facilities classified as SIC 30

(Rubber and Miscellaneous Plastics Products) or SIC 28 (Chemicals and

Allied Products);

2. are from those areas at automobile junkyards with any of the following: (A)

over 250 auto/truck bodies with drivelines (engine, transmission, axles, and

wheels), 250 drivelines, or any combination thereof (in whole or in parts)

are exposed to storm water; (B) over 500 auto/truck units (bodies with or

without drive lines in whole or in parts) are stored and exposed to storm

water; or (C) over 100 units per year are dismantled and drainage or

storage of automotive fluids occurs in areas exposed to storm water;
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3. come in contact with iime storage piles that are exposed to storm water at
lime manufacturing facilities;

4. are from oil handling sites at oil fired steam electric power generating
facilities;

5. are from cement manufacturing facilities and cement kilns (other than

discharges in whole or in part from material storage piles subject to storm

water effluent guidelines at 40 CFR 411 - which are not eligible for
coverage under this permit);

6. are from ready-mixed concrete facilities; or

7. are from ship building and repairing facilities;

are required to monitor such storm water discharged from the facility.

3. When and How to Sample. Take a minimum of one grab sample from the discharge

associated with industrial activity resulting from a storm event with at least 0.1 inch of

precipitation (defined as "measurable" event), providing the interval from the

preceding measurable storm is at least 72 hours. The 72-hour storm interval is

waived when the preceding measurable storm did not yield a measurable discharge,

or if you are able to document that less than a 72-hour interval is representative for

local events during the sampling period. Take the grab sample during the first 30

minutes of the discharge. If it is not practicable to take the sampling during the first

30 minutes, sample during the first hour of discharge and describe why a grab

sample during the first 30 minutes was impracticable.

4. Sampling Waiver. When a discharger is unable to collect samples due to adverse

climatic conditions, the discharger must prepare, in lieu of sampling data, a

description of why samples could not be collected, including available documentation

of the event. Adverse climatic conditions which may prohibit the collection of samples

includes weather conditions that create dangerous conditions for personnel (such as

local flooding, high winds, hurricane, tornadoes, electrical storms, etc.) or otherwise

make the collection of a sample impracticable (drought, extended frozen conditions

etc.).

5. Representative Discharge. When a facility has two or more outfalls that, based on a

consideration of features and activities within the area drained by the outfall, the

permittee reasonably believes discharge substantially identical effluents, the

permittee may test the effluent of one such outfalls and report that the quantitative

data also applies to the substantially identical outfalls. In addition, for each outfall

that the permittee believes is representative, an estimate of the size of the drainage

area (in square feet) and an estimate of the runoff coefficient of the drainage area
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(e.g., low (under 40%), medium (40% to 65%) or high (above 65%)) shall be

provided.

C. Toxicity Testing. As of the effective date of permit OHR000003, acute toxicity testing

was no longer required.

D. Alternative Certification of "Not Present or No Exposure." A permittee is not subject to

the analytical monitoring requirement of this part for a given outfall or pollutant provided

the permittee certifies that: for a given outfall or certifies on a pollutant-by-pollutant basis

material handling equipment or activities, raw materials, intermediate products, final

products, waste materials, by-products, industrial machinery or operations, or significant

materials from past industrial activity, any of which are located in areas of the facility within

the drainage area of the outfall, are not presently exposed to storm water and are not

expected to be exposed to storm water for the certification period. The certification must

be signed in accordance with Part VII.G and retained in the SWP3. If the permittee cannot

certify for an entire period, the permittee must note the date exposure was eliminated and

perform any monitoring required up until that date.
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PART VI. REPORTING REQUIREMENTS

A. Failure to Certify. Any facility that is unable to make the certification required under

paragraph D.3.g(1) (testing for non-storm water discharges) of Part IV of this permit, must

note in its storm water pollution prevention plan its inability to make the certification by

April 1,1993 or, for facilities which begin to discharge storm water associated with
industrial activity after October 1, 1992, within 180 days after submitting an NO! to be

covered by this permit. Such notation shall describe: the procedure of any test conducted

for ihe presence of non-storm water discharges; the results of such test or other relevant

observations; potential sources of non-storm water discharges to the storm sewer; and

why adequate tests for such storm sewers were not feasible.

B. Reporting: Where to Submit

1. Permittees shall submit all monitoring data upon request of the Director or Regional

Administrator.

2. Signed copies of individual permit applications and all other reports required herein,

shall be submitted to the Director of the Ohio EPA at the addresses previously given
in this permit for NOTs (see Part II. F).

3. Additional Notification. Facilities with at least one storm water discharge associated

with industrial activity through a large or medium municipal separate storm sewer

system (systems serving a population of 100,000 or more) in addition to submitting

monitoring data in accordance with paragraph B of Part VI of this permit, must submit

signed copies to the operator of the municipal separate storm sewer system at the

same time they are submitted to the Ohio EPA.

C. Retention of Records.

1. The permittee shall retain the pollution prevention plan developed in accordance with

Part IV of this permit for the life of the permit. The permittee shall retain all records of

all monitoring information, copies of ail reports required by this permit, and records of

all data used to complete the Notice of Intent to be covered by this permit, for a

period of at least six years from the date of the measurement, report, or application.

This period may be explicitly modified by alternative provisions of this permit (see

paragraph C.2 of Part VI of this permit) or extended by request of the Director at any
time.

For discharges subject to sampling requirements pursuant to paragraph B of Part V of

this permit, in addition to the requirements of paragraph C.1 of Part VI of this permit,

permittees are required to retain for a six year period from the date of sample

collection or for the term of this permit, which ever is greater, records of all monitoring

information collected during the term of this permit. Permittees must submit such

monitoring results to the Director upon the request of the Director.

2.
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PART VII. STANDARD PERMIT CONDITIONS

A. Duty to Comply.

1 Thej>ermfttee^shaIlxojiipJy w^

noncompliance constitutes a violation of the Ohio Revised Code Chapter 6111 and

Ohio Administrative Code rule 3745-38 and is grounds for enforcement action; for

permit coverage termination, revocation and reissuance, or modification; or for denial

of coverage under a renewal of this general permit.

2. Penalties for Violations of Permit Conditions.

a. Criminal

1. Ohio Revised Code Section 6111.99 provides that any person who violates

permit terms or conditions is subject to a fine and/or imprisonment.

2. Falsification. Ohio Revised Code Chapter 6111 provides that any person

who knowingly submits false information or records pertaining to discharges

required as a condition of a permit is subject to a fine and/or imprisonment.

b. Civil Penalties - Ohio Revised Code Chapter 6111 provides that any person who

violates permit terms or conditions is subject to a civii penalty for each day of

violation.

B. Continuation of the Expired General Permit. An expired general permit continues in

force and effect until a new general permit is issued.

C. Need to Halt or Reduce Activity Not a Defense. It shall not be a defense for a permittee

in an enforcement action that it would have been necessary to halt or reduce the permitted

activity in order to maintain compliance with the conditions of this permit.

D. Duty to Mitigate. The permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any

discharge in violation of this permit that has a reasonable likelihood of adversely affecting

human health or the environment.

E. Duty to Provide Information. The permittee shall furnish to the Director, within a

reasonable time, any information that the Director may request to determine compliance

with this permit. The permittee shall also furnish to the Director upon request copies of

records required to be kept by this permit.

F. Other Information. When the permittee becomes aware that he or she failed to submit

any relevant facts or submitted incorrect information in the Notice of Intent or in any other
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report to the Director, he or she shall promptly submit such omitted facts and correct
information.

G. Signatory Requirements. Ali Notices of Intent, Notices of Termination, storm water
pollution prevention plans, reports, certifications or information that are submitted to the

Director, that are submitted to the operator of a municipai separate storm sewer system,
or that this permit requires be maintained by the permittee, shall be signed.

1. Al! Notices of Intent shall be signed as follows:

a. For a corporation: by a responsible corporate officer. For the purpose of this

section, a responsible corporate officer means: (1) a president, secretary,

treasurer, or vice-president of the corporation in charge of a principal business
function, or any other person who performs similar policy or decision-making
functions for the corporation; or (2) the manager of one or more manufacturing,

production or operating facilities employing more than 250 persons or having

gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25,000,000 (in second-quarter

1980 dollars) if authority to sign documents has been assigned or delegated to
the manager in accordance with corporate procedures;

b. For a partnership or sole proprietorship: by a general partner or the proprietor,
respectively; or

c. For a municipality: State, Federal, or other public agency: by either a principal

executive officer or ranking elected official. For purposes of this section, a

principal executive officer of a Federal agency includes (1) the chief executive

officer of the agency, or (2) a senior executive officer having responsibility for the
overall operations of a principal geographic unit of the agency (e.g., Regional
Administrators of EPA).

2. All reports required by the permit and other information requested by the Director

shall be signed by a person described above or by a duly authorized representative of
that person. A person is a duly authorized representative only if:

a. The authorization is made in writing by a person described above and submitted
to the Director.

b. The authorization specifies either an individual or a position having responsibility
for the overall operation of the regulated facility or activity, such as the position

of manager, operator, superintendent, or position of equivalent responsibility or

an individual or position having overall responsibility for environmental matters

for the company. (A duly authorized representative may thus be either a named
individual or any individual occupying a named position).
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c. Changes to authorization. If an authorization under paragraph G.2 of Part VII of

this permit is no longer accurate because a different individual or position has

responsibility for the overall operation of the facility, a new authorization

satisfying the requirements of paragraph G.2 of Part VII of this permit must be

submitted to the Director prior to or together with any reports, information, or

applications to be signed by an authorized representative.

d. Certification. Any person signing documents under this section shall make the

following certification:

"/ certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were

prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system

designed to assure that qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the

information submitted. Based on my inquiry of the person or persons who

manage the system, orthose persons directly responsible forgathering the

information, the information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief,

true, accurate, and complete. I am aware that there are significant penalties for

submitting false information, including the possibility of fine and imprisonment for

knowing violations."

H. Penalties for Falsification of Monitoring Systems. Ohio Revised Code Chapter 6111

provides that any person who falsifies, tampers with, or knowingly renders inaccurate any

monitoring device or method required to be maintained under this permit shall, upon

conviction, be punished by fines and imprisonment.

I. Oil and Hazardous Substance Liability. Nothing in this permit shall be construed to

preclude the institution of any legal action or relieve the permittee from any responsibilities,

liabilities, or penalties to which the permittee is or may be subject under Section 311 of the

Act.

J. Property Rights. The issuance of this permit does not convey any property rights of any

sort, nor any exclusive privileges, nor does it authorize any injury to private property nor

any invasion of personal rights, nor any infringement of federal, state or local laws or

regulations.

K. Severability. The provisions of this permit are severable, and if any provision of this

permit, or the application of any provision of this permit to any circumstance, is held

invalid, the application of such provision to other circumstances, and the remainder of this

permit shall not be affected thereby.

L. Transfers. This permit is not transferable to any person except as described in Part II of

this permit. The Director may require the operator to apply for and obtain an individual

NPDES permit as stated in paragraph M of Part VI! of this permit.

M. Requiring an Individual Permit or an Alternative General Permit.
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1. The Director may require any person authorized by this permit to apply for and/or

obtain either an individual NPDES permit or an alternative NPDES genera! permit.

Any interested person may petition the Director to take action under this paragraph.

The Director may require any owner or operator authorized to discharge under this

permit to apply for an individual NPDES permit only if the owner or operator has been

notified in writing that a permit application is required. This notice shall include a brief

statement of the reasons for this decision, an application form, a statement setting a

deadline for the owner or operator to file the application, and a statement that on the

effective date of the individual NPDES permit or the alternative general permit as it

applies to the individual permittee, coverage under this general permit shall

automatically terminate. Individual permit applications shall be submitted to the

address of the appropriate Ohio EPA district office. The Director may grant additional

time to submit the application upon request of the applicant. If an owner or operator

fails to submit in a timely manner an individual NPDES permit application as required

by the Director, then the applicability of this permit to the individual NPDES permittee

is automatically terminated at the end of the day specified for application submittal.

2. Any owner or operator authorized by this permit may request to be excluded from the

coverage of this permit by applying for an individual permit. The owner or operator

shall submit an individual application (Form 1 and Form 2F) with reasons supporting

the request to the Director. Individual permit applications shall be submitted to the

appropriate Ohio EPA district office. The request may be granted by the issuance of

any individual permit or an alternative general permit if the reasons cited by the owner

or operator are adequate to support the request.

3. When an individual NPDES permit is issued to an owner or operator otherwise

subject to this permit, or the owner or operator is authorized for coverage under an

alternative NPDES general permit, the applicability of this permit to the individual

NPDES permittee is automatically terminated on the effective date of the individual

permit or the date of authorization of coverage under the alternative general permit,

whichever the case may be.

N. Environmental Laws. No condition of this permit shall release the permittee from any

responsibility or requirements under other environmental statutes or regulations.

O. Proper Operation and Maintenance. The permittee shall at all times properly operate

and maintain all facilities and systems of treatment and control (and related

appurtenances) which are installed or used by the permittee to achieve compliance with

the conditions of this permit and with the requirements of storm water pollution prevention

plans. Proper operation and maintenance also includes adequate laboratory controls and

appropriate quality assurance procedures. Proper operation and maintenance requires

the operation of backup or auxiliary facilities or similar systems, installed by a permittee

only when necessary to achieve compliance with the conditions of the permit.

P. Monitoring and Records.
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1. Samples and measurements taken for the purpose of monitoring shall be

representative of the monitored activity.

2. The permittee shall retain records of all monitoring information including all calibration

and maintenance records and all original strip chart recordings for continuous

monitoring instrumentation, copies of the reports required by this permit, and records

of all data used to complete the application for this permit, for at least 6 years from

the date of the sample, measurement, report or application. This period may be

extended by request of the Director at any time.

3. Records Contents. Records of monitoring information shall include:

a. The date, exact place, and time of sampling or measurements;

b. The initials or name(s) of the individual(s) who performed the sampling or

measurements;

c. The date(s) analyses were performed;

d. The time(s) analyses were initiated;

e. The initials or name(s) of the individual(s) who performed the analyses;

f. References and written procedures, when available, for the analytical

techniques or methods used; and

g. The results of such analyses, including the bench sheets, instrument readouts,

computer disks or tapes, etc., used to determine these results.

4. Monitoring must be conducted according to test procedures approved under 40 CFR

Part 136, unless other test procedures have been specified in this permit.

Q. Inspection and Entry. The permittee shall allow the Director or an authorized

representative of Ohio EPA or, in the case of a facility which discharges through a

municipal separate storm sewer, an authorized representative of the municipal operator or

the separate storm sewer receiving the discharge, upon the presentation of credentials

and other documents as may be required by law, to:

1. Enter upon the permittee's premises where a regulated facility or activity is located

or conducted or where records must be kept under the conditions of this permit;

2. Have access to and copy at reasonable times, any records that must be kept under

the conditions of this permit; and
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3. Inspect at reasonable times any facilities or equipment (including monitoring and
control equipment).

R. Permit Actions. This permit may be modified, revoked and reissued, or terminated for

cause. The filing of a request by the permittee for a permit modification, revocation and

reissuance, or termination, or a notification of planned changes or anticipated

noncompliance does not stay any permit condition.

S. Upset. The provisions of 40 CFR Section 122.41 (n), relating to "Upset," are specifically
incorporated herein by reference in their entirety. For definition of "upset," see Part IX,
Definitions, of this permit.
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PART VIII. REOPENER CLAUSE

A. If there is evidence indicating potential or realized impacts on water quality due to any

storm water discharge associated with industrial activity covered by this permit, the owner

or operator of such discharge may be required to obtain an individual permit or an

alternative general permit in accordance with Part I.Cof this permit or the permit may be

modified to include different limitations and/or requirements.

B. Permit modification or revocation will be conducted according to Ohio Administrative Code

3745-38-06.

PART IX. DEFINITIONS

"Act" means the Clean Water Act (formerly referred to as the Federal Water Pollution Control

Act or Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972) Pub. L. 92-500, as amended

Pub. L. 95-217, Pub. L. 95-576, Pub. L 96-483, Pub. L. 97-117, and Pub. L. 100-4 33 U.S.C.

1251 et. seq.

"Best Management Practices" ("BMPs") means schedules of activities, prohibitions of practices,

maintenance procedures, and other management practices to prevent or reduce the pollution of

surface waters of the state. BMPs also include treatment requirements, operating procedures,

and practices to control facility site runoff, spillage or leaks, sludge or waste disposal, or

drainage from raw material storage.

"Coal pile runoff" means the rainfall runoff from or through any coal storage pile.

"Director" means the director of Ohio EPA or an authorized representative.

"Flow-weighted composite sample" means a composite sample consisting of a mixture of

aliquots collected at a constant time interval, where the volume of each aliquot is proportional to

the flow rate of the discharge.

"Landfill" means an area of land or an excavation in which wastes are placed for permanent

disposal, and which is not a land application unit, surface impoundment, injection well, or waste

pile.

"Land application unit" means an area where wastes are applied onto or incorporated into the

soil surface (excluding manure spreading operations) for treatment or disposal.

"Large and Medium municipal separate storm sewer system" means all municipal separate

storm sewers that are either:
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(i) located in an incorporated place (city) with a population of 100,000 or more as determined

by the latest Decennial Census by the Bureau of Census (these cities are listed in
Appendices F and G of 40 CFR Part 122); or

(ii) located in the counties with unincorporated urbanized populations of 100,000 or more,

except municipal separate storm sewers that are located in the incorporated places,

townships or towns within such counties (these counties are listed in Appendices H and I
of 40 CFR Part 122); or

(iii) owned or operated by a municipality other than those described in paragraph (i) or (ii) and
that are designated by the Director as part of the large or medium municipal separate
storm sewer system.

"National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System fNPDESV' means the national program for

issuing, modifying, revoking and reissuing, terminating, monitoring and enforcing permits, and

enforcing pretreatment requirements, under Sections 307, 402, 318, and 405 of the CWA. The
term includes an "approved program".

"NOT means notice of intent to be covered by this permit (see Attachment I of this permit).

"NOT" means notice of termination (see Attachment I of this permit).

"Point Source" means any discernible, confined, and discrete conveyance, including but not

limited to, any pipe, ditch, channel, tunnel, conduit, well, discrete fissure, container, rolling

stock, concentrated animal feeding operation, landfill leachate collection system, vessel or other

floating craft from which pollutants are or may be discharged. This term does not include return
flows from irrigated agriculture or agricultural storm water runoff.

"Section 313 water priority chemical" means a chemical or chemical categories which are: 1)

are listed at 40 CFR 372.65 pursuant to Section 313 of Title III of the Superfund Amendments

and Reauthorization Act (SARA) of 1986, also titled the Emergency Planning and Community

Right-to-Know. Act of 1986; 2) are present at or above threshold levels at a facility subject to

SARA Title III, Section 313 reporting requirements; and 3) that meet at least one of the

following criteria: (i) are listed in Appendix D of 40 CFR 122 on either Table II (organic priority

pollutants), Table III (certain metals, cyanides, and phenols) or Table V (certain toxic pollutants

and hazardous substances); (ii) are listed as a hazardous substance pursuant to Section

311 (b)(2)(A) of the Act at 40 CFR 116.4; or (iii) are pollutants for which EPA has published
acute or chronic water quality criteria.

"Significant materials" includes, but is not limited to: raw materials; fuels; materials such as

solvents, detergents, and plastic pellets; finished materials such as metallic products; raw

materials used in food processing or production; hazardous substances designated under

Section 101 (14) of CERCLA; any chemical the facility is required to report pursuant to Section

313 of Title Ell of SARA; fertilizers; pesticides; and waste products such as ashes, slag and
sludge that have the potential to be released with storm water discharges.
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"Significant spills" includes, but is not limited to: releases of oil or hazardous substances in

excess of reportable quantities under Section 311 of the Clean Water Act (see 40 CFR 110.10

and CFR 117.21) or Section 102 of CERCLA (see 40 CFR 302.4).

"Storm Water" means storm water runoff, snow melt runoff, and surface runoff and drainage.

"U.S. EPA Definition ot Storm Water Associated with Industrial Activity" (not every activity in this

definition is eligible for coverage under this permit; see Part 1 .C. for eligibility criteria) means the

discharge from any conveyance which is used for collecting and conveying storm water and

which is directly related to manufacturing, processing or raw materials storage areas at an

industrial plant. The term does not include discharges from facilities or activities excluded from

the NPDES program. For the categories of industries identified in subparagraphs (i) through (x)

of this definition, the term includes, but is not limited to, storm water discharges from industrial

plant yards; immediate access roads and rail lines used or traveled by carriers of raw materials,

manufactured products, waste material, or by-products used or created by the facility; material

handling sites; refuse sites; sites used for the application or disposal of process waste waters

(as defined at 40 CFR 401); sites used for the storage and maintenance of material handling

equipment; sites used for residual treatment, storage, or disposal; shipping and receiving areas;

manufacturing buildings; storage areas (including tank farms) for raw materials, and

intermediate and finished products; and areas where industrial activity has taken place in the

past and significant materials remain and are exposed to storm water.

For the categories of industries identified in paragraph (xi) of this definition, the term includes

only storm water discharges from all areas listed in the previous sentence (except access

roads) where material handling equipment or activities, "raw materials, intermediate products,

final products, waste materials, by-products, or industrial machinery are exposed to storm

water. For the purposes of this paragraph, material handling activities include the: storage,

loading and unloading, transportation, or conveyance of any raw material, intermediate product,

finished product, by-product or waste product. The term excludes areas located on plant lands

separate from the plant's industrial activities, such as office buildings and accompanying

parking lots as long as the drainage from the excluded areas is not mixed with storm water

drained from the above described areas. Industrial facilities (including industrial facilities that

are Federally or municipally owned or operated that meet the description of the facilities listed in

this paragraph (i)-(x')) include those facilities designated under 40 CFR 122.26(a)(1)(v). The

following categories of facilities are considered to be engaging in "industrial activity" for

purposes of this subsection:

(i) Facilities subject to storm water effluent limitations guidelines, new source performance

standards, or toxic pollutant effluent standards under 40 CFR Subchapter N (except

facilities with toxic pollutant effluent standards which are exempted under category (xi) of

this paragraph);

(ii) Facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classifications 24 (except 2434), 26 (except 265

and 267), 28 (except 283 and 285) 29, 311, 32 (except 323), 33, 3441, 373;
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(iii) Facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classifications 10 through 14 (mineral industry)
including active or inactive mining operations (except for areas of coal mining operations
meeting the definition of a reclamation area under 40 CFR 434.11(1)) and oil and gas

exploration, production, processing, or treatment operations, or transmission facilities that

discharge storm water contaminated by contact with or that has come into contact with,

any overburden, raw material, intermediate products, finished products, byproducts or'
waste products located on the site of such operations; inactive mining operations are

mining sites that are not being actively mined, but which have an identifiable
owner/operator;

(iv) Hazardous waste treatment, storage, or disposal facilities, including those that are

operating under interim status or a permit under Subtitle C of RCRA;

(v) Landfills, land application sites, and open dumps that have received any industrial wastes

(waste that is received from any of the facilities described under this subsection) including
those that are subject to regulation under Subtitle D of RCRA;

(vi) Facilities involved in the recycling of materials, including metal scrapyards, battery

reclaimers, salvage yards, and automobile junkyards, including but not limited to those
classified as Standard Industrial Classification 5015 and 5093;

(vii) Steam electric power generating facilities, including coal handling sites;

(viii) Transportation facilities classified as Standard Industrial Classifications 40, 41, 42 (except

4221-25), 43, 44, 45, and 5171 which have vehicle maintenance shops, equipment

cleaning operations, or airport deicing operations. Only those portions of the facility that

are either involved in vehicle maintenance (including vehicle rehabilitation, mechanical

repairs, painting, fueling, and lubrication), equipment cleaning operations, airport deicing

operations, or which are otherwise identified under paragraphs (i)-(vii) or (ix)-(xi) of this
subsection are associated with industrial activity;

(ix) Treatment works treating domestic sewage or any other sewage sludge or wastewater

treatment device or system, used in the storage treatment, recycling, and reclamation of

municipal or domestic sewage, including land dedicated to the disposal of sewage sludge

that are located within the confines of the facility, with a design flow of 1.0 mgd or more, or
required to have an approved pretreatment program under 40 CFR 403. Not included are

farm lands, domestic gardens or lands used for sludge management where sludge is
beneficially reused and which are not physically located in the confines of the facility, or
areas that are in compliance with 40 CFR 503;

(x) Construction activity - including clearing, grading and excavation activities except:

operations that result in disturbance of less than five acres of total land area which is not
part of a larger common plan of development or sale; and
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(xi) Facilities under Standard Industrial Classifications 20, 21, 22, 23, 2434, 25, 265, 267, 27,

283, 285, 30, 31 (except 311), 323, 34 (except 3441), 35, 36, 37 (except 373), 38, 39,

4221-25, (and which are not otherwise included within categories (ii)-(x)).

"SWP31' means storm water pollution prevention plan to be completed as a condition of this

permit (see Part IV of this permit).

"Time-weighted composite" means a composite sample consisting of a mixture of equal volume

aliquots collected at a constant time interval.

"Waste pile" means any non-containerized accumulation of solid, non-flowing waste that is used

for treatment or storage.

"Waste treatment systems," including treatment ponds or lagoons designed to meet the

requirements of the CWA are not surface waters of the state.

"10-vear, 24-hour precipitation event" means the maximum 24-hour precipitation event with a

probable reoccurrence interval of once in 10 years. This information is available in "Weather

Bureau Technical Paper No. 40,", May 1961 and "NOAA Atlas 2," 1973 for the 11 Western

States, and may be obtained from the National Climatic Center of the Environmental Data

Service, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, U.S. Department of Commerce.

"Bypass" means the intentional diversion of waste streams from any portion of the treatment

facility.

"Upset" means an exceptional incident in which there is unintentional and temporary

noncompliance with technology based permit effluent limitations because of factors beyond the

reasonable control of the permittee. An upset does not include noncompliance to the extent

caused by operational error, improperly designed treatment facilities, inadequate treatment

facilities, lack of preventive maintenance, or careless or improper operation.

"Surface waters of the state" means all streams, lakes, ponds, marshes, watercourses,

waterways, springs, irrigation systems, drainage systems, and all other bodies or accumulations

of surface water, natural or artificial, which are situated wholly or partly within, or border upon,

this state, or are within its jurisdiction, except those private waters which do not combine or

effect a junction with natural surface waters.
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